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The 19 16 US.-Canada Migratory Bkds Convention constitutes the legal foundation 
of the continental regime making possible the management of migratory bkds 
populations in North America. While considered a success in international 
environmental govemance, the Convention failed to Mly recognize the special needs 
and rights of Aboriginal Peoples who depend on the continuing harvest of waterfowl 
for their subsistence during the spring. In order to answer long-standing grievances, 
the national governments of Canada and the United States have attempted twice in the 
last thkty years to amend the Convention. A fust attempt led to an agreement in 1979 
but it failed to be ratified. It took a second agreement, signed in 1995, to h d l y  
succeed in amending the continental regime. How can we account for this difficult 
process of international regime change? What hally triggered the process of regime 
change after skty years of injustice? Why did the 1995 agreement succeed while the 
1979 agreement failed? 

This dissertation ansvers these questions by providing an in-depth examination of the 
politics of the case. We demonstrate that changes in the domestic political 
environment of both countries were important in triggering efforts to change the 
Convention and that the constitutional rules for treaty-making in both countries 
played an important role in stnicturing the politics of regime change. In the 1980s, the 
US. Senate veto over treaty approval helped a transnational coalition of 
environmentaüsts, recreational huntea and statelprovincial wildife agencies defeat 
the 1979 agreement against the will and efforts of both national govemments. in the 
1990s, national govemments successfùIIy amended the Convention only &er 
concessions to non-state opponents, a lobbying campaign by the Canadian 
govenunent in the U.S. and changes in Canadian constitutional Iaw helped them 
overcome the threat of the American Senate's veto. ûverall, the dissertation suggests 
that our understanding of international regime changp couid be advanced by better 
accounting for the role of transnational coalitions of non-state actors and domestic 
political factors, such as coostitutionai d e s  for treaty-making. 
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INTRODUCTXON 

The U.S.-Canada Migratory BUds Convention is one of the oldest international 

agreements in the world for managing a shared environmental resource and it is also 

considered one of the most successfbl in the history of international environmental 

management. Since 19 16, it has been the comerstone of a complex set of n o m  and 

procedures - what is referred ta as a regime - that has made it possible to preserve 

the migratory birds populations of North Amerka fiom decline and potential 

extinction. Unfortunately, since its ratification, the Convention has also been an 

important object of grievance and injustice for northem indigenousl communities 

who have seen some of their most valued cultural and environmental practices 

forbidden by some of its core provisions. By prohibiting them fiom harvesting 

waterfowl during the spnng reproductive season even for subsistence purposes, the 

Convention has been tramplhg Aboriginal peoples' rights and has made it more 

difficult for them to meet their essential social, nutritional and cultural needs for the 

greater part of the p s t  century.' 

While this problem had long been acknowledged, it took over sixty years af'ter 

the Convention was ratified for a significant effort to be deployed to rectify this 

situation. And once the Canadian and Amerîcan govemments committed to the 

change, it took ahost  twenty years of efforts to amend the Convention. From 1978 to 

1997, both goveniments have devoted considerable energy and resowces to securing 

an amendment to the Convention. A nrst attempt led to the successfid signature of a 

protocol of amendment in December 1979. However, the 1979 Protucol mnendmg 



the Migraory Birdr Comention was never ratified and made into law. It took a 

second attempt and the ratification of the 1995 Protocol amending the Migtatmy 

Bir& Convention in 1997 to successfully change the continental bird management 

regime in favour of indigenous subsistence hunters. How can we account for this 

difncult process of international regime change? Why did it take so long to initiate 

the amendment process? What factors findly trîggered the process of change after 

more than sixty years of injustice? Why was the amendment so difficult to secure? 

Given that the two protocols dealt preciseiy with the same issue and involved the 

same policy acton, how are we to account for the two different outcornes of the 1979 

and 1995 protocols of amendment? Why did the 1995 Protocol succeed where the 

1979 Protocol failed? 

The purpose of this dissertation is to provide some answers to these questions 

and to fûrther our understanding of how international environmentai regimes can 

change over time. To answer these questions, 1 needed to investigate the history and 

politics of this controversy about the recognition of special rights to indigenous 

peoples to hanrest waterfowl for subsistence purposes throughout the year in both 

Canada and Aiaska. The dissertation provides a detailed examination of this history 

and politics involving wildlife authonties, environmentaiists, recreational hunters and 

indigenous peoples. in Canada, wildlife policy has been relatively under-investigated 

in cornparison to policies dealing with poilution issues and sustainable development 

and this dissertation is a modest conhibution to filling this gap in poiicy research. 



To understand the political dynamics and conditions that led to the changes in 

the Migratory Birds Convention, it was also necessary to draw fiom the body of 

laiowledge accumuiated over the 1s t  decades about international environmental 

regimes. However, a survey of the regime iiterature shows that the problem of regime 

change remains under-investigated and that it largely rests on an ontological division 

between domestic and international politics that is unproductive in an age of 

increasingly giobalized politics. Moreover, as I wiil argue, existing explanations of 

regime change are insufficient for convincingly explainhg the recent history of the 

Migratory Birds Convention. For these reasons, the dissertation also provides a new 

exploratory Wework for analysing international regime change. This fnimework is 

less state-centric than current explanations of regime formation and change. in 

particular, 1 argue that an appropriate understanding of the politics of international 

regime change requires accouating for the role of transnational politics, constitutional 

procedures regarding treaty-making, and domestic political conditions Secting the 

behaviour national States in international negotiations. 

Explaining the recent history of the Migratory Birds Convention 

In the case of the Migratory Bir& Convention, my contention is that domestic 

political conditions, constitutional procedures for treaty-making and the transnational 

politics of non-state acton are essentid variables for expIaining the sources of regime 

change, the political dynamics associated with the amendment process, and the 

contrasting fates of the 1979 and 1995 protocols of amendment. 



More precisely, the dissertation wiil show that the amendment process launched 

in 1978 was mostly triggered by changes in domestic political conditions in Canada 

and the United States. While northern grievances about the Convention had existed 

for decades, it is the rise of aboriginal militancy in the 1960s and, mon importantly, 

the signing of land daims agreements with northem indigenous nations for the 

purpose of securing the orderly exploitation of northern nahiral resources that led 

national governments to actively pursue an amendment. Even after the defeat of the 

1979 Protocol, it is domestic factors, namely a series of judicial decisions by 

domestic courts, that created sufficient pressures for national States to re-launch the 

amendment process. These domestic sources of international regime change are not 

adequately accounted for by prevalent hypotheses about regime change. 

The dissertation also shows that transnational relations and domestic 

i n s t i o n s  have been important factors in the politics of amending the Migratory 

Birds Convention. In particular, I argue that the 1979 Rotocol was essentially 

defeated by a transnational coalition of environmentalists, recreational hunters and 

sub-national wildlife state agencies opposed to more generous provisions for 

indigenous subsistence hunters for fear that these amendments would threaten bird 

populations, affect their own quotas of the resource and generate new injustices 

arnong stakeholders. This transnational coalition of non-state and sub-national state 

actors defeated regime change despite the considerable efforts of national States to 

adopt such an amendment. Again, this is a result that is difncult to account for under 

existing frameworks for analyshg international regimes. 



Finally, the dissertation aiso shows that domestic institutions can be important 

variables for explaining the politics of international regime change. Constitutional 

procedures for treaty-making Vary h m  country to country and they provide for a 

varyhg number of institutional veto points that can be used to block changes in 

international agreements. These veto points, their nurnber and theu ease of access, 

make the domestic politicai process of regime members more or less permeable to 

political opposition, including opposition by transnational coalitions of non-state 

actors. As a result, the presence of institutionai veto points, and their distribution 

among regime members, will affect the poIitics of regirne change, making such 

changes more or less difficult and affecting the strategic behaviour of political acton. 

In the case of the recent political history of the Migratory Birds Convention, 

the dissertation will show that the U.S. Senate veto over treaty approval played an 

important role in the politics of amendment. The relative unavailability of veto points 

provided by constitutional procedures in Canada made the U.S. the privileged target 

of transnational opposition. In 1979, while the opponents of the subsistence 

amendment were unable to block regime change in the context of the less permeable 

Canadian institutions, the transnational coalition of opponents was able to prevent the 

same change by focusing on the more hgmented Amencan institutions. As a result 

of the institutional characteristics of both countries included in the regime, the 

transnational politics associated with regime change was clearly targeted on opposing 

the changes in the United States. 



Moreover, the dissertation shows that, if the 1995 Protocol was successfolly 

ratifïed, its success came as a resdt of an extensive effort by national states, and 

especidly by Canadian wildlife authorities, to weaken the opposing coalition of 

enviromentalists, recreational huaters and wildlife sub-national state agencies that 

had defeated the 1979 Protocol. These efforts, which were unparalleled compared to 

those associated with the 1979 Protocol, included granting concessions to opponents 

by r n o d m g  the terms of the amendment and winning over others by implementing 

an extensive strategy of advocacy in the United States. These significant advocacy 

and outreach measures by national wildlife authorities, and which differentiate the 

politics of the 1995 Rotocol fiom the politics of the 1979 Protocol, were Iargely the 

result of the need for state actors to prevent the potential use of its veto by the US. 

Senate. In sum, dornestic constitutional procedures struchired the politics of 

amendment by requiring the development of a broader coalition of supporters and by 

directly affecthg the strategy of national states pursuing regime change. 

Methodology 

The dissertation is essentially an in-depth anaiysis of a single case spanning 

about twenty yean (19784997). While the case study is clearly the prevaient 

research strategy for the study of international regimes, its choice may still warrant 

some justification. FUstly, the theoretical issues at the heart of the dissertation 

particuIarly cail for an in-depth and qualitative anaiysis of events. Not only have case 

studies been the method of choice in the analysis of international regUnes but studies 

of the independent effect of institutions in policy-making have dso stressed that 



institutions matter moûtly by their effect on the purposefui behaviour of actors: they 

provide n o m  of behaviour or an incentive structure that shapes the actors' strategies 

in influencing policy outcomes. in this context, it is important to make sure that the 

research design does not seek solely to impute a direct causal relation between 

institutions and policy outcomes. We must allow for a M e r  examination of the 

interaction arnong poiitical agents in their attempt to influence policy outcomes in 

order to identiQ how the institutional context of politics might have influenced the 

results. A contextualized and qualitative analysis constitutes the oniy approach that 

would allow to bnng those socio-political dynarnics to light. 

Secondly, while a single international agreement is examineci, the research 

design in fact allows us to divide the case into a set of four observations and to pursue 

two Lines of cornparison. The first line contrasts the experience of the 1979 Protocol 

(1978-1987) to the experience of the 1995 Protocol(1987-1997). Here the objective 

is to associate the relative success achieved by both protocols as well as their inherent 

characteristics with differences in the political processes leading to their negotiation 

and ratification attempts. This approach will allow us to bring to light significant 

differences in the transnational poütics and domestic institutions that afFected these 

respective attempts at policy change. 

The second line of inquiry focuses on the dWerences and similarities between 

how this same issue (amending the Migratory Birds Convention to allow an 

Aboriginal subsistence spring harvest) has evolved in the different institutional 

settings of Canada and the United States in the nrst and second periods. This 



approach d o w s  me to contrast four distinct observations (US. 1979, Canada 1979, 

US. 1995, Canada 1995) and to attempt to associate different outcornes with the 

particularities of the respective domestic political institutions. By following both lines 

of inquiry, I should be able to make the most out of this single case study and assure a 

reasonable scientific foundation to the anaiysis. 

Finally, 1 mean to use the case of the Migratory Birds Convention's amendment 

as both a cntical case and a tool of exploratory research. As a cntical case, the study 

argues that prevalent statecentric theories of regime change f i l  to explain 

adequately the recent history of the Convention. But at the same tirne, I use the case 

to explore the potential of adopting a new theoretical firamework to the study of 

international regirne which would better account of the role of transnational coalitions 

of non-state and sub-national actoa, the structuring effect of constitutionai 

procedures and the importance of changing domestic political conditions. To be sure, 

the Migratory Birds Convention only provides a h t  illustration of the usefulness of 

such a new h e w o r k ,  one limited to the North Amencan institutionai context as 

well. But, after this fmt venture, 1 hope that the fritmework could be extended to new 

cases and other sets of bilateral or multilateral agreements. In sum, on the basis of 

this first exploratory case, a broader set of cases could be investigated to assist in the 

development of more general hypotheses. 

In developing our qualitative analysis, I rely ma8iIy on two sources of data: the 

review of archivai documents and a series of unstnrctured and semi-structured 

interviews with key inforrnants. Government archival documents were obtained nom 



the National Archives of Canada (especidy RG 108 and RG log), the National 

WiIdlife Research Centre, and the Canadian Wildlife SeMce in Ottawa. Severai 

inte~ewees also provided me with personal notes as well as memoranda and letters 

pertaining to the history of the Migratory Birds Convention. In total, I reviewed 

several hundred documents, including federai correspondence with non-govenunental 

organizations, Aboriginal associations and the Amencan govemment, intemal 

memoranda of various departrnents, issue papers and backgrounders, various reports, 

legal opinions fkom the Department of Justice and personal notes. In addition to these 

sources, I also relied on additional official and unpublished documents available at 

the Environment Canada's library as well as on unpublished documents obtained 

tiom Abonginal organisations and non-governrnental organisations associated with 

the case. These documents provided the main source of information for the empincal 

part of the dissertation. 

Interviews have been used mainly in two ways. In the early part of the research, 

about half a dozen exploratory interviews were held with key inforrnants nom the 

Canadian Wildlife Senrice. These long i n t e ~ e w s  were unstructured and served 

primarily to gain a better understanding of the events spanning twenty years. A 

second round of interviews with representatives nom environmentai groups, spon 

hunters associations, and Aboriginal organisations were then held throughout the 

research process. These interviews were semi-structured and were generdy used to 

c o b  or clarifjr information obtained through the written materid. The content of 

these intewiews varied accordhg to the timing and nature of the interviewees' 

invoIvement in the case. In total, 47 i n t e ~ e w s  were conducted with federal and 



provincial officiais, representatives of national Aboriginal groups, conservation 

groups and recreational hunting associations. 

With a few exceptions, i n t e ~ e w s  were done on the promise of confidentiality 

and on a "not for direct attriiution" basis. This approach was strongly recommended 

to me by inte~ewees from the outset of the i n t e ~ e w  process. The events descnied 

in the dissertation are fairly recent, many issues regardhg the implementation of the 

subsistence amendments are still unresolved, and severai individuah associated with 

the failures and successes described in the dissertation are still active in 

environmental policy. As a result, confidentiality was seen as an essential condition 

for information sharing. On the few occasions where interviewees are identified, there 

was no promise of confidentiality and their consent was granted at the tirne of the 

interview. 

The structure of the dissertation 

The dissertation has three parts, composed of seven chapters. The fmt two 

chapters set the theoretical h e w o r k  while the following five chapters provide an 

empiricai analysis of the politics regarding Abonginai peoples' relationship to the 

U.S.-Canada Migratory Birds Convention. The three chapters of the second part 

investigate various aspects of the history and politics of the subsistence rights 

controversy. They provide important information for tmderstaading the problem at 

the heart of the politics of amendment. The Iast two chapters provide an analysis of 

the politics associated with the two consecutive attempts to amend the Convention. It 



is in these two chapters that the hypotheses deveIoped LI chapters one and two are 

applied to the empïrical case. 

The first chapter places the study in the context of the literature on international 

environmental regimes. M e r  presenting a synthesis of regime theory, I show that this 

theoretical approach has under-investigated the role of non-state actors in world 

politics and that, while this may have represented a short-coming in the past, the 

contemporary processes associated with globakation reinforce the case for their 

inclusion at this stage. 1 argue that, for both empincd and theoretical reasons, an 

adequate understanding of the politics of international regime change necessitates that 

greater analytical importance be given to domestic politicai conditions potentially 

underlying regime change, to the domestic institutional environment shucturing 

treaty-making, and to transnational politics involving non-state and sub-national state 

actors that may affect regime change. On the basis of the exploratory hmework 

proposed in the chapter, 1 then identiQ two sets of hypotheses that will guide my 

analysis of the Migratory Birds Convention's recent history. 

In order to move closer to a theoreticaI framework that would be appropriate for 

the North Amerîcan context, the second chapter examines in some detail the nature 

and evolution of the constitutional procedures in the United States and Canada with 

regard to treaty-making. Buüding on the idea that the inauence and strategies of 

organked interests are partiy determined by domestic politicai institutions, 1 argue 

that co&tutional d e s  for treaty-making in Canada and the United States estabtish 

different parameters for transnational actors active in the two countries. 



Moreover, a closer examination of the legal intricacies and the historical 

evolution of constitutional treaty powers in both countries reveds a more complex 

picture of their institutional structure than the one g e n e d y  presented by comparative 

neoinstitutiondism. Depending on whether the policy issue considered falls within 

provincial jurisdiction, Canadian institutions may reveal themselves to be more 

permeable than American institutions. However, as far as the Migratory Birds 

Convention is concerne& 1 argue that the American Congress, especially the U.S. 

Senate, is likely to become the main focus of political activities for actors in both 

countries. 

Chapter three then provides an analysis of the historical roots of the indigenous 

subsistence rights controversy in North Arnerica. It explahs the origins and nature of 

the U.S.-Canada Migratory Birds Convention and how it came to disregard the needs 

of people living a subsistence way-of-life in the northem part of the continent. The 

chapter shows how the Convention did not ody corne out of the necessity to extend 

protective measures over the resource's migratory range but it also came out of the 

necessity to establish federai constitutional jinisdiction over migratory birds through 

the treaty powers of both federal govemments. in the context of the battle that ensued 

over the protection of bird populations, which involved a complex array of sport 

hunten, market htmten, conservationists, state govemments, scientists and hunting 

equipment rnanufactwea, the needs of a northem constituency that was largely 

disorganized and politically unimportant were taken into account ody marginally. In 

contrast to prevailing explanations found in the iiterature and official documents, 1 

argue that it is ultimately in this political conte- rather than in the ignorance, 



oversight or prejudice of treaty negotiators, that we h d  the historicaI roots of the 

subsistence rights problem. 

In order to provide for a fuller understanding of the political controversy 

associated with the amendment of the Migratory Birds Convention in the latter part of 

the last century, chapter four then explores the political economy of the Aboriginal 

mbsistence rights issue with regard to waterfowl harvesting. 1 show that, while 

representing a small percentage of the annual waterfowl harvest in North America, 

the Abonginal subsistence spring harvest has great nutritional, social and cultural 

sigoificance for Abonginal peoples in the North. As such, demands for the 

legalization of the spring harvest have been intimately associated with stniggles for 

self-determination. However, by claiming a better access to the resource during the 

closed season, subsistence usen nevertheles raise concerns about the sustainability 

of the resource and the impact of their demands on the relative share of other users. 

As a result, they corne up agaiost competing stakeholders, such as environmentalists 

and sport hunters, who also value the resource and who represent resourceful and 

organized constituencies in the field of conservation policy. By examining the 

interests at stake, this chapter explains the make-up of the coalitions of groups 

involved in the politics of the W C .  

Chapter five examines the discourse of the coalitions of organized interests 

involved in the debate over the recognition of Aboriginal peoples' right to hanest 

waterfowl durhg the s p ~ g  season. ïts objective is to probe deeper than the 

recognition of divergent economic interests to get at some of the underlying reasons 



for disagreement over the nature of Aboriginal subsistence rights. I show that, 

without denying the obvious material interests associated with the allocation of a 

Limited resource, the subsistence debate has largely evolved as an issue of justice for 

Aboriginal peoples and, as such, it has become intimately associated with larger 

stniggies for politicai autonomy and cultural survival. But in claiming, as a matter of 

nghts, greater access and control over waterfowl resources in order to protect their 

traditional livelihood Abonginal peoples have encountered sport hunting 

associations and environmentalists that hold divergent views of contemporary 

resource management. To the indigenous peoples' conception of the spring 

subsistence harvest based on historical group rights and Abonginal self-regulation, 

these groups have generally opposed a conception of wildlife management founded 

on a liberal version of individual equality rights and scientific resource management 

and state regdation. 

Chapter six examines the period ranging from 1978 to 1987 and it explains the 

failure of the 1979 Protocol amending the Migratory Birds Convention. As sketched 

out above, I argue that the sudden impetus for seekùig an amendment to the 

Convention is intimately related to domestic political developments and, in particular, 

to the negotiation of settiements to northern Aboriginal land claims in both Canada 

and the United States. 1 also argue that the 1979 Protocol was defeated by a 

transnational coalition of environmentalists, recreationai hunters and sub-national 

wildlife state agencies who gathered sufncient support to stail the Rotocol's approval 

in the Amencan Senate. 



Chapter seven finaiiy covers the events leadhg to the successfûi ratincation of 

the 1995 Protocol amending the Migratory Birds Convention and it attempts to 

explain its relative success by exploring its differences fiom the nrst attempt at policy 

change. 1 argue that, as in the L979 case, the main impetus for a renewed attempt at 

regime change came from domestic developments. The importance of a series of 

court cases, including the Canadian Flett, Arcand and Sparrow decisions, on the 

politics of reghe amendment is demonstrated The chapter also shows how the 

strategy of national state actors, and particularly Canadian wildlife authorities, for 

gauiuig the ratification of the 1995 Rotocol was strikingly different fiom the one 

employed for the 1979 Rotocol. In order to overcome previous obstacles to the 

amendment in the United States, the Canadian authorities were forced to modify their 

behaviour abroad and at home, opening the terms of the amendrnent at home and 

engaging in political advocacy in the United States. 



Part 1 

The Theoreticai Framework 



Chapter 1 

INTEXNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL GOWRNANCE AND 
TRANSNATIONAL POLITICS 

Over the last twenty years, the concept of international regimes has become an 

important theoreticai tool for the analysis of supranational govername? The necessity 

to coordinate the behaviour of state and non-state actors in order to manage problems 

of interdependency in the absence of a supranational sovereigo authority led to the 

formation and development of bodies of niles and organisations providing 

hmeworks for cooperation and decision-making in many areas of international 

public policy. Among those policy areas where regimes are a prevalent occurrence, 

the management of environmentai problems, ranging fiom the allocation of 

international cornmon-pool resources to the protection of endangered species, stand 

as an important focus of research. Consequently, regime analysis has been prominent 

in the study of international environmental govemance. 

Despite a growing body of literature, regime theorkm have generally neglected 

the importance of domestic politics and non-state actors in the formation and the 

evolution of intemationai regimes for the protection and the management of 

environmental resources. Preoccupied by the respective role of military and economic 

power, styles of interstate negotiations, the role of international organisations, and the 

respect of socid noms in the r e a h  of relations among national States, debates over 

regime building, regime change and regime effectiveness have paid l e s  attention to 



the linkages between domestic politics and intemationai governance. Coasequently, 

they may have neglected signiscant variables in the evolution of international 

environmental regimes: the transnational political activities of non-state and sub- 

national state actors and the rnediating innuence of domestic political institutions. In 

this chapter, I argue that our understandhg of international regimes could be 

improved by paying more attention to these factors. i also propose an exploratory 

Wework  for including some of these variables into our explanations of regime 

change by focusing on domestic political conditions, constitutional d e s  about treaty- 

making and the Influence of transnational coalitions of non-state and sub-national 

state actors. 

The chapter begins with a consideration of the concepts of international 

govemance and environmental r e w e .  in the second section, we examine some of 

the theoretical and empincal reasons underpinning the need for a greater 

consideration of non-state actors and domestic politics in regime andysis. The b a l  

section concludes by outlining an alternative approach to conceptualising regime 

change, giving greater importance to the stnicture of domestic political institutions 

and transnational coalitions of sub-national state and non-state actors. 

International regimes and environmental governance 

Since the 1940s, the growth in interdqendency among national societies has 

brought greater attention on the nature and conditions of govemance at the 

international IeveI. The impossibility of isolating oneseif from many turbulences 

occming in the world economy or h m  the adverse consequences of unsustainable 



ecological practices in foreign countries serve to remind us  of the need to fînd ways 

to coordbate and regdate socid practices crossing national boundaries. And, while 

practitioners have gone about the task of finding ways to produce such international 

govemance in the real world, international relations scholars have been studying the 

conditions that make it possible and the impact that it rnay have on the diversity of 

people populating the world scene. 

Over the last twenty years, this examination of specific occumnces of 

international govemance in specific issue areas has ied many scholars to leave behind 

the image of an anarchical international society that has characterized the study of 

international relations for so long! With the development of a more extensive treaty 

system, national States, it has been noted, are increasingly developing des-based 

govemance arrangementsS that serve to stabiiize mutual expectations and coordinate 

collective behaviour in areas where such coordination is required to attain some 

mutually desired  objective^.^ These "sets of d e s ,  decisionmaking procedures, 

and/or programs that give rise to social practices, assign roles to the participants in 

these practices, and govern their interactions", constitute international regimes? 

It is now generally acknowledged that regimes are increasingly prevalent across 

a wide range of policy areas, ranging fiom monetary relations to population 

migrations. And international environmental politics is no exception. In fact, the 

interdependencies created by environmental extemaiities and ''tragedies of the 

conmions" represent typicai cooperation problems that regimes are supposed to solve. 

U~~~urprisingly, since the 1970s, a large nimiber of international regimes have 



emerged to deal explicitiy with problems in rnany areas of natural resources and 

environmental protection, ranging ftom the protection of the ozone layer to the 

protection of migrant or endangered species, and to avoid the depletion of common- 

pool resources? In this context, ceghe theory has also become the main approach to 

the study of international envuonmental governance. 

Authors generally treat regimes as functionally and spatially-defined. While it 

can make sense to talk of a general international regime for economic relations. 

regimes are generally more narrowly defmed and issue-focused, especially in the 

environmental area. Thus, conceptually, while govemance refen to a forrn of social 

regulation through the generation of social institutions, regimes are issue-specific and 

geographically-defuied. They refer to pdcuIar sets of rules. procedures and noms 

deaiing with the regulation of conflicts over specifc issues. And while these n o m ,  

d e s  and procedures are generaily codified and expressed through international 

treaiies, they may incorporate informal elements? 

For greater clarîty, the regime literature has also stressed the distinction 

between institutions and organisations in the analysis of international politics. While 

international organisations refer to the existence of "material entities" with a legal 

personality and the command of power resources (e.g. information. human and 

financial resources, legai authority, etc.), the notion of institutions associated with 

regUnes refers more broadly to estabfished social practices attniuting cights and 

obligations to policy actors and establishing rules constrainmg their behaviour for 

managing common problems.lo Consequently, while some organizatious 



(international secretariats or international dispute resolution bodies, for example) can 

be attached to a regime, it does not need to be the case. 

To understand how international regùnes are created and how they can evolve 

over tirne* it is necessary to rely on some theory of the relationship between states and 

international n o m .  While regimes emerge to address specific collective problems, 

they can not be simply explained as a functioaal response to these problems. While 

they embody niles that influence the strategic behaviour of acton and independentiy 

affect political outcomes, they are themselves the product of political stmggles. 

Similady, while the fûndamental raison-d 'être of regimes is to affect the behaviour of 

social actoa, they do not solely determine such behaviour. In sum, to account for the 

role of agency in social change, an explmation of the development and the impact of 

international regimes must provide some understanding of the relation between 

international iastitutions and other variables explainhg social outcomes. 

Power, interests and insrihtiions in reghe theory 

What exactly is the nature of the relationship between state power and 

international reghies? How do international n o m  affect state behaviour? How do 

regimes relate to the utiiitarian self-interest of their members? These questions have 

occupied much of the theorericd debates about regime formation. A brief 

consideration of these debates will ailow us to better understaud how the main 

schooIs of thought see international regimes and wiU provide an essentid background 

for onderstanding the main hypotheses seeking to explain regime change in the next 

section, 



Under a prevalent interpretation, regimes are the outcome of a mutually 

beneficial negotiation among states. According to this view, regimes emerge to solve 

collective action problems, when, for example, the strict rationai pursuit of short-term 

self-interest would prevent states from caphving potential muaid social benefits or 

lead to the destruction of currentiy available benefits (such as the depletion of 

unrestncted common-pool resources)." In the absence of a solution imposed by a 

central authority, cooperation for the development of mutuaily agreed rules to restrict 

and guide the behaviour of acton for the capture of mutual gains (or the avoidance of 

mutual h m )  become essentid to overcome collective action problems.f 

This "collective action problem" approach seems to reflect a classical liberal 

bias in regime theory, emphasising utilitarian concerns and rational welfare- 

rnaximizing assumptions by participating states. National states agree to CO-operate, 

consequently foregokg some of their autonomy or sovereignty, for the purpose of 

improving their welfare. While it should be noted that the existence of an 

international regime does not miply the socially optimal allocation of resources or 

equitable results (differentials in power and negotiation skills, as well as imperfect 

information. among others, typically resulting in sub-optimal and inequitable 

res~dts),'~ regime theory does tend to rely on hiberal-utilitarian notions of contracting 

for mutual benefits. 

This utilitarian bias has generated severe critickm nom traditionai international 

relations scholars. As Strange forcefully points out, the existence of a dense 

institutionai envbotment in internationai pomcs is not r e n d e ~ g  krelevant the 



nature of power distribution among state actors and c a ~ o t  be conceived as emerging 

in a power vacuum.'4 In fact, for some structural realists, international d e s  tend to 

be the mere product of power relationships and would generaily reflect the 

domination of some states rather than the outcome of a mutually beneficial 

negotiation? For example, an extreme, yet o h  quoted, theoretical statement 

associated with this view daims that the presence of a hegemonic state is a necessary 

condition for international cooperation.16 h this perspective, ody a hegemonk state 

possesses the resources to pmduce international d e s  and to enforce them in an 

anarchical society." 

This is a point partly conceded by regirne theorists, even by some of the most 

dedicated advocates of neoinstihitionali~m.'~ Oran R Young, for example, concedes 

that the presence of a dominant power may at times be determinant in the emergence 

of some regimes. However, it is not the case for al1 regimes. Consequently, while 

structural power remains a significant variable, it cannot be considered the sole or 

even the most important factor. Empiricd investigations have revealed that several 

international regimes emerge in the absence of hegemonic states and that, in many 

cases, structural power alone fails to explain the timing and substance of regimes.Ig 

When it plays a significant rote in regime formation, it often operates in more subtle 

ways, most notably through leadershipo 

Moreover, Iogically, the fact that the institutional environment is affected by the 

distniutioa of power in international society hardy constitutes a reason for 

dismissing its effect on policy outcomes and on the strategic behaviour of 



international actors. International social institutions carmot be easily dismissed or 

modifieci, even by dominant state actors, without behg subjected to important 

economic and social ~osts.~'  AS such, the spread of international regimes in the 1s t  

thirty years has been associated with a growing interdependence which "increased the 

capacity of al1 relevant actors to injure each other"? As a result, even when a rewe 

provision forbids a utility-improving behaviour in the short term, self-interest can still 

be a motivation for cornpliance if parties understand that established n o m ,  niles and 

principles serve their long-term interest by limiting short-tenn beneticial behaviour 

that may have destructive long-tenn implications.u 

Too much emphasis on the concept of structural power also masks the fact that 

an environment of incomplete information and uncertaine of outcomes makes the 

formation of preferences, and the making of strategic choices reflecting those 

preferences, a messy business for state acton. hue  power and interest theones of 

international relations tend to assume that state cm easily identi& their preferences, 

the action goals that would serve these preferences better, and the strategic 

instnimental actions that would result in the attainment of these goals. However, the 

growing complexity of social probtems, and of the international system itself, makes 

these assumptions problematic. In many instances, state acton must make decisions 

in an environment of uncertainty about the goals that wouid best maximize their 

preferences and about the result of different courses of action. Adequately assessing 

ail possible courses of action is simply 



Moreover, social complexity does not only make it harder for dominant actors 

to impose order on the international system, it also forces ail actors to rely 

increasingly on social noms to guide their beha~iour.~ Or, as social constructivists 

wouid argue, participation in social institutions wi11 have an effect on how parties 

understand their identities and £hune their interests. In other words, social institutions 

are partly constitutive of members' interests? Social institutions he$ to guide the 

behaviour of actors, responding to the constraints placed on their strategic behaviour 

by incomplete information and the shortcomings of rationaiity. 

In sum, while readily recognising the importance of preference configurations 

(interests) and the distriiution of power resources in shaping outcornes, regime theory 

suggests that, in situations of complex interdependence, the development of social 

institutions to guide social interactions is a typical outcome. The development of such 

institutions generdly flows from a complex process of bargaîning where cognitive 

processes, procedural constraints, and dependence on colIective action are al1 likely 

to Limit the sheer exercise of structural power. As a resuit, regime theory is really 

regime theories. It provides a broad tent that can accommodate, to some extent, a 

variety of explanations for the creation and operation of regirnes. 

This is illustrated by even a cursory survey of studies of regime formation, 

which emphasize a wide muge of causal explanations. Some authors stress a 

necessary symmetry in the distribution of power, others the presence of a hegemonic 

state. Some authors point to the necessary inclusion of ail relevant stakeholders, 

others the availabiIity of cornpliance mechanisms. Some underscore the need for 



some salient solution to focus the negotiation process, others ewhasize common 

scientific values and shared understandingd7 From this plurality of causal 

explanations, empirical research has yet to clearly identify the more cogent 

hypotheses and this is even more the case for explanatious of regime change. 

 lan nations of regime change 

The explmation of changes in international regimes remains a poorly explored 

area of regime theory. However, in so far as there have been explicit attempts to 

explain regime change, they have reflected the variety of social explanations outlined 

in the previous section. Some authors have argued that changes in the underlying 

distribution of economic power lead to changes in international regimes. These shifts 

cm themelves be the result of the technical evolution of important economic 

processes or of other broad changes in the world economy. Other authon have 

focused on cognitive factors affecthg international negotiations, such as the impact 

of bounded rationality on outcomes or broad shifts in values and wocld views. As 

Oran Young points out, we are far irom an htegrated theory of international regime 

changezs 

in his cecent attempt at developing a research agenda on the topic, Young 

argues that we cm usefùily classfi available hypotheses in two categories: 

endogenous and exogenous sources of regime change? As table 1. I illustrates, a 

wide series of explanations can aiready be proposed despite the relative paucity of 

case studies c ~ e n t l y  available. Among the eudogenous sources of regime change, 

Young draws attention to changes in the membership of regimes. The evolution of the 



mternational @me for the regdation of whaling, which shifted from a pharily 

commercial regime to one dedicated to the conservation of whale species after a 

number of non-whaling states joined the International Whaling Commission, serves 

to illustrates the importance of this factor. However, cognitive sources of change cm 

also be imagined. For example, the progressive shift from a scientifiic paradigm 

vduing maximum sustainable yield to one advocating ecosystem management could 

explain some of the changes that have occurred in some wildlife regimes. 

Table 1.1 : Explanations of international regime change 

Endogenous factors 

Social learning denved h m  experience or in social values or worldviews 
new koowledge about resolving the problem 

Exogenous factors 

Disappearance of the problem to be solved or 
serious shortcomings in performance 

Intemal institutional contradictions 

Changes in regime membership 

Changes in technology affecting the problem 
or the distn'bution of structurai power 

interactions among related regimes 

Changes in international organisations 
affecthg relations among states 

Source: Created h m  O. Young (1999) Govemance in World mirs, Ithaca, Comell University Press, 147-155. 

Shifts in members' interests as a resuIt of 
regime operation 

Among exogenous sources of change, Young suggests that broad technologicai 

innovations can affect the social and material environment of regimes and b ~ g  about 

some modincation of their provisions. For exampIe, the development of high- 

capacity industrial trawIers probably brought about the modification of some 

international fisheries regimes. Similady, overarching changes in the world economy 

cm impact the distribution of structurai power among states and change both their 

Broad shifts in the overarching structure of 
power (e.g. decline of hegemonic state) 



capacity to innuence other parties or r n o m  their own interests. In these cases, such 

systemic changes couid Iead to changes in specinc regimes. 

While Young's classification helps map the range of available hypotheses, it 

remains cnie to a general limitation of current regime theory: it is exclusively focused 

on the capacities, interests and behaviour of national states. Whether they are 

endogenous or exogenous in nature, al1 of the proposed explanations of international 

regime change focus on their impact on the behaviour of national states. For example, 

technological, economic or cognitive changes affect the power or interests of state 

acton, who in turn seek to modiQ the substantive provisions ofregimes. Similarly, 

the intemal dynarnics of regimes lead to a change in the distribution of power arnong 

parties, which will then affect the outcornes of on-going negotiations arnong 

participating states actors and lead to regime change. Domestic politics and non-state 

actors shine by their absence. Like explanations of regime formation, emerging 

explanations of regime change implicitly rely on a billiard-bal1 conception of 

international politics. They rely on the premise that national states are the sole 

signincant actors of regime formation and change. 

GlobaI Governance and Transnational PoKtics 

Regime theory rests M y  on ontological premises that place sovereign states 

at the centre of explanations of world politics. Following an overwheimingly 

predo-t approach in the field of international relations, regime scholars conceive 

of world politics as a reality constinited by the interaction of state-as-actors, which 

are themeIves conceptualised as unitary entities. Whether they folîow a neorealist 



logic (maximization of power differentids) or a neobieral one (maximization of 

utility, weaith, etc.), states-as-actors are thought to embody a unïtary conception of 

their preferences and sûategy in advancing their interest in the international system. 

Moreover, sovereign States are generdy considered the only constitutive actoa of 

world politics. As a consequence of this position, regime theory has entrenched two 

significant ontological choices: the h separation of international poiitics from 

domestic politics and the relative disregard for transnational and global non-state 

actor~.)~ The remainder of this chapter advocates a reconsideration of these choices, 

fitst on theoretical grounds and then drawing on more empirical evidence. Having 

made the case for reconsidering the role of domestic politics and non-state actors in 

regime theory, I will then propose a theoretical framework to explore their role in 

international regime change. 

International regitnes and state-centric assumptions 

While many influentid neorealist scholan have firmiy resisted calls to expand 

the ontologicai horizons of their field of inq*;" several scholars have aiready 

called for granting greater anaiytical attention to non-state actors." In this context, 

ihis dissertation is simply sitmted in a wider theoreticai trend acknowledging the 

need to account for these actors in our anaiysis of international regimes. However, 

despite these explicit calls for more openness, the practice of regime analysis has 

remained mostly state-centric. In the words ofVogler, 

"Whüe most cornmentaton on international environmental poIitics 
stress the particuiar sipnaicance of non-governmentai organisations and, 
in line with the iiierd-internationalist tradition, the 'rising iduence of 
international public opinion' (Mathews 199 1: 32), their focus of analysis 



remains resolutely h e d  upon the interaction between nation states. 
International cooperation is, in effect, regarded as inter-state or 
intergovernmental c~o~eration.'~' 

Martin List and Voker Rittberger provide a good example of the typically 

dismissive attitudes of regime scholars toward non-state actors. In a review of regime 

theory and international environmental management, the authors point out that many 

analyses of economic regimes in the 1970s had predicted that the new complex 

interdependence would mean that the problems of international relations would no 

longer be limited to inter-state relations but would also include relations among social 

forces (transnational relations). Taking stock of world flairs in the early 1990s, they 

coaclude that states have pmven resilient to economic interdependence and that, 

consequently, the interesthg question for international relations is not what will 

replace the state but how states can collectively manage interdependence." 

This argument illustrates an either-or tendency that may prove detrimenial to 

effectively theorizing regime formation and change. The mere resilience of states as 

important actors in international society offers no argument for excluding non-state 

actors fiom our ontological fiamework. It does not preclude the CO-existence of state- 

as-actors and non-state actors in the realm of global politics: the mere influence of the 

former does not exclude the potentid influence of the latter. In fact, Ïmported into the 

realm of domestic poiitics, this position would lead us to exclude societal actoa fiom 

politicai explanations that recognise the existence (and resilience) of state power! 

This shortcoming is increasingly considered probkmatic by scholars studying 

internationel relations. For example, recognizing the Limitations of the current focus 

on national states, Olav Stokke and other authors have recentiy argued that regime 



analysis, and international relation theory more generally, need to consider a larger 

set of social actors in their causal explanations of international govemance?5 

The reconsideration of an exclusive focus on states-as-actor can take many 

fomis. Non-state actors cm be considered as global actors alongside national States in 

world affairs. Many international non-govemmentd orgaaizations and multinational 

private companies attempt to influence the operation of international regimes by 

participating directly at the international Ievel. The influence of environmental groups 

in the endangered wildlife trade regime and the role of the insurance cornpanies in 

international maritime regulations are typical e ~ a m ~ i e s ? ~  In some cases, authors are 

even speaking of '?ransnational" or "private" regirnes primarily involving non-state 

actors without the prominent participation of state actors?' h other cases, non-state 

actors' participation in regime has even been institutionalized by international 

organisations? in these cases, non-state actoa are seen as additional acton 

populating the world scene. No reference is made to domestic politics. 

However, a more comprehensive consideration of the role of non-statc actors in 

international govemance cm also lead to the reconsideration of the traditional 

division between domestic and international politics. Non-state actors interested in 

world affairs have no reason to confine their political actions to the world scene. 

Their desire to influence the negotiation of international regirnes wil1 lead them to 

engage in the domestic politics that may influence mtemational developments. At 

home, they wiIl undoubtedy engage in the domestic process for forrndating foreign 



policy. But the potential impact of direct transnational action by non-state actors on 

the political processes of foreign countnes must also be considered. 

Transnational politics will matter to international politics because state actors 

can not neglect the domestic impacts of theu international engagement. Governments 

must still account for their international actions in the domestic realm of democratic 

politics ami, consequentiy, they are Likely to pay attention to domestic pressures when 

they enter into international negotiations. Moreover, they will also need to implernent 

at home the rights and obligations created by international regirne~?~ Therefore, it 

seems unlikely that no attention wouid be paid to domestic opposition and constraints 

before, during and after the negotiation of international govemance institutions. 

Finally, the formai constitutional requirement faced by many States for the domestic 

approval of international treaties is an important source of motivation for paying 

attention to domestic politics? In sum, the complexities and the constraints 

represented by domestic politics for state actors, and which likely to Muence their 

behaviour and preferences, makes it hard to preserve an ontological division between 

international and domestic politics when cons ide~g the role of non-state actors in 

international govemance. 

Finally, once the convenient ontoIogicd premise of a clear and tight separation 

between the international and national is abandoned, the analyst is forced to think 

about the domestic realm of politics, and its relation to the international, in their more 

complex reatities. Among these complex realities, we are forced to consider state 

preferences as the remit of a poiitical process instead of axiomatic positions easily 



derived h m  its power or utilitarian mterests. The national state is a complex web of 

relatively autonomous units with potentially conflicting preferences and these 

multiple units are themselves enmeshed in an entangled web of relations with 

organized interests composing the domestic and foreign politicai landscapes? It 

seems hard to imagine that the fkgmented nature of policy domains and the different 

forms of relations between state actors and organized interests would be considered 

crucial in the realm of domestic politics and would lose ail relevance when the policy 

issues considered are international in nature?' As a result, any consideration of the 

Iinkages between domestic politics and international govemance should also account 

for sorne of the complexity of domestic political systems, including its institutional 

make-up. 

While the above justifications could be considered suffrcient in themselves to 

explore M e r  the role of non-state actors and domestic politics in the development 

of intemationaI regimes, the evolution of politics in the last decades provides even 

more incentives. Processes of globalization are partidariy important in drawing our 

attention to the changing dynamics of international politics. And according to many 

authors, irrespective of whether or not past regime theory has erred in neglecting non- 

state actors and domestic politics, the changing nature of world politics certainly 

requires such a broadening of its oatologicai foun&tions. It is to these arguments that 

we now hrni, 



Globd&rrtr'on and the Domesttoc-InternafiDonal Divr'de 

Globaîization refers to a series of processes, most notably the 

internationalisation of production and finance as weU as the expansion of 

international transportation and communication, that are having a signifïcant impact 

on the structure of politics by undermining one of the main pillars of political 

organisation since the 17" century: the principle of state sovereignq. As CamiIIeri 

and others have demonstrated, state sovereignty is essentidly an historical c l a b  

about the organisation of political IEe - one resting on the ability of state 

bureaucraties to legitimately controt the activities of social actors within their 

temtories, by resorting to the use of legitimate coercion if necessary, thereby 

estabtishing a secular order conducive to the development of an orderly social life? 

However, by their very nature, historica1 claims are liable to become less 

compelling over time as the changing historical context undermines their relevance 

and credibiIity or undercuts the instrumentai effectiveness that made their real-world 

implementation possible. As such, the interactive duo of capitalist expansionism and 

technological innovation appears to be progressively undercutting state sovereignty 

as the determinant principle of political organisation. It is certainly not rendering the 

state irrelevant but it is calhg for a re-examination of its prominent position and its 

role in the organisation of political Iife. At Ieast, the role of the state appears to be 

c hanging. 

in this perspective, while prominent characterizations of globalkation tend to 

stress almost excIusive1y the dud internationalisation of production and finance> the 

processes of htegratiou and hgmmtation that we associate with g l o b h t i o n  derive 



essentiaily fiom a more profound structural change in social systems: the nature and 

pace of technological innovation. As Strange points out, it is this hdamental 

structurai change that made the giobalization of production and finance possible and 

which, through the explosion of cheap and better transnational communication and 

transportation, contributed to the rise in awareness of many citizeus in previously 

more isolated regions and to the growth in citizens' activism on the world stage? 

in effect these technologicd innovations have led to some fundamental changes 

in the nature of world and domestic politics, not soleiy altering the power relationship 

between national States and transnational firms but also leading many citizens to 

redefine their previous conceptions of political community and the buundaries of 

their politicai engagement? la this sense, globalization is not solely about the 

erosion of state sovereignty and rising Wuence of global businesses but it is also 

partly constitutive of a more intense transnational politics correspondhg to a growing 

integration of domestic and international po~itics." In this respect, at lest  two 

fiindamental developments are worth highiighting. 

Globalircition. political space and communities of meaning 

Firstiy, globalization is leading people to reconsider the horizons of their 

political thinking and the boudaries of their involvement in politics. In particultir, 

the practical effects of globalization trends force many people to consider anew the 

impact of foreign and global events on the Iives of their own local comuflities. In 

doing so, many people are also reconsidering the botindaries of their politicai 



communities, adhering to communities that often extend beyond national boundaries 

and that can sustain transnational political activism. 

Globalization is creating a deeper interdependence among corntries and 

communities, which is forcing a cedefinition of many crucial poIicy problems and 

chailenguig old ways of dealhg with them. The increased mobility of capital and 

production has weakened the capacity (or will) of national states to deal with thorny 

local problems of environmentai pollution or unemployment. New global networks of 

communication, such as the internet or satellite W, are challenging communities' 

ability to uphold local standards of morality. The synergy between these 

communication networks and the liberalisation of trade are posing challenges to the 

capacity of national states to protect local cultures. To deal effectively with these 

issues will require international cooperation. Old local and national solutions are 

increasingly ineffective and, while some of the processes at the source of these 

difficulties (Le. liberalisation of trade and hancial flows) could be somewhat 

reversed, others (Le. global communication networks) are here to stay. 

At the same tirne, the growing awareness and severity of environmental 

problems that are truly global in nature, such as global wanning or the thuining of the 

ozone layer, are calhg for new global solutions. On these issues, even in the unlikely 

event of the retrenchment of globalization processes, local communities and national 

states cm not do it aione. Cumulative local decisions about refkigeration in Chha or 

about dnving in Los Angeles have real consequences for skin cancer levels in Iceland 

or the B.C. salmon fishery. Ranetary (or regional) problems c d  for planetary (or 



regional) solutions but these soIutions wiU require locally-tailored interventions to 

effectively modify the local behaviours that are constitutive of these global problems. 

Moreover, as human beings are corning to terms with the nnite nature of our 

world, the ernerging ethic of an environmentdly-conscious public is calling into 

question the sovereignty of states entnisted with the care of unique ecosystems that 

are considered part of cornmon heritage. The case of the world-wide public 

movernent to Save the Braziliao tauiforest offea an interesting example of this 

ernerging worldview, where the desire to protect a common world heritage and the 

principle of national sovereignty often clash?* Across several issues, people are 

increasingly recognising that theu fate is intimately related to the fate of others (and 

the ecological systems supporthg life) and they are expressing their sense of 

belonging to a larger humanity by getting involved in issues previously considered 

out of their legitimate reach, making claims about the predominance of common 

interest over the sovereign control of local activitiesP9 

In sum, international politics and transnational activities increasingly have 

direct consequences for domestic political choices and adequately addressing 

domestic problems increasingly necessitates intemational co~~era t ion?~ The 

domestic and the global are increasingIy integrated. These developments have had a 

significant impact on the role of states in a globaiized worid>' but they have equaily 

affiected citizens and other non-state acton. Because the local is increaSingIy global 

(local decisions have extraterritorial or global consequences) and the global 

iucreasingly local (global economic and communication systems affect domestic 



political and social choices), many citizens, often through weIl-organized groups, are 

hding it necessary to redefine the boundaries of their political activism, reaching to 

the global in the hope of having some influence on the international developments 

that increasingly affect their local conditions. 

This growing realisation of the global nature of problems and social dynarnics 

affecthg local lives feeds into the broader cultural eEects of globaiization. Many 

authors have already noted, often critically, the global spread of a culture of global 

capitalism. For example, Benjamin Barber's depiction of the conquests of the 

ccMcWorld" provides vivid illustrations of the global spread of Western or Amencan 

commercial culture? Robert Cox paints a similar picture when he argues that the 

globalization of production accornpanies "a process of cultural homogenisation - 
emanating fiom the centres of world power, spread by the world media, and sustained 

by a convergence in modes of thought and practices among business and political 

elites"? The synergy between the spread of global capitalism and the development of 

global communication networks has permitted the spread of a hegemonic discourse of 

giobalization, a dominant worldview, pmicularly prevalent in the main circles of 

economic and state power. 

But the Muence of this dominant worldview shodd not mask the concomitant 

presence of alternative discoutses developed and diffused with some success by many 

citizens and non-govemmentai organisations. These alternative worldviews take 

many forms and gain adherents in varying numbers. They can be both particdaristic 

and cosrnopolitan in nature. In this perspective, giobaiization appears to be 



simultaneously engendering hgmentation and integration processes? The 

hgmentation of identities and loyalties in modem societies is a phenornena that has 

beea well documented. Faced with growing social complexity, declining 

effectiveneu of state controls, and the erosion of dominant cuItural and mord 

referents, individuds are reconsidering the hierarchy of their loyalties and re- 

examinhg their sense of belonging to alternative communities. Much like the decline 

of loyalty to the state, the rise of new social movements, the hgmentatioo of national 

communities, and the saiience of identity politics are d l  testirnonies of this cultural 

and politicai hgmentation. 

As part of these developments, an emerging global "civil society" is populated 

by non-state actoa that are driven by the realisation of projects representing their 

alternative view of the world? The broad ethics that are characteristic of many of 

these environmentai, human nghts and development non-govemxnentd organisations 

cm be considered as underpinning "counter-hegemonic discourses". For example, 

through their struggles to alter the allocation of environmental resources and to 

M e r  environmental protection, transnational non-state actoa are de fmo engaging 

in the mutual construction of an alternative intersubjective conception of world 

problems, which seeks to redehe the essential meaning of human-nature 

re~ationshi~s." Sirnilar examples can be found m the reah of human rightsen In this 

perspective, transnational non-state actors are also bearers of worldviews, 

conhibuthg to the articulation and the diffusion of global etbics that stand in sharp 

contrast to those proposed by the agents of econornic giobaiization. And these 



alternative worldviews can sustain their political involvement in a world that is no 

longer considered to be confined to national boundanes. 

It is not my intention to argue that these alternative discourses are about to 

supplant the hegemonic discourse of global capitalism. But to negate or downplay 

their existence is to b h d  ouselves to art important development in contemporary 

politics. The globalized world is not simply the purview of the hegemonic discourse 

of global capitalism; it is also the domain of counter-hegemonic discourses 

dculated by transnational non-state actors. 

Transnational activism and organisational cupacities 

The globalization of communications contributes significantly to the explosion 

in the number and activism of non-state actors. The growing ability to communicate 

cheaply and rapidly across national boundaries has helped citizens and non- 

governmental organisations to mobilize in response to local and global events. Global 

communication networks are ciiffishg more effectively information about world 

events, improving citizens' understanding of the social trends that shape their world 

and providing examples of alternative forms of social organisation that cm be 

emuiated Iocally. These developments in global communication contribute to what 

Rosenau calls the "skiils revolution"? These trends are thought to improve the 

individual political efficacy of many citizens in world politics." But they also 

hprove the capacity of local actors to organize for international and transnational 

action. 



One indicator of the growing organizationd capacity of non-state actors in 

world politics is simply the growing number of international non-governmental 

organisations. According to data fiom the Union of international Associations, the 

number of international non-govemmental organizations dedicated to social change 

has increased from 1 10 in 1953 to 63 1 in 1993.  Among these, international 

environmental non-governmental organizations have grown the most in both reiative 

and absolute terms. 

However, even these nwnbers underestimate the increase in activism because 

many domestic non-govemmental organizations will also engage in transnational 

political activities, either by themselves or in coalitions and coalitions with other 

groups. Many national environmental groups have active international programs.61 

Transnational lobbying is now a commoa strategy for many organisations seeking to 

influence policy developments at home and abroad. The international campaigns, led 

by Greenpeace and Fnends of the Earth, against clear-cut logging in British 

Columbia and the Malaysian tropical forests are well-publicized exarnples but there 

are many other cases? 

At the same rime, environmental non-governmental organizations have made 

used of cheaper long-distance communication and travel to multiply their contacts 

with other similar organizations. According to Keck and Sikkink, there are now 

hundreds of environmentai networks using these contacts and loose organizational 

connections to mount specinc advocacy carnpaigns across borderd3 This growing 

international activism has dso heightened signincantly the profile and influence of 



non-state actors in both international and domestic politics. For example, the 

multiplication of parallel non-govemmental summits, now accompanying most 

important international policy conferences, has dlowed them to gain unprecedented 

visibility at these (increasingly numerous) gatherings. 

While the growth of these activities by non-state actoa has intensified 

transnational relations and rendered national and world politics more coxnplex, state 

capacities to effectively control these relations have not kept State 

bureaucraties' resources, ranging fiom howledge to legislative authority, are 

increasingly inept at managing the new complex social environment and state actors 

are often scrarnbling to meet the new ~hallen~es.6' While the old international 

diplomacy granted national states a clearly dominant position in world affairs, the 

new transnational political landscape, progressively emerging since the 1970s, 

provides state actoa with a less advantageous terrain: one where they must contend 

with a larger number of better inforrned, more sk ih l  and resourceful transnational 

actors. 

The preceding anaiysis does not lead one to argue for the disappearance or 

irrelevance of the state-as-actor in the realm of world politics. The claim of national 

sovereignty has been and rernains the most effective c l a h  to ground the legitimate 

exercise of authority both at the domestic and international levels. Consequently, 

states rem& centrai actors in world politics. even in this era of globdization. But the 

techaoIogicaI and social processes undeminhg the traditional effectiveness of this 

claim, by weakening the state's abiIity to control social behaviour within its borders 



and by weakening its pretension of effectively representing its citizenry, have 

empowered other actors to act within and across national boundxies. Transnational 

actors are no longer insignificant players on the world stage and, by themselves and 

through transnational coalitions, they increasiagIy p m e  their objectives by acting 

beyond their traditional boundaries. 

In many ways, there are no longer two distinct yet related politics, the 

international and the domestic, but a series of integrated political spaces, enmeshing 

the global and the domestic in multiple ways, and which boundaries are drawn by 

actors themselves as they cognitively frame the issues facing them and defme 

themselves the spatial and conceptual realm of their political action. States, even if 

they remain crucial agents in shaping international govemance regimes, are not the 

sole significant agents shaping the multiple orders that structure the behaviour of state 

and non-state actors in different policy areas. 

To account for the integrated nature of this politics, scholars need to think 

across disciplinary divisions between international relations and domestic politics and 

they need to rely on an ontology of global politics that better accounts for the 

multiplicity of actors acting within these domestic-international spaces. There will be, 

obviously, multiple ways of doing this. By their very nature, ontologies can 

encompass a large number of theoretical approaches. The last section of this chapter 

presents one approach for starhg to bridge the divide between the study of domestic 

and international politics and for accordingiy concephialiang regllne change. 



Domestic Institutions and NonState Actors in Global Governance 

In previous years, there have been a few attempts to account for the idluence of 

domestic factors in changes in international govemance. Among those attempts, the 

two-levels game theory proposed by Robert Putnam and the epistemic communities 

approach developed by Peter Haas have been the most noted in the academic 

Merature focusing on the formation and evolution of international r eg ime~ .~  

However, they both d e r  fkom important shortcomings. Ritnarn succeeds in bndging 

domestic and international poiitics by stressing the strategic implications of the 

domestic environment for diplomats." But, at the same tirne, he essentially retains the 

ontological division between the two-levels, faihg to account for any direct 

transnational actions by non-state actors? The epistemic communities approach, and 

some related studies, focuses on the cognitive infiuence of transnational networks of 

scientists and decision-malcedg However, it fails to account for the institutional 

complexity of domestic poütical systerns and non-cognitive sources of innuence 

seem to be under-estimatedm It has aiso met with limited empirical succe~s.~' In this 

section, 1 provide an alternative framework more resolutely focused on the 

transnational actions of domestic actoa and the stnicturing impact of domestic 

institutions. 

The recent work of Thomas Risse-Kappen and others suggests that a more 

Mtfiil approach to the study of transnationd politics could be to focus on the role of 

transnationai coalitions of domestic actors and on the institutional environment that 

mediate thek access to domestic poiicy processes? But while their fiamework 

provides considerable progress in accomtiog for the complexity of domestic political 



systems, it relies on au imprecise concept of domestic political structures and Iacks a 

clear focus on treaty-making. This dissertation extends the fhmework by a more 

detailed and contextualized consideration of the domestic institutional environment of 

treaty-making and relies on a narrower conceptualization of domestic  institution^.^ 

This approach also has the advantage of combining a consideration of domestic 

institutions with a more direct focus on the Muence of transnational coalitions of 

state and non-state actors on the strategic context of international negotiations. 

The Theoretr*cui Framework 

Transnational politics can be usefuIly interpreted as a series of strategic 

interactions among state and non-state actors which occurs within a unified political 

space, i.e. one where policy actors can cross national boundaries and where claims of 

sovereignty no longer serve as determining categories as much as represent privileged 

power resources in the han& of state actors. Within the context of these politics, 

politicd actors are still constrained by social institutions present both in international 

and domestic societies. Within the constraints of these institutions, policy actors seek 

to influence political outcornes by deploying stmtegicdy the resources that they can 

mobilize, such as Iegitirnacy, money, command of infrastructures, or information. in 

this perspective, the theoretical framework retained for the dissertation focuses on the 

interplay among transnational coalitions of state and non-state actors and the veto and 

access points created by domestic institutions. 



Transnafional coaIitions 

The emerging iiterature on transnational relations offers different approaches to 

conceptuahhg the actors involved In the work of Risse-Kappen and his 

collaborators, the concept of transnational coalitions refea to sets of non-state andor 

state actoa "sharing political values and policy concepts" seeking to achieve 

"specific political goals in the 'target' state of their a~tivities"'~. They can involve 

two types of actoa: those promoting instnimental (generaiiy economic) gains and 

those promoting principled ideas. The concept is meant to be inclusive of a variety of 

cases and encompasses a number of different social formations. Among these, the 

authors use transgovernmental coalitions to refer to coalitions of state actors pursuing 

a common agenda that differs fiom official national state preferences. Epistemic 

communities - informa1 networks of scientists sharing a common understanding of 

problems and solutions - are also considered a specific type of coalition. Finaliy, 

multinational corporations and international non-governmentd organizations are also 

considered highly institutionalized forms of transnational coaiitions. 

The scope of this definition of transnational coalitions has the advantage of 

covering most possible occurrences of transnational relations. However, by including 

under the same banner a well-integrated muitinationd corporation furthering its 

material interests by Iobbying foreign governments, loose networks of professionals 

exchanging information, and we1I-coordinated coalitions of social activists promoting 

their cause, it cm aIso create analytical difficulties. For exampIe, it seems plausible 

that the constraints represented by national institutions would ciifFer for a si@e 



corporation seeking govemment access and for a coalition of bureaucrats seeking to 

m e r  their agenda. 

In contras& Keck and Sikkink use the more precise concept of transnational 

advocacy networks. The concept excludes state acton, with the possible exception of 

some parliamentarians and bureaucrats from international organizations, and it is 

limited to broad, loosely comected networks of activists seeking social change. 

These activists seek social change by promoting causes and share prhcipled ideas 

and values. individual nehnrorks give rise to specific advocacy campaigns involving 

only a sub-set of memben. They will typically nly on information as a key source of 

power, using strategies such as appealing to public opinion or revealing information 

to shame target govemments?5 

The concept of transnational coalition retained for this dissertation offers a 

somewhat direrent approach. Transnational coalitions are defined as temporary 

coalitions of actors sharing common political objectives who cooperate to seek 

mutuaily-desired poücy changes. They can compnse both state and non-state acton. 

Coalitions are time-limited and issue- or campaign-specific. Consequently, they do 

not necessarily involve sustaùied, on-going interactions and collaboration over tirne. 

They are drawn together by cornmon political objectives, which does not imply that 

they desire these objectives for the same reasons. in other words, transnationd 

coalitions do not necessarily share principled ideas. For example, multinational 

pharmaceutical companies, women's groups and environmentaiists may collaborate 



on a campaign to promote more hierd contraception poiicies without sharing the 

same motives, 

We also see no reasons to litnit coalitions to specinc political strategies. The 

bargainhg of material resources, appeais to public opinion and the voting public, and 

attempts at redefining the dominant framing of problems can al1 be combined to 

influence policy outcornes. Then the effectiveness of transnational coalitions is 

associated with their ability to assemble a wlluillig coalition of actors to persuade 

decision-makers to support the desired changes in policy. 

States as strategic andfiagrnented actors 

This conception of transnational coalitions also irnplies a recognition of the 

hgmentation of national states. The claim of national sovereignty remains a crucial 

foundation of legitimate authority and, on the basis of this daim and of the important 

resources still at their disposal, national state actors continue to constitute crucial 

actoa. But, in a framework where domestic politics matter, national state actors will 

aiso respond to the interplay of politicai forces at home and their strategic behaviour 

wiIl aiso reflect their considerations of domestic institutionai constraints on the 

ratification and implernentation of international regimes? Moreover, in a world of 

more intense transnational relations and contested authority, national state actors may 

aiso enter into alIiauces of convenience with other state and non-state actors in the 

hope of strengthening their position at home and abroad. 

We have ais0 seen that, once the domestic environment of politics is 

recognked, national states can no longer be considered unitary actors. State 



bureaucraties are complex and hgmented organisations and theÏr constitutive uni& 

are often pursuuig contradictory goals both within and outside the organisational 

environment of the state. Moreover, many States, federations in particular, contain 

sub-national uni& that are increasingly active internationally. These sub-national state 

actors can influence the development and implementation of a national foreign 

policy. In pursuhg this objective, they can aIso enter into coalitions with other actors 

to act across borders or to idiuence the domestic conditions likely to affect 

international negotiations. For example, in some federai regimes, the threat of not 

cooperating with the implernentatioa of international measures in their areas of 

jurisdiction can influence the evolution of international negotiations. In sum, sub- 

national state acton should be recognized as potentially infiuential actors in our 

framework of analysis. 

Domestic institutions as intemning variables 

Bargainhg strategies of state actors engaged in international negotiations as 

well as Iobbying strategies developed by transnational coalitions of non-state acton 

depend on an adequate evaluation of the institutional environment constraining the 

choices of actors. The greater role of transnational coalitions and the more -le 

position of state actors domesticai1y and abroad means that the institutional context 

mediating domestic politics is increasingiy relevant for understanding a globalized 

politics. Since transnational coalitions penetrate national borders, the domestic 

institutional context of the 'Wget" country becomes a relevant stratepic element. 



In particuiar, domestic institutional procedures for the ratification of 

international treaties affeçt the strategies and innuence of both state and non-state 

actors. More restrictive ratification procedures wouid tend to restrain the 

manoeuvring room of state actors and enhance the influence of non-state actors.'" 

But, even more genedy, the specific institutional co&guration of domestic 

institutions (number and position of institutional veto points in the policy process) 

partly detemtines the access and influence of non-state actors to the policy process of 

each country. As comparative neoinstitutionalists have established, more hgmented 

institutions provide more access points to interest groups to influence decisions and 

voice ideas as well as more opportunities for vetoing policy proposals than more 

centralized institutions? As such, it would appear that countnes with more 

ûagmented domestic institutions would be more vulnerable to the influence of 

transnational coaii tions. 

Institutional hgmentation comes in many forms. For example, the separation 

of powers in Congressional systems Ieads to a system where the executive exercises 

less control over the legislative portion of the policy process, thereby creating more 

opportunities for legislative actors (and the interest groups working through hem) to 

veto poücy proposals. These systems can also provide a greater number of 

meaningfitl access points to the policy process to advocacy and interest groups 

seeking influence. This general constitutional stnichue is deemed to make for more 

open and hgmented institutions than what is the case in Westminster parliamentary 

systems where executive contml over the legislature eluninates moa veto and access 

points. However, political institutions can be hgmented in other ways. Federalism 



c m  also be associated with a grester number of veto and access points in some policy 

areas. Many systems also have constitutionai procedures providuig for direct 

democracy mechanisms, such as referendums and legislative initiatives, and remlting 

in a more hgmented system." 

It should also be clear that, in this perspective, domestic institutions are 

considered as intervening variables in social explanations. By stnicturing the policy 

process, institutional configurations create access and veto points that influence 

policy actors' strategic behaviour and partly determine their respective influence on 

policy outcornes. As such, while they constitute important variables shaping the 

nature of outcornes of political stniggles, they do not replace state and non-state 

actors as the basic units of anaLysis!o However, they allow for a more contextualized 

analysis of power relations, especially in a comparative setting. Given similar 

political preferences and resources of organized actors, differences in political 

institutions can help explain variations in the policy influence of acton?' 

Working hypotheses 

This exploratory framework Leads us to a set of working hypotheses about 

international regime change in the context of a global transnational poiitics. Firstly, 

we should recognÎze the potenrial innuence of changes in the domestic conditions 

affecthg the legitimacy and operation of international regimes. Shifts in the relative 

innuence of transnational coalitions supporthg or opposing changes may alter the 

prefiences of nationai state acton who are parties to international regimes. When a 

single regime member is sufncientiy influentid or its cooperation necessary for 



regime effectiveness, mccess ofa  transnational coalition in this single country couid 

be &cient to achieve regime change. In many cases however, it seems more 

piausible that a successful transnational coabtion would have to influence a key group 

of regime members to succeed in bringing about regime change. The nature of this 

key group of countries must be determined on a case-by-case basis. However, 

generally, we cm hypothesize that tramationai coalitions can bring about 

international regirne change by creating domestic political conditions in key target 

countries that would render such changes desirable for their national state actors. 

We should also note that, under this scenario, a number of politicai strategies 

are opened to transnational coalitions. Successful strategies may involve appealing to 

public opinion in key target countries to make the implementation of existing regime 

provisions unpalatable in electoral terms and to elicit public support for the desired 

changes. They could also include an attempt to foster change by convincing key 

decision-maken in the target countries of the necessity to redefine the ternis of the 

problem, and associated solutions, addressed by the international regime. 

However, we must recognize that changes in the domestic conditions affiecting 

international regimes, and that may lead to regime change, c m  not be exclusively 

related to the efforts of transnational coalitions. Purely domestic changes may affect 

the desirability or effectiveness of international regimes and mate  pressures for 

regirne change. If these conditions are met in a requUed sub-set of regmie members, 

regime change wilI resuit fiom changes in domestic variables without the 

involvement of transnational coalitions. Whiie this variation on our nnt hypothesis 



wodd not require attncbuting causal importance to transnational relations pet se, it 

would nevertheles represent a vaiuable addition to the existhg set of explanations of 

regime change offered so far by the regime theory Literature by recognizing domestic 

sources of change. 

A second set of hypotheses cm be derived fiom the importance that my 

h e w o r k  attributes to domestic institutions. Generally speaking, the more 

hgmented domestic institutions are, the easier it should be for transnational 

coalitions to get access to the policy process of a targeted country and, consequently, 

to m e r  their objectives in this country. This situation has different implications 

whether one seeks to promote or to prevent policy change. In particular, institutions 

with more veto points suggest thai policy change is made more difficult by the 

multiplication of actors that have access to institutional vetoes in the policy process. 

However, in those political systems, the ability to influence national state decision- 

makers should also translate in a higher probability of policy change. In other words, 

once state decision-makers decide to pursue policy change, there is less likelihood 

that opposing groups can get access to an institutionai veto and prevent the desired 

policy change. 

This situation seems to propose two related hypotheses. The fint hypothesis 

focuses on the relation between institutions and the abiiîty to effect change. Since 

differences in the nurnber and location of veto points mate  varying degrees of 

~WEculty for coalitions in innuencing policy decisions, the size and nature of the 

'bvinning coalition" of actors requjred for achieving poky  changes should be 



determhed by these institutional panimeters of the poIicy process. Domestic 

institutions with a greater number of veto points will require a broader and better 

organized transnational coalition for achieving policy change because, in such 

settings, it is easier for specific groups to pIay on veto points and block changes. For 

this reason, I make the hypothesis that the more fiagmented the domestic political 

institutions, the broader and better organized the transnational coalition must be to 

achieve policy change in the target country. 

The second hypothesis conversely focuses on the relation between institutions 

and the ability to block changes. It states that, @en similar political preferencces and 

resources of organized actors. dtferences in the domestic institutions determine the 

variation in the policy influence of tramational coalitions. The more fiagmented the 

domestic institutions, the more successful trartsnational coalitions will be in blocking 

change. 

These 1s t  two hypotheses necessitate a carefut contextualized analysis of the 

constitutional arrangements of the countc-ies involved to be operationalized. As a rule- 

oGthumb, we might expect that countries with Congressional systerns of government 

would have a larger nurnber of institutional veto points. Consequently, they wouid be 

naturai targets for coalitions attempting to veto regime change and those seeking to 

promote changes wouid need to assemble more intluential and better organized 

coalitions to do so. However, while this may effectiveIy be the case, the complexity 

of domestic institutional realities advocates more caution in drawing such 

conclusions. For example, in some federations, the approval of sub-national 



govemments may be requVed for the implementation of regime provisions in some 

issue areas. In these cases, sub-national govemments may, for ail practical purposes, 

hold a veto over possible changes. 

Moreover, most national constitutions contain specific provisions regarding the 

approval of international treaties. in some countries, treaty-making may be a 

prerogative of the executive, consequentIy limiting the number of vetoes. In other 

counûies, one or both Iegislative chambers may hold a complete or suspensive veto 

over these agreements. In sum, a detailed examination of constitutional procedures, 

especially regarding treaty-making, is warranted. The next chapter is dedicated to 

such a detailed analysis with regards to the Canada and the United States (the only 

two countries involved in my case study). 

Conclusion 

Ecologists have Long recognised the importance of understanding transnational 

activities for making sense of the ecology of the hem0sphere. But in contrast, most 

regime scholars, more than diplomats, have cIung to the convenient assumption of a 

tight membrane separaihg the national reaims of social relations in order to make 

sense of the politics of the hemisphere. This chapter argued that, while the persistence 

of the domestic-international distinction rnay always have been conceptudly 

unwarranted, the recent social trends associated with giobaiization certainiy make it 

ail the more imperative to recognise the importance of transnational politics for 

international govemance and make a greater effort at Uitegrating them in our anaiysis 

of international regimes. As regime theory slowly ttuns ta the study of regime 



change, it is important that we try to take into accotmt to a greater extent the rob of 

domestic factors and transnational political activities for the evolution of regimes. 

This dissertation proposes to contniute to this effort by focusing on the role of 

transnational coalitions and domestic institutions in shaping the evolution of 

international regimes. While this early effort is necessdy exploratory in nature, the 

set of hypotheses denved h m  the theoretical h e w o r k  will allow me to shed some 

light on the politics that shaped the evolution of the US.-Canada Migratory Birds 

Convention since the early 1970s. It will also provide some insights on the 

consequences of transnational relations for international environmental politics and 

cab the need to push m e r  the investigation of the role of domestic institutions 

and transnational coalitions for understanding international regime change. However, 

before undertaking my empirical investigation, 1 need to offer a more sophisticated 

and detaited analysis of the domestic institutional environments, especiaily 

constihitionaI procedures, that will structure transnational politics regarding 

continental treaty-making in North America. The next chapter is dedicated to this 

task. 



Chapter 2 

CONSTITUTIONS AND CONTINENTAL POLICY CHANGE 

While the ship of state now sails on larger ventures and into foreign waters she stilt 
retains the water-tight campartmenés which are an essential part of her original 
structure. 

- Lord A M ,  of the Judiciary Cornmittee of the Pmiy Council, in deciding 
the Labour Conventions Case, 1937. 

For local interests the several States of the Union exist, but for national purposes, 
embracing our relations with foreign nations, we are but one people, one nation, one 
power* 

- U.S. Supreme Court Justice Field in deciding the ChiRese Eidusion 
Case, 1890. 

National constitutions constitute important incentive structures for the making 

of national policies, both imposing constraints on strategic behaviour and providing 

oppominities for the advancement of interests by policy actors. However, while this 

important insight is the object of a growing body of research in the realm of policy 

shidies focusing on the national level, it remains relatively unexplored in the area of 

international and transnational politics. As I have shown in the previous chapter, a 

serious investigation of transnational poiitics in an e n  of giobaiized politics requires 

a cfoser and more substantive consideration of the institutional structure of national 

States. This is particuiarly the case for constitutional procedures affecting 

international treaty-making and how they may innuence international regime change. 

This chapter seeks to offer an onginai examination of this problem in the 

context of canada-US. treaty-making. As such, it offers a more focused and detaiied 



discussion of the issue than what has been provided to this date by the few scholars 

who have iavestigated similar issues.= It investigates the signincance of 

constitutional differences, especidy as they relate to constitutional authority for 

treaty making and implementation, for the analysis of continental transnational 

policy-making in North Amenca. 1 argue that the constitutional Iaw and practices of 

Canada and the United States produce distinctive institutional veto configurations for 

the politics of treaty-making, which are susceptible to influence the transnational 

dynamics of the politics surroundhg bilateral regîme change by the two countries. 

More specifically, 1 will show that Arnerican constitutional processes, with some 

exceptions, offer a more hgmented institutional configuration and that, as a result, 

American legislative institutions are more likely to become the focus of the political 

activities by transnational coalitions seeking to influence continental policy change. 

The chapter begins with a general discussion of the concept of veto points and 

of the consequences of constitutional differences for the making of public policy. 1 

then tum to an historical and comparative examination of the more precise 

constitutional niles providing a framework for the making and the implementation of 

international treaties in Canada and the United States. Particular emphasis is placed 

on the nature of the relationship between the legislative and executive branches of the 

state and on the treaty role and prerogatives of sub-national States in ihe context of 

federal systems. in the third section, I draw some conclusions about the implications 

of those coLlStitutional treaty d e s  for the transnational politics of continental poiicy 

change and discuss how these conclusions d o w  us to s p e c e  the hypotheses outlined 

in the previous chapter. 



Constitutions, Veto Points and PoIicy-making 

In different theoretical approaches to political science, institutions have been 

"rediscovered" as important variables shaping the nahue of outcornes of political 

mggles." With some exceptions, institutions are generally considered as 

intervening variables in social explanationsa They are not replacing resource 

theories of group politics, or class as the central unit of analysis, but rather they are 

strengthening these f o m  of explmations by reveaiing the impact of the institutional 

context on group preferences, strategies, and interactions with other actors. 

Institutions matter for policy choices but bey do not solely determine them. 

While institutions cm be defmed in multiple ways, the formal institutions of 

politics, as defined by constitutional Iaw and practices and by the intemal structures 

of legislative, executive and judicial bodies, still represents the main group of 

institutional featuns affecthg the decision-making process of political systems. in 

this perspective, without denying the importance of other institutional features, such 

as the distinctive nomis of legai regirnes or prevaient norms of social ~ r ~ a n i s a t i o n s ~ ~  

forma1 politicai institutions seem to offer a necessary starthg point for an inquiry into 

the effect of institutions on the dynamics of poIitical choice. ui this context, many 

comparative and historicai neoinstitutiooalists have indeed begun to develop generai 

theoreticai statements about this relationship across different institutional systems. 

hquiry ùito the relationship between formal institutional structures and poiitical 

choices has generated a wide range of insights and perspectives. Amongst the better 

known, Sartoti's classic work on comparative coristitutionalism, and his case for an 



interminent presidentialism as the best institutional system for achieving a w o r h g  

combination of strong parliamentary control and efficient govemment performance, 

stands out as a particulady comprehensive statement of this approach?6 Linz's much 

debated argument that presidentialism causes repime instability in Latin America 

offers another well-known example?' Moe and Caldwell's argument that 

Congressional institutions are more prone than parliamentary systems to set up arm's- 

length bureaucraties with detailed legislative parameten as a way to isolate them 

from excessive executive meddling constitutes another prominent application of this 

theon tical 

in the realm of policy studies, Pienon and Weaver have argued that, because of 

more effective control of the legislative branch by the executive, parliamentary 

systems have a greater capacity for policy innovation as well as for imposing losses 

on powerfbl constituencies. However, they have fewer opportunities for avoiding 

blame for failed or unpopular policies?9 Stresshg different institutional features, mch 

as particular committee structures, Hall, SkocpoI and Weir have reached similar 

conclusions about the relation between policy innovation and formal institutions in 

the context of economic policy-making in England, Sweden and the United  tat tes? 

Studying the evolution of tax policies across countries, Steinmo has argued that the 

American Congressional system is Iess able to adopt policies advancing a colIective 

conception of the public good than parliamentary regimes and that it tends to generate 

particdaristic policies responding to individual group interest.. in contras& majority 

pariiamentary systems üke the British system, while adopting more collectivist 

policies, wouid tend to generate incoherent patterns of policy swings due to the 



altemathg partisan goveming majorities that these systems produce?' All of the 

above examples share a common concem about the relation between the formal 

institutional feahires of political systems, polihical dynamics and policy choices. 

While drawing from different methodoiogical and theoretical approaches, they ail 

represent formal institutions as complex systems of mcentives, opportunities and 

constraints for state and non-state political actors. 

While varying in their terminology and their degree of formality, most of them 

have corne to rely on similar concepts of veto points and institutional configurations 

as some of the cornerstones of comparative institutional a n a ~ ~ s i s ? ~  In this 

perspective, veto points cm be defied as the set of actors whose formal approval has 

been made essential, by the institutional context, for the adoption of public po~icy?3 

They are "areas of institutional vulnerability, that is, points in the policy process 

where the mobilization of opposition can thwart policy inn~vation".~ Accordingly, 

they may be represented, for example, by government cabinets, presidential offices, 

legislative chambers, parliamentary cornmittees, the voting public in a referendum or 

in an initiative ballot, or sub-national govemments in federal systems. Or, as Tsebelis 

points out, they could also be more partisan in nature, such as key parIiamentary 

parties in the context of govemment coalitions or minority governments?s 

DXerent politica1 systems can be understood to include different sets of veto 

players. As a resuit, they offer different institutional configurations for policy change. 

These cross-nationai differences in institutionai configurations offer different sets of 

opportunities and incentives to interest groups and state actors seeking to influence 



policy decisions.% institutional veto points sometimes provide opportunities for 

policy actors to intervene directly in the political process to submit proposals, make 

their claims about the benefits and pitfalls of coasidered alternatives, or block the 

adoption of a considered poiicy change. More often, they designate policy players 

that have the formal authonty to block a policy change and who can be Iobbied and 

in£Iuenced by interest groups working outside the f o n d  institutional arenas. 

Generally, we cm identify three categones of influences institutional vetoes 

may have on poiitics: 1) institutional vetoes provide to some institutional actors the 

ability to block and, consequently, disproportionately innuence policy choices; 2) 

they provide different and unequal opportunities to interest groups to penetrate the 

policy process to affect policy choices; and 3) they also partly shape (or constrain) the 

strategies and discourse (claims making) of policy actors who seek to advance their 

interest in the most favounible way in the context of the institutionai fhmework that 

they face. As such, it is important to note that institutions do not only affect the 

outcomes of politicai stmggles, they also contriiute to shape the dynamics of political 

interactions. in Hall's ternis, they have a "relational character"? 

The formal authority to block a policy change by imposing an institutional veto 

offers the most obvious form of influence on policy outcomes. Institutional players 

occupying positions entrusted with dejure institutional privileges to initiate, alter or 

block poiicy proposals are in an advantageous position to M e r  their own interests 

and those of  the^ supporters. The well-knom power of Congressional cornmittees 

and their chairpersons withm the h e w o r k  of American legislative institutions 



represents an outstanding 

exercise disproportionate 

example of this form of influence. Key legislators cm 

innuence on collective choices, not necessady as a 

consequence of rai1ying greater support in public opinion or powerful constituencies, 

but as a result of their pnvileged position wit&in the institutional arena. "De jure d e s  

of institutional design provide procedural advantages and impediments for translating 

political power into concrete policies."g8 

Moreover, the number and accessibility of veto points in the decision-making 

process tend to affect the frequency and difficulty of achieving policy change itself. 

As Tsebelis has shown, generally speaking, the greater the number of veto points, the 

less iikely the mccess, and the lower the frequency, of policy change. Given similar 

politicai preferences and resources of organized actoa, differences in political 

institutions determine the variation in the success of interest groups and state actors in 

stopping changes. As a resuit, the more hgmented and open the political institutions, 

the less likely the success of policy change?' 

Secondly, and more generally, these rules of institutional design also a e c t  the 

dynamics of interest groups politics. Most obviously, differential access to veto 

points and veto players will result in inequaiities of influence. For example, if 

adoption of a policy change requires the approvd of a specinc legislative cornmittee, 

interest groups who bear paaicular relevance to the members of this committee, be it 

for electoral or other reasons, have a privileged oppommity for imposing a veto or 

demancihg modifications of the proposed policy. As such, ciiffirent institutionai 

co~gurations will likely gant different chances to ciif'fierent interest groups to 



influence policy changes. DEerences in power resources available to groups (money, 

membership, expertise, etc.) are imufficient for understanding policy outcomes 

because these resources must be deployed in an institutional environrnent that do not 

offer an undiffereatiated set of opportunities and constraints to the difEerent actors. 

By providuig 'points of vulnerability" in the policy process or entry points to 

provide input on proposals, veto points structure the dynamics of political 

interactions. Conscious of the institutional parameters of the decision-making 

process, interest groups learn to adapt their political strategies by targeting their 

activities and their message to the key institutional players. As Immergut argues, 

without an understanding of the institutional environment, it is difficult to make sense 

of these actors' activities since the institutionai environrnent is 'the hune of 

99 tOO reference for their actions . For example, as she heaelf as shown with respect to 

Swiss health politics, it would be impossible in a comparative perspective to make 

sense of the evolution of the Swiss health care system without understanding the role 

that the potential access to a national referendum played in the strategy and discourse 

of the country's medicai ~r~anisations.'~' In effect, in a cross-national perspective, 

even in the presence of identicai preferences of key interests, different institutionai 

configurations affect the choices of political strategies and impact on policy 

outcomes. 

In some respects, the institutional environment of politics paaly also shapes the 

understanding that policy actors have of their own interests and their selection of 

goals. For example, as Weir argued in her study of the evolution of America. 



emptoyment policy, institutions cm narrow the range of policy options available (and 

consequently practically desired) and consequentiy help shape the meaning of group 

preferences and social choices.'** SimiIarIy, often by specifying the default 

alternative of particdar choice situations, the institutional environment can affect the 

goais selected by actors. By stnicturing policy choice situations, the institutional 

environment affects the selection of goals and preferences of acton who must reach 

an understanding of their interest in a real-world-environment where problems pose 

thernselves in specinc t e m  and options are often tixnited arnong some 

aiternatives.'03 

In sum, by structuring political interactions and choice situations, the 

institutional environment of policy-making affiects the dynamics of political change 

and indirectly influences the outcomes of policy choices. It helps to explain the nature 

of these choices as well as the very presence (or absence) of policy change itself. 

OveraLt, these insights provided by neoinstitutiooal theory explain the importance of 

paying attention to the institutional environment of politics. Even in a transnational 

context, we should expect the nature and availability of veto points to affect the 

strategies and Muence of transnational coalitions. For example, with regards to 

regime change, we should expect regime memben with more hgrnented institutions 

to become easier targets for transnational coalitions seeking to biock changes. 

Accordingiy, the transnational politics of regùne change should become focused on 

achieving the required conditions to overcome the more signincant institutional 

barriers existing in these countries. The nature of specinc veto points preventing 

change could impact on the strategies and discourses adopted by coalitions. For 



example, if a specific veto point, such as a IegisIative cornmittee, is more VULIlerable 

to a particuiar group or constituency, coalitions seeking influence would naturally 

focus their strategies and discourses on winning over these constituencies. 

Constitutions and Treaty-making in North America 

How cm we b ~ g  this theoretical perspective to bear on the problem of 

international regime change and transnational politics in North America? 

Neoinstitutionaiists generally argue îhat the more open institutions of the U.S. 

Congressional system require the formation of broader winning coalitions of political 

actors than what is necessitated by the more centralized political institutions of 

Canadian cabinet goveniment for achieving policy change. The multiplicity of veto 

points, most notably Congressional Boon and cornmittees, means that interest groups 

and state actors have more possibilities of stopping undesired policy changes. In the 

Canadian case, policy change will be detennined to a greater extent by the policy 

preferences of executive state actors, who, given the control of a majority of 

parliamentary seats, cm isolate thernselves better fiom societal pressures through the 

relative scarcity of veto points. However, a number of reasons argue for a closer 

examination of the institutional enviromnent of both cotmtries. 

Firstly, past a very generai level of institutional design, particular niles of 

decision-mabg that, for example, shape the interaction between executive and 

Iegislative branches or determine the nature of executive prerogatives Vary 

sufnciently to wam against relying on a generic characterization of institutionai 

systems. For example, whether a second chamber has a suspensive or a fuli veto or 



whether a conference procedure exists to reconcile opposing views on legislation wiil 

affect the relative power of institutionai actors. Moreover, the institutionai 

cequirements of decision-making may Vary according to the type of issue under 

consideration. For example, whether the poiicy is likely to affect federalism will 

determine whether the approval of the Bundesrat is required for the adoption of 

legislation under the Ge- system. As a result, the number of vetoes varies 

depending on the issue. In order to accomt for these institutional inûicacies, issue- 

specific analysis of the institutional environment is similarly required. 

With regard to treaty-making, the traditional distinction between American 

Congressional government and Canadian cabinet government takes an added 

dimension. The countries' respective constitutions provide differently for the making 

and approval of international agreements than for ordinary legislation. These 

differences may create sets of institutional vetoes that differ fkom those existing for 

the more generic process of law-making. While the general charactenzation of 

American institutions as being more permeable and hgmented than Canadian ones 

remains essentiaily accurate, the constitutional procedures pertinent to treaty-making 

in both countnes pcovide for a more complex pictine. Moreover, in keeping with the 

"living" nature of both constitutional texts, the constitutionai fiameworks of both 

countnes have evolved significantly since their origins, introducing hi~toncal 

dinerences that remah important for the analysis of the politics of treaty-making. In 

the rernainder of this chapter, 1 provide an account of the nahire and historical 

evolution of the coIlStitutional d e s  of treaty-making in both countnes in order to 



sketch the institutional context that wilI structure the transnational politics of regime 

change in North America. 

Treaty-Making in Amen'can Constitutional Law 

From the emergence of the Westphalian state system in the 17th century to the 

late 18th century, the conduct of international affairs, and hence the making of 

treaties, remained exclusively in the executive domain in al1 modem states. While 

French Kings occasionally submitted treaties to their États Générmu, they did it as a 

result of political necessity or stnitegy but they were not obiigated to do so by 

constitutional practices. In the emerging international law, the doctrine of lus 

repraesentationis omnimodae, that the monarch as the personal embodiment of the 

state was its sole extemal representative, constituted the ruie.lo4 

The Issue of Congressional Veto 

in this context, the Arnerican Constitution adopted in 1787 by the 

Constitutional Convention stood out against recognised international practices. For 

the frst t he ,  a Head of State could not enter alone into international treaties.'*' 

Article LI, section 2 of the constitutional document stated that the President has the 

'power, by Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two thirds 

of the Senators present conc~r" . '~~  Consequentiy, from the beginning of the Republic, 

the Senate was a crucial actor in the making of international treaties in the United 

States. And, in this regard, the powers of the Senate over treaties are very important, 

inclucüng their amendment and their outnght rejection. 



There is evidence that the Framers of the Constitution had anticipated that the 

Senate would be making international treaties with the President, Le. that its role 

would not be Iimited to an ex post approvai but that it would include the offer of 

continuing advice and discussion with the executive on the negotiation of treaties.'07 

In essence, the Senate would act as an executive council, CO-operating closely with 

the ~ r e s i d e n t . ~ ~ ~  However, very early on, evolvùig constitutional practices coderred 

the Senate a more limited and sequential role in the approval of treaties. Following an 

iICfated attempt by President Washington to work with the Senate on the negotiation 

of treaties with Abonginal peoples in 1789, the Presidency resisted relying on the 

Senate for advice during treaty negotiations.lOg Since then, the role of the Senate has 

been clearly Limited to an ex post consideration of the treaties transmitted by the 

Presidency. The President does not seek or need the approval of Congress before 

entering into negotiations or concluding an agreement. However, Senate approval of 

treaties is constitutionally required before their ratification by the exec~tive."~ 

in considering the approval of international treaties, the Senate proceeds almost 

as if the treaty were an ordinary bill. The treaty is first tmsmitted to the Committee 

on Foreign Relations, which c m  reject it, approve it, amend it, express resewations or 

simply let it die on the order paper of the committee, Once (and if) the committee 

reports on it, the ffoor can examine it article by article, including potential 

amendments or reservations, before taking a vote. Given the l e s  s t ~ g e n t  procedures 

of the Senate, it rernains relatively easy for minorities of members to delay 

extemively the process by multiplyhg propositions of amendments. While a simple 

majority wili sufnce to add amendments or rese~ations to the b a l  approval motion, 



the h a 1  vote, according to constitutional requirernents, necessitates a two-third 

majority for approval. If the Senate adopts any amendments, the executive w i U  need 

to re-negotiate the treaty. If it only attaches reservations or expresses a specific 

understanding of the treaty with its approval, the executive is required to include 

them in its instruments of ratification.'" 

In practical tenns, use of the Senate veto does not necessarily entail defeat on 

the floor or in cornmittee. As in the case of most institutional vetoes, its importance 

lies as much in the influence that the threat of vetoing a measure confers on the veto 

player(s) as in its actual exercise to hl1 projects. Moreover, in the context of 

parliamentary institutions, the control of the agenda by key institutional players often 

gives them the oppominity to kill undesired projects by tabling them indefinitely. As 

Wildhaber points out regarding the U.S. Senate: 

"Modem figures show that the days of spectacular defeats of treaties are 
over. Unwelcome treaties such as the IL0 Conventions and the 
Genocide Convention are no longer briskly voted dom; they are either 
pigeonholed in the Senate Cornmittee on Foreign Relations or are 
withdrawn by the Resident. Often the Senate does not demand the 
formal amendment of a treaty as a condition of approval; but it 
continues to attach reservations and to express understandings. By 
delaying actions and voicing objections, it has, moreover, repeatedly 
achieved a reopening of the negotiations and - as a r e d t  thereof - the 
subsequent deletion of a particular clause thought to be 
objectionable."' l2 

Of coune, delay tactics and vocal opposition are the very heart of the power of 

parliamentary bodies in most democracies; and the exceptional power of the US. 

Congress as a law-making body does not deprÎve it of these more subtle forms of 

politicai action. 



The treaty-making record of the Senate reveals that it does not hesitate to use its 

veto, amendment and reservation powers over international treaties but that, 

quantitatively, it has not defeated a large proportion of treaties. Data on the period for 

1789 to the 1970s reveal bat about 16% of submitted treaties were amended and that 

about I I% were rejected or left to die on the order paper."3 While the nurnber of 

treaties rejected has declined over the ,  Senate detractors stiIl point out that, 

notwithstanding the numbers, many important treaties, such as the Treaty of 

Versailles or the 1934 St. Lawrence Waterway Treaty, were killed by the Senate and 

that the international policy of the US. has suffered as a result of its actions.'14 As we 

pointed out earlier, fiom the perspective of institutional politics, the very existence of 

the veto and amendment power may also have equaily influenced the negotiation of 

many other treaties, as the executive may develop its negotiating position by 

anticipation of the Senate's preferences. As such, the sheer nurnber of veto and 

amendment resolutions passed does not reveal the hill politicai significance of the 

Senate power in the reaim of treaty-making. 

Notwithstanding its conhuing, undisputed infiuence over treaties, the modern 

development of treaty-making practices in the United States has nevertheless 

undennined the privileged institutional position of the Senate in the realrn of 

international policy. In particuiar, the development, and increasingly dominant use, of 

another form of international agreements, namely congressional-executive 

agreements, has provided tools to the Residency to circumscnie or weaken Senate 

control over American international policy.115 



Congressional-executive agreements essentidy substitute the majority consent 

of both Congressional chambers for the Senate two-third majority required in the case 

of traditional treaties. Under modem practices, the Resident conducts international 

negotiations and reaches an agreement. The agreement must then be approved by a 

majority vote in both the Senate and the House of Representatives before it cm be 

ratified by the Presidency. For al1 practical and legal purposes, congressional- 

executive agreements are as valid and binding as ûaditional treaties. They become the 

supreme law of the land and they ovemde any previous federal and state legislation. 

in effect, they are fully interchangeable with traditional treaties; and, in political 

terms, they offer the executive the choice between seelMg the consent of two-thirds 

of the senators or seeking a simple majority in both houses. in other words, they offer 

the executive a choice of veto configuration. 

This form of international agreement is not explicitly provided for in the 

American Constitution. As with many constitutional matters, the doctrine of 

interchangeability between treaties and congressional-executive agreements became a 

part of the living constitution as remlt of a progressive evolution in practices, much 

legal creativity, significant changes in public opinion, and hard-won politicai 

battles.'16 The necessity of adapting the traditional treaty-making procedures to the 

new conditions of an international order marked by deepening interdependence and 

the necessity to respond with more cornplex and rapid changes was a central 

Unperative driving this process. 



While there is some debate about the desirability of this procedure,''' fiom OUT 

perspective, it is now obvious that congressional-executive agreements currently offer 

a second constitutionai track for the approval of international agreements. It seems 

that the choice of procedure provides more leeway to the executive, which can now 

choose its instihitional arena depending on the preferences of legislators and 

Muence of interest groups on the respective chambers on individual issues. 

Congress remains a crucial institutional veto point but, when legislators are more 

divided on the issue, a majority in both chamben could be less difficult to gain than a 

two-third vote in the Senate. Notwithstanding this greater flexibility for the 

Presidency and the undeniable rise in influence by the Houe reflected by the new 

process, we should note that, if a majonty of senators still fmd that an agreement 

should be handled through the traditional procedure, it cm still block its ratification 

under the new procedure. The Senate has not Iost its veto. 

State Rights and International Treaties 

in addition to executive-legislative relations, federations, such as the United 

States and Canada, face another constitutional dilemma in the conduct of their 

international relations. The division of powers between two levels of govemment 

raises the question of the role of sub-national govemments in the making and the 

imptementation of Întemationai treaties. From a political standpoint, the possibility of 

sub-national vetoes on the ratincation of treaties suggests an added level of 

institutional complexity that wodd arguably result in greater leverage for interest 

groups and sub-natiooaI state actors in the formation and change of international 



regimes. It also raises the spectre of domestic staiemate and paralysis in the conduct 

of international relations. 

In framing the American Constitution, the Convention addressed this question 

dkectly by explicitiy prohibiting States fiom entering into treaties and  alliance^"^ 

and by stating that "al1 Treaties made, or which shdl be made, under the Authority of 

the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every 

State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to 

the Contrary notwith~tandin~""~. These definitive statements, while the subject of 

much debate and criticism by Arnerican States in the early history of the U.S., have 

corne to represent federal supremacy in the making and implementation of treaties. 

Amcrican States are not only forbidden to enter into treaties on their own; upon their 

ratification, international treaties also become the "supreme law of the land", 

superseding other federd Iegislation and taking precedence over ail state laws that 

may conflict. In effect, the American Constitution explicitly denies State 

govemments and legislatures a veto on the making of international treaties and on 

their domestic implementation. WhiIe found in other federationqttO the significance 

of this federal mpremacy over State legislation will be most apparent when, later in 

this chapter, it is contrasted with the Canadian situation in the post-Statute of 

Westminster era. 

The Ftamers' decision to p t  such extensive and categoricai treaty powers to 

the federal govemment was not a consenmal one1'' and, eariy on, defenden of states' 

nghts chdenged the federal treaty power ushg other provisions of the 



constitutio~~'~ And while the eady case law  vas generally favourable to the fedeml 

govetnment, the issue remained contentious for decades. In the American 

constitutional history, two events stand out by their political and Iegal significance 

regarding the treaty impiementation power: the Missouri v. Holland decision of 1920 

and the defeat of the Bricker constitutional amendment in the early 1950s. 

The Missouri v. Holland decision provided a landmark and definitive legal 

statement on the constitutionality of treaties and federal treaty implementation 

legislation encroaching on areas of State jurisdictions. In the decision, the Supreme 

Court effectively endorsed an interpretation of the treaty supremacy clause that 

confers upon the federal govemment a nearly lllnitless authority to make laws for the 

implementation of treaties within areas of  tat te juri~diction.'~ 

Oddly enough in the context of this dissertation, the case itself dealt with the 

constitutionality of the Mieratory Bird Treatv Law, which implements domestically 

the provisions of the L9 16 Migratory Birds Convention. WhiIe Amencan lower courts 

had twice found invaiid a 19 13 statute protecting migratory birds on the rationale that 

protecting wildlife was not an enumerated power of Congress and consequently fell 

within State authority under the terms of the residual clause (i.e. the Tenth 

Amendment), Justice Hohes in Missouri v. H o l h d  fond that the statute that was 

invalid in absence of the 1916 treaty was now within the constitutional authority of 

Congres as a necessary consecpence of its treaty power. The Supreme Court 

confirmed in a dekitive mamer that the Tenth Amendment did not place constraints 

on the federal treaty supremacy clause. In effect, matters left to the States by the 



residual clause are subject to be overtaken by the federal govemment if it should 

decide to make a treaty about t I~ern- '~~ The decision still stands as an expression of 

constitutional doctrine? 

The reversal of this doctrine through political means was essentiaüy the 

objective of the unsuccessful Bricker amendment. Approved by the Senate Judiciary 

Coumittee in June 1953, the amendment read in part: "A treaty shall become 

effective as intemal law in the United States only through legislation which would be 

P r  126 valid in the absence of treaty . The amendment, championed by Senator ~ricker'~', 

surfaced in the context of the consideration of several treaties concluded under the 

auspices of the United Nation in the aftermath of the war, such as the Draft 

Covenants on Hurnan Rights and some of the treaties of the International Labour 

Organisation. Bricker and his supporters rnainly sought to prevent the federal 

govemment from ovemding raciaily discriminatory state laws by ratifying 

international human rights treatie~.'~* The amendment met strong opposition f?om the 

Eisenhower administration and, while generating intense controversy and corning 

close to success, it was defeated in ~ongress . '~  

The debate m u n d i n g  the Bricker amendment was complex and intertwined 

with fears about loss of national sovereignty, fears of cornmunism. hostiliw towards 

hurnan rights, and politicai Uinghting about the respective prerogatives of Congress 

and the Presidency."' As a result, interpreting its meaning with certainty is diffictiit* 

Nevertheless, the debate clearly reveded the mbsistence of serious concems about 

the scope of the federai treaty supremacy clause and about its consequences for the 



principles of federalism. The doctrine espoused by the Supreme Coint in Mksouri v. 

Hollmd was severely criticized as disregardhg state rights and even domestic 

constitutional law.I3' Opponents of the amendment raised the same arguments as 

those expressed in earlier debates: the necessity of speaking with a single, credible 

and authoritative voice in international affairs, especiaily at a tirne in history when the 

nation faced a world of greater interdependence, and the effectiveness of existing 

institutions in assuring state representation through the ~enate."~ 

However, in the end, both the defeat of the Bricker Amendment and the 

Mfssouri v. Hoiland decision have confirmed the authoritative nature of the treaty 

supremacy clause. Consequently, the American federal constitutional structure does 

not offer formal veto points at the state level, even on those issues that would 

normally fat1 within the realm of state jurisdiction. And while it has become a regular 

practice for the federal govemment to consult and inform state governments on 

international policy issues that would concern them, the constitutional structure of the 

United States does not offer the states, and induectly interest groups that could 

influence them, a formai institutional veto point in the poiicy process for the 

implementation of international treaties. 

Treuty-Making in Canudian Consfitutional Law 

The Canadian constitutionai framework for treaty-making is a clear testimony 

to the country's constitutional heritage. At the time of Codederation, Great Britah 

effiectively conducted ai l  of Canadian foreign policy, including the making of 

international treatie~."~ Canada reached fidl independence as a member of the 



internationd commtmity only as a result of a progressive evolution which led her to 

slowly afnrm her status of independent state on the world stage? The constitutional 

and poIiticai history of this M e r  of control over foreign policy, induchg treaty- 

making, is long and cornplex. The fkst efforts of the Canadian executive to assert 

control over treaty-making date back to the mid 19" cenhiry and were generally 

circumscribed to trade policy. And while it met some resistance Eom the British 

government,'35 it did slowly result in Canadian poliricians playing a greater role in 

the negotiation and signature of treaties alongside the irnperial a~thorities."~ 

However, it is the Great War, and its aftermath, that provided the greatest 

irnpetus toward independence in foreign policy. The country's participation in the 

war heiped to strengthen the national sentiment and the desire for autonomy. But it 

also led to concrete demands for more legal independence and a greater Say in the 

formulation of the Empire's foreign policy.'37 The fact that Canada signed the Treaty 

of Versailles separately is significant in this regard. In f i  by the end of the war in 

19 18, the trend toward international juridical independence seemed irreversible. In 

the 1920s' the Canadian govenunent began oaming its own official representatives 

abroadL3' and it signed its first international agreement without the CO-signature of 

British authorities. 13' 

When the Statute of Westminster of 193 1 fTinalIy officially affilmed the British 

colonies' equal and autonomous status in aH aspects of theu international affairs,'" it 

only constituted the official end to a long progressive political evo~ution,'~' where 

practice had o f b  preceded the ofncial legal changes. In the words of the Supreme 



Court of Canada, Canadian sovereignty had been acqukd somethe "in the period 

between its separate signature of the Treaty of Versailles in 19 19 and the Statute of 

Westminster, 193 1 ."'" 

This summary account of the evolution of Canadian practices in treaty-making 

serves to emphasise the progressive nature of the transfer of authority regarding 

treaty-making powers nom London to Ottawa and it is important for an adequate 

understanding of the constitutional h e w o r k  still affecthg the politics of treaty- 

making. More precisely, it is this historical context that serves to explain the two 

central institutionai features affecthg the conclusion of international agreements in 

Canada: a clear executive dominance over the legislative branch regarding the 

negotiation, signature and ratification of international treaties and the weaker and 

more ambiguous position of the federal govemment vis-à-vis the provincial 

govemments with respect to the domestic implementation of these international 

treaties. 

Executive Dominance in Treaty-Muking 

In the historical process sketched above, the treaty-making prerogatives of the 

British Crown were progressively üansferred fiom the Imperia1 Crown in London to 

the Crown in the right of Canada In the absence of a more revolutionary fomdation, 

Canadian constitutional practices remained closely aügned with British traditions and 

Canadian treaty-making practices were no different. 

In keeping with British constitutionai practice, Canadian treaty-making powers 

essentidy constitute Crowa prerogatives'" and, under the common law, they are to 



be solely exercised by the ~overeigd" As such, the negotiation, signature and 

ratification of international treaties are strictly executive functions and they do not 

depend on pariiamentary approval.145 Today, the treaty prerogative rights of the 

executive with respect to international treaties are not seriously disputed and gant the 

Canadian govemment a great deal of discretion in the conduct of international affairs. 

In keeping with the nature of prerogative powen, treaty-making powers are not 

explicitly addressed in the Constitution Act. 1867. The only article that makes 

explicit mention of international treaties is article 132, the Empire treaty clause, 

which States bat: 

"The Parliament and Government of Canada shaIl have al1 Powers 
necessary or proper for performing the Obligations of Canada or of any 
Provinces thereof, as Part of the British Empire, towards Foreign 
Countries, arîsing under Treaties between the Empire and such Foreign 
Countries". 

In essence, article 132 constitutes a impiementution clause assuring the British 

govemment that the federal legislature of its Canadian dominion would have al1 the 

necessary powen to tive up to the international obligations it still contracted abroad 

on its behalE While article 132 would corne to play an important role in definng the 

respective powers of the federal and provincial govemments in the implementation of 

treaties, it has nothing to offer to elucidate the respective responsibilities of 

Parliament and cabinet in the negotiatiom and conclusion oftreaties. 

Notwithstanding the apparent clarity of the Iaw on this point, Canadian treaty- 

making practices have historicaily p t e d  more innuence to Parliament. Un 

numerous occasions, govemments have tabled treaties in the House of Commons and 



sought the approval of parliamentarians, whether or not the particular treaty requùed 

the subsequent adoption of implementing legislation. This practice of seeking a 

parliamentary resolution of approval before the ratification of treaties began in 19 19 

when Prime MUlister Borden refused to rat@ the Treaty of Versailles before gaining 

parliamentary assent. In stating his position on the rnatter, Borden said in the House 

".., it seems to us that there is considerable doubt whether under the 
modem constitutional practice the King should cati@ without first 
obtaining the approval of Parüament. We think that in accordance with 
recent practice and authorities such approval shouid be obtained in the 
case of treaties imposing any burden on the people, or involving any 
change in the law of the land, or requiring legislative action to make 
them effective or affecting the &e exercise of the legislative power, or 
affecthg territorial rights."146 

In insisting on the need for parliarnentary approval, Borden proved to be prescient as 

Canadian constitutionai practice preceded the introduction of the more modest 

"Ponsonby Rule" in Engiand. '" 

The practice introduced by Borden was further extended and formalised by a 

resolution subrnitted by Prime Minister Mackenzie King and unanimously approved 

by Parliament in 1926.'" The resolution required the government to obtain the 

parliamentary approval of "important treaties" prior to their ratifcation. However, in 

the absence of more precision on what distinguished important fiom non-important 

treaties, the resolution faiied to provide specific procedural guidelines on the rnatter. 

A few years later, in the context of a debate on the approval of the International 

Sanitary Convention, King clarified his position on the scope of parliamentary control 



over international treaties. In response to questions from the Opposition, he stated 

that : 

"[He] wodd not confine parliamentary approval oniy to those matters 
which involve military sanctions and the Like. [..] parliamentary 
approval should appiy where there are involved matters of large 
expenditure or political considerations of a far-reaching character. [..] 
this is a wise doctrine to foilow in regard to aII treaties irrespective of 
their pdcular  character wherever they involve large national 
~bii~ations."'" 

This statement helped to clarify Canadian practices with respect to the 

parliamentary approval of international treaties. 

Afier exarnining the Canadian precedents on the subject, Alan Gotlieb 

concluded that the treaties submitted for pariiamentary approval essentially fa11 into 

four categones: 1) military or econornic sanctions; 2) large public expenditures or 

important economic impücations; 3) political consideration of far-reaching character; 

or 4) obligations affecthg private ~ i ~ h t s . ' ~ *  WhiIe some exceptions could easily be 

found, the list of categories nevertheless shows that parliamentary control remains 

Iimited and never extended to a11 treaties. The Canadian executive retains substantial 

discretion in determinhg if a treaty is significant enough to require er post approval 

by the legislature. 

Moreover, notwithstanduig these informa1 practices, the fact remains that there 

is no Iegal obligation for the Canadian cabinet to submit international treaties to the 

House of Commons before their ratification. As R MacGregor Dawson put it: 

"Parliament may be c o d t e d  and even asked to approve intexnational 
agreements and treaties, but this is largely a matter of convenience and 
political strategy; the actual ratification is pure& an executive a~t.'''~' 



The Govenunent of Canada has stated the same position before the United ~ a t i o n s ' ~  

and the Suprerne Court of Canada has also c o h e d  this viewIn. In essence, the 

informal practice outlined by Borden and Mackenzie King has failed to pass into the 

r e a h  of unwrïtten constitutional conventions that couid be upheld by the courts as 

unavoidable obligations imposed on the executive and afTecting the constitutionality 

of international treaties, 

Of coune, some treaties will require the adoption of legislation to secure their 

implernentation. Unlike American constitutional Iaw, Canadian constitutional law 

does not provide for the automatic translation of international law into enforceable 

domestic legal provisions. Intemationai treaties do not become the "law of the land" 

and they often require the adoption of the appropriate acts by Parliament to be 

implemented. In mch cases, the approval of Parliament de facto becomes a necessity. 

In these circumstances, we could argue that the legislature essentially benefits fiom a 

policy veto. 

However, the effectiveness of this potentid veto is nullified or severely 

diminished by two factors. Firstly, many international treaties do not require 

legislation for implementation. Administrative measures and regdations taken under 

existing acts can serve to firlfiI the t e m  of the treaty. 

Secondly, the nom of majority govemment in the Canadian parliamentary 

system renders this parliamentary check a much l e s  effective tool for the control of 

treaty-making by the executive. Moreover, in addition to the traditional methods of 

executive control over the legislature under majonty conditions, the international law 



of trwties creates decision conditions that appear to be in favour of the executive. 

Since the ratification of international treaties does not legaiiy require parliamentary 

approval, the adoption of implementing legislation does not constitute a pre-requisite 

for their ratification. In addition, the state of international law is that international 

comrnitments remain binding on contracting states even when these states are not in a 

constitutional position to assure their implementation at home.'" As such, legal 

sanctions cm be imposed in the event of default on these obligations. This 

institutional environment places Parliament in the position of adopting implementing 

legislation to live up to the commitments of the executive or to let the country default 

on its international obligations and d e r  the consequences. Such stringent default 

conditions arguably strengthen the hand of the cabinet over the legislatue. 

More senous for the influence of the Parliament of Canada on international and 

treaty policy is the indisputable trend towards the use of less fomal and simplified 

agreements instead of traditional international treaties for the establishment of 

international legal reghes. As we have already seen, there exist many forms of 

international agreements among states. These different forms of agreements, while 

generating similarly binding agreements for the parties, are not subject to the same 

procedures for negotiation or ratification. More precisely, unlike Head-ofistate 

agreements, the ratification of government agreements does not require any act by the 

personal representative of the Crown but is accomplished solely through the adoption 

of an order-in-council empowering the Secretary of State to "execute and issue" an 

instrument of ratification to the other contrachg Party. Even more important is the 

différence between formal agreements (such as traditional treaties) and informal 



agreementst" (such as exchange-of-notes). While f o m d  agreements undoubtedly 

require ratification, idormal agreements can corne into effect on the day of the 

signature and do not require any formal act of ratification. In Canada, as in much of 

the rest of the world, there has been a double shift away from Head-of-State 

agreements and towards informal executive agreements. Both trends tend to 

undennine the akeady limited influence of the Iegislative branch in the making of 

international agreements. 

in practice, Canada has not entered in treaties concluded in Head-of-State form 

since 1944.1S6 The country also manifested a clear preference for infornial agreements 

in the conduct of its treaty policy early d e r  it gained its international juridical 

independence. in the ten years that followed the first treaty signed without Great 

Britain in L926, no more than 13% of bilateral agreements were forma1 agreements, 

subject to ratification.'" Alan Gotlieb also notes that, in the period between the end 

of the Second WorId War and 1968, approximately 70% of a11 bilateral agreements 

with foreign nations took the form of exchange-of-notes, which under Canadian 

practice are never subject to ratification and thus never subrnitted for approval by 

~arliament."~ Ahost 50% of al1 treaties over the same period, including multilateral 

ones, were also exchange-of-notes.'" 

Keeping in mind that only a portion of the f o d  treaties signed by Canada are 

nibmitted to Parliament for approval (oniy those deemed important by the executive) 

and that there is no Iegd obligation to do SO, it appears hard to avoid the conclusion 

that the control of Parliament over the govemment wîth respect to treaty-making is 



very limited and that its ability to act as an institutional veto point in the process of 

international policy-making, at least under conditions of rnajority govemment, is 

aimost non-existent. 

Treay Implementation and the Division of Powers 

As in the United States, the question of provincial rights concerning 

international treaties has historically constituted an important constitutional question 

in Canada. To use Justice Bora Laskin's formulation, the question is again "whether a 

federal state must be govemed in its international relationships by the distributive 

character of its constitutional In Canada, the answer to this question 

is politically contentious. Provincial governments have traditionaily been protective 

of their prerogatives vis-à-vis the federal goveniment and, especially since the 1960s. 

have sought to expend their jurisdiction over international relations. The resolution 

that emerged in constitutional law has been a mixed blessing for both levels of 

govemment: while the treaty-making power has been upheld as an exclusive federal 

prerogative, the irnplementation of treaties, with some exceptions, must accommodate 

the division of powers. 

From a juridicai standpoint, the question of the provincial powen with respect 

to the making of international treaties has found a clear answer. The progressive 

tramfer of prerogative rights fiom the Imperid Crown to the Crown in the right of 

Canada is seen as confïning treaty powers solely to the Govemor General of Canada 

and thus, indirectly, the federal government has been invested with the responsibility 

to speak alone on behaif of Canada, and its constituent parts, on the world stage. In 



this perspective, the Suprerne Court of Canada found both in this progressive W e r  

of imperiaI authority and in the Canadian constitutional division of powers, which 

does not explicitly address treaty powers but grants residuai powers to the federai 

govemment, a rationale for anirmuig clearly the sole authority of the federai 

government in the making of international agreements. 16' Whtle often controversiai at 

home,'" this state of affairs seems well in accordance with the practice of other 

federal stateslg and with the presumption in international Iaw that federal States are 

represented extemally by a single authoritative ~ 0 i c e . I ~ ~  

While the conclusion and ratification of international treaties remains firmly 

under the control of the federal executive, the domestic implementation of these 

treaties is another matter. The executive treaty-making prerogative does not dispense 

with the necessity of enacting legislation to implement international obligations when 

a change in domestic Iaw is required. Unlike American constitutional practices, 

international treaties do not become automatically the "Iaw of the land" in Canada. 

While this constitutional necessity may not create signifïcant political difficulties 

within the confines of federd jurisdiction, the enactment of implementing legislation 

within provincial domains raises important constitutional issues. The crucial question 

arises: does the federal govenunent have the power to irnplement international 

treaties dealing with subjects that nonnally fd within provincial responsibilities? 

The constitutional vaiidity of federal treaty implementing legislation that 

would otherwise fall within the realrn ofprovinciai jurisdiction was fht confimed in 

1924 by the judicial conmittee of the Privy Council in A.-G. of British-Columbia v. 



A.-G. of canada? In tbis case, the govemment of British-Columbia was challenging 

a f e d d  Iaw implernenting the Japanese Treaty? signed in 1911 between Great 

Britain and Japan, prohibithg commercial discrimination agallist Japanese citizens. 

In its decision, the Judicial Committee of the Pnvy Council invalidated the provincial 

law that prohibited the employment of Chinese or Japanese subjects or citizens in 

connection with certain contracts. ui its ruiing, the Cornmittee found that section 132 

of the British North America Act. 1867 (discussed in the previous section) provided a 

foundation for federal legislation enacted specifically for implementing international 

treaties contnicted by the Empire, even when these agreements fell into provincial 

areas of jw5~diction.l~~ This interpretation of the federal treaty implementation power 

was latter reiterated in the 1932 Aeronautics decision.16' 

While these decisions had served to strengthen the position of the federal 

govemment in international treaty-making by confirxning the meaning of section 132, 

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council's decisions in two other landmark cases 

in the 1930s profoundly modified the constitutional M e w o r k  for treaty 

implementation in the context of Canada's newly-found international independence. 

The Judicial Committee £îrst revisited the issue in the 1932 Radio 

Comrrtunication case.'" In the case, the British Lordships had to decide whether the 

federal legislation enacted to implement the 1927 International Radiotelegraph 

Convention was intra vires despite the fact that it appeared to fall within the punriew 

of provincial powers. In a decision that was crîticized by both advocates and foes of 

fedeml encroachment over provincial jurisdictions, the Judiciai Committee upheld the 



constihttionality of the federal law under the rationaie that radio communication was 

covered by the residual power of the federai ~arliament.'~~ The main rationale 

underlying the decision related to the relationship between communication and 

existing heads of power under the constitution. Federal treaty implementation powers 

were a secondary concem. However. the decision nevertheless foreshadowed things 

to corne regarding treaty implementation as it began to address the relevance of 

section 132 in the context of Canada's international juridical independence. 

ln explaining their decision, the Lordships had explicitly rejected the pertinence 

of section 132 with respect to the International Radiotelegraph Convention because it 

had been signed and ratified by Canada on its own. As a result, the Lordships held, 

the convention could not be properly considered to be an Empire treaty. While in 

writing the decision Viscount Dunedin had hinted that the Mvy Council might 

extend the federal treaty implementation powers to treaties signed and ratified by 

Canada a ~ o n e , ' ~ ~  the fact that the judgement had been rendered more clearly on the 

basis of an interpretation of the residual power had not alIowed for a clear settlement 

of the treaty qpe~tion.'~' But the Lordships had created doubts about federal powers 

regarding treaty implementation. And as it turned out, in the years to follow, the 

Iudicial Cornmittee indeed reverted to a more narrow reading of federai treaty 

powers. 

In the 1937 Labour Conventions case, the Privy Council declared ultra Mres a 

federal statute implementing some of the conventions of the International Labour 

Organisation because it encroached on the "property and civil rights" jiuisdiction 



attniuted to the provinces by section 92 of the Constitution Act. 1867.1n The labour 

conventions had been ratined in 1935 by Canada as a separate international person 

and not as a member of the British Empire and, in assessing the constitutionaiity of 

the federal legislation, the Iudicial Committee of the Privy Council decided that 

Parliament did not have unlimited powers to enact legislation to implement a 

Canadian treaty as opposed to an Empire treaty. 

In explainhg the decision, Lord Atkin of the Jùdicial Committee of the Privy 

Council wrote that the federal government has: 

"the task of obtaining legislative assent not of the one Parliament to 
whom [it] may be responsibk, but possibly of several ParIiaments to 
whom [it stands] in no direct relation. .. it foIlows nom what has been 
said that no m e r  legislative cornpetence is obtained by the Dominion 
from its accession to international status, and the consequent inmase in 
the scope of its executive fun~tions."'~ 

In just-g its decision, Lord A t h  m e r  explained that: 

"Et wouid be remarkable that while the Dominion could not initiate 
legislation, however desirable, which af5ected civil rights in the 
Provinces, yet its Govemrnent not responsible to the Provinces or 
controlled by Provincial Parliaments need ody agree with a foreign 
country to enact such Iegislation, and its Parliament would be forthwith 
clothed with authority to affect Provincial rights to the full extent of 
such agreement. Such a r e d t  would appear to undemiine the 
constitutional safeguards of Provincial constitutional aut~nom~.""~ 

independence of Canada abroad in the penod from 1919 to 1931, consecutive 

Canadian governments were signincantly weakening the position of the federai 

government at home and consequently undermining the country's abiüty to 

hplement domesticdly some of its fiittm international commitments. 



The consequences of Canada's constitutional framework for reconcihg 

federaiism and international relations are difncult to assess. With regard to its 

practical impact, most commentators have been cntical of the Labour Conventions 

de~ision,"~ fearing irremediable damages may have been made to Canada's foreign 

poli~y.176 For OUT purposes, it seem clear that the Labour Conventions decision 

introduces elernents of complexity in the institutional Wework  for the negotiation 

and ratification of treaties. We must h t  be conscious of an important historicd 

division between treaties ratified pnor and those ratified af'ter 193 1. Before the 193 1 

Statute of Westminster, state and non-state actors would be facing a very centraiized 

system with few veto points. The Canadian executive would not require the approval 

of Parliament or the provinces. 

However, for treaties addressing substantive rnatten that fall within provincial 

jurisdiction and that have been ratified after 193 1, the federal govenunent would be 

obligated to obtain provincial cooperatioa to ensure their domestic implementation. 

To the extent that effective irnplementation is a requirement for international 

credibility and regime effectiveness, key groups of provincial governments could be 

said to benefit fiom a defaco veto over regime change.ln And as a result, these 

govenunents wodd become likely targets for transnational coalitions seeking to 

prevent or support international regime change through Canada. 

This latter case of poky issues requiring provincial participation necessitates 

further quaiincations. The constitutional necessity to bring provincial governments to 

adopt legislative measures for the implernentation of international agreements, as 



codhned by the Labour Conventiom case, requires that we count provincial cabinets 

as formal veto points in the process for making international policy. However, this 

choice denotes the fact that we consider policy change to take place ody when policy 

choices are itnplemented and that policy change cannot be Limited to the f o d  

creation of international commitments through treaties. Moreover, even with such 

understanding, one should note that effective implementation rnay not require the 

participation of ail provinces. For exarnple, meeting international commitments on 

acid rain reductions may only require the cooperation of a limited nurnber of 

provinces with important coal-based industries. In this case, not al1 provinces would 

benefit from an effective veto and the federal govemment could secure an effective 

implementation plan by b r o k e ~ g  a deal with a sub-set of provincial jurisdictions. 

To complicate matters M e r ,  the analysis must take account of the fact that the 

division of powers is usually murky. Because of this reality, the requirement for 

provincial cooperation may not be self-evident but would result instead fiom a 

politicai decision. For exarnple, a reluctant federal govemment rnay insist that it will 

need provincial legislation to Unplement biodiversity and endangered species policies 

because it hesitates to try to legislate on the basis of its "peace, order and good 

govemment" power for fear of t r i g g e ~ g  federai-provincial batties. Similady, a 

federal govemment rnay want to gain provincial cooperation to implernent cIimate 

change comrnitments but, failing to succeed, make the international commitments 

nevertheless and fall back on the use ofpolicy instruments that fdI under its controIs 

(e-g. fuel m e s  and industrial abatement subsidies). 



These qualifying considerations suggest that provincial implementation vetoes 

may be considered of a less stringent nature than the ones exercised by Amerkm 

legislative chambers, which can simply prevent ratincation. While they undoubtedly 

constitute "points of VUlflerabiIity" which could allow provincial state actors, and 

interest groups that can Muence them, to affect the making of international policy, 

they may be less decisive for the outcome of poiicy-rnakiag depending on the nature 

of the issue at band (and how it relates to the state of constitutional law), the 

alternative options available to the federal govermnent, and the ability of provincial 

governments to present a common front to veto federal action 

Conclusion 

How are these constitutional characteristics and differences likely to affect the 

transnational politics of treaty-making in Noah Arnerica? What general hypotheses 

and conclusions can we draw from the preceding discussion to inform our analysis of 

regime change on the continent? 

Firstly, our examination of treaty powers in both corntries has revealed a more 

complex picture of the institutional configurations created by constitutional niles than 

what rnight have been expected in the U.S., state and non-state actors face either a 

two veto configuration (the Presidency and the Senate two-thirds majority) or a three 

veto codiguration (the Presidency and a majority in both chambers) depending on 

whethw the executive decides to use a traditional maty or to use a congressionai- 

executive agreement.'" In Canada, in the pre-1931 Statute of Westminster erg 

Canadian state and non-state actors faced a clear one veto The 



federai cabinet, given a majorïty governmenc effectively exercised sole control over 

treaty-making and treaty-implementing functions. In the post-1931 Statute of 

Westminster era, the same state and non-state actors wouid face either a one veto 

configuration or an uneven and cornpiex eleven veto configuration de~ending on 

whether the issue at hand would fdl within federal or jur isdict i~n.~ 

This general characterization of the institutional framework for treaty-making 

partly corresponds the prevalent understanding of the difference between these 

political systems. But it aiso clearly showed the need for some significant 

qualifications. While the general charactenzation of American institutions as more 

hgmented and permeable than Canadian institutions remains generaily accurate, a 

better appreciation of provincial constitutional jurisdiction over the implementation 

of treaties falling within the realm of their responsibiiities allows for the possibility 

that Canada can acnially have more veto points and be considered a more fiqpented 

and permeable institutional configuration than the U.S. 

Furthemore, my historical examination of the special case of international 

policy-making through treaties revealed an institutional context that cm differ from 

the general institutional parameters of domestic Iaw-making. For example, the need 

for a two-third senatonal majoriv for treaties in the U.S. is prone to generate a 

dBerent political d-c than the traditional Congressional legislative process. 

Moreover, even the most attentive reader of Amencan constitutional documents 

wouid have failed to note the growing use of congressional-executive agreements in 

Lieu of treaties, SÎmÏiarly, the falI mto disuse of the Empire treaty ciause aud the 



emergence of the provincial vetoes in the post-labour Conventr*om period in Canada 

is only revealed through a contextuaiized analysis of the evolving institutional 

parameters of policy-making. The preceding analysis consequently underscores the 

necessity of using an historical, sector and country-specific approach to the study of 

institutional effects on public policy-makmg. 

What can we Say about the Lücely effect of the constitutional frameworks of 

treaty-making on the transnational politics of regirne change in North America? It 

should be expected that the making and the amendment of continental treaties will be 

more dificult in the U.S. than in Canada, with the potential exception of when an 

issue requires the legislative cooperation of Canadian provincial govemments. The 

forma1 veto that can be exercised by a Senate's minonty or by a majonty of one of 

the Congressional chambers, coupled with the hgmented and permeable nature of 

the American Congress for organized interests, assufedly makes it a point of 

vulnerability in the treaty-making process in this country. 

In contrast, under the normal conditions of a majority govemment and for 

issues falling within federal jurïsdiction, the constitutional parameters of the treaty- 

making process alIows the federai cabinet to isolate itself from extemal pressures 

much more effectively than the Amencan executive. As a result, lobbying activities 

are likely to focus on the cabinet but the making and the amendment of continental 

treaties should be easier. When issues fdl within provincial jurisdiction, international 

policy change shouid be more arduous and we shauld expect orgmized interests to 



use provincial vetoes by lobbying provincial governments and couching their claims 

in regional terms. 

in any case, given the more permeable nature of the American Congress and the 

greater stringency of its vetoes, it shodd be expected that it d l  become the most 

important "point of vulnerabiiity" in a transnational context and that it wiII be the 

target of domestic and transnational lobbying by organized interests seeking to block 

policy changes or influence the nature of the policy adopted. Paradoxically, from a 

Canadian perspective. continentai treaty-making actudly opens up new institutional 

veto oppomuüties in the policy process and offers new avenues for exercising 

influence over policy outcornes for Canadian non-state actors wiuing and able to 

engage in political lobbying in the United States. In addition to a new opportunity for 

stopping unwanted changes, the opportunity to jeopardise the adoption of 

international treaties wanted by the Canadian govemment by influencing the U.S. 

Congress couId aIso strengthen their case at home for gaining modifications. The 

success of this transnationat lobbying strategy rests however on the abiiity of these 

groups to couch their objections and demands in tems that make sense politically for 

U.S. members of Congress. For this purpose, we may also expect Canadian non-state 

actors to seek the creation of coalitions and alliances with American non-state actors 

as a way to gain easier access to American legislators. 

From the point of view of Americm groups, the transnationalisation of policy- 

makuig appears less sipnincaut. While theoreticdy Amencan interest groups do gain 

access to an additionai veto in the required approval by the Canadian cabinet, the less 



accessible nature of the veto point (smaller membership, more unified through 

cabinet solidarity and party discipline, secretive decision-making* etc.) would seem to 

rnake it less appealing for American lobby groups to focus its activities and resources 

on its influence. The more permeable nature of the Amencan Congres offers again a 

more advantageous entry point, a point of greater vuherability. When ûeaty issues 

f& within provincial jwisdiction in Canada, Amencan interests would End a more 

open structure. In this case, they may seek to establish objective alliances with 

provincial govemments by highlighting areas of common interests with the provinces, 

thereby underminhg the chances of success of policy change by bringing provinces 

to threaten withholding irnplementing legislation or affecting the content of the 

international agreement by s~ppomng the provinces' demands for amendments in 

retwn of cooperation for implernentation. 

Constitutions and the Migratory Bi& Convention 

With regard to the following examination of the politics of amendhg the 

Migratory Birds Convention, 1 am also now in a position to reformulate some of my 

hypotheses with greater precision. In terms of legal fom, the Migratory Birds 

Convention is an international treaty signed in 19 16 between Canada and the United 

States. These characteristics have two major consequences for my analfical 

fkmework. First, because it is not a congressional-executive agreement, it focuses 

our attention on the Senate as the sole legislative veto applicable in this case in the 

U.S. Secondy, in Canada, its pre-Statute of Westminster status means that it is still 

considered an Empire Treaty covered by section 132 of the Constitution Act 1867. 

As a result, its comtitutional status strengthens the hand of the federai government 



vis-à-vis the provinces. While Canadian provinces have important constitutional 

responsibilities regarding wiIdlife policy, the federai govemment nevertheless has the 

constitutional authority to implement the provisions of the Migratory Birds 

Convention across the land For al1 practical purposes, the possibiIity of provincial 

vetoes is discarded. 

It is then now possible to return to the 1s t  hypotheses outlined at the end of 

chapter one. Firstly, we had hypothesized that, the more fiagmented the domestic 

politicai institutions, the brouder and better organked the transnational coalition 

would have to be to achieve policy change in this country. In our case, the more 

fiagmented and permeable institutions are Amencan. Correspondingly, it should be 

expected that the transnational politics associated with Muencing the U.S. Senate 

will require the formation of broader winning coalitions than what is necessitated by 

the more centralized Canadian parliamentary institutions. In the Canadian case, 

policy outcornes should be determined to a greater extent by the policy preferences of 

executive state actors, who can isolate themselves better from societal pressures 

through the relative scarcity of veto points. 

Secondly, we had also postulated that given similar political preferences and 

resources of organized actors, differences m the domestic institutions would 

determine the variation in the policy influence of transnational coalitions. The more 

hgmented the domestic institutions, the more successful transnational coalitions 

would be in blocking change. in our case, transnational actors should have a greater 

impact on the nature, and the ratification, of international policy change by working 



through the more hgrnented political institutions of the United States than by 

lobbying through Canadian institutions. The relatively more fragmented nature of 

American institutions, exemplified by the easier access to the veto exercised by the 

Senate over international treaties by transnational actors, should help us offer credibie 

explanations for ciifferences in outcome between the two countries. Similarly, we 

should expect the lobbying activities of transnational coalitions to focus on the 

American domestic institutions, especially the Senate, as opposed to Canadian 

institutions. 

Chapten 6 and 7 will provide a fïrst test of these hypotheses by analysing the 

politics of amending the Migratory Birds Convention between 1975 and 1997. But 

before this analysis is possible, we must first provide some important background 

about the Migratory Birds Convention and aboriginal subsistence hunting. The next 

chapter provides a complete account of the formation of the Migratory Birds 

Convention and it offers an exphnation of the problem at the heart of the recent 

amendment efforts. Chapters 4 and 5 will then provide a detaited analysis of the 

contemporary subsistence controversy. These chaptea will allow us to understand the 

nature of the issue and the dinerent meanings that it holds for the coalitions of 

groups involved in its poiitics, includuig their Merences in values and material 

hterests. 



Part II 

Aboriginal rights and the Migratory Birds Convention 



Chapter 3 

THE MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION AND NORTHERN 
SUBSISTENCE RIGHTS: THE HISTORICAL ROOTS OF 
DISCONTENT 

The conclusion of this convention wnstitutes Vie most important and far-reaching 
measure ever taken in the hisbry of bird prowon. 

- Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Dominion's Entomologit and consuiüng zoologist, 
on the Migratory Birds Convention in his book The Conservation of Wild 
Life in Canada, 1921. 

I find, however, that the mmeties in the East have no knowIedge of the NoNi and 
cannot see why we deserve very much consideration. 

- The Govemor of Alaska complaining about the Migratory Birds 
Convention in a Ietter to the Goid Commissioner of the Yukon Territory on 
27 June 1919. 

As you undoubtedty know, the abrogation of treaty rights by the Migratory Bi& 
Convention Act h one of the longest standing and most symbolic grievances of the 
lndian people against the Federal Govemment and a continuing source of mistrust 
and evidenœ of bad faith. 

- Minister of lndian and Northern Affairs, Jake Epp, wnting to the Minister 
of State for the Environment, John Fraser, on December 12,1979. 

The Aboriginal subsistence rights controversy associated with the Migratory 

Bùds Convention fin& its roots in an instance of histoncal neglect. When the 

international treaty protecting migratory bircis on the continent was framed, 

negotiators in both countnes apparentiy failed to fully recognise the particuiar needs 

of northern inhabitants in Alaska and the Canadian north who h e d  a subsistence We- 

style, counting on the passing birds to sustain themselves and sometimes meet their 

spiritual needs. As a result of this dortunate disregard for northem reaiïties, the 

conservation treaty essentially outiawed the traditional, and economicdy important, 



subsistence spring harvest of watdowl by northern (and m d y  Abonpinal) 

inhabitants of the continent. Over the,  this historical diplomatic shortcoming would 

become a signincant source of grievances for northem Aboriginal inhabitants and 

create important tensions among indigenous communities, their non-uidigenous 

neighbom, and government authorities. Sixty years into the treaty's history, it would 

also become the object of bilateral efforts between Canada and the U.S. to rectify the 

roots of this Aboriginal discontent. 

In order to acquire a broader understanding of the nature of the problem that 

will occupy these diplornatic efforts &om the mid-1970s to the mid4990s, it is 

important to examine in some details the historical movement that led to the 

Migratory Birds Convention's negotiation. The concems of the conservationists 

leading this movement, and the nature of the political opposition which they met 

along the way, shaped the terms of the Convention in important ways. But in addition 

to providing this important historicai context for the dissertation, the chapter also 

offers the oppominity to investigate the roots of this historical injustice. in our 

opinion, the roots of the contemporary subsistence problem are to be found in the 

terrns of this eariy cenhiry debate and in the political dymnics that led to the 

Convention's conclusion. The hypothesis presented in this chapter is that the 

detrimental measutes for northem communities in the Migratory Bir& Convention 

are the indirect result of the battie between conservationists and the mid-west 

sportmen on the key question of the spring harvest. Rather than being the resuit of 

sheer ignorance, oversight or prejudice (as the prevaient hypotheses suggest), the 

Convention does not contain an exception for northern commurzities because granhg 



one would have ''tmnecessari1y" complicated the terms of the international 

compromise for negotiators and wouid have weakened the chances of reaching an 

acceptable compromise. It is th& Iack of political clout that led to the neglect of 

northem communities in the Convention of 19 16. 

The chapter begins with an overview of the t e m  of the Migratory Birds 

Convention and the nature of the subsistence problen We then probe the reasons for 

the disregard of northem needs in the original agreement. in order to assess the value 

of alternative explanations, the buk of the chapter is devoted to an analysis of the 

political events leading to the Convention's adoption by Canada and the United States 

in the early part of this cenhiry. In the last section, we then discuss the prevdent 

hypotheses ofered in the literature to explain the source of this historical injustice. 

We conclude that, in view of the treaty's histoncal origins, these prevalent 

hypotheses are not entirely convincing. An alternative explaaation, based on the 

politics that underpinned the fhmhg of the Convention, cm help better ascertain the 

onginal causes of the problem. 

The Migratory Birds Convention and the subsistence problem 

The 19 16 Migratory BKds Convention between Canada and the U.S. is part of a 

landmark series of international environmental treaties negotiated early in the 

century. in addition to the 1908 Inland Fisheries Treaty, the Boundary Waters Treaty 

of 1909, and the North Pacific Fu.  Seai Convention of 191 1, the Migratory Birds 

Convention essentialIy marked the beginnmg of international enWonmenta1 

diplomacy on the continent1*' m e  the Inland Fisheries Treaty tumed out to be a 



faiIure, the other conventions were genedy  successfd in estabtishing management 

regimes for the conservation of shared environmental resources in North America 

and, in conservation circles, the Migratory Buds Convention is widely regarded as a 

mode1 of successfbl international environmental cooperation. 

The nature of the Migratory Bir& Convention 

The Convention between the United States and Great Britain for the Protection 

of Miqatos, ~irds" is itseif a rather simple document. M e r  some introductory 

remarks about the objectives pursued by the agreement, it contains only nine articles 

providing the framework of a management regime for the conservation of migratory 

birds populations shared by the two countnes. The Convention essentially establishes 

the backbone of a continental legal framework that severely limits the killing of 

migratory birds. 

The treaty divides migratory bVds in three categories, encompassing most 

species of migratory birds: migratory game birds, migratory insectivorous birds, and 

other migratory non-game birds (art. I).'*~ The killing of migratory insectivorous 

birds is prohibited in both countries throughout the year (art. II (2)). The killing of 

other migratory non-garne birds is also pmhibited throughout the yeaq but a minor 

exception is made for "Eslcimos and Indians" who can take certain seabirds for food 

and clothing (art. II (3)). The taking of eggs, an important cultural and subsistence 

practice for many Aboriginal communities, is completely prohibited for ai1 thm 

categories of migratory birds (art. V). 



With regards to migratory game birds, the Convention establishes a closed 

season between March 10 and September 1 in both couutries, during which hmting is 

prohiiaited (art. II (1)). This complete ban on spring hunting is meant to protect the 

birds during their reproductive season, a crucial period to assure the maintenance of 

healthy population le~e1s. l~~ In the period going fiom September 1 to March 10, each 

country cm allow a regulated harvest but the hunting season cannot exceed three- 

and-a-half months. Again, a minor exception concerns "Indiaas" who can take scoters 

for food throughout the year.'8s The establishment of a closed season has become the 

cornerstone of the continental management regime for migratory game birds and, 

while the conservation of insectivorous bùds played an important part in establishing 

the 1916 Convention, the regdation of recreational and subsistence hunting of 

waterfowl has generally been the most contentious component of the continental 

agreement, 

In an indication of the sense of lngency prevalent at the time of negotiations, 

the Convention aiso imposed a ten-year moratorium for the harvest of severai species 

of migratory game birds (art. ILI), such as swans and cranes, and called for additional 

temporary cooservation measures for wood ducks and eider ducks (art. IV). As a 

mean of strengthening enforcement meamres, it also rendered illegal the shipment or 

export among States, provinces or countries during the closed seasons (art. VI). In 

addition to the exceptions for Aboriginal Peoples described above, the Migratory 

Birds Convention dso contains some exceptions to the taking of birds, under special 

permits, for scientSc purposes. Both governments c m  aiso issue temporary and 

exceptional permits for the harvest of any bkd population that is considered 



66serÏously injurious to the agncultural or other interests in any particular community" 

(art- VI). 

The Migratory Birds Convention is resolutely an early twentieth century 

development, embodying an utilitanan approach to the conservation of nature. 

Despite the fact that many supporters of the agreement were concemed about birds 

for their own sake, the preamble to the Convention suggests mainly an utilitan-an 

rationale for the their protection. it underscores the fact that ''these species are of 

great value as a source of food or in destroying insects which are injuious to forests 

and forage plants on the public domain, as well as to agricultural crops". While the 

Convention States that it seeks to assure the preservation of birds that are "either 

usehl to man or are harmless", its text is cornpletely silent on the existence value that 

these species may have, on essential functions that they rnight perfom for 

ecosystems, or on an inherent right to life that they might bear. 

Disregard for northern realities 

The structure of the regdatory Wework put in place by the Convention 

turned out to be injurious for northern inhabitants of the continent. While the 

complete ban on insectivorous and non-game birds was not problematic, the ban on 

the spring harvest of game birds, essentiaily waterfowl such as ducks and geese, 

created major difficuIties for northern inhabitants in many respects. First, the timing 

of migrations did not fit well with the timing of the closed season. Birds often arriveci 

in the North after the ban s*irted on March 10 and they lefi for thei. wintering 

grounds before the hunting season codd begin on September p. As a resdt, the 



Migratory BU& Convention seemed to impose an inequitable allocation of the 

waterfowl resources by hindering its legitimsrte access for northern inhabitants. 

Moreover, the restrictions on spring hunting had a disproportionate impact on 

many northern inhabitants, especially Aboriginal peoples, who depended on 

waterfowl for nutritional and cultural needs. Unlike southem hunten who generally 

hunt waterfowl for recreational reasons, many northern harvesters depend on the 

taking of waterfowl in the spring for their subsistence. At the end of the harsh winters 

of Alaska and the Canadian North, stocks of country foods and hancial means are 

ofien at a low point. Waterfowl provide an important access to fresh food and a 

significant source of protehs. For many northern inhabitants, especially in isolated 

regions, the taking of waterfowl in the ~pt+ng is considered a matter of livelihood and 

mbsistence. 

The situation is even more complex for Aboriginal subsistence users. 

Aboriginal Peoples have a different relationship to wildlife than non-Aboriginal 

society. In most Aboriginal cultures and traditional religions, wildlife occupies an 

important place in their cosmological and cultuml understanding of their Lives. The 

hunting of wildlife, includhg waterfowl, and the use of animal parts are often 

important cultural and spirihial practices. The sharing of the harvest also plays a mle 

in the social structure and reproduction of Aboriginal ~ommunities.'~~ In this context, 

Iegal restrictions on the takmg of waterfowl are ofien perceived as evidence of 

cultural impenalism and violations of fiuidamentai religious and cultural rights. 



in cases where the continuhg use of wiIdlife had been guaranteed by the 

treaties signed between Aboriginai nations and the colonial poweis, disregard for the 

Aboriginal spring nibsistence harvest on ancestral lands was also considered a 

violation of Abonginal peoples' trust and a betrayal of the promises made by state 

authorities. Even in the absence of forma1 treaties, most Abonginal nations refùsed to 

beiieve that they had somehow agreed to abandon their ancestral hunting practices or 

to make them conditionai on the approval of colonial authorities. 

But at the time of the Convention's negotiation, both national governments, 

with the minor exceptions noted above, apparently paid M e  attention to the needs of 

northem and Aboriginal populations. The ban on a spring harvest became the 

cornerstone of the new continental management regime and it suffered few 

exceptions. Grievances did not take much tirne to arise after the irnplementation of 

the Convention. As early as the summer of 1919, barely a year after the regulations 

implementing the treaty were adopted in Canada, the governments of the Yukon 

Territory and Alaska complained about the spring hunting measures.'" And while 

enforcement might have been most resisted and dangernus in the recalcitmt 

American mid-west ~tates,"~ questions about whether the spring hunting restrictions 

should apply to Aboriginal Peoples were also prominent fiom the early years.'gO 

So why were Abonginai Peoples and northem subsistence hunten not 

exempted nom the initial terms of the Migratory Birds Convention? The question 

remah poorly investigated but it has been the object of some scholarship. Revalent 

explanations tend to rely either on prejudicial attitudes towards Aboriginal Peoples, 



scientinc and ethnologicai ignorance regardmg northern lifestyles, or pleas of simple 

oversight However, before fùrther examining the value of these arguments, it is 

worth recounting in some detail the events that led to the conclusion of the 

international agreement in the h t  half of the 1910s. These events should provide 

some background against which it wili be easier the assess the nature of the 

Convention's disregard of northern interests. 

The Origins of the 1916 Migratory Birds Convention 

The Migratory Birds Convention largely finds its ongins in the birth of the 

conservation movement Long before the explosion of environrnentalism in the 

1960s, the late nineteenth century saw the creation of civic organisations dedicated to 

nature appreciation and bird watching. Among the better known groups, the Audubon 

Society was created in 1886 and the Sierra Club was established in 1892 in the 

u.s.'~' These organisations were clearly dedicated to improving the appreciation for 

birds of the North American public and they played a crucial role in the diffusion of a 

new conservation ethic. But their creation was dso reflective of a broader movement 

in favour of the scientific study of wildlife and the biological world; a scientific 

movement drivea both by the search of knowIedge for its own sake and by the 

growing evidence that birds played an important role in c o n ~ l l i n g  populations of 

insects damaging to agriculture. The Amencan Omithologists' Union was formed in 

New York in 1883 and it played an important part in the formation of a new D ~ s i o n  

of Econornic Ornithology and Mammalogy (later to become the Fish and Widlife 

Senrice) in the US. Department of Interior in 1886.'~~ 



In Canada, the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century were also a 

t h e  of profound changes in public attitudes and governent policy toward nature 

and wildife. However, in the absence of strong national organisations iike the 

Audubon Society, the development of conservation followed a mereut path. Like in 

other aspects of its national We, the ongins of Canada's first conservation policies 

derive more fiom the work of state officials than fiom civic organisations. Howard 

Douglas ( k t  commissioner of Canada's first national park - Rocky Mountain Park 

in 1897), Robert Campbell (head of the Foresûy Branch of the Department of 

interior), and Gordon Hewitt (the Dominion's Entomologist in the 19 1 Os), and not the 

Siena Club or the Audubon Society, were the country's leading advocates for a new 

approach to wildlife management.'93 Their privileged fields of action were 

professional networks and privileged access to political leaders and they often used 

their administrative discretion to hrther their objectives. 

While the two countcies followed different paths to the new conservation ethic, 

they nevertheless shared a sarne direction and underlying philosophies. They were 

bot' inspired by the writiogs of pioneers iike John Muü; Giffard Pinchot and Aldo 

~ e o ~ o l d . ' ~  They Eequently exchanged views and information through their 

transnational professional networks. And while the Arnerican movement was more 

vocal and turbulent, the Canadian approach was not necessarily less effective. While 

Americans led the way in the creation of national parks, Canada may have had better 

conservation laws than the U.S. by the early twentieth century, at Ieast with regards to 

the protection of birds, and Canadian provinces did not d e r  as much as Amerîcan 

states of a reputation for ~axness.'~* The fest Upper Canadian garne law protecting 



game bkds was passed as  eariy as 1832 and it was later extended to fur-bearing 

animais (1856) and insectivorous birds (1864).'% By the time the Migratory Buds 

Convention came dong, the country aiready had a reasonable set of provincial laws 

protecting wildlife. 

It is against this backdrop of expanhg scientific kuowledge and socio-culhiral 

change that the Migratory Birds Convention was born. But had it counted solely on 

changes in cultural attitudes toward nature, it may have never seen the light of day. 

The Convention was also the direct product of a long nistained effort of political 

lobbying and intergovemmental negotiations. While a comprehensive anaIysis of the 

events leading to the ratification of the 19 16 Migratory Birds Convention is beyond 

the scope of this sttidy, it is nevertheless usehl for understanding the terms of the 

agreement, its political context, and the nature of the Aboriginal subsistence rights 

problem to review briefly the political dynamics that led io the original deal. 

Tlie birth of the consetvation ethic 

The end of the nineteenth century was the end of the "myth of 

s~~erabundance".~~' The fiontier rnythology was slowly being shaken by the 

evidence of over-exploitation of naturd resources and the decihe of many wildlife 

populations. Under the combined pressures of development and over-harvestuig, 

some highly visible and popular species were dso being decimated. The plains bison 

and wood buffdo, mythicai figures of the noah-west, were brought to the brink of 

extinction, The wapiti, the great auk, the wood and Labrador ducks, the whooping 

Crane, and the tnunpeter swans were d l  endangered species by 1900. The wild turkey 



did not d v e  the end of the century and the passenger pigeon, once the most 

numerous birds in history with a population in the hmdreds of millions, had been 

hunted to extinction by the early twentieth cent~r-y.'~~ This alamiing evidence showed 

the Tiite character of wildIifie resources and contriuted to the rise of the 

conservation movement among bird lovers. But it also triggered Urto action a large 

nurnber of sportsmen's organisations suddedy concerned with the protection of their 

lifestyle and a sustainable provision of their garne. 

The major threats to bird populations were found both in development and 

urbanisation, which resulted in losses of habitat, and in over-harvesting. The drainage 

of prairie wetlands to make way for agiculture in western Canada was undoubtedly a 

major contributor to the decline of waterfowl populations, a factor that might not 

have been well understood at the time.lg9 In contrast, the taking of birds by hunters 

was not only easier to see, and to control, but it was also an important source of 

moaality. Mass killings were driven by economics. There existed an significant 

market for wildfowl in the restaurants of North American cities. But in the late 

nineteenth century, the main pressure for over-hawesting came from the expanding 

consumption of plumage by the millinery industry. Wearhg bird feathers, body parts 

or even whole bodies on your hat was in fashion for society women. Seeing a demand 

to be filled, market hunters, o h  poor Americans, were engaging in the industriai 

slaughter of birds in order to make a ~ i v i n ~ . ~ ~ ~  

For maximum effectiveness, these hunters resorted to techniques of dubious 

sportsmanship, which attracted the harsh criticism of many sport hunters who saw 



their sport as being guided by a moral code. But the techniques were effective, 

sometimes f i lhg  entire fieight cars with dead bodies, and populations were de r ing .  

Moreover, progress in scientinc understanding of bird ecology and the results of the 

fint bandhg studies in the late 1890s revealed just how much the bUds were 

endangered by spring shooting. It became clear that shooting bud flocks on their way 

to their northern nesting grounds had severe repercussions on their future nurnber. As 

a result, the ban on spring shooting quickly became a crucial issue. 

The search for federal legislation in the US. 

Canadian authorities recognised the importance of banning spring shooting of 

game bkds more readily than American authonties. Ontario banned the practice in 

1873 and most of the other provinces followed suit to some degee."' Some of the 

bans excluded particuIar species, differences in provincial regdations created a 

patchwork of protection, and enfiorcement was generally ineffective but the 

foundations of a protection regime were nevertheless in place. As a whole, Arnerican 

States were not as eager to impose restrictions on their citizens or to ban a practice 

highiy valued by many hunters, especially private hunting clubs in the mid-west? 

As a resuk, spring shooting in the United States was widely perceived as a major 

k a t  to the continental re~ource?~~ Eventually, in the context of the fight for bird 

protection, the spring shooting of game birds wodd become amalgarnated with the 

broader struggle for the protection of ail migratory birds, mcluding insectivorous and 

song bîrds. Oniy then, and not without surmountmg important obstacles, would the 

sprhg harvest fdl to the h a .  of the conservation movement 



The Amencan conservationists' fight for bird conservation was originally 

entirely focused on the domestic fiont. The Audubon Society, the leading 

organisation of the movement, placed great emphasis on the need to generate public 

sympathy for the birds and their efforts were largely targeted on education. In doing 

so, the organisation, with the help of talented writers like Charles Burroughs or 

Mabel Osgood Wright, were sharnelessly anthropomorphic in their appeal to 

sentiment. They targeted school children and affluent urban populations with their 

political message and their stories about our loveable winged fiiends. The early 

conservationists were skilled, media-sawy communicators. Tabling on the public's 

outrage at the damages done by the millenary trade, they pushed for state laws 

protecting birds and, with the help of the Cornmittee on Bird Protection of the 

Atnerican Omithologists' Union, they obtained some victories, paaicularly in north- 

eastem jurisdictions? 

However, despite these victories, achieving a d o m  level of protection state 

by state may have been an impossible challenge. It was quickly recognised that 

pushing for federal intervention wouid alleviate the costs and difficulties of mounting 

lobbying campaigns in dozens of different States. As a result, the politicai efforts of 

conservationists quickly hirned to Washington, However, in the US. as in Canada, 

wildlife management was clearly a matter of state jtirisdiction. If the federal 

govemment was to enter the bird protection business, some constitutional creativity 

was required. The h t  federd victory came with the adoption of the 1900 Lacev Act, 

which tried to control market hunting by reguiating interstate commerce in bird parts. 



While a BgnScant step, the Lacev Act was of doubtN effectiveness and 

conservationists were looking for a better legal f t a m e w ~ r k . ~ ~ ~  

A potential solution lay in the fact that birds migrate across political 

jinisdictions. In 1904, George Shiras III, a senator nom Pennsylvania, tabled a bill to 

establish federal jurisdiction over migratory birds by arguing that, because migratory 

game birds cross state boundaries, they can not be considered to be effectively falling 

under their jurisdiction. Accordhg to a broader reading of the interstate commerce 

clause of the constitution, migratory game birds were, Shiras argued, the 

responsibility of the US. Congress. The Shiras bill was not received with equal 

enthusiasm. in addition to market hunters who saw thek iivelihood threatened, most 

state governments condemned it as a telling example of federal encroachment on state 

jurisdiction. Even many federal politicians who liked the bill were reluctant to 

trample on the states' constitutional temtory. As a result, after many yean of 

ckculating on Capitol Hill, the Shiras bill never made it to a vote. 

The Weeks-McLean Act 

But while the Shiras bill could not gamer sufficient support in Congress, its 

constitutional logic was smart and seductive. If it codd potentially work for 

migratory game bu&, it could also potentially justify federal protection of non-game 

birds. In a show of pragmatism and political acumen, Amencan naturalists ceased the 

constitutional argument and attempted to broaden its political appeal by tuming also 

to economics. Knowing that they could count on their traditional supporters, the 

Audubon Society and its allies tumed their energies to convincing farmers of the 



value of insectivorous birds for the control of the insects damaging theu crops. The 

benefit of these bkds for agricultural production was becoming clearer as scientSc 

evidence a c c d a t e d  and, in the 1910s, North American famiers were d e r i n g  

increasing crop losses. Supporthg federai legislation was a logical, self-interested 

decision for them. 

The conservationists quickly found support in Congress. in particular, Senator 

George McLean from Co~ecticut and Rep. John Weeks fiom Massachusetts had 

been instrumental in keeping the Shiras game biil dive in the legislatue. In 19 12, 

McLean and Weeks teamed up with the conservationists to ciraft and introduce in 

Congress a new version of the bill that would incorporate al1 migratory birds. The 

new bill essentially banned the killing of migratory non-game birds and outlawed the 

spring harvest of garne birds. The Weeks-McLean bill quickly received unexpected 

but crucial support fiom an influentid group of sport hunters. The Arnerican shotgun 

and ammunition iadustry had become concerned that the decline of migratory game 

birds populations would threaten its prosperity. In reaction, the major manufacturers 

fomed the American Game Protective and Propagation Association (AGPPA) to 

lobby for federal management of the resource? 

As a result of these development, the prospects for federal protection of 

migratory bkds had radically improved by the early 1910s. It now benefited IÎom a 

credible constitutional logic and its value codd be associated with the agiculturd 

interests of the nation? When the gun manufacturers formed a coalition with the 



naatralsts, the coalition's resources expanded signincantly. dowing conservationists 

to focus more exclusively and with more vigour on lobbying Congress. 

In contrast, the market hunters fomed a poor political match. They were 

g e n e d y  poor immigrant or Black Amencans, politically disorganized, with few 

resources, and easy preys to prejudice. Moreover, they were a modest economic 

constituency compared to their business opponents. The constitutional opposition of 

state govemments was the last significant hurdle. But when the Weeks-McLean bill 

was attached as a rider to an agricultural appropriation bill, it received legislative 

approval. While President Taft, in the Iast days of his presidency at the time, had 

vowed to veto it on constitutional grounds, he did not. As a result, on 4 March 1913, 

the Federal Mimtory Bird Law was enacted, giving the United States its b t  

effective federal law protecting migratory birds. 

The need for u treaty 

The victory represented by the Federal Mimtorv Bird Law was short-lived. 

Unable to prevent its adoption in Congress, state goveniments resisted the application 

of the law. Questions were &sed about its constitutional validity. The attorney 

general of New York declared publicly that the law was unconstitutional. His opinion 

was apparently shared by the legal community, even by the Iawyen of the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture entnisted with enforcement."* While there were 

opponents in every state, Missouri becarne the heart of the opposition movement. Its 

politicai leadership at home and in Congress criticised the statute and the Missourian 

sport hmters formed the Interstate Sportsmen's Protective Association (ISPA) to act 



as a counterweight to the AGPPA. In both cases, they also condemned the legislation 

as unconstitutionai. Even before the bill had been enacted, it becarne obvious that a 

constitutional challenge would be imminent. To maintain their hard-fought victory, 

conservationists needed an alternative constitutional approach. 

The migratory character of the resource would again hold the key to the 

constitutional puzzle. Treaty-making, it was argued, was clearly a federal jurisdiction. 

If a treaty on migratory birds could be secured with a neighbouring state, the treaty 

power could provide the federal govemment with the constitutional authority needed 

for protecting them. Even if the Weeks-McLean Act was eventually found u[tra vires, 

the treaty would secure the federal government's role in bird management. The need 

for an international treaty with Canada had alrrady been raised in 19 13 on both sides 

of the border. In the U.S., Senate motions were adopted in April and Juiy 19 13, 

urghg the Wilson Administration to seek the negotiation of treaties with other 

countries for the protection of migratory birddo9 The latter resolution asked the 

President "to propose to the govemments of other countries the negotiation of a 

convention for the protection of b i r ~ . ~ ' *  AS it turned out, Wilson was favourable to 

the negotiation of a treaty with Canada. However, the opposition of States and mid- 

western sportsmen created pressures for a rapid international resolution. 

As expected, legal challenges to the Weeks-McLean Act were numerous in the 

few yean following its enactment. The most serious challenge came 6oom Arkansas 

where Harvey Shauver had been arrested for taking coots d u h g  the cIosed seasoa 

Seeking to create a test case, the state game warden persuaded Shawer to challenge 



the legislation and even paid his legal fees. In May of 1914, a federal court declared 

the Federal Mimtorv Bird Law un constitution ai^'' With the initiation of the apped 

process, the race for saving the Amrican bird protection Iaw through an international 

treaty got underway. 

These early American developments are important in order to understand the 

original impehis leading to the Migratory Buds Convention. The idea of the 

convention originated in the U.S. and, at the time, it was clearly conceived as a way 

to extend abroad Amerkm domestic protective m e m e s  for birds2" Once a 

domestic cornmitment was made to the protection of this resource, the ecology of 

rnigratory birds, which require an extensive geographical range that crosses political 

boundaries, made international agreements an essential component of any effective 

management regime. But more importantly, the constitutional limitations on the 

federal power over wildlife resources in the United States made an international 

treaty necessary. 

The Canadian reucttbn 

The proposal for an international convention to protect rnigratory birds shared 

with the U.S. was generally well received by the Canadian goverment and 

conservationists. Canadians had followed closely the recent legislative developments 

in the U.S. and interest in developing smiilar federal 1egisIation to protect migratory 

birds in Canada was expressed both within and outside the Parks' Commissioner's 

ofncee2" The reasons used to cal1 for an international treaty in Canada were 

essentidy the same as in the United States. Canadians shared the Amerka. 



conservatioaists' concerri with declining populations, both in tems of sustained yield 

of the resource and for preserving the aesthetics value of birds. The early promoters 

of the treaty also borrowed, and adapted to Canadian circurnstances, the American 

conservationists' arguments about the economic value of insectivorous birds for 

As in the United States, an international treaty was seen as a means to replace 

tbe patchwork of provincial regdations (and unequal enforcement) with a federd Iaw 

protecting migratory birds on the basis of shared continental n o m .  As Walter Jones, 

consultant to the Canadian Commission of Conservation, put it: 

"Of what use would provincial authority be when one hundred and fifty- 
four species of insect-eating game birds are being legally slaughtered, 
and when most of these nest in Canadian temtory, and winter in the 
United States, Mexico, and other parts of America? [..] Migratory bùds 
should corne under the authority of the jurisdiction of the Federal 
authority for the same reasons that foreign commerce is administered by 
the Federal ~ovemrnent.~" 

Percy Tavemer, one of Canada's leading omithologists at the tum of the century, 

shared Jones' views and pointed out that the Noah American protection regime faced 

an important deficiency in the fact that s p ~ g  shooting was outlawed in Ontario but 

sttll a popular activity in ~ i c h i ~ a n ?  In this context, the signature of an international 

agreement on migratory birds, somethhg f d h g  clearly within federal jurisdiction, 

would certainly help strengthen the federaI role in the protection of wildlife and bring 

about unifonn nonns. 

Despite some regional opposition to an internationd treaty, the Canadian 

opponents were fewer and weaker. Whiie there were some market huaters in southem 



Ontario, the commercial harvest was never as important m Canada as it was in the 

United  tat tes.^" Moreover, sports hunters' associations accepted more readily the 

necessity of controlling the spring harvest to ensure a sustainable yield of waterfowl. 

Combined with the fact that many provinces already had some form of protection for 

game birds, these factors meant tbat the idea of aa international treaty was not as hard 

a sel1 in Canada as in the United States. 

The negotiation of a US.-Canada convention on migratory birds quickly made 

it on the diplornatic agenda as a resuit of the collaboration of Amencan and Canadian 

advocates in pushing the issue in Canada. Early promoters of the idea, such as James 

Harkin of the Parks Branch, cornmunicated with the AGPPA early in the process to 

bolster their set of arguments and to solicit transnational collaboration to promote the 

i~sue.2'~ At the end of 1913, the North Arnerican Fish and Garne Protective 

Association, a transnational organisation of sportsmen and wildlife managers, 

adopted a resolution calling on Canadian provinces to pressure Ottawa in negotiating 

an international treaty for the protection of migratory b i r d ~ . ~ ' ~  In the spring of 1914, 

Gordon C. Hewitt, the Dominion's Chief Entomologist, made an informal trip to 

Washington to discuss the possibility of an international agreement to protect 

migratory b i r d ~ . ~ '  Hewitt, who evenhially became the prime negotiator of the treaty 

for Canada, established a close relationship with US. feded wildlife oficials which 

would become crucial in the following years. 

The foIIowing year. the Commission on Conservation, a prominent advisory 

body on conservation poiicy at the time, announced its support for a migratory birds 



treaty. In 1913, the Commission had followed with interest the adoption of the 

WeeMcLean Act in the U.S. Congress and it had favourably made mention of it in 

its annual report? In considering the rnatter of an international treaty at its fifth 

annual meeting, the Commission invited the legai counsel of the AGPPA to corne 

fiom Washington to discuss the issue. At this meeting, the AGPPA made the point 

that the signature of a treaty would not only help Canada directly but would also be 

instrumentai in saving the Amencan efforts to protect the resource at home." At the 

same meeting, Hewitt also appeared before the Commission to stress the agriculture 

benefits associated with bird protection. At the end, the Commission adopted a 

resolution that urged provincial govemments '30 solicit the good offices of the 

Dominion Govemment in obtaining the negotiation of a convention for a treaty 

between Great Britain and the United States, for the purpose of sectuhg more 

effective protection for the birds which pass fiom one country to anothet"22.' 

These efforts successfully established a favourable attitude toward a continental 

treaty on migratory birds protection. As a result, when the U.S. Secretary of State 

wrote to the British Arnbassador to the U.S. oEcialIy proposing the signature of the 

convention on 16 February 19 14, he found Canadian authorities favourably disposed 

toward the idea.224 

Negotiating the Convention 

The negotiation of the Convention encomtered two hurdes: the opposition of 

some recalcitrant provinces and a resurgence of mid-western opposition in the US. 

There was no difnculty in arriving at a ijrst draft Conservationists on both sides of 



the borders largely shared the same understanding of the problem. When they 

officially raise the issue for the fkst time with Canadian authorities, American 

officiais included a fïrst ciraft that was closely modeued on the Weeks-McLean Act. 

Canadian federal officials found no major objections and the draft was sent directly to 

provincial bureaucrats. 

The reaction of the Canadian govenunent to the U.S. proposal to negotiate a 

convention on migratory birds was indicative of its weak constitutional position 

regarding wildlife management. Quite conscious of constitutional sensitivities, it 

sought provincial approval before concluding the proposed treaty on migratory birds 

and, to improve its chances for gaining provincial approval, federal bureaucrats relied 

on provincial wildlife officials who had already expressed their suppoa for such an 

international endeavour. The federd govemment itself clearly considered the 

protection of wildlife as a provincial matte? and, while it was sympathetic to the 

Amencan rationale for bringing migratory birds under federal control, the Canadian 

govemment was obviously reluctant to force its views on the provinces.226 

In their response, most provinces expressed thek support for the proposed 

international convention." Most of them were emphatic about their support for the 

p ~ c i p l e  of the Convention and many pointed out that their statutes were aiready 

compatible with the treaty's provisions.z8 In fact, only Nova Scotia and British 

Columbia expressed some serious objections to the proposed agreement Nova 

Scotia's objection centred on the departtue of shorebirds h m  the province's coasts 

before the hunting season was dowed to open on September 1" The province felt 



that its geographicai circumstaaces warranted an exception allowing it to open the 

hunting season a few weeks eariier in the summer. The request was deemed 

reasonable and, given that some American states on the Atlantic coast had been 

granted similar exemptions under the terms of the Weeks-McLean Act, Nova Scotia 

was easily accomm~dated.~~ 

Accommodating British Columbia was another matter. The province had a long 

tradition of spring shooting and an active and vocal constituency of sportsmen. As a 

result, the province was unwilling to agree to the Convention's closed season for 

~aterfowl.~ '  Moreover, the Migratory Birds Convention planned a complete five to 

ten years ban on some endangered species prized on the west coast, such as the wood 

duck or swans. These temporary bans were also considered unacceptable to British 

Columbian authoritiesOu2 In order to alleviate the province's objections, the dmft 

treaty was substantiaily amended. The province was allowed to kill, under special 

pennits, waterfowl thought to be injurious to agriculture (an exception partly aimed at 

allowing some spring shooting). It was also exempted h m  the five-year bans on the 

condition that it set up alternative conservation measures aimed at the same species 

(e.g. restoring habitats). Finaily, it was simply exempted from the ten-year bans on 

taking swans, cranes and other endangered birds. These exceptions were significant. 

While they did not satisQ B.C. authorities, they also tested the k t s  of the support of 

Amencan cooservationists. Further compromise was not possible without threatening 

the treaty's adoption by the US. Congress. In the end, Canadian negotiaton 

recommended the approval of the convention to Cabinet in spite of BoC0's 

opposition.*3 



However, before the deai couid be signed, another major concession wouid 

need to be made to gain Congressional approval in the U.S. After month of lobbying 

in Washington, States and sportsmen for the Mississippi Valley had assembled a 

group of fi@-two Congressmen willing to effectively kill the international agreement 

by denying it sufncient appropriations for its implementation unless some 

concessions were made on an extended spring shooting seasonOu4 Amencan 

negotiators were also concemed that the Congressmen could assemble the thkty-three 

senators required to block the treaty's approval in the Senate, an endeavour that 

would have been facilitated by the fact that the chairman of the Senate's Foreign 

Relation Cornmittee, William I. Stone, was from MissouriOu5 Fearing a defeat in the 

Iegislature, Amencan authorities had agreed to push back the interdiction on spring 

shooting from February 1" to March 10". The change was an important concession 

(and more than what B.C. authonties had been granted) and it infunated Canadian 

negotiatod6 But the political calculus in the U.S. legislature made it necessary and 

the Americans were inflexible. 

By eady 1916, the ternis of the compromise had been set: Canadian authorities 

would have to agree to them without the full support of British Columbia or there 

would be no international agreement. M e r  a final appeal to the Canadian MuÜster of 

Agriculture (and B.C.'s representative in cabinet) by Canadian negotiators and the 

director of the AGPPA, the agreement was approved by the govement. The 

Convention between the United States und Great Britain for the hotection of 

Migratory Bir& was signed in Washington on August 16, 1916 by Robert Lansing, 

the US. Secretary of State, and Sir Cecil Spring-Rice, the British ambasador in 



Washington. The Convention was then quickly approved by the Senate and 

instruments of ratification were later exchanged in ~ a s h i n ~ t o n ?  

It is worth highiighting some features emerging Eom this historical account of 

the origins of the Migratory Birds Convention. First, the impetus for the international 

convention clearly stemmed from the successes of the conservation movement in the 

United States. While Canadian wiIdlife officials were favourable to the idea of the 

Convention, the agreement emerged more directly as an extension to Canada of the 

Weeks-McLean Act. Concems for the constitutional validity of the Amencaa Iaw 

were certainly as important in driwig the deal as the logical necessity of extending 

the system of protection a shared resource across the 

The years following ratification would confîrm the feus of Canadian and 

American consenrationists regarding the necessity of the treaty to maintain federal 

jurisdiction over migratory birds. While the U.S. Supreme Court never handed d o m  

a decision on the Shauver case?' an American Court found in 1919 that, in the 

absence of an international treaty, wildlife management remained an exclusive state 

j~tisdiction?~ Then, in 1920, court decisions in both countries established that the 

Migratory Birds Convention ailowed the federai government to supersede state Iaws. 

In the United States, as we saw in the previous chapter, Missouri v. Hoiland 

constituted a landmark d ing  on the constitutional framework regarding international 

treaties. But, in rejecting Missouri's clah of an uncoIlStitutiond application of the 

treaty in state jurisdiction, Suprerne Court Justice Hohes &O clearly established the 



validity of the federd migratory bkds protection regime. The same year in Canada, in 

a less controversial and mernorable case, the Ruice Edward Island Supreme Court 

also reversed a lower court decision and upheld the constitutionality of the Migratory 

Bir& Convention Act, quoting Justice Holmes' decision and citing the federal treaty 

p ~ w e r ? ~  

It is also worth noting that, in order to secure an agreement, conservationists 

needed to draw upon a large coalition of interests. Tabling on the political suppoït of 

naturalists and bird-watchers was not enough. To establish a broader coalition of 

interests, it h t  proved essential to broaden the appeal for bud conservation by 

stressing the economic benefits allegediy generated for agricultural production. It was 

also necessary to associate the preservation of non-game birds to the need for 

management of waterfowl in order to win the support of sportsmen and hunting 

equipment manufacturers concerned about ensuring a sustained yield of their 

resource. 

There is also strong histocical evidence that transnational relations among 

conservationists played an important part in initiating the negotiations and bringuig 

them to a close. Transnational exchanges were important sources of information and 

arguments and there were several instances of direct lobbying by Amencan 

organisations in Canada. These exchanges occuned throughout the entire period, 

ranging fiom the initial efforts to get the treaty onto the diplornatic agenda to arguing 

for the approvai of the final ded at the end of the process. TransnationaI relations dso 

took both the form of kquent exchanges among professionals at a Iower IeveI of the 



federal and provincial bureamcies (an example of epistemic commtmities at work) 

and of specific instances of lobbying at the higher levels of the political system (e.g. 

meeting between the AGPPA and the e s t e r  of Agriculture). 

Finally, throughout the entire pwiod, the main opposition came fiom the state 

officiais and the sportsmen of mid-western American states and British Columbia. 

The central points of contention were the expansion of federal power over areas of 

state jwisdiction and the curtaihnent of the s p ~ g  harvest, While the opposing forces 

in the US. could not prevent the treaty's ratification, they successfully clairned, using 

their allies in the U.S. Senate to threaten the use of the institution's veto, a significant 

shortenhg of the spnng hunting ban. Conside~g that, with respect to game birds, the 

central measure for conservationists was precisely the closing of the spring harvest, 

this gain was an important one. British Columbia also obtained significant 

concessions regardhg the taking of game birds under special permits as well as some 

exceptions on endangered species. 

The roots of the controversy 

in this context, what are we to make of the Convention's disregard of northem 

subsistence needs? Were Abonguial Peoples and northern subsistence huaters 

ignored? Or were they simply overlooked? M a t  did the -ers of the Convention 

know and think of the impact of northem subsistence practices on waterfowl 

populations? The historical record on this earty period does not offer a clear answer 

on this issue. But historiaus, ethnologists, and wilmife managers who have touched 

on the problem have ventured dBerent explanations. In this section, we contrast these 



explmations with the evidence gatheted on the political dynamics that have led to the 

Convention's ratification. 

An act of ignorance and onilrsion 

The standard explanation of the disregard of northem subsistence needs in the 

Migratory Birds Convention claims a m k  of ignorance and omission. The U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service, for example, States that: 

"There is no evidence that the framers of the Convention were anything 
more than ignorant of the tme dependence of northem peoples on the 
migratory bird resource for subsistence purposes, especially in the 
spring-surnmer p e r i ~ d . " ~ ~ ~  

In an important lower court decision on the Migratory Birds Convention Act in 1964, 

a Canadian Judge argued that the federal govemment had probably overlooked its 

treaty obligations towards Abonginal Peoples at the tirne of the treaty's negotiation. 

In his words, the disregard for Aboriginal nghts was probably "a case of the left hand 

9, 243 having forgotten what the right hand had done . Historian Janet Foster, in her 

Iandmark Working for Wildlife: The Beginnine of Preservation in Canada, qualifies 

the absence of consultation of the northem territories and of Aboriginal Peoples as 

"an dominate oversight"? 

One element that is indeed stnkmg in the preceduig narrative about the 

development of the Migratory BUds Convention is the complete absence of 

Aboriginal and northern actoa and voices during the entire process Ieading to the 

concIusion of the international agreement. At the t h e  of negotiation, the 

governxuents of Yukon and the Northwest Temtories were not constiited by Canadian 



authorities. When the federal government wrote to ail provincial governments to seek 

their approval to the term of the treaty, it simply ignored the politicai leaders of the 

noahem temtories. The archivai records also suggest that Aboriginal peoples, Inuit 

and First Nations alike, were completely ignored by federal politicians and wildlife 

officiais at the t i~ne.~~'  Their approval or opinions were not sought; their political 

weight was not felt. 

Nevertheless, it seems inaccurate to suggest that the U.S. and Canadian 

governments were ignorant of the needs of northem communities at the time of the 

negotiations. As noted at the beginning of the chapter, the Convention contains some 

exceptions meant to accommodate the needs of Aboriginal communities regarding 

some non-game seabirds. The limited Abonginal exceptions were added to the treaty 

towards the end of the bilateral negotiations in 1916. They were considered to be 

minor changes in cornparison to the modifications considered for British Columbia 

and the Arnerican mid-west states. The American negotiatoa first proposed to 

include an Aboriginal exception clause for seabirds in March of 1916. in their 

negotiation document, they pointed out that: 

"this proviso affects primarily the Temtories of Alaska and the coastal 
provinces and Territories of Canada, where the Natives have been 
accustomed since time immemoriai to utilize certain sea bu& for food 
and clothing. The clause foilows essentiaily certain provisions already 
contained in the laws of AIaska and some of the Provinces of Canada 
and is inserted merely to prevent any hardship on the Natives in these 
remote parts of the ~ontinent.''~~ 

Canadian negotiatoa followed a few months later with the suggestion to include a 

permission for Aboriginal hunters to take scoter~.~~' WhiIe these exceptions were ill- 



adapted and insufficient for the tme needs of northem Aboriginal c o m m ~ n i t i e s ~ ~ ~  

they indicate clearIy that these needs were considered to some extent by the framers 

of the treaty. 

Furthemore, the modifications granted to Nova Scotia and some American 

states during the negotiations responded directly to concems about the ill-timing of 

the closed season in these regions. These compromises indicate that the treaty's 

negotiators were plainly awue that different jurisdictions would be impacted 

differently by the closed season according to their relation to the timing of 

migrations. To argue that, after recognising and debating this problem in relation to 

Nova Scotia and othea, they wouid have simply not noted the negative impact on 

commtmities further north seem improbable. 

The ignorance and omission hypothesis is also severely weakened by the 

personalities of the negotiators themselves. Dr. Edward W. Nelson, the chief of the 

U.S. Biological Survey who negotiated in the latter penod for the Arnericans, was a 

noted biologist with an intimate knowledge of the Arctic ecology and culture. On 

assignment for the Amencan govemment, he had worked in Alaska and written 

authoritative treatises on the huit CUIture and the Alaskan nahual l a n ~ i s c a ~ e . ~ ~ ~  On 

the Canadian side, Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt was a learned zoologist who had spoken in 

the same year before the Cornmission on Conservation on the htmting practices of 

northern Aboriginal ~ e o ~ l e s . ~ ~  He aiso played a determinant roie in the 1917 

modification of the Northwest Temtories Game Act, which was aïready in progress 

and deait directiy with Aboriginal h ~ t z t i n ~ . ~ '  It is WtuaiIy mipossible that these men 



wouid have been ignorant of the importance of waterfowl to northern subsistence 

users. It seems even less probable that, knowing and inscribing in the Convention that 

the Inuit Peoples were taking seabirds for food and clothing, they would have ignored 

their greater reliance on ducks and geese in the spring and summer seasons. 

An uct of prjjudice 

An alternative explanation is offered by Dan Gottesman in an article published 

in the Journal of Canadian c tu dies.^'' Examinhg the early history of the Convention 

and the writings of senior wildlife managers, he argues that the lack of attention paid 

to the true needs of northem Aboriginal communities was essentially rooted in 

prejudice. According to him, 

''fiom 1878 to 1920, Canadian policy-maken and Iaw enforcement 
officiais unifomily saw indigenous hunting as a 'wantoniy destructive' 
threat to wildlife on the prairies, in the Rockies, and in the north. [..] 
These conservationists were conscious of the dependence of indigenous 
people on hunting for food and clothing; they were even aware of Indian 
hunting rights guaninteed by treaty. But, Wre many Canadians then and 
now, they thought they knew better than Indians thernselves what 
policies were in Indians' best interest They disrnissed treaty rights 
casually and patronizingiy, while subordinating indigenous hunting to 
broader wildlife conservation imperatives."E3 

In support of his thesis, Gottesman draws on a cornplex web of indirect 

evidence. Examining the speeches and writings of the early Canadian wildlife 

ofncials, he h d s  that their attitudes toward Abonginal hunting practices were 

paternalistic. While claiming syrnpathy and respect for their traditional ptactices 

irnpregnated by a conservation ethic, they ais0 believed that, as Aboriginal hunters 

were adopting modem technology and participating in the market system, they 

increasingiy found themeIves part of the problem. The author also points out that, in 



the previous years, Canadian Parks authorities were increasingiy promoting the 

inningement on indigenous hunting rights and their exclusion fiom the parks' areas. 

In this context, a conscious violation of treaty hunthg rights by the Migratory Birds 

Convention would not have appeared to be unprecedented. 

Finally, in an unsettliug exercise of histotical psycho-analysis, Gottesman 

argues that, in the eyes of conservationists, the indigenous hunter was "a self- 

reflecting &or in which their own violent, self-indulgent, 'wantonly destructive' 

sins were writ large"? Looking to "civilise" mankind in its relation with Nature, 

conservationists needed to control the "indiscriminate slaughter of birds" by 

Abonginal hunters as expressions of barbarism. Moreover, incapable of making the 

ciifference between starving Abonginal huntea killing for food and the capitalist 

exploitation of wildlife by non-Aboriginal economic interests associated with a few 

Aboriginal allies, conservationists were unable to envisage regimes of exception. 

Less than founded on ecological concems (Gottesman disputes that govemment 

reports of wasteful or excessive harvesting were indeed founded), the absence of 

exception for Aboriginal communities in the Migratory Birds Convention was the 

result of cultural prejudice. By relating to Aboriginal hunters as possessive 

individualists needed to be regulated in their relationship to the cornmons, the 

Migratory Birds Convention "covertly served the assimilationist goals of the 

Canadian governmeot" and, in fact, "stands in the tradition of Canada's uidian Act as 

1egisIation of cuitUral derachation and disenfi;mchisernent". 



While Gottesman's argument is more credible than a simple plea of ignorance, 

it also raises some questions. If Canadian officiais perceived Aboriginal hunters as 

''wanantonly destructive", why did they suggest and agree to an exemption to the spring 

hunting ban for scoters and other seabirds? And if they were so concemed about the 

impact of Aboriginal hunting on wildlife populations, why did they fail to 

significdy enforce the bird regdations until the late 1950s in these northern 

Aboriginal communities? These questions are not addressed by the author but it 

seerns unlikely that, if simply rooted in prejudice, these policies would have been 

pursued. 

It is also tempting to question Gottesrnan's reading of the Canadian 

conservationists attitudes towards Aboriginal hunting. There is no doubt that their 

attitudes towards Aboriginal culture was paternalistic and it is undisputed that Hewitt, 

arnongst others, thought that Aboriginal traditional environmental practices were 

being tnuisfonned by the arriva1 of southem white hunters in the North. But an 

examination of archivai records regarding their views on Aboriginal hunting tends to 

present a more equivocai picture than the one painted by Gottesman. 

Starthg in 1914, the Commission on Conservation sponsored and conducted 

research on the situation of wildiife in the North. There were growùig concems about 

population declines and unsustainable harvesting practices. The meetings at which 

these concem and research resdts were discussed offer us a window on the beliefs 

of Hewitt and other wildlife otnciais at the tirne. At these hearings, Hewitt defended 

the practices of northern Aboriginal htmten, often in the face of significant 



opposition by other speakers, and he repeatedty argued for regimes of exception. For 

example, on the issue of trapping, he argued that the decline in northem fur-bearers 

was not due to excessive and unsustainable harvests by Aboriginal trappers but rather 

to the invasion of their northern temtaries by southern white trappers, who did not 

limit themselves to specific trapping temtones and used mass killing methods 

without regards to their long-term effect? 

Hewitt took a similar line of argument on the broader issue of hütlting in the 

northem temtones. In 1916, W. N. Millar, a professor at the Department of Forestry 

of the University of Toronto who had conducted research in the North, severely 

denounced Aboriginal communities for decimating several wildlife species. While 

pointing out the devastating impact of resource development on wildlife habitat, 

Millar also accused Aboriginal hunters, especiaiiy Stoney Indians, of carrying 

excessive killings of game, without regards for the age and the sex of animais or the 

time of the year. Aboriginal hunters, Millar claimed, were exterrninating entire herds 

of wapitis and other marnmals and were constantly harassing the wildlife." 

Before the Commission, Hewitt later severely denounced Millar's argument. He 

argued that Abonginal hunting practices were far better than the htmting practices of 

southem hunters active in the North. Inuit and Fim Nations hunters, claimed Hewitt, 

practised wildife conservation and were prudent to assure that they maintained 

mffïcient resources for the fiiture. Consequently, Hewitt argued for amenciments to 

the Northwest Territones Game Act that would only restnct hunting for white 

himters. These measures would contribute to r e s t o ~ g  the game populations and 



assure that Aboriginal codd preserve their way-of-Me. Hewitt's argument received 

the support of some federal officids, including the minister of Intenor Arthur 

Meighen who stated that he was favourable to presenring the northem wildlife for the 

exclusive use of Aboriginal ~ e o ~ l e s . ~ ~ *  

The Northwest Temtories Game Act was fmally amended in 19 17 to counter 

the threat to northern wildiife and Hewitt was infiuentiai in shaping the new 

meamres. The amenciments established a new system of Licensing and hunting 

regdation for the North and declared a long-term ban on the taking of some 

endangered species. However, in line with what Hewitt had argued, exception 

rneasures were adopted for Aboriginal Peoples. Inuit and First Nations residuig in the 

temtories were exempted fiom the new measures, with the exception of the protective 

measures for the endangered wood buffalo, muskox and white pelican.2sg tn this 

context, it seem hardly tenable to argue that federal policy-makers negotiating the 

Migratory Birds Convention were trapped by their own prejudice and incapable of 

entertainhg the idea of an Aboriginal exception to the ban on spring hunting. 

In fact, the resistance to special hunting regimes for Aboriginal Peoples does 

not seem to have corne fkom federai officids but fiom provincial wildlife managers 

who doubted the possibility of maintainhg an effective management system if 

Aboriginal hunters were excluded from i t  At the hearings of the Commission on 

Conservation, provincial officids ofien blamed Abonginal hunters for over- 

harvesting and opposed federai proposais for changes in game Iaws in order to 

accommodate the speciai subsistence needs of Aborigmal nations, Participants from 



Saskatchewan, Quebec, Ontario, and British Columbia d l  referred to cases of 

wastefbl practices by Aboriginal hunters or reported a growing number of cornplaints 

about them in the northem parts of their respective t e m t ~ r ï e s . ~ ~  

So if the Migratory Birds Convention's negotiators were aware of Abonginal 

reliance on waterfowl for subsistence in the North and were not philosophically 

opposed to inscribing Abonginal exceptions in conservation laws, what are we to 

make of the Convention's disregard of northern subsistence needs? 

An act of politicai tqpediency 

An alternative explanation is that treaty negotiators willingly ignored the needs 

of northern communities in order to avoid opening a breach in the negotiations on the 

issue of spnng hunting. We have seea that spring hunting quickly became the most 

important and contested issue in the negotiation, as the sportsmen of British 

Columbia and the Amencan mid-west were fighting the termination of a practice that 

they considered their right and privilege. These actors wtre the predominant force of 

opposition, disposing of significant political support (including in Congress) and 

organisational resources. Since conservationists considered the end of the spring 

harvest as the cornerstoile of the new bird protection regime, opposùig the sportmen 

on this issue was of central importance. For negotiators, arriving at an acceptable 

compromise on this issue was a deteminant factor for closhg the deal. 

in this context, it is logical to suppose that the treaty negotiators wouId have 

hesitated to make an exception on the spring ban, especially shce such an exception 

had not even been f o d y  demanded and since it concerned a northern and 



Aboriginal constituency that was politically poorly organized and much tess 

innuentiai than southem sportsmcn. Fonnally entrenching an Aboriginal exception to 

the spring taking of waterfowl wodd no doubt have given an opportunity to southern 

spring hunters to demand a similar treatment. The northern exception may have been 

politicdy untenable in the face of southem hunters. As we have seen, given their 

general attitude toward Abonginal hunters, Canadian provinces would probably have 

been opposed as well to an Aboriginal exception. At a time when federal treaty 

negotiators were seeking to gain their support despite the Convention's infringement 

on provincial jurisdiction, it is not likely that they would look favourably upon adding 

indigenous spring hunting to the potential sources of discord. Moreover, given that 

Aboriginal hunters were the easy targets of prejudices, it is not implausible that the 

measure would have similarly failed to gain the support of southem conservationists. 

In contrast, the inclusion of an Abonginal exception for seabirds and scoters 

was not as problematic because these species are not considered game birds and are 

not pnzed by the sportmen. The limited exemptions afEorded indigenous 

communities toward the end of the negotiations were probably meant to alleviate 

somewhat the aaticipated subsistence problems of northem communities without 

providing an opening to southem hunters insishg on better spring shooting 

provisions for game birds. By their presence, they suggest that the negotiators wanted 

to accommodate the needs of Aboriginal subsistence usew; but, by their obvious 

insufnciency, they also suggest that their options for doing so were Limited. 



Overall, the lack of signincant political representation of northern Abonginal 

interests and the general politicd ciimate surrounding the negotiations made the 

disregard of northem Aboriginal interests an act of political expediency for federal 

treaty negotiators. Whether they were aware of the full ramifications of trampling on 

Aboriginal treaty rights is doubtful; but, at the t h e  of the treaty negotiations, this 

problem would probably have appeared to them as a smail price to pay to secure an 

international treaty of such importance. Northern subsistence needs may have been 

left out of the Migratory Bir& Convention as a result of political imperatives more 

than as the product of sheer ignorance or crass prejudice. 

Moreover, the M e r s  of the Migratory Birds Convention were weIl aware of 

the conditions prevailing in the remote areas of the northem temtones and Alaska. It 

is certainly possible that they counted on their future administrative discretion to 

pursue a lenient enforcement policy in these Aboriginal and remote cornmunities. As 

Emest Gruening, a prominent Aiaska representative in Congress, pointed out in 196 1, 

given that Inuit and First Nations hunters have been taking waterfowl for food 

without prosecution since the Convention's ratification, can we not conclude that the 

fiamers of the treaty did not reaily intend it to apply to subsistence users in northem 

Conchsion 

The Aboriginal subsistence rights problem created with the Migratory Birds 

Convention redted the iaability of the American and Canadian govemments to 

provide a proper exception for the taking of waterfowl for food and cultuml needs by 



northern Aboriginal residents during the spring and summer seasons. Given the state 

of jurisprudence and contemporary views on Aboriginal issues, it is doubtful that 

wildlife managers couid have anticipated that such an exception should necessarily 

derive fiom their Abonginal treaty obligations at the time the Convention was 

negotiated. But they understood the traditional Aboriginal reliance on waterfowl for 

food, clothing and spintual needs and they nevertheless faikd to provide for 

necessary provisions under the emerging international governance regirne for 

migratory birds. in so doing, they forced northem Aboriginal communities to violate 

the Iaw to provide for their essential needs. 

M e r  eighty-five years, the reasons for this historical injustice are hard to 

establish. But we have tried to demonstrate that pleas of oversight, ignorance and 

prejudice fail to provide a convincing explanation. The early politicai history of the 

Migratory Birds Convention is one of a heated battle essentially defmed by the 

ecology of migratory birds and the concems of southern interests. in the transnational 

stniggie that opposed the govemments and sportsmen of American mid-west States 

and British Columbia as well as market hunters to a broad coalition of naturaiists, 

sportsmen associations, wildlife scientists and hunting equipment manufacturers in 

both countries, the needs of a northern constituency that was absent fiom the debate 

were taken into account ody margindy. As the debate between southern interests 

focused on b&g the s p ~ g  harvest in order to protect the birds at a key penod of 

their reproductive cycle, i g n o ~ g  northem needs with respect to waterfowl resources 

was a logicd act of poIiticaI expediemcy. 



Notwithstanding the reasons that have actually Ied the Canadian and Amencan 

g o v m e n t s  to disregard northem subsistence needs in firamuig the Migratory Birds 

Convention in the eady twentieth century, the decision has become the source of 

important tensions between Aboriginal Peoples and theu respective national 

governments. Domesticaiiy, to deal with grievances, distrust and growing tensions 

within communities in the North, the Canadian and American governments had to 

develop and manage subsistence policies in order to alleviate the problem created by 

the Migratory Birds Convention. Sorne understanding of this evolution in domestic 

policies - and of the political dynamics that UiIluenced their evolution - is important 

to grasp the context in which the subsistence rights issue will reach the international 

arena in the late 1970s. These domestic developrnents will be the object of the next 

chap ter. 



Chapter 4 

THE MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION AND THE 
POLITICAL ECONOMY OF ABORIGINAL SUBSISTENCE 
RIGETS 

I don? know what you're going to do to us. i'm Indian. Athabaskan Indian. I live on 
indigenous foods. And if you shut down that subsience, you just thmw me in the 
river right n m  You don't know what you are doing to old people like me. 

- Evelyn Alexander, a 74 years old woman from Minto, Aiaska, speaking in 
anger to represenbbives of the National Rifie Association and the Alaska 
Outdoor Council in 1991. 

We have to hope that full citizenship for any gmup takes account of responsibMies 
as well as rights, and that keystones of conservation wilI not be compromised by a 
sense of guilt over past mbtakes. 

- The Saskatchewan Natural Hiiory Society writting in 1982 to 
Environment Canada to argue against amending the Migratory Birds 
Convention to entrench an exception for Aboriginal subsistence hunting 
during the closed season. 

Soon after the Migratory Bir& Convention was signed and implementing 

legisIation adopted in both corntries in the Iate 19 tOs, northem interests began to 

cornplain about the closed season. While there is no evidence that indigenous peoples 

were direct vocal advocates of an amendment to the Convention in these eariy years, 

the northem administrations quickiy made public their dissatisfaction with the new 

regdation which was thought to be "a most unfair provision" and one 'ûnduIy 

prejudiciai" to northern resident~?~ However, as early as 1919, the Govemor of 

Alaska complained that his demands for an amendment to the regdation were falling 

on deaf ears because "the societies in the East have no kuowledge of the North and 

n 263 cannot see why [it would deserve] very much consideration . 



In fact, archivai matenal h m  this period suggests that the national 

govenunents were somewhat sensitive to the hardship caused by their disregard of the 

particuiar conditions of northem aad Abonginal communities. In Canada, faced with 

northern complaints, the Dominion Parks Branch of the Department of the Intenor 

sought Legal opinions fiom the counsels of the Department of Indian Anairs 

regarding the status of Aborigind peoples in relation to the Migratory Bir& 

Convention and its regulations. When the Department of Indian AfEairs confirmed 

that the Convention's provisions applied to Aboriginal peoples on and off reserves, 

the Parks Codss ioner  suggested to the Americans that the Migratory Bir& 

Convention be arnended to accommodate northern residents? 

However, Amencan officiais rejected such a course of action. They feared that, 

if the treaty was submitted to Congress for amendment, the pressures from sport 

hunting associations would be suffciently strong to lead to more liberal harvesting 

conditions throughout the continent, thereby severely weakening the new 

management regime. They pointed out that, at this point in the ,  resentment against 

the new closed season was still very stmng in parts of the country, making an easy 

and Iirnited amendment for northem hunters improbab~e?S In sum, sport hunting 

interests and their supportive legislators were unlikely to accept granting special 

conditions to northem residents, at least not without receiving the same privileges. 

This earky opposition to a northem spring season amendment to the Migratory 

Birds Convention is illustrative of the long-standing opposition that Aboriginal and 

northern subsistence users have since faced in their demands for access to waterfowl 



in the spring. The sport hunting and environmental lobbies represent organized and 

resourcefid constituencies with an important stake in the management of waterfowl 

resources. In this context, they represent interests and policy actors that cannot be 

avoided in making signincant policy decisions about the management regime for 

game birds in North Amenca This situation prevailed in the early part of the century 

and it is stilt prevalent today. 

Throughout the period when national govemments have attempted to amend the 

Convention (1975-1997), Aboriginal peoples' identification of the need for a northern 

spring harvesting exception have been questioned and opposed by these competing 

stakeholders. In order to provide for a better understanding of the interests at stake in 

the Migratory Birds Convention's amendment controversy, this chapter explores the 

respective interests of the acton involved. 1 show that, white Aboriginal peoples are 

rninority users with an acute and unique need for the resource, the sport hunting and 

environmental organisations a h  represent powerful constituencies with a keen 

competing interest in its harvest and a privileged relationship to the existing 

management regime. They constitute the main organized interests in the policy 

commUILity of waterfowl conservation. Consequentfy, while Aboriginal peoples' 

demands for the legalization of their spring subsistence harvest have gathered 

strength with the rise of Uidigenous militancy and the self-deteniation movement in 

the 1960s. they have encouotered serious opposition fiom environrnentaiists and sport 

hunters concerned with the sostainabiiity of the resource and the preservation of their 

relative share. 



The chapter begins with a consideration of the actuai size of the subsistence 

harvest in the context of the larger North American waterfowl harvest and a 

discussion of its potentid enWonmentai importance. 1 then explain the particular 

socio-economic importance of the spring subsistence hamest for northem Abonginal 

communities. Finally, the following section examines the different uses and values 

that stakeholders attn'bute to waterfowl. We will see that these Merent uses make 

enviromentaiists and sport hunters important stakeholders in the management of 

waterfowl resources and that both groups constitute well-organized and resourceful 

lobbies on issues of conservation policy. in the context of the dissertation, the chapter 

explains the controversy over the acknowledgement of Aboriginal subsistence rights 

in the Migratory Birds Convention. It also helps to explain how the nature of the 

mbsistence rights issue made possible an uneasy coalition of environmentalists and 

recreational hunters dedicated to blocking an amendment of Convention against the 

interests of indigenous peoples. 

Before beguuiing our discussion, a caveat is in order. The chapter focuses on 

the nature of the competing interests at stake as well as on their reiationship to the 

waterfowl management regime. However, whiIe some of their apprehensions on the 

Iegalization of the Abonginai spring hanrest are discussed, the poütical discourses of 

these poiicy actoa on the issue are not examined in full detail. This wilI be the object 

of the next chapter. 



The size and ecological signincance of the subsistence harvest 

The ratification of the 1916 Migratory Bu& Convention had the effect of 

rendering illegal the spring hunting of waterfowl. The iilegality of the harvest has had 

an important impact on state wildlife agencies' ability to accurately monitor the 

importance of the on-going s p ~ g  harvest. It is well known that subsistence hunters 

have continued to take waterfowl to fUEl their basic needs after the international ban 

came into effect. It is also well established that governrnents' enforcement efforts 

toward subsistence usea have been intentionaliy spotty and have greatly varied in 

intensity ovet the century. But, despite on-going harvesting, the illegality of the 

practice has acted as a deterrent for wildlife agencies to keep accurate trend data on 

an activity oficially forbidden. 

For example, Canadian harvest information has been collected on an annual 

basis since 1967 through the means of a questio~aire rneasuring the effort and 

success rates of a sample of hunters. Additional sweys  are also conducted to gather 

species-specific information. These harvest and species composition w e y s  are not 

only the main sources of information on annual harvests; they also coastitute one of 

the main sources of data used to estirnate population trends. However, the illegality of 

the subsistence harvest naturally precluded authorhies fiom a s h g  subsistence 

hunters to report on their seasonal takes, thereby excluding the use of this invaluable 

instrument of harvest monitoring. It has consequently weakened our abaty to rely on 

an a c m t e  picture of the subsistence hanrest over rime. As recentiy as 1997, 

population speciaîists of the Canadian Wüdlife Senrice were writing that ' k e  are 

97 266 currently unable to measure harvest by Aboriginal people . 



In the context of the spring subsistence harvest controversy, this deficiency in 

scientinc data has contnbuted to the uacertainty regardhg the environmental 

consequences of legalizing the Aboriginal harvest. Given already existing difficdties 

associated with keeping track of complex envirorunental indicator~~~', the poor state 

of knowledge on subsistence harvesting has made it easy for sport hunters and 

enviroamentalists to question wildlife management authorities' capacity to accurately 

estimate the impact of legalizing the spring harvest on waterfowl populations' trends. 

Notwithstanding these dificulties, out of necessity, there have been some periodic 

efforts by wildlife biologists to estirnate the size of the Aboriginal spring harvest in 

relation to the annual waterfowl harvest, mostly for northem communities. 

The Size of the Spring Subsistence Harvest 

In a recent synthesis paper, Thompson reported that the estimated total annual 

harvest of waterfowl by Canadian Abonginal hunters is approxirnately 730 000 ducks 

and 470 000 geese, taken by an estimated 20 000 subsistence hunten. These estimates 

include only statu Indian and huit peoples; estimates for Métis and non-status 

indian hunters are not available, The estimated annual harvest of waterfowl in Alaska 

is 259 741 ducks and 84 608 geese, taken by an estimated 13 000 subsistence 

h~nters .2~~ According to those esthates, the total annuai subsistence hamest by rural 

Alaskaus and Canadian Aboriginal communities would then be estimated at 989 741 

ducks and 554 608 geese, taken by approximately 33 000 subsistence h ~ n t e r s ? ~ ~  



Table 4.1: Esümated Sie of Sport and Subsistence Waterfowi Haniest in North Ameiica, 
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1997) 'Subsistence Hunting of the Arctic Anabdae in 

In contrast, the estimated 1.6 million non-Aboriginal waterfowl hunters in 

North America were killing approximately 7.7 million ducks and 2 million geese in 

the early 1990s. Based on these numbers, we can estirnate that the annual North 

American subsistence harvest represents about 11% of the annual total harvest for 

ducks and 22% of  the total annual harvest for geese. Subsistence hunters would 

represent approximately 2% of  active hunters in North Arnerica. 



Table 4.2: Estimated S i e  of Sport and Subsistence Waterfowl 

Ducks 

Geese 

Total 

xcentage of 
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he Total North American Hanrest 

Spring 
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Northern 

6% 

4% 

10% 
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9% 

5% 

14% 

Hunbng of oie Arctic Anatidae in Noroi Amerid, ~nvhnment canada, 
unpubhhed paper. 

Obviously, the subsistence harvest of waterfowl c m  not be atenbuted entirely to 

the illegal spring harvest. Anci, as pointed out above, estirnating the magnitude of this 

harvest is pdculariy diacult. Nevertheless, the Canadian Wildlife SeMce, the 

United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the International Association of Fish and 

WiIdlife Agencies have attempted to quanti@ the subsistence hawest occurrhg 

during the closed season. Estirnates fiom the mid-1990s suggest that about 949 502 

bu& are taken in Alaska and Canada during this period These nurnbers would mean 

that 61% of the subsistence hawest takes place during the illegai spring season and 

that the spring subsîstence harvest consequently represents about 8% of the total 

North American waterfowl harvestZ7* 



The ecdogt'cai significance of leguü'ng the spring subdktence hanest 

How sipnincant is this spring subsistence harvest fiom an ecological 

viewpoint? It should be no surprise that concems about the amendment of the 

Migratory Bir& Convention to legalize spring subsistence hunting are associated to a 

signincant extent to fears that increased hamesting will have detrimental effects on 

bird populations. Uafomiaately, poor historical data on trends in spring hunting, 

Aboriginal harvesting practices and northem ecology of some species makes the 

already difficult task of predicting future trends even more difficult in this case. 

Similarly, uncertainties about the effect that the legalization will have on the 

behaviour of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginai hunters limit the possibility of accurate 

forecasting. Notwithstanding these uncertainties, in the context of the Migratory 

Birds Convention amendment process, both the Amencan and the Canadian 

govemments defended the view that the legalization of the spring hanrest would have 

limited and acceptable ecologicai impacts on waterfowl populations. 

h both countries, the arguments of wildlife authorities relied mostly on the fact 

that the Aboriginal subsistence harvest is already taking place in northem 

communities. As a result, contemplated changes would not significantly alter the 

overail annual harvest by Aboriginal subsistence hunters and, consequently, should 

not pose any threat to waterfowl populations. Moreover, the U.S. Department of the 

Interior estimated that, even if non-Aboriginal inhabitants were granted access to the 

spring subsistence harvest, such an amendment wodd ody r d t  in a maximum of 35 

000 additional birds kiUed in Alaska (O* about 0.3% of the totai North American 

harvest)? In Canada, the Department of the Environment argued that, even if the 



Northwest Tenitories non-Aboriginal residents were also gntnted access to the spring 

subsistence harvest, only a maximum of 4 748 additional birds would be taken 

annually by a maximum of 350 additional hunters? In sum, in both couniries, 

wildlife authorities based their case on the argument that history had proven that the 

spring subsistence harvest was sustainable; legaiking it would not change aaything 

fiom an environmental standpoint. And even if non-Aboriginal subsistence harvesten 

were to be included, their potential number would be suniciently limited to avoid 

endangering the sustainability of bird populations. 

However, given uncertainties about both the current spting harvest and the 

fiiture behaviour of subsistence usen, several environmentalists and sport hunten 

harboured some scepticism about the potential ecological impacts of legalizing spnng 

subsistence hunting. The killing of ducks and geese during the spring is considered to 

have a greater ecological impact on populations than the fa11 hawest because it 

reduces theu breeding potential." Moreover, the lack of information about the 

number of existing and potential Métis and non-status Indian hunters left doubts 

about the ultimate impact of the meamre in tems of birds taken?* In the absence of 

close monitoring and regdation, an increased Aboriginal take of birds d u ~ g  the 

reproduction period could have negative repercussions on some populations, 

especiaily for species in deciine. 

While the status of overall populations of ducks and geese seems positive m the 

late 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  the current cautious optimism was not shared for aiI species or for ail of 

the penod spamied by the debates on Iegaiizing the spring subsistence harvest (i.e. the 



late 1970s 

populations 

to the mid-1990s). For 

was considered stable or 

example, while 

increasing over 

goose species have been sources of concem over the 

the status of overail geese 

much of this period~75 some 

last decades. Severai of these 

declining species, such as the Emperor Goose population in Alaska or the southern 

populations of Canada geese in the James Bay area, are also harvested by Aboriginal 

subsistence users. 

In the late 1970s, American waterfowl hunters were so concerned about this 

decline that the Caiifomia Waterfowl Association sent its representatives to Bethe1 to 

plead with Abonginai subsistence hunters to refrain nom hunting the geese. In 1978 

and 1984, trips of Yup'ik elders and hunters were arranged in the hope of building a 

bridge between recreational and subsistence hunters. These efforts ultimately led to 

the creation of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta Goose Management Plan in 1985 

(preceded by the Hooper Bay Agreement of 1984), a primary example of 

muitistakeholder CO-management process for wildlife conservation, to attempt to 

revert the decline of geese 

A similar situation prevailed for duck populations. While their overall number 

could be record-breaking at an estimated 105 miIlion during the 1999 fa11 migration, 

some of the main species, such as the mallard or pintail have been declining over the 

long m. The 1980s even saw overd population trends reach some record historical 

lows. While the situation seemed better in the breeding areas of northem Canada and 

Alaska, o v d  populations were estimated to be deciîning in the traditionai breeding 

areas of Canada over the 1980sm Given the status of the Canadian prairies as the 



"duck factory" of North America (aiiuding to the fact that a majority of the 

continent's ducks reproduce in this region), the deche seemed of particular concem 

And severai species of concem. such as the Prairie pintail and mailard, the black 

duck, and the Pacifie brant, are known to be harvested by Abonginal subsistence 

users. 

Chart 4.1: Population Trends for Mallard and 
Northern Pintail Ducks, 19611992 

Evidence of the intensity of these concems for declinhg duck populations in 

the 1970s and 1980s is found in the fact that it is during this period that the most 

arnbitious recovery plan of the post-war era was designed. The Noah American 

Waterfowl Management Plan (NAWMP) comprise over a dozen joint ventures (based 

on partnerships among govemments, enviromentalists, sport hunters, industry and 

land owners) aimed at restoring and protecting wateflowl habitats in an effort to stop 

watefiowl populations' deciine and to restore them to their historïc levef. Aithough 

Canadian efforts to devefop a national version began in 1979, the N A W  was 



signed in 1986 and promised to spend about $1.5 billion of new dollars over 15 years. 

The magnitude of the effort in political and hancial terms is indicative of the level of 

concem about the fiiture of duck populations?78 

In this context, many environmentalists and sport hunters feared that an 

hcreased Aboriginai take in the spruig could at least hurt some specific species of 

waterfowl. There is no doubt that the primary source of concern is the loss of habitat, 

especially in the south. Nevertheless, opening a spring season at this t h e  appeared 

dangerous and iiIogical to many stakeholders. This opinion was especially strong 

given that sport hunters and environmentalists feared that an Aboriginal hawest 

would be ill-regulated or that regulations would not be properly enforced because of 

the sensitive nature of relations between govenunent and Abonginal peoples. The 

claims by many Aboriginal peoples that theu hunting rights severely limit the right of 

govemment authorities to regulate Abonginal hunting did not help to alleviate 

environmentalists' concems. Moreover, Aboriginai claims that these nghts also 

authonze the commercial exploitation of wildlife resources fuelled the fears of a 

significantly expanded spring harvest and dire ecologicai consequences. 

Sobsistence hunting and Aboriginal societies 

In order to understand the debate surroundhg the conflict between Aboriginal 

rights to hunt for subsistence and the closed season provisions of the Migratory Birds 

Convention, it is necessary to understand the role and importance of subsistence 

activities for many residents and commtmities of the north of the ~ontinent."~ In this 

section, 1 examine the nature and importance of the subsistence activities for the 



commulzities impacted by the provisions of the Migratory Birds Convention and 

explain how the nature of these activities links them to demands for recognition and 

self-determination by Aboriginal peoples. 

The socio-economic importance of the subslsience harvest 

While some Aboriginal peoples living in southem areas also engage in 

traditional hunting activities for subsistence purposes, the subsistence economy is 

more important in the northern part of the North Amencan continent. in Canada, the 

38 areas of waterfowl hawesting important to Aboriginal peoples are found across the 

entire country, including areas in Labrador, central and northem Quebec and 

Manitoba, northem Ontario, Saskatchewan and Alberta, as well as in al1 three 

t e m t o r i e ~ . ~ ~ ~  However, dependency on the resource is most common in the srnall 

remote communities of the northem parts of the provinces and the temtories?' 

Aboriginal peoples represent approximately 16% of the Alaskan population. 

They constitute an ethnically diverse group of communities spread out over the 

temtory of the State. While they are substantial minorities in the urban areas of the 

panhandie and "rail belt" regions of the State, they are a majority in the western and 

north-western coastaI areas where they mostly live in rernote villages?" These areas 

are precisely those where the subsistence consimiph of waterfowl takes a 

heightened importance. especiaily in the Yup'ik communities of the Yukon- 

Kuskokwina area, the Athabaskaa communities of the Yukon-Koyukuk-Lower 

Tanana area, and the Inupiat-Yup'ik cornm~t ies  of the Peninsula-Norton sound 



ares? Almost dl of the spring harvest of migratory birds in Alaska is attn'buted to 

Aboriginal hunter~?~ 

The traditional economy is stili an important element of the economic systems 

of many Aboriginal communities in northem Canada and Alaska. For example, in his 

testimony before the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, a representative of 

the Ornushkegowuk Harvesters Association estimated that 85 to 90% of his 

community's residents participate in the harvesting lifestyle to some degree, 

generating an equivalent of six million doliars per year in economic a~tivity.~*' 

According to other studies, food derived from subsistence hunting and fishing cm 

make up as much as 90% of the diet of indigenous peoples in some communities of 

western and northern  lask ka."^ WMe these may be extreme cases, there is no doubt 

that the traditional subsistence economy is still very important for the vast majority of 

Aboriginal communities in the North. For many of these, this traditional economy 

inchdes the harvesting of waterfowl. 

Some commtmities, for reasons of tradition or location, are greater consumen 

of waterfowl than others. For example, the Cree of northern Quebec or the Yup'ik of 

the Yukon-Kuskokwinn region seem to have traditionally reiied on waterfowl to a 

greater extent. A study done in the latter part of the 1970s showed that waterfowl 

coosumption reprwented about 25% of the wild animal food eaten by the Cree of 

northern Quebec, reaching 44% of total consumption in some coastd communities. 

And despite higher household incomes due to the benefits of the James Bay and 

Northern Quebec Agreement, country food still represented the ecpivaient of 



approximately 40% of total income for the average household?' Condon, Collings 

and Wenzel also found the consumption of waterfowl to be fiequent in the spring in 

the Inuit community of Holman (north of the arctic circle) in the early 1990s?** The 

pattern in Holman is simila. to that of ail other M t  communities? For most 

communhies, the subsistence hawest of waterfowl is an important, and sornetimes 

fundamental, contn'butor to household income and weK=ee 

The hunting of migratory birds constitutes only a part of the subsistence 

pnictices of Aboriginal peoples in North ~ m e r i c a . ~ ~  For example, the hunting of big 

game, especiaily caribou and moose, represents 23% of the subsistence harvest of 

wildlife in Alaska. Salmon fishing represents the principal subsistence activity with 

42% of the total harvest. Alaska's Aboriginal peoples also have an exclusive right to 

hunt the State's m a ~ e  marnmal according to a federal statute and the taking of these 

animds constitutes 8.4% of the total harvest. As a resuit, migratory birds make up 

only 7.5% of the country food consurneci in the state as a ~ h o l e . ~ ~ '  According to an 

environmentai assesment of subsistence hunting done by the U.S. Department of 

Interior in 1980, migratory birds make up 5% to 10% of the yearly diet of people 

living in rurai But, even in those areas where waterfowl do not represent the 

b d k  of country food consumed, its consumption has a seasonai importance that is not 

weli captured by their proportion of the wildlife eaten by Aboriginal commuuities. 

In particular, the coosumption of waterfowl in the spring plays a special 

nutritional role. Studies have shown that, due to the Iack of avaüability of fiesh meat 

at the end of the noahem winters, waterfowl offers a particdariy important source of 



proteins and other nutrients at thÎs t h e  of the year.293 Jùn Bourque, a former deputy 

minister of Renewable Resources in the Northwest Temtories and a Métis huater, 

emphasises this point: "Spring harvest [of migratory bkds] is crucial because it's an 

opportunity to get some valuable fie& protein when there's nothhg else available at 

the t i~ne ' ' .~~~  Accordhg to Scott, medical pe r so~e l  also find that Crees who consume 

more bush food tend to have fewer health problems.w5 In sum, the consumption of 

waterfowl does not oniy constitute a matter of culinary preference; it provides 

essential nutritionai food and supports the economy of northem communities. 

in addition to the economic and nutritional significance, waterfowl subsistence 

harvesting also possesses a cultural and social significance for Aboriginal 

communities for which there is no parallel in non-Aboriginal communities. The 

subsistence harvest is embedded in a larger social and spintual context. It is important 

for the reproduction of many social ties and for the fulnlment of spiritual needs. At a 

basic level, the non-edible parts of waterfowl are used for ceremonial purposes in 

many communities and for coostnicting clothing and bedding pmducts. But even 

beyond the physical use of waterfowl for culturd artefacts, the practice of waterfowl 

hunting in itself conhibutes to the cultural reproduction of mauy Aboriginal 

communities. 

As Scott noted in a stridy of the Cree of northem Quebec, the "ail-important 

sprùig hunt is an mual renewd of the relationship between the Cree and the geese, a 

promise of abundance collectively shared, and the occasion for high-spirited 

7 9  296 celebration . Embedded in a series of rituds, waterfowl hunting is closely 



comected to community sharing and collaboration. The transmission of knowledge 

across generations, collaborative behaviour among huniers, the sharing of the harvest 

among households and the role of hunting as an important component of the Cree 

identity are al1 closely associated with waterfowl hunting and contribute to the 

development of social ties. The goose figures prorninently in the symboiism of the 

Cree culture. It is associated with rituals of courtship, marriage and death. It plays an 

important role in initiation ceremonies, preferably held in the spring, during which 

children are welcomed into the Cree world. In sum, far from being relegated to an 

economic activity, goose hunting is an integral part of the culhua1 and spintual lives 

of the Cree 

Huntington offers similar findings regarding Alaska, where "subsistence is vital 

to the self-perception of hdigenous people throughout [the State], for it is a tangible, 

9, 298 communal part of the indigenous culture which cm be shared and passed on . 
Sharing the harvest is considered particularly important and, as Stain and Wenzel 

note, generosity forms the culturai foudation of subsistence practices?99 in 

subsistence hunting, a few proficient hunters will typically harvest most of the 

wildlife for subsistence-dependent communities and then distribute their take widely 

among households? For example, in the North SIope communities of Alaska, 

studies have fond  that 77% of Inupiat households receive subsistence food fiom 

other households. 

According to Knise's examination of southwest Aiaskan communities, sharing 

patterns connect households withui villages, connect villages within the region, and 



connect the region with indivichals and f d e s  Living outside the region?O1 

Harvesting and sharing waterfowl reinforces the identity of subsistence communities 

and strengthens kinship ties among members. Condon, Colhgs and Wenzel report 

similar findings after studying an Inuit commU13ity of the Northwest Temtories. They 

stress the importance subsistence practices as a "social integrator" in this community. 

Interviewees in their study often rnentioned how they see subsistence hunting as a 

necessity for the continuation of their way-of-life and for ce-establishing theK ties 

with the land.302 

At a time when the North is being transformed by the growth of the cash 

economy, the relocation of many people to urban centres, the erosion of extended 

families, and the penetration of the dominant Western culture, we could question the 

endurance of subsistence practices as culhiral practices and social integratoa. 

However, some studies suggest that, despite these changes, subsistence activities still 

play an important role in northem Aboriginal cornmunities. In the study discussed 

above, Condon, Collings and Wenzel found that, although younger Inuit generations 

were Iess interested and involved in subsistence hunting' the ideology of subsistence 

stiIl provided an integrating mechanism within the community, contributhg to a 

sense of seKworth, of conhuity with the past. These discursive resources helped 

younger Aboriginal people to stniggie with their new identity in a changing northem 

environment. in this context, the Iess frequent hunting trips taken by young people 

seemed to have greater psychological signincance for them: "T'o be a serious hunter 

99 303 is to be secm in one's Inuit herhge . 



Another indication of the continuing importance of subsistence harvesting in 

northern Abonginal culture is provided by a study done by antbropologist Michael 

Nowak on three villages of the Yukon-Kuskok- Delta region in south west Alaska 

in the late 1980s. Nowak examined the use of subsistence food by nine relocated 

families in the context of the changing socio-economic environment of Alaska While 

Nowak indeed found some breakdown in traditionai use patterns in relocated families 

(cg. younger generations prefer Western food), he nevertheless concluded that the 

sharing of subsistence food through kinship relations was still important for these 

families. Sharing still allowed families relocated to urban centres and integrated to 

the cash economy to obtain subsistence foods. While the exchange was voluntary, 

relocated families often offered services or gih in rehim, establishg relations of 

reciprocity. Moreover, Nowak found a persistent and significant degree of interest in 

subsistence hunting in many study participants despite their integration in the urban 

cash economy. Some participants even took leave without pay to engage in the 

seasonal subsistence harvest in their home village?04 These findings serve to 

illustrate the on-going cultural importance of subsistence food and practices. 

Aboriginal Serf-Determination and Subsktence Rïghts 

It is in this broad socio-economic context that the political stnrggle of 

Aboriginal peoples for yedong subsistence rights takes its full social significance. 

As Julie Kitka, president of the Alaska Federation of Natives, put it in the eady 

1990s: bbSubsÏstence is the core of the existence of so many people in the villages, and 

they feel threatened. They feel as if their whole way of We is being chdenged by 

[spoa hmters and environmentalists opposmg a prionty right for subsistence 



 use^?" For northern Aboriginal peoples, gaining the recognition of their 

subsistence rights is a step in the protection of their waysf-Me, the recapture of their 

autonomy, and the fight against culhiral assimilation. As such, it is an important part 

in winning recognition of their statu as £%st peoples with control over their 

haditional lands and resources. In other words, the issue goes beyond mere demands 

for a bigger piece of the common pie. Granting this recognition requires the 

acknowledgement by the non-Aboriginal society of the centraiity of land and wildlife 

in the identity of Aboriginal peoples and their sense of being in the world. 

As a demand for recognition, the demands for the legalization of Abonginal 

spring waterfowl hunting cannot be dissociated fiom the Iarger stniggles of 

Aboriginal peoples for the rights of selMetermination. As will see in the next 

chapters, this is evident in the fact that Aboriginal peoples fhme their c l a h  for an 

amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention as a need for their recognition as a 

distinct culture bearing histoncal group cights to land use. It is also suggested by the 

fact that Abonginal peoples tend to conceive their hunting rights as standing outside 

the scope of state regdation and that their demands for resource access were also 

closely associated with demands for institutions of Aboriginal wiIdlife management 

(e-g. co-management bodies) that would provide them direct control over the 

resource. But other elements also illustrate the close association between seff- 

determination and the spring waterfowl harvest issue. 

In particdar, wMe there was obvious discontent pnor to this period, the fkst 

important Aboriginal demands for the amendment of the Migratory Birds 



Convention, or their exemption fkom its associated domestic regulations, appeared in 

p d e l  to the rise of uidigenous miiitancy in the 1960s. In Canada, the archivai 

records suggest that the f h t  direct demand by indigenous peoples for a change of 

policy occuned in 1957 when the Indian Association of Alberta adopted a resolution 

asking for the suspension of the migratory birds regulations on reservedM Demands 

then intensified in the 1960s in both countries, flleIled, arnong other things, by a 

series of unfavourable court decisions confirmllig that the Migratory Birds 

Convention curtailed indigenous rights and by more stringent enforcement policies. 

In Alaska, the issue gained particular prominence in the spring of 1961 when 

Inupiat residents of Barrow staged a "duck-in" to protest the enforcement of the 

Migratory BUds Convention. Echoing the civil nghts movement's sit-ins and the 

southem indigenous movement's fish-ins, sorne 150 Inupiat individuals iliegally 

killed a duck and presented themselves to the game warden, demanding to be 

arrested. While the incident did not succeed in permanently resolving the issue, it 

forced the federal and state govemments to adopt a leniency policy.'07 It also 

illustrates the importance of hunting rights claims in these early yean of indigenous 

militancy m the North. 

This rise in militancy led to, and was subsequentiy supported by, the 

development of national Aboriginal organisations over the 1960s?~~ In Canada, the 

National Indian Council was formed in 1960 to give Aboriginal peoples a more 

effective voice in poiitical debates. By the end of the decade, the Aboriginal 

movement was represented by the National Indian Brotherhood (representing Fkst 



Nations), the hdigenous Couacil of Canada (representing non-status Mans and 

Métis people) and the huit TapUisat of  anad da'^ Northem indigenous organisations 

also emerged b e ~ e e n  1969 and 1973 to assist Aboriginal redents of the temtories 

in their stniggie for recognition and the advancement of their collective interests. Ln 

particular, the Council for Yukon Mans was formed to represent both statu and 

non-statu hdians in the Yukon Temtory. The Cornmittee for Onpinal Peoples' 

Entitlernent (COPE), the India. Brotherhood of the Northwest Territones, and the 

Métis Association of the Northwest Territones were also created to represent the 

Inuvialuit, the Dene and the Métis peoples of the Northwest ~emtones?" 

These new organisations acquired a significant degree of political sophistication 

through theù experience in fighting the resurgence of an assimilation policy 

represented by the federal 1969 White Paper and energy development projects in the 

Canadian North. Using the courts, the media and alliances with southem non- 

govenunental organisations to successfully press their c l a h ,  the Aboriginal self- 

determination movement gathered momentum through a series of political successes. 

Inuvialuit, Dene and their environmentalist allies successfully delayed the 

construction of a pipeline in the Mackenzie Valley, forced the establishment of an 

unprecedented commission of insuiry that allowed them to comrnunicate their 

distinct understandhg northem development needs, and used the court system to 

af!Erm the existence of their Abonginal rights. 

These successes led the federai govemment to a major revend of Abonginal 

policy, abandonhg the White Puper's assimiIationist approach in favour of the 



negotiation of comprehensive land ciaims. By 1975, ali northern hdigenous 

organisations had submitted such land claims which, as Abele points out, were much 

more than demands for land owuership but called for a "fiindamentai readjustment of 

their relationship to the federal state"?" Indigenous peoples were demanding greater 

control over their lives and the establishment of new forms of governance that would 

be conscious of their distinctive identities and values. These developments constitute 

landmark events in the modem history of Canadian Aboriginal policy in many 

regards. In the case of the subsistence hunting rights controversy, the development of 

northem and national Abonginal organisations and the rise in self-detedation 

militancy undoubtedly contributed significantly in promoting the issue on the national 

agenda. 

Developments in Alaska were similar. In the 1960s, the Alaskan indigenous 

movement gave birth to the Alaska Federation of ~ a t i v e s ? ' ~  The rise of indigenous 

self-determination militancy also led AboriguiaI AIaskans to develop important 

politicai instruments, such as the state-wide independent Aboriginal newspaper The 

Tmdra Times, which played an important role in conununtcating Abonginal peoples' 

viewpoints among indigenous communities and in building political awareness."' As 

in Canada, the emerging indigenous ~e~determination movement in Alaska also 

proved to be politically sophisticated. In fightuig for the recognition of their rights, 

indigenous peoples used the judiciai system to press their claims and eventually 

obtained a keze on the entire state land selection process in 1966. uidigenous 

organisations also stmck key aiiiances with social groups in the southem States to 

push for their interest in Congress and pubücize thek case?14 Moreover, they began 



to engage more extensively in the electoral process, with the number of Aboriginal 

voters increasing by 69% between 1955 and 1968. Given their concentration in ruraI 

areas, they could exercise some influence in key ridings and, by 1970, they had 

elected two Aboriginal senators (on 20 seats) and five Aboriginal legislators (on 40 

seats) at the House of Representatives at the state level?'.' 

As in Canada, these political changes resulted in part fiom the growing desire 

of southem industriai interests to develop important energy projects in the state. The 

first important crisis centred on the Project Chariot of the LIS. Atomic Energy 

Commission in the late 1950s and early 1960s. The Commission wanted to test a civil 

application of nuclear technology by using nuclear blasts to excavate a harbour near 

the t o m  of Point Hope. The project becarne a magnet of opposition and a source of 

indigenous mobilisation to fight this threat to human and environmental health. In the 

following yem, other development projects, especially the discovery of oil at 

h d h o e  Bay in 1967, shulated both indigenous rnilitancy and the negotiation of 

land claims agreements. 

However, in Alaska, industriai development was accompanied by another cürect 

source of discontent: the state selection of land. Upon becorning a state in 1958, 

Congress gave the State the right to select more than 102 million acres of land fkom 

the public domain for its use. The State was to confine its choice to land that was 

"vacant, unappropriateci, and unreserved" at the t h e  of selection, explicitly 

excluâing land held by indigenous peoples. However, as the selection process 



unfolded, it became apparent that much of the land considered vacant by the State 

was actualIy used by Aboriginal commUIùties for subsistence activities?16 

As a result, statehood essentially set govenunent authonties on a path of 

collision with traditional indigenous interests. Probably more than energy 

development projects, the land selection problem played a key role in the rise of 

indigenous militancy in the state and the protection of subsistence rights was a central 

issue in this process. As Burch argues, "the main reason indigenous villagen were 

sympathetic to the daims movement in the first place was because of their fear that 

they were losing their right to hunt and fish on the land they traditionally used; most 

of them cared little about actual title"?" 

Moreover, while northern development projects contributed to the mobilization 

of Aboriginal peoples by threatening more directly and extensively their use of their 

traditional lands, their contribution to the rise of the subsistence rights controversy 

was also felt in another manner. Independently of their effect on political 

organisation, they suddeniy offered important leverage to northern Aboriginal 

peoples for demanding the recognition of their hunting rights. By being "in the way" 

of southem industrial development interests, northem Aboriginal communities have 

been abIe to better press their claims for the recognition of their rights. While 

threatening thek way-ofilife, these devetopment project also provided indigenous 

communities with a bargaining chip that they codd use effectively to press thek 

c~aims. 



In Canada, the negotiation of modem treaties in the North included important 

demar5s for hunting rights. Harvey Feit even argues that the Cree of northern Quebec 

saw the protection of their hunting rights as the key component of the extensive 

negotiatioas leading to the 1975 James Bay and Northern Quebec ~~reement."' With 

regards to the Migratory Buds Convention (as we will see in chapter 6), Aboriginal 

peoples negotiating modem treaties have for the most part asked that the redting 

agreements contain a f o d  promise by the Crom to offer "its best effort" to obtain 

a sprîng subsistence hunting amendment fkom the American govemment. 

In Alaska, the negotiation of land claims also contributed directly to M e r  

subsistence hunting rights. The AlasRa Indigenous Claimî Settiement Act (ANSCA) 

of 1971 officially extinguished the hunting and fishing rights of Abonginal peoples 

but, in adopting the legislation, Congress specified in its conference report (which is 

considered to express Congressional intent) that their subsistence rights would be 

protected In 1980, building on ANSCA, the Alaska National Interest Lands 

Corzservatim Act (ANILCA) connmied and extended these rights to dl niral 

subsistence users?" In sum, the indigenous peoples of Alaska have been successfùl 

in ushg their leverage to press their claims For subsistence rights at the federal level. 

Moreover, their legal and political capacity to hinder industrial development has aiso 

sewed them at tirnes at the state level. For example, in 1990, oil companies 

contriiuted to their Iobbying effort to convince the state legislature to recognise their 

subsistence rïghts by amending the state constitution. Companies apparentiy 

considered the granting of these priority rights as an important condition to ensure a 

peaceful relationship with these potential opponents to thek projects?o 



In sum, the political demands by Aboriginal peoples living in the northem part 

of the continent for the legalization of the subsistence spring harvest shouid be seen 

as part of a larger stmggle for the affirmation of thek group rights as h t  peoples and 

the preservation of their distinctive way-O f-He. The harvest is undoubtedly 

considered nutritionaily and economically important but it also holds great socio- 

cultural significance, which belies defining it strictly as an issue of resource 

allocation, 

In this context, the intensification of demands for the amendment of the 

Migratory Birds Convention has been nahually associated with the resurgence of the 

Aboriginal selfhietermination movement in the 1960s and the negotiation of new land 

claims agreements in the North. Aboriginal nations in both coumies have used their 

newly found political resources to press their claims for the protection of their 

subsistence practices and the recognition of their special nght of access to wildlife 

resources. The development of more resourceful and sophisticated political 

organisations, the growing recognition of the legal vaiidity of some of their clairns, 

and the desire of state or southern industrial interests to access northem land 

resources have been used to place the subsistence rights issue on the political agenda 

in both countries. But in pressing their demaads, Aboriginal commmities also 

entered in confiict with other stakeholders in the waterfowl management regirne, with 

competing interests in the birds. 



Non-Aboriginal interests in the Aboriginal subsistence rights 
controversy 

Aboriginal communities are not the only users of waterfowl in North America 

People engage in a wide range of relationships with wildlife resources and they 

beaefit in difEerent ways fiom the contuiued existence of wildlife populations. In 

order to understand the politics surrounding the recognition of Aboriginal rights to a 

year-long harvest for subsistence purposes, it is necessary to briefly consider the 

range of values attributed to wildlife by other social groups. It is partiy fiom the 

values that they amibute to these environmental resources (and fiom the assessrnent 

of available political options) that these actors derive their perception of their self- 

interest in relation to the resource management issues that become the object of 

political action in the context of consenration policy. In order to clariQ the diversity 

of uses involved, table 4.3 divides them on the basis of whether these uses are 

coasumptive or essential in nature. The resulting categories cover the diversie of 

values that will give rise to the positions of the main policy actors in the mbsistence 

rights controversy: subsistence usen, the sport hunting lobby, and environmentaiists. 

The hunting and fishing of wildlife may constitute the most obvious use of 

wildlife resources. They are consumptive activities, where individuais depend on the 

k i h g  of animais to derive utility fiom the resource. However, most hunters in North 

Amenca engage in it for sport or recreational reasons. As such, the consumption of 

wildife by hunters c m  be considered a non-essentid good. The main value of the 

resource is derived from the pleasure of the hunt and the relationship with the land of 

which it is constitutive (and ody tangentidy fiom eating waterfowl)?*' in contrast, 



subsistence hunters rely on the hawesting of wüdlife tu meet their basic needs, o h  

in the absence of well-developed and satisfactory alternatives. For subsistence usen, 

the main vaiue of the waterfowl is reaiised by its direct consumption as an essential 

source of nutritional food or through its use as an irreplaceable artefact in a religious 

cerernony or cdhual practice. 

Existence value 
Essential Subsistence huntingJa Ecolog ical services 

However, and since the rise of the environmental movement maybe 

increasingly so, a great number of people also derive value from wildife resources 

without engaghg in consumptive activities. Bud watching and nature contemplation, 

in particular, have a growing number of adepts who derive significant benefits from 

observing the nahiral world. ReIying on waterfowl as pure public goods, the 

popularity of these non-consumptive uses is such that they now generate more 

economic activity and directiy engage more people than consurnptive uses. 

Among these uses, we m u t  also consider the importance of the broader 

phiIosophica1 and spirituai commitment that people have towards wildlife and the 

natural world. In environmental philosophy and welfare econornics applied to 

environmentai issues, it is now common to speak of the existence vaiue of wildlife; 

Le. vaiue that is derived by individuais from simpïy knowhg that wildiifie exists, even 

if they never plan to see specirnens in the d d ? P  In practicd conservation cases, 



individuals fiecpently cite the simple knowledge that a nahual area exists as a habitat 

for wildlife as the prime motivation for supporting conservation and for their 

willingness to contribute hancidly to the conservation effort. With the satisfaction 

of leaving such habitat for the next generations, the existence value of these habitat 

c m  outweigh the value derived fiom their current or potential direct recreational 

use. 324 

The recognition of such less tangiible benefits is not only relevant for guiding 

wildlife management decisions (which must now achowledge the interests of non- 

hunters); it is also crucial for an adequate understanding of the politicai engagement 

of many people who advocate the preservation or conservation of wildlife for non- 

consumptive reasons. While non-consumptive users will frequently agree with the 

predominant management objective of assuring maximum sustainable yield of 

wildlife populations (and not object to a sustainable consumptive use of wildlife), 

they may often disagree with consumptive users on how the annual yieId should be 

ailocated among users or on whether some harvesting practices should be pemiitted. 

In some cases, non-consumptive users will even question the morality of hmting 

alt~~ether?~'  In any case, in the realm of modem conservation policy, non- 

consumptive environmentalists constitute an autonomous and distinctive group of 

political acton. 

FinalIy, the roles played by wildlife in the proper functioning of natual 

ecosystems cm be coasidered an essential, non-consumptive benefit of their 

contmued presence. in naturai ecosystems, each Living components depend on a 



cornplex web of inter-relations with other components to assure the proper working 

of the system as a whole and their own reproduction within it. By striving for their 

own sumival, wildlife specimen indirectly contribute (as predatoa, as preys, as 

agents of adaptability and resilience, or othenvise) to the health of other species and 

to the reproduction of the natural systems that underpin human societies and 

economies. In this broad indirect manner, human beings benefit fkom the ecological 

services that wildlife performs as parts of ecological systems. 

Viewed in this way, wildlife conservation as a general policy objective cm be 

seen as an attempt to limit the anthropogenic threats to equilibria found in the 

environment, to protect the integrity of ecosystems. Undoubtedly, many ecologists 

actively promote the protection or preservation of species as a mesure of prudence 

towards intervening in the misundeatood and vitai processes of nature. Somewhat 

l e s  obviously, some hunten also defend their consumptive practices on the basis 

that, by regulating populations, they contniute to the non-consumptive benefits 

derived fiom healthy e c o ~ ~ s t e r n s ? ~ ~  

This brief overview of the different uses made of wildlife resources serves to 

highiight two important points. Firstiy, in a context in which the availability of 

resources is bound to be limited by the objective of conservation, claims regardhg 

the need and Iegitïmacy of a prionty or guaranteed access to the resource wiIi be 

made by the different stakeholders. These claims will be invariably revolve, at Ieast 

partly, around the priority that society should grmt to these competing uses and 

values. 



In the case of waterfowl conservation, subsistence users made the case that they 

have a greater and more essential need for access to the resource than sport huriters or 

environmentaiists and that, as such, the validity of their claim does not solely rests on 

treaty and Aboriginal rights but also on superior needs. But this point is not always 

gnuited by other usen. Can subsistence use of waterfowl be coasidered a t d y  

essential need for subsistence in this modern age (of the industrial economy and the 

wetfme state)? Should it not be subject to the essential value of conservation and 

ecological sustainability? And even when this point is granted, the complexity 

associated with translating broad principles into concrete policy decisions and 

regdations often undermines its value. Should subsistence use always benefit fkom an 

absolute priority over al1 other uses? If need is the issue, should subsistence priority 

be based on ethnic criteria? Should subsistence needs translate into unregulated 

rights? 

In surn, making conservation policy involves making collective judgements 

about the compatibility, validity and priority to be granted to the different uses of 

available resources in the absence of consensus arnong competing users. in large part, 

the Aboriginal subsistence rights controversy is precisely about whether, and how, 

subsistence wrs  should be integrated into the existing waterfowl management 

regime in North Amenca, that is about its place in relation to competing uses. 

Secondly, the diEerent categories of users have varying Ievels of politicai 

resources and influence. For social and histoncal reasoos, the waterfowl management 

regixne in North America has historically been dominated by the ùiterests of 



recreational hunters. As we have seen above, sport hunters are the primary 

consumptive users of waterfowl in Amenca. But throughout history, direct habitat 

protection and restoration by private hunting organisations has also played a centrai 

role in conservation efforts. State fiinding for waterfowl management and habitat 

protection has also histoncally been based, in no small measure, on the taxation of 

consumptive users through licensing fies?" According to Lund, this system of 

fbnding of wildlife conservation has historically precluded "a continuing inquiry into 

the value of wildlife [for direct consumption] Ui cornparison with other social goals" 

that could be associated to wildlife management."' As a result, waterfowl 

populations have been managed as a common resource for public consumption and 

the hunters' main policy objective, maintainhg a sustainable maximum yield, has 

been the comerstone of the North American waterfowl regime. 

Over the years, environmentalists have also played an important role in making 

of conservation a central policy objective. But since conservation and sustainable 

maximum yield are largely compatible objectives, environmentalists have tended to 

concentrate theu efforts on the protection of endangered species and wetland habitat 

with minimal conflicts with consumptive users. In fact, huniers and ecologists have 

regularly found themselves on the same side of battles against economic development 

projects destroying valuable habitat. The only notable exception probably concems 

their divergence on granting access to naturai parks and protected wildemess areas to 

consumptive users. 



In contrast, subsistence users, especiaiiy Aboriginal subsistence hunters, have 

been historicaily marginal players in the deveIopment and operation of the modern 

waterfowl management regime. Claiming an open, year-long access to the resource, 

their c l a h  could be easiiy conceived as both constituting a danger to the long-term 

conservation of waterfowl populations and, given a limited annual yield, as a direct 

threat to the share of birds available to recreational hunters. In sum, notwithstanding 

the moral validity of their superior claim to priority based on an essential need, 

subsistence hunters can be seen as a challenge to the main interests of the 

environrnentalists and the sport hunting lobby, both of whom can cornmand 

significant support and resources. 

The sport hunting lobby 

In contrast to other subsistence issues (e.g. whaling, sealing or the salmon 

fishery), the waterfowl subsistence harvest controversy does not include pressures 

tom commercial hmesting activities. Market hunting has long disappeared. 

However, it wouid be inaccurate to conceive of sport hunting as an economically 

insignificant activity, a pure matter of cultural tradition and l e i s ~ r e ? ~ ~  The sport hunt 

is a significant industry in northern and rural parts of the continent. Sport hunting is 

an important part of the tourist industry in many communities in Canada and the 

United States and it generates considerabIe revenues from the provision of Iodging, 

transport, guiding seMces and the sale of equipment. 

Hunting is stilI a popular activity, drawing annualiy more than 1 5  million 

Canadians (or 7% of the population) and 14.1 million Amencm in the eady 



1990s?~* In both corntries, recreational hunters aiso tend to differ fiom the 

demographics of the average citizen. In Canada, in cornparison to the general 

population, hunting is more fkequent among men (constituting 90% of aiI hunters) 

between the age of 25 and 45 living in a rural area and hunters are better represented 

among those with higher incomes, particularly in the $40 000 or more income 

category."' In the U.S., 92% of al1 hunters are men, the buk of whom are between 25 

and 44 years of age. Most of them are also found outside large urban centres (only 

22% Iive within urban aggiomerations of more than one million inhabitants) and live 

in households eaming more than US$30 000:~~ 

The economic impact of hunting activities is also significant. Based on data 

collected by Statistics Canada, it is estimated that American and Canadian sport 

hunters spent about $1.3 billion annually in the Canadian economy in the early 1990s. 

These direct expendinires are estimated to translate into $1 billion in personal income 

and $700 million in governrnent revenues nom taxes. They are also estimated to 

sustain 30 000 jobs and contniute about 5 1.7 billion to the Canadian Gross Domestic 

~roduct?~ in the US., direct annual expendihires related to hunting were estimated 

at USf12.3 billion?34 If une considen that a significant part of these economic 

benefits tend to be concentnited on regions and rurai areas that are generdy poorer 

and less economically diversifieci, we can appreciate that wildüfe harvesting for sport 

can yieid a signincant politicai constituency. 

W1th regards to the economic signincance of waterfowl recreationai harvesting, 

the Canadian Wildlife Senrice estimated that 394 O00 Canadians engaged in 



waterfowl hunting in L99 1 (about 1.9% of the Canadian population), spending about 

$170 million. Unfominately, this number excludes inhabitants of the three temtories 

and Aboriginal hunters living on reserves and, consequently, probably significantly 

underestimates the number of waterfowl hunters in Canada. In the U.S.. the Census 

Bureau and the US. Fish and Wildiife Service estimated that there were 3 million 

bird hunters, spending approximately US686 million annually in the Amencan 

economy in 199 1."' 

In keeping with the economic significance of sport hunting activities, sport 

hunting organisations also command significant resources. The Ontario Federation of 

Anglers and Hunters, the largest organisation of this type in Canada and one of the 

main opponents of Abonginal hunting rights, counted over 80 000 members and 590 

afiliated private hunting and fishing clubs in 1999?)~ Ducks Unlimited Canada, a 

recreational hunting organisation dedicated to the protection and restoration of 

waterfowl habitat, claimed over 100 000 members and was able to raise close to $12 

million fiom hd-raising events alone in 1998:" In the late 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  the organisation 

had an annual operating budgets devoted to waterfowl habitat projects that exceeded 

$35 million? In the US., Ducks Unlimited Inc. counted just over 700 000 members 

and raised more than USS118 million in fiscal year 1999?~' 

To understand the potential political leverage of sport hunters' associations, we 

must dso appreciate the contniution these groups make to conservation efforts in 

North America With the objective of assuring a sustainable maximum yield for the 

resource7 sport hunting associations have histoticaiIy invested heavily in research 



programs, the conservation of habitat, and the rehabilitation of wet~ands.~' For 

example, since its creation in the late 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  Ducks Unlimited has protected and 

restored more than 8.8 million acres of land for wildlife habitat in North ~mer ica .~ '  

Many scientists working with hunting groups, such as h c k s  Unlimited, benefit £tom 

the respect of wiidlife biologists in govemment and universities. Their technical 

expertise makes them serious and informed potential critics of government policy and 

has made them important participants in the wildife management regime, often 

sitting on official technical cornmittees determining the status of wildlife populations. 

Their expertise and their sizeable contribution to conservation efforts on the 

continent, both in terms of taxation revenues eannarked for conservation prograrns 

and direct conservation spending, undoubtedly provide them with some influence 

over the evolution of conservation policy. Not oniy do their representatives 

participate actively in professionai networks with government scientists and ofticials 

but it would seem hard for govenunent agencies not to consider the impact that 

policies may have on their spending decisions. For example, in the course of the 

debates on the subsistence amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention, some 

groups pointed out that, if an adverse decision made caused sport hunters to lose 

interest in the management regime, the majority of the money spent on conservation 

would be lostM2 Considered in pardel with the fact that its economic impact tend to 

be concentrated in rurai areas and its political support among relatively higher income 

rural residents, it becomes apparent that spoa hrmting c m  exert significant politicai 

infiuence over conservation policy. 



Environmenruik and d d i f e  consentation 

While it rnay not benefit fiom the same kind of strategic support that 

recreational hunters possess, the environmentaI lobby for wildlife conservation is 

nevertheless a signincant politicai actor and its organisations can draw from more 

wide-ranging popular support. Even when we exclude the weaker indicators of 

support for wildlife conservation, we still find that 1.9 million Canadians were 

members of wildlife organisations or supported hem tiancially; and that 30% of 

Canadians expïessed interest in doing so in the fii t~re?~ S~unreys nom 1991 report 

that 86% of Canadians thought that maintainhg abundant wildiife was a very or 

fairly important objective. A similar levei of support was found for the preservation 

of endangered or declining wildlife. When isolated, the protection of waterfowl 

populations found the support of 82% of sunreyed Canadians, a higher level than 

smail and large rnammal~.~  

in contrast to hunting, the non-consumptive use of wildlife is much more 

popular and widespread. In the early L990s, 3.9 million Canadians (or 19% of the 

general population) took special trips to engage in non-consumptive activities related 

to wildlife, such as observing or photographing fauna. A significant 11.3% of 

Canadians took trips specially dedicated to observing waterfow~."~ in the U.S., 30 

million people engaged in the same type of activities and, of these usen, 19.1 miIIion 

went on hips specifïcaiiy hvolvhg the observation of waterfow1346 in sum, in both 

countries, direct non-consumptive users cIearIy outnumber consumptive users (not to 

mention subsistence users). 



In contrast to hunters, direct non-coosumptive users are almost equaily divided 

between men and women in both countries. They are also ovenvhelmingly urban 

residend4' There are aiso interestirtg differences in income categories between 

countries and types of users. In Canada, direct non-consumptive usen tend to be less 

over-represented in the higher income categones than hunters, compared to the 

general popu~ation?48 However, in the U.S., they are clearly fomd predominantly in 

the higher incorne brackets, 44% and 23% of users being in households eaming 

respectively more than USSSO 000 and UQ75 000 and more. This offers a sharp 

contrast with American huoten who find oniy 8% and 7% of their members in these 

respective income categones? Finally, like recreational hunters, direct non- 

consurnptive users in both countries are more kequently between 25 and 45 years of 

age. 

In Canada, these direct non-coasumptive usen also poured more money into the 

economy in al1 provinces, with the exception of Newfoundland and Prince Edward 

~sland?'~ In total, national expenditures attributed to the direct non-consumptive use 

of wildlife was estimated in the early 1990s at $2.4 billion annudy, hKice the amount 

attn'buted to game hunting?" In the U.S., non-conslmiptive users' direct expenditures 

were estimated at USOt8.1 billion annualiy?' In both cases, much of these 

expenditures are spent on lodghg, transportation, guiding, food and equipment 

Recent trends dso seem to be working in favour of direct non-consrrmptive 

m. While the nrrmber of hunters declined over the 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  trips and outings 

dedicated to the direct non-consumptive use of wildlife mcreased both in nmber of 



days spent and in number of  user^?^ Moreover, over the 1980s. non-consumptive 

users taking special trips to observe wildlife out-numbered hunters in al l  provinces, 

with the exception of Newfoundland and New Brunswick (where hunters were more 

numerous in the early part of the decade)?% And, as a group, they showed more 

growth potential. While only 15.6% of Canadians expressed great or some interest in 

engaging in hunting, 76.7% expressed the sarne level of interest in engaging in direct 

non-consumptive uses?" 

Chart 4.2 
Trends in the total days on which Canadians engaged In direct 
non-consumptive trips or in hunting (1981 1991) 

- a * -  direct non=consumptive - hunting 

Source: Developed h m  data found in Canadian Wildiii SeMce (1993) 
imwrtanœ of wildri to Canadians: Hbhliahts of the 1991 survev, Ottawa, 
Minister of Suppiy and Se~ces. 

Some environmental non-govemmentd organisations concemed with wildlife 

issues count arnongst the largest and best h d e d  environmental lobby groups in 

The Canadian Wildüfe Federation claims to have 500 000 mernbers. The 

Canadiau Nahue Federation, the Canadian Arctic Resources C o d t t e e  and the 

Canadian Park and Widerness Society claim 100 000, 10 000 and 5 000 mernbers 



l e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ ? ~  WiIdlife organisations can aiso command signincant budgets. The 

World Wildlife Fund's endangered species and habitat programs alone had muai 

budgets of almost $5 miIlion in the early 1990s. The Canadian Nature Federation's 

annuai budget was close to one million dollars and Friends of the Earth (Canada) 

reported about $850 000 for its annual operating budget?s8 The Canadian Arctic 

Resources Cornmittee was reporting about $700 000 in the early 1990s.3" in the 

same period, the Canadian Wildlife Service estimated that wildlife organisations were 

altogether spending $15 1 million annuaily on wildife-related activities?" 

c hatt 4.3 
Trends in participation in direct non-consumptive trips and in hunting 
in Canada (1981 -1991) 

Souice: Developed from data bund in Canadian Wildlife S e ~ œ  (1993) The imoartance of wiidb to Canadians: 
Highhhts of the 1991 survey, Ottawa, Mister of Supply and SeMces. 

American wildlife organisations are nattuaily larger than Canadian 

organisations. During the I980s, the combined membership of the ten largest nationai 

environmental organisations, including the National WildIife Federation, Friends of 

the Earth (US.), and the Sierra Club (U.S.), rose fiom 4 to over 7 million members. 

Over the same period, their budgets aiso increased sigdïcantiy, often increasing by 

more than tenfold And despite some diffidt times in the early 1990s, these 



organisations still command signincant resowces and support. In the early 1990s, the 

WiIdemess Society stili counted on 350 000 members and a budget of more than 

USfl6 million?61 The Sierra Club (U.S.) claimed over 500 000 members around the 

same the?" Among non-consumptive users aione, an estimated 1 1.5 million 

AmerÏcans contributed more than US862 million in membenhip dues and donations 

to wildlife organisations in 1996?63 The National Audubon Society alone reported 

over US$72 million in revenues in 1998.3~ 

While these revenues may still be lower than those of groups like Ducks 

Udimited, they still represent sizeable resources and allow conservation groups to 

mount sophisticated political campaigns to influence conservation policy. They also 

allow them to engage in significant direct research and conservation programs that 

make them important actors of the conservation policy cornrnunity in both countries. 

They are Sorrned and vocal critics of govement policy. Some of them also sit on 

governmental technical cornmittees and engage actively in partnerships for habitat 

restonttion or biological research. In cornparison to sport hunting interests, 

environmenta1ists can c l a h  wider public support (although more urban and l e s  

concentrated in rural constituencies). They c m  dso c l a h  to be representing a 

constituency with a greater (and expanding) economic impact. And while they may 

appear to benefit fÎom fewer hancial resources, several large organisations stitl 

count on very signincant budgets. As a whole, the conservation groups seem similar 

to the environmental lobby as a whole, a sophisticated potiticd coalition finding its 

maui support in the urban midde and upper classes and which depend on broad 

pop& appeal for influence. 



Conclusion 

This chapter demonstrated that, while being very important for economic and 

nutritional reasons, the Aboriginal spring subsistence harvest bears greater meaning 

and significance for northem Abonginal commwities. Its import should be 

appreciated in the context of broader needs and stmggles by Aboriginal peoples to 

protect their way-o'life and to assure their development in the respect of their 

distinctive group identities. In this perspective, it should aot be surprising that, while 

grievances have been dating back to the late 1910s, it is with the nse of indigenous 

rnilitancy that demands for an amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention and the 

recognition of subsistence rights have become more pressing. Tabling on the growth 

of their organisational, political and legal resources, Aboriginal nations have pressed 

their claims for subsistence rights as part of their broader agenda for self- 

determination in the 1960s. They have also used their new-found leverage to force 

hunting rights on the agenda in the context of land daims negotiations with northem 

and southem interests impatient to harness northem natutal resources in the 1970s. 

However, because indigenous claims to wildlife resources are strong and 

unique in their historicai foundations, they challenged the existing order of the 

waterfowl conservation regime in North AmerÏca and they unavoidably confionted 

competing interests in the resource. As we have seen, while Aboriginal subsistence 

users take a minor portion of the continental waterfowl hanrest and while national 

governments have actively argued that theU impact would not increase with the 

tegaikation of their spring harvest, there remained unpestionable uncertainty over 

the precise nature of the Aboriginal subsistence harvest in the North. In this context, 



keeping in mind that renewable resoums are nevertheless Limited and hgile, 

environmentalists and sport hunters were understandably concerned by the 

sustainability of the resource and their own firme share. More precisely, in the 

context of the significant decüne of several waterfowl species for a good part of the 

past thirty years, some key factors, mch as the exact relation of Métis and non-status 

peoples in relation to Aboriginal rights, raised non-ûivial fears about the impact of a 

better access to waterfowt harvesting during the reproductive period. 

As a result, indigenous comrnunities' struggle for the legalization of the spring 

mbsistence harvest has had to face the resistauce of environmentalists and sport 

hunters. These non-indigenous interests have enjoyed a long history of association 

with the waterfowl conservation regime. We have showed that they can count on 

large organisational resources generally associated with effectiveness in political 

advocacy. Both sets of groups have large memberships, important budgets, and 

employ professionai experts with a clear capacity to engage in complex technical 

analysis and actively participate in policy-making. They can both claim to represent 

politically active constituencies, which generate sizeable economic benefits 

particularly important to nuai areas. In surn, despite their differences, 

environmentaiists and spoa hunters both constitute powerful political constituencies 

in field of waterfowl conservation; constituencies that cannot be avoided in policy 

change. Moreover, because of their cornmon concern with the sustainability of 

watedowi populations (even if these concem rest on different kinds of values), many 

environmentaiists and recreationd htmters h d  a common cause in their opposition to 

a more hiberal harvesting regime for northem Aboriginal peopIes in the spring. 



Despite the obvious distributive tensions that ernerge from our examination of 

the issue, the opposition between environmentalists, Aboriginal peoples and sport 

hunters on the Iegalization of the spring subsistence harvest cannot be reduced stnctly 

to a question of resource allocation. In confronting each other over the amendment of 

the Migratory Bir& Convention, these protagonists employed more complex 

discomes which reveaied important diffetences in ideas and values. These divergent 

conceptions of the proper basis of distributive rights, the nature of justice, and the 

character of Aboriginal peoples' relationship to the natural environment are also 

crucial for understanding the Migratory Bir& Convention's subsistence controversy. 

The next chapter examines in detail these ciifferences. 



Chapter 5 

RlGHTS AND CULTURE: DISAGREEING OVER ABORIGINAL 
SUBSISTENCE RIGHTS 

The subsiinœ issue is a colbiin of cultures. 

- Aiaskan wildlife management expert Jim Rearden in 1982 

It was in the spring, M e n  goose food becornes pfentiful. [..] When the goose was 
coming it said: "In the spting here, plants that have just thawed are so tasty. I am 
coming your way!" It knew that it would be hunted and mught by a human being. [..] 
Even if Vley know that they are going to be kiîled, they say that they wil1 corne back 

- Mike Uttereyuk, Sr., a Yup'ik resident of Alaska, telling a story about a 
goose telling a story in 1994 

For eighty years, Abonginal inhabitants of Canada and the United States have 

resisted an international conservation measure which counts as one of the most 

successful examples of international environmentai policy. Obviously, they have 

done so in the name of assuring theu essential needs. Unhindered access to waterfowl 

in the spring is a matter of adequate sustenance for many Aboriginal peoples. in the 

face of Aboriginal demands, environmentalists and spoa hunters have expressed 

concems about the sustainabiüty of this valued resource and womed about the impact 

of Aboriginal spring hunting on their own use of its annual yield This essentially 

distributive depiction of the subsistence right problem associated with the Migratory 

Birds Convention undoubtedly captures an important aspect of the reaiity. But it aiso 

fails to teil the whole story. 



In order to better understand the nature of the controversy and the differences in 

the views of the policy actors involved, we must take a closer look at the discursive 

contours of the issue. An examination of the discourses of the organized interests 

involved over the twenty years spanning the amendment debates reveals that they 

also disagreed on some fundamental ethical issues hindering an easy resolution of the 

subsistence problem. More than a simple question of splitting the resource in an 

acceptable manner, conflicts involved different conceptions of justice and equity as 

we11 as fundamental disagreements over the role of culture in modem resource 

management. 

The objective of this chapter is to sumrnarise and illustrate the terms of the 

subsistence policy debate, which has historically pitted Aboriginal comrnunities 

against environmentalists and sport huntea, by probing its discursive underpinnings. 

We will show that, without denying the obvious economic interests and 

environmental concems associated with the allocation of a limited resource, the 

subsistence debate has largely evolved as an issue of justice and rights and, as such, it 

had been intimately associated with broader demands for autonomy, political 

recognition and culturai survival. As a consequence, many of the clallns made by 

protagonists in the confiict concem the appropriate cntena for justice and equity, the 

compatibility of diverging cuiturai practices with modem conservation, and the 

necessity of subjecting Aboriginal rîghts to Iarger national interests or to Liberal 

conceptions of individual rights. 



Mer a bnef section identifying the key areas of conflict reveaied by their 

discourses, the chapter examines in more details the two key areas of disagreement 

over Abonginal subsistence rights in relation to the Migratory Birds Convention. 

Fkst, we examine the positions of the respective actors regarding the basis for 

Aboriginal rights to wildlife harvesting. We will explain why Aboriginal peoples see 

these rights as group nghts deriving fiom their unique coIlStitutionai and historical 

position in North Amenca. We will also show that environmental and spoa hunting 

groups tend to reject indigenous conceptions of those rights. Then, the next section 

discusses the existence of an Aboriginal environmentai ethic, which wouId underpin 

indigenous harvesting of waterfowl. We probe both the nature of this distinctive ethic 

and attempt to explain the roots of environrnentalists and sport organisations' 

scepticism regarding its value as a self-regulation mechanism. Throughout the 

chapter, an effort is made to go beyond the description of major arguments and claims 

presented by the protagonists by discussing them in the context of contemporary 

social research in Abonginal and environmental studies. 

A collision of cultures: Disagreeing over Aboriginal subsistence rights 

We have seen in the previous chapter that, while being very important to 

northeru Aboriginal communities for socio-cultural, economic and nutritionai 

reasoas, the Aboriginal s p ~ g  subsistence harvest constitutes oniy a smail portion of 

the total North Amencan harvest (about 8%). We have also seen that the ecologicai 

significauce of the IegaiUation of spring mbsistence harvesting was ciBicuit to assess 

for most of the period of amendment negotiations. While waterfowl populations 



currently seem very heaithy as a whole, there were legitunate sustainability concems 

over the 1970s and 1980s. especiaily for some specifïc species. While the on-going 

existence of an illegal harvest alleviated some immediate environmental concems 

about the spring harvest ( m a h g  the case that the harvest was already taking place 

without signincant coosequences), sutricient uncertainties remained to justify some 

apprehensioa by other users of the resource, especially as long as the regulatory 

framework of this new legdized harvest remained imprecise. As a result, Aboriginal 

communities dernanding the legalization of their spring subsistence harvest faced at 

least two challenges: overcoming concem that their spring hunting would threaten a 

potentially declining common environmentai resource and convincing other users that 

their exceptionai status as Abonginal nations justified a pnvileged yearlong access 

right to waterfowl. 

In this context, the main zones of disagreement in the debate over subsistence 

rights and the Migratory Buds Convention have been around 1) assessing the claims 

for justice and equity that would jus@ broadening Abonginal peoples' access to the 

limited annual waterfowl harvest (especiaiiy considering that mch access may 

eventually entail limiting other users' share); and 2) the nature of Abonginai resource 

management practices and whether the exercise of indigenous subsistence rights 

should be regdated for the common good. WhiIe sport hunters and environrnentalists 

share with Abonginal communities a common concem for the sustainability of 

waterfowl populations, they often disagree fûndamentaily on the appropriate 

measures to guarantee nistainability a d o r  on the appropriate bais for ailocating 

resources. Hence, it is generally on a backdrop of cornpeting interests and 



philosophical disagreement that Aboriginal peoples have been fighting for the 

recognition of their rights and the protection of their traditional Livelihood. 

The k t  issue of contention raises severai questions about the appropriate 

allocation of a common but iimited resource. In the absence of a consensus on the 

di s tr i ive  critena to be use& public decisions on the conditions of access to the 

harvest and the aiiocarion of resources are unlikely to find the legitimacy tequired to 

win over the collaboration of affected stakeholders. Should access to natural 

resources be granted as matter of equal rights to ail citizens or should Abonghal 

citizens benefit fiom a privileged access due to their culture and political history? 

ShouId treaties justi@ privileged access to resources for Aboriginal peoples? Under 

conditions of rarity, should subsistence Abonginai access outweigh ali other uses, 

without even assuring a minimum access to other users? Should conservation 

conceras predominate over ail other clairns? EnWonmcntalists, sport hunters and 

Aboriginal peoples have historicdy disagreed strongiy over the answers to these 

questions and it has afTected their positions on the spring waterfowl hunting 

controversy. Fundamental clashes between iiierai conceptions of individual rights 

and Aboriginal peoples' demands for group rights rooted in the histoncal 

circumstances of their nations and necessary to protect their cultures are central to 

these disagreements. 

The second issue of contention - the nature of Aboriginal peopIes relationship 

to the land and its resources - ais0 raises severai policy questions. To assess the 

potential impact of iadigenoris spring huntmg on waterfiowl poppultions (and 



consequentiy on their sustainability and their accessibility to non-indigenous sport 

hunters), one must pass judgement on the conservation practices of Aboriginal 

huntea. Are these hunters guided by a concem for the sustainability of wildlife 

resources? In the absence of strong regulatory controls, are they likely to engage in 

self-restraint in the exploitation of waterfowl at a crucial time for their reproduction? 

If Abonginal self-regulation is granted, on what basis and precepts are those self- 

regdation regimes likely to be built? Are claims about an ancestral Aboriginal 

environmental ethics founded? Or are they convenient fowore? in the absence of 

consensual historical data about Aboriginal resource stewardship, value judgements 

about these questions contnaute to shape stakeholders' attitude toward Aboriginal 

spring hunting; and, as we will see, the fact the Aboriginal environmental ethics are 

rooted in spintual beIiefs tends to clash with modern conceptions of scientific 

resource management, privileged by envuonmentalists and sport hunters. 

in this context, the Aboriginal subsistence rights controversy should not be seen 

as a pureIy distributive issue; it also embodies a collision of cultures, placing at stake 

different conceptions of rights and the value of Aboriginal culture in resource 

management. We now tum to a detaiied examination of these two areas of 

disagreement. 

Subsistence harvesting as a rights issue 

The discourse of Aboriginal peoples draws our attention to their perception of 

migratory birds consemation laws as oppressive measures by foreign and colonial 

powers that underrnine their way-of-Me and deny them thek fiuidamentd rights as 



original inhabitants of this continent. For them, subsistence harvesting rights are 

primarily about the recognition of their distinctive relationship with the land by a 

majority society that has failed to uphold its historical promises and has progressively 

marginalued them on their own land. In this perspective, the stniggle for the 

recognition of their rights to harvest waterfowl throughout the year is not sirnply an 

issue of economic well-being. It is a part of a larger stniggle to regain self- 

determination as distinctive peoples and to uphold, in a manner consistent with their 

contemporary needs and circumstances, their distinctive waysf-life. in this 

perspective, the demands for the legalization of the spring harvest are also demands 

for greater po1iticaI control over the tems of community development, a control that 

is to be exercised in accordance with traditional Aboriginal beliefs and precepts 

regarding the natural environment. In order to understand the foundation of 

indigenous claims, it is necessary to return bnefly to the historical process that saw 

indigenous rights progressively eroded and denied by the dominant society. 

The foundption of Aboriginal and treaty rights 

Contempocary Aboriginal claims for access to wildlife resources are essentially 

claims about group rights. The legaiization of the subsistence spring harvest is no 

different The arguments presented in its favour were prirnarÏly founded on the 

existence of Aboriginal and treaty rights, which derive fiom Aboriginal peoples' 

status as the original inhabitants of North America and their historically unique 

relationship with the European States that colonized the continent The history of the 

Aboriginal peoples' relationship with the Em0pea.n powers that have settled North 

America is long, dti-faceted and somewhat tortuous. But the progressive 



subversion of Aboriginai sovereignty in practice and in law is an important dimension 

of the story. There is now M e  doubt that, throughoat much of the settiement period 

mtü. the mid-19" century? the French and British Crowns approached indigenous 

peoples as independent and organized societies who rightfully occupied the continent. 

Until the early 19" centwy? Aboriginal penons were not even considered subjects of 

the British Crown ( d e s s  they voluntarily became so) and were not submitted to the 

British common law. Correspondingly, they sought to negotiate treaties with the 

indigenous peoples that they encountered in order to assure the peacefil and orderly 

settlement of the land and the development of commerce?65 

From the beginnings, the legal tenns of the relationship between the European 

Crowns and indigenous peoples were a matter of some scholarly dispute. European 

Iegal SC holars and theologians differed in the5 c haracterization of indigenous 

societies and on the nature of their na@ rights, încluding those to property and land 

use. However, fiom the 16' to the 18" century, the dominant legal reasoning 

associated with the seminal conûi%utions of Francisco de Vitoria and Hugo Grotius 

clearIy considered indigenous peoples as independent societies with distinctive rights, 

moted in the principles of nahual law, to the control of their ancestrai lands?" 

According to this perspective, the mere "discovery" of new land was insufficient to 

claim its ownership (except in the rare cases when the land is truiy unoccupied - the 

doctrine of temlorium res nulliur), let alone justXy nilùig over its inhabitants against 

their WU According to this predominant reading of the international law of the tirne, 

the doctrine of discovery merely saved to acquire a monopolistic right to acquire the 

land of Aborigiual peoples vis-à-vis other European powers. It was a doctrine meant 



to regdate the relationship ammg imperid powers in their dealings with the new 

world. While it may have imposed some Limitations on Ïndigenous peoples' nghts by 

constraining their ability to deal with the dflerent Eumpean powers, it certainly did 

not legaily dispossess them of their land and rights?" 

In this context, the colonized temtories could be legitimately appropriated 

solely by obtaining the consent of the indigenous peoples occupying them, through 

the negotiation of treaties or concessions. The only widely recognised exception 

concemed the rights acquired as a result of a rightful conquest. According to legal 

opinions of the t he ,  such a conquest must be the resuit of a rightfid war, which 

should have been justified by aggression or by a breach of the natural law by 

Aboriginal peoples. IncIuding in this category of behaviour, we note mostly the 

refusal to trade with the sealers, a resistance to preaching their conversion to 

Christianity, or the practice of torture and a n t h r ~ ~ o ~ h a ~ ~ . ' ~ ~  The historical record 

suggests both that these conditions were not o h  met and that they were 

neveaheiess repeatediy used to justify wars of aggression by the colonisers against 

indigenous peoples amss  the Amencas. Nevertheless, at least for the northern part of 

the continent, the limited nature of the Indian wars seems to mle out the use of this 

doctrine to justi@ the widespread extiaguishments of Aboriginal title to most of the 

temtories that these peopIes historicaily o c c ~ ~ i e d ? ~  

With respect to hunting nghts more specificdly, the same generai d e s  applied 

to the acquisition of Aboriginal hunting temtories. Vitoria, Grotius, Samuel 

Rrfendorf and Christian Woln, among other prominent legai scholars of these rimes, 



seemed to have believed M y  that Aboriginal peoples had unequivocal rights over 

their huntùig temtories. In the absence of consent to abandon those temtones or cede 

them to the Crown, the colonies would not be founded to h p l y  appropriate them. In 

practice, from the moment of contact up to the mid-19' century, the French and 

British Crowns in North America generally respected the tenns of international law in 

their dealings with Aboriginal peoples and treated them as independent sovereign 

peoples. In some cases, Aboriginal peoples were submitted as a result of military 

conquests; but, more generally, the Europeans reIied on the negotiation of alliances 

and treaties in order to establish a modtts vivendi with them and to allow for 

senlement and commerce. There are ample historical records to show that the colonial 

governments coosidered Aboriginal peoples as independent parties in the negotiation 

of these treaties or  alliance^?'^ 

The Royal Proclamation of 1763 probably most clearly connmied the British 

Crown's view of Aboriginal peoples and their hunting rights in the latter part of the 

~8~ century. Soon after conquering the French in the northem part of the continent, 

the British authonties encountered a renewal of hostilities with Aboriginal peoples as 

the British colony failed to corne through on some of its promises and population 

growth led more settlers to encroach on Aboriginal ancestral lands. In order to 

preserve the peace and maintain several Aboriginal peoples as military allies, the 

British monarch issued a royal proclamation to deheate the terms of its relationship 

with the Abonginal peoples. The Royal Proclamution of 1763 clearly m e d  that 

dl lands that had not been ceded to or purchased by the Crown were to be reserved 

for Aboriginal peoples for their use as htmting temtories. In addition, the 



Proclamation attempted to c o d i m  the Crown's monopoly in securing Abonginal 

titles for settiement by the colonists and f o d y  placed Aboriginal peoples under its 

protection. The Crown aione could issue a permit to trade with the Aboriginal peoples 

and could attnbute land in the unsettied territories to the colonists (presumably by 

obtaining a concession or by purchashg it). In any case, the language of the 

Proclamation suggests that British authorities considered Abonginal peoples to hold 

sufficient title to their ancestral land to guamntee their hunting nghts and to suggest 

the need to obtain their consent before appropriating the land for settlement?" 

This état de fait would soon corne to change both in theory and practice. In 

1758, Emerich de Vattel published what was probably the first significant legal attack 

on the control by Abonginal peoples of their hunting grounds. Vattel, who held a 

strmg moral preference for agriculture and essentially considered hunting as a sign of 

laziness by primitive cultures, found in a Lockean reading of the naturaI law the 

necessary justification for the non-indigenous appropriation of Aboriginal hunting 

grounds. According to Vattel, under the principles of n a m l  law, one can not daim 

as his property more land than he cm inhabit and cultivate for his livelihood. ui this 

perspective, the key determinant of land title becomes the nuitful "aneIioration" of 

the land through one's labour. It is a conception that clearly seems ethnocentric and 

that plays against non-European hnnting societie~?~ 

Even if it ran counter to the predominant interpretation of international law at 

the time, Vaîtel's andysis remains of great historical significance. While it took 

almoa a century for Europe- thought to undergo a complete reversal on the 



question, Vattel's views mark the beginnings of a new legai thinking about the 

European powers' relationship with Abonpinal peoples. Accordhg to his logic, 

Abonpinal claims over large hunting temtories can not be sustained in view of the 

agriculhiral and sustenance needs of the colonies' settiers. This priuciple indirectly 

allowed the colonizers to justify the expansion of thek settlement to the detriment of 

ancestral indigenous rïghts over their land used for hunting. 

This new approach was eventuaily comforted by the convenient evoiution of 

international law. M e r  three hundred years of recognising the independence and land 

rights of Aboriginal peoples, legal scholars made a hini in favour of the submission of 

hdigenous peoples by the more "civilised" European imperial powers. Following in 

Vattel's footsteps, some prominent international law scholan, such as the American 

Henry -ton, banked on the "uncivilised" nature of indigenous peoples to jtistiQ 

the appropriation of their land and to negate the juridical value of existing t rea t ie~?~ 

According to the emerging doctrine, the key determinant of title becornes its control 

by a modem state, a sign of civilisation that Aboriginal peoples do not possess. As 

such, the temtories of Aboriginal peoples can be legally considered without rightful 

owners and legitimately be appropriated by the colonial powers in Amerka and 

Afiica, without consent or compensation. 

in America, as early as 1810, John Marshall, chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme 

Court, followed the new reasoning to state that, when they are not cultivated or truiy 

inhabited, Aboriginal peoples' Iands cm be considered unoceupied and appropriated 

by the settiers. As Ward Churchill points out, it is this same reasoning that 



underpinned such massive European appropriations programs such as the U.S. 

Homestead Act of 1862 and the U.S. GeneraI Allotment Act of 1887, which 

underrnined the Abonginai peoples' land base and eroded their capacity to maùitain 

their traditional l i~el ihood~'~ Ultimately, while American and Canadian law 

continued to view Aboriginal nations as distinct political communities, their 

autonomy came to be subverted by the sovereignty of the Canadian and American 

states in the dominant Iegal order. 

By the mid-El'b century, the situation has also considerably changed on the 

ground. M e r  the end of the war of 1812, Aboriginal peoples were no longer 

considered indispensable military allies. The growth in the non-indigenous population 

and the decline in the Aboriginal population altered the historical rapport de force, 

undemüning the equal status of Aboriginal peoples. Despite the ternis of the Royal 

Proclamation of 1763, the colonial governrnent was incapable ( a d o r  unwilling) to 

prevent increashg encroachment on the use of Abonginal temtories. While the 

IudiciaI Cornmittee of the Pnvy Council, and even provincial govemments, 

repeatedly found violations of the Proclamation and called for compensation, the 

colonial authonties found nothing better to offer than the establishment of reserves?" 

SIowly but surely, colonial authonties submitted Abonguial peoples to a system of 

tutelage and confined them to reserves. 

Progressively, Aboriginal peoples were aiso submined to hmting regdation 

adopted by the Canadian and Amencan goveniments. Despite several coutroversies 

regarding whether Abonginal peoples a c W y  understood or approved such measures 



during negotiations, several treaties contained provisions ailowing governments to 

limit their hunting rights. Many Aboriginal nations have since strenuously argued that 

the oral agreements made at the t h e  did not contain such provisions or that it had 

been originally clearly understood that the ody regulations to be imposed on 

Abonginai hunters would serve to eosure resource conservation. in any case, federal 

and provincial game acts progressively came to be seen as applying to Aboriginal 

peoples. Over time, despite the use of considerable discretion during some penods 

and some lunited exemptions in some areas, Aboriginal hunting rights became 

subject to Canadian and Amencan laws?' In sum, by the early 2om cenhiry, 

Aboriginal peoples' protection against non-indigenous people's encroachment over 

their hunting temtories had been eroded and their sovereignty progressively denied. 

This bnef sketch of the historical evolution that saw the sovereignty of 

Aboriginal peoples over their ancestral hunting temtories be progressively eroded in 

Iaw and in practice allows us to better understand the nature of indigenous claims to 

harvesting rights. For Abonginal peoples, the violation of their rights to harvest 

wildlife on their traditional htmting grouads is a matter of profound historical 

injustice. It either represents the dominant society's attempt to appropriate the use of 

Aboriginal temtories that were never ceded through treaties or it is an inadmissible 

breach of treaty provisions, negotiated between sovereign entities, in which 

Aboriginal negotiatoa had often secured guarantees as to the continued use of theu 

land for their traditional subsistence (and sometimes commercial) practices. In both 

cases, the problem is not one of needs as rnuch as it is one of justice and rights. 



Aboriginal r i g k  and the Migratory Bir& Convention 

This general rationale for dernanding redress is entirely consistent with 

Aboriginal claims regarding the amendment of the Migratory Birds Convention to 

Iegaüze s p ~ g  subsistence hunting. In the context of these debates, Aboriginal 

peoples consistently made the point that the spring harvest was an issue of rights. 

Most Aboriginal organisations argued that Aboriginal nations never ceded, through 

treaties or othenvise, their fundamenta1 rïght to hunt on their territories and that, 

consequently, the Migratory Birds Convention sirnply did not apply to them. 

Moreover, many treaties explicitly guaranteed the on-going use of traditional lands 

for subsistence fishing and hunting. As a result, the enforcement of hunting 

regdations is considered an unjust harasment of indigenous hunters and the 

amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention, in the eyes of Aboriginal peoples, 

wouId simply constitute a long overdue rectification of an historical injustice. 

As Robbie Keith and John McMullen point out in their report on the 

consultation process leading to the amendment of Migratory Birds Convention in the 

mid-1990s, "there [was] near unanimity arnong Aboriginal participants that the 

Migratory Birds Convention closed season provisions be dropped to 'decriminaiize 

the northern spring hunt', since the spring hunt has never been illegal. Rather, the 

Migratory Birds Convention [violatedl their Abonginal and treaty rights, [..]>:" This 

position was dso emphasised in subsequent meetings and correspondence with the 

Canadian Wildlife ~ewice?'~ 

In Alaska, the Iogic of Abonginai claims was essentidy the same but the 

historicd circumstances of the 1970s entded a somewhat dBerent basis for 



demanhg the respect of Aboriginal subsistence rights. As we have seen in the 

previous chapter, the federal govemment successfidiy negotiated a modem treaty 

with the state's hdigenous peoples to clear land title issues in order to dlow for 

resource development in this period The Al& Indigrnous Clainu Settlement Act 

(ANSCA) of 1971 essentially exthguished ail claims indigenous peoples may have 

had based on ancestral use and occupancy of lands and adjacent waters of the state. 

While section 4(b) of ANSCA explicitly abrogated Aboriginal hunting and fishing 

rights, Congress, in its conference report on the legislation, also clearly affimied that 

the federal government would protect Aboriginal interests in the subsistence use of 

the land. This position was later explicitly reaffinned when Congress adopted a 

prionty d e  for subsistence users in the A l a h  National Interest Lon& Conservation 

Act in 1980?" Since then, it has been clearly recognised that the protection of 

indigenous subsistence activities was considered to be an integral part of the 

government's seMement over Abonginai title in the state. In so far as it prevent 

Alaska's indigenous peoples to pursue part of their subsistence activities in the 

spring, the Migratory Birds Convention is cleariy viewed as a breach of Aboriginal 

rights and an impediment to cultural s u ~ v a i .  

In addition, it is important to note that, at least in Canada, most Aboriginal 

communities largely conceive of their hunting right as a rÎght to an wreguluted (or 

self-regulated) and e;rcItCSiVe access to resources. in the context of the debate on the 

Migratory Birds Convention subsistence amendment, many Abonguiai commmities 

fouad very diffidt to accept the viewpoint put forth by sorne non-AborÎpinal people 

that their hamest would need to be controlleb3" Since the take of migratory birds at 



any t h e  is seen as an unconditional right, most Aboriginal c o m m ~ t i e s  believe that 

they cm take whatever is needed to meet their traditional requirements. And as sucb, 

they saw "guidelines, ailocations, quotas, and bag and possession limits as not 

sr 38 1 applicable to thek harvest . 

Govermnent regdations and hamesting by sports hunters were generally seen 

by Aboriginal peoples as taxing the resources serving as the foundation of the 

traditional economies of many ~ommunities?~~ For example, on sharing the resource 

with non-Abonginai usen, the Lnnu nation of Labrador argued that: 

"It is equally unacceptable to propose that Aboriginal peoples have the 
right to a [sic] Spring harvest, but then to go on Say that al1 other 
residents should have the same right. This will result in greater pressure 
on the resource and it will fail to make the distinction between 
subsistence and sport harvests. To do so would be to make that 
Aboriginal right completely without meaning. The long term effect 
couid be to deplete the resource to the point where Innu people would 
no longer be able to h a r ~ e s t . " ~ ~ ~  

Some Aboriginal nations, such as the Cree and the Naskapi of northem Quebec, 

excluded the possibility that non-beneficiaries of treaties would participate in the 

spring hunt? Other Aboriginal nations and associations agreed to share the resource 

with other users on the strict condition that a prîonty right of access be granted to 

Aboriginal hunters. Non-Aboriginal subsistence users, and more rarely sport hunters, 

would then be granted the Limited privilege to hunt waterfowl, if at ail, only once 

Abonginai users had satisfied their needs. And generdy, this privilege, as well as the 

conditions of its exercise, would be determined by Aboriginal communities 

themeIves or by comanagement authorities allowing for equai Aboriginal 

representati~n?~~ Throughout the eariy 1990s, most Aboriginal organisations either 



opposed the possibility of a non-Aboriginal subsistence harvest or insisted that non- 

Aboriginal access to the spring harvest be controlled by Abonginal or CO- 

management wildlife management boards?86 

Conservation is genedy  seen as the oniy objective that could over-ride 

Abonginal hunting rights. However, while they supported conservation rneasures in 

theory, many Aboriginal communities thought that it should be left to them to decide 

when they were necessary and how they should be enforced. For exampie, the innu 

nation told the govenunent during the consultation process that: 

'The Imu Nation does want to ensure that migratory birds will aiways 
come to Nitassinan, and it is willing to hplement additional 
conservation rneasures if it LF convinced that these are indeed 
needed."3" (emphasis added) 

In this context, the considered opinion of wildlife state authorities was rarely seen as 

suficieut for imposing quotas and regulations on Aboriginal users. Associations most 

often insisted on self-regdation by Aboriginal communities or, as an alternative, 

agreed to CO-management structures which wodd be used for joint decision-making 

with govenunent agencies, relyhg on shared data including traditional Aboriginal 

know ledge. 

In sum, despite fkecpentiy insisting on the difference between the essentiai 

needs imperative of their subsistence harvest and the ~ ~ o u s  aspect of the sport 

hunt, Abonginai hunters and spokespersons clearly presented their demand for a 

subsistence amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention as a rîghts claim. 

emphasishg the fundamental nature of their bistoric treaty and Abonpinal rights to 



maintain their traditionai activities on theu ancestral lands. They also decried the 

histoncal injustice perpetuated by the Migratory Birds Convention by viotating and 

negating these rights. Amending the Migratory Bir& Convention is, for Aboriginal 

peoples, primanly a matter of justice. And as a fiindamental group right (and since 

the 1990s a clearly constitutional one), the exercise of the right to subsistence hunting 

should be exempted Eorn being restricted by the state and accompanied by a 

significant measure of Abonginal control. 

But in presenting their claims in this way, Abonginal peoples met resistance 

from environmentalists and sport hunters who, even when they recognised the legal 

and histoncal foundation of Aboriginal claims, disagreed on the achial extent of 

Aboriginal rights. 

Environmentalikts and subsislence righb to water$iowl bawesting 

The environmental movement harboured many doubts about the extent and 

nature of indigenous peoples' rights to the subsistence harvest of waterfowl 

throughout the year. As a whole, envimnrnentalists were not opposed in principle to 

the recognition of the special needs of those living a mbsistence iifestyle in the 

northem part of the continent and many even agreed that Aboriginal peoples had 

special rights to the resource. However, they were not wilhg to concede an 

meguiated access to subsistence users in the spring, whether they were Aboriginal 

or non-indigenous hunters. Moreover, some environrnentalists rejected the idea of a 

legaiized Abonginal spring hanrest dtogether. Their particular opposition will be 

discussed in the next sub-section. 



in essence, the central concem of ali environmental groups lay in the 

consequences of opening up the management regime to a larger group of hunters for 

the sustainability of bird populations, especially those aiready under duress due to the 

loss of natural habitat. They generally couched their claims in terms of the defence of 

the "public" or ''national" interest and stressed that wildlife resources are a public 

good managed by govemments on behalf of all citizens. As such, the over-riding 

objective of the management regirne should be to assure its long-term mstainability 

for the public good and its maximum sustained yield to accommodate as many users 

as possible. Such an objective could easily necessitate the curtailment of al1 uses in 

times of over-hanresting and certainly justified and required the continued monitoring 

and regulation of al1 waterfowl populations and harvests, including any Aboriginal 

harvest. For environmentalists, an effective waterfowl management regime implied 

above d l  that all uses would be adequately regulated by the state. 

In this context, most environmental groups looked upon the legalization of a 

spring Abonginal hwrest with some wariness and apprehension. Already concerned 

with the decline of some goose and duck species, environmentalists feared that a 

legaiized spring harvest would generate greater pressure on populations during the 

reproduction penod when the resource is particularly vuinerable. Many ecologists 

endorsed the govemments' argument that the regulation of spring subsistence hunting 

as a legitimate activity could prove more effective for managing waterfowl 

populations than a poorly enforced ban on spring hunting?" But they feared that the 

Canadian and Amencan governments would do a poor job of monitoring and 

enforcing regdations against a politicaliy sensitive constiïency. Policies of lenient 



enforcement against Aboriginal hunters adopted over the years by the Canadian 

govemment were cause for suspicion. And the debates raging in Alaska over the 

1970s and 1980s as the State was struggling with its domestic subsistence laws also 

fiielled the concems of environrnentalists. 

At the time, many Alaskan enWonmentalists and resource managers had been 

protesting state and federal subsistence laws entrenching a pnonty access for rural 

subsistence users in the management of the State's wildlife resources. The adoption 

of these laws, many conservationists claimed, would make the sound management of 

sr 389 wildlife resources "vhaily impossible . By legally requiring the assessrnent of 

the impact of all new regdations on subsistence users, Americaa mbsistence laws 

were considered to enmesh envimnmental regdations into inextricable layers of 

bureaucracy as well as making them vulnerable to lawmits by unsatisfied interests. 

For many wildlife scientists and environmental groups, subsistence laws were 

polluting environmental concems with political and cuitml consideratiom. As one 

prominent conservationist put if '?he subsistence laws in Alaska have nothing to do 

with scientific fish and game management: they are a politicai allocation scheme, an 

intrusion of politics into fish and game management, a thomy complication."3W In 

this perspective, when politics are allowed to overtake science in wildife 

management, the inevitable r e s d  is resource depletion and mismanagement. 

These concerns led many environmentalists to stress that an amendment 

Legaliang the Aboriginal s p ~ g  harvest should be accompanied by an increase in the 

enforcement effom of wildlife agencies and a reduction in the annual quotas of other 



h u n t e r ~ ? ~ ~  In any case, no harvest should be lefi unmonitored and unregulated T h e  

Aboriginal use of wildlife must also be subject to regdatory rneasures designed to 

conserve wildlife, notwithstanding the extent to which these resources are required 

for ~ubsistence."~~~ For many environmentaiists, if the cuaailment of subsistence 

hunting was required for conservation reasons, then subsistence users should be 

compensated by govements for their lost of food and income. But at al1 &es, 

public management of the resource for the common good should prevail over ail 

categories of users. 

C l a h  by Abonginal peoples that they had a long track record of responsible 

stewardship did not seem to be sunicient to win over environmentalists to the idea of 

limited or self-regdation. in fact, the belief that modem conditions had profoundly 

altered the meaning and legitimacy of subsistence rights served to weaken the claims 

of Abonginal communities in the mind of many environmentalists. For some 

environmentalists, it raised doubts about the reai nibsistence needs of Aboriginal 

communities as well as cast a shadow over their responsible management of the 

resource. in a brief filed with the Canadian Wildlife Service by the Canadian Nature 

Federation and the International Council for Bird Preservation, these environmental 

organisations affirm that: 

"In most cases, residents no longer face the heters of near starvation 
that led to the urgent need for fiesh m a t  in the past. At the same the ,  
the carrying capacity of the species' environments has decreased over 
the Iast cenhiry while Aboriginal hunting now involves al1 the modem 
technology used by non-indigenous hunters. Consequentiy, a m a t  deal 
of abuse exists. Eye witnesses report that in some cases the cumnt 
illegal hunt is nothmg short of a wholesale massacre."" 



In sum, notwithstanding claims about traditional Aboriginal management, there 

shouid not be any Uusions about the contemporary environmentai performance and 

ethics of Abonginai hunters?% 

Similarly, claims of traditional Abonginai knowledge were not seen as 

justifjring the absence of stringent regulations on Aboriginal spring harvesting or the 

complete delegaiion of such regulatory responsibilities to Aboriginal hunters 

themselves. Environmentalists were not necessarily opposed to the use of traditional 

Aboriginal knowledge as a complement to scientific data and methods for 

management decisions; the Manitoba WildIife Federation even applauded the 

initiative of some Abonginal bands to instil traditional management philosophies in 

modem management regimes?" But environmental organisations nevertheless 

clearly saw professional resource management as the essence of the waterfowl 

management regime. Aboriginal community management systems were clearly not 

considered adequate substitutes and Abonginal representatives' emphasis on theù 

traditional ethics and knowledge did not deter environmentaiists from advocating a 

strong regulatory regime. 

Envirownental. and Equai Access 

In addition to a predorninant concem for appropriate regdations to assure 

sustainability, a second dimension of the subsistence rights issue permeated the 

discourse of severai environmental organisations: the appropriate basis for granting 

access to a controiied spring harvest. WhiIe severai environmentalists did not express 

any opposition to a prionty AborÎginaî harvest as long as it was adequately monitored 



and controlled, rnany of them opposed the recognition of Aboriginal subsistence 

nghts on the basis of a different conception of justice. While Aboriginal peoples 

stressed their Aboriginal and treaty rights and condemned their violation by the 

majority society, these environrnentalists, joining most sport hunting organisations, 

argueci that justice required the recognition of an equd right of access to al1 citizens. 

In theu view, the legaiization of Aboriginal spring hunting constituted an injustice by 

granting them a privileged access to resources on the basis of ethnicity. 

This point is illustrated by the statements of several wildlife federations. In a 

1992 brief on the Migratory Birds Convention amenciments proposais, the Canadian 

Wildlife Federation put it this way: 

T h e  Federation believes, however, that access to waterfowl populations 
in the spring should apply to al1 northem residents. We are very 
concerned with the government's preoccupation with granting special or 
preferential rights to persons based on Aboriginal status or Ihguistic 
differences, instead of promothg increased equal individual rights for 
al1  anad di ans.'^^^^ 

In its correspondence to the Canadian Wildiife SeMce, the Newfoundland- 

Labrador Wildlife Federation illustrated a sunilm understanding of the issue: 

"Within an amending process, a wide variety of interest groups must be 
given equal consideration, and none alfowed to benefit to the forced 
exclusion of another. Conceding 'special or prionty priviieges', based 
upon genetic or racial charactexistics, is a fonn of apartheid and is a 
recipe for failure to ail concemed, ÏncIuding the waterfowl. A person's 
genetic background should have no infiuence on whether hdshe can, or 
m o t ,  hunt and kilI waterfow1. Withlli reason, Mestyle, geography and 
residency are legitimate subjects for consideration, but using racial 
features oniy promotes racism, discrimination, alienation and ioss of 
cooperation. As a redf  such concepts are not appropriate in the 
development of an international conservation document, since the l o s  



of cooperative endeavor will eventually mean the loss of concem and 
respect for the integrity of waterfowl poptdati~~.'d9' 

In the same period, the Northwest Temtorks Willife Federation stated that it 

did not support the 1979 Protocol legaüPng the spring harvest for Aboriginal hmters 

because 

"it [did] not address the whole problem of unequai access to waterfowl 
for d l  northerners. It [didj not provide the opportunity for non- 
Abonginal northem residents to hunt in the spring. This approach 
appears to be based on race rather than faimess and equal opportunity 
for ail resource  user^."^^^ 

Other environmental organisations took similar positions throughout the debate?99 

In the 1990s, a similar position was taken regarding CO-management bodies to 

be set up to regulate hawesting activities at a local level. These environmental groups 

supported cosperative management in prïnciple but opposed any scheme that would 

only allow for the participation of Aboriginal communities and govenunent 

representatives in decision-making. According to hem, al1 stakeholders should have 

equal access to decision-makuig forums." In the U.S., these views were even more 

prevaient. Early experiences in CO-management, such as the Yukon-Kuskokwim 

Delta Goose Management Plan institutions, included al1 the important stakeholders. 

Moving to a form of CO-management that would exclude non-uidigenous stakeholders 

was clearly not among the considered options. 

Some environmental groups, such as the Canadia. Nature Federation, took less 

sanguine positions on the matter of equality of access and they did not appear to 

necessady oppose the recognition of special nghts for Aboriginal peoples. In fact, as 

long as there is no preferential treatment accorded on the basis of ethnicity, aiI 



environmentaiists agreed to a priority right of access for subsistence users. This was 

not the case for sport hunters associations. 

Sport Hunters: Subshtence, Priviïege und Equuiify 

It shouid be no mrpnse that sport hunters' associations also feared that the 

legalization of a spring subsistence harvest by Aboriginal peoples would result in 

excessive harvesting of waterfowl populations. Facing declining populations of some 

key species of ducks and geese in the 1970s and 1980s, sport hunters in both 

countries feared that the legalization would invite more people to harvest fkagile 

species. Canadian and Amencan sport hunters were apprehensive that these new 

hunting rights would be extended to a growing nurnber of Aboriginal persons through 

the on-going negotiation of modem treaties. Rapid population growth in indigenous 

comrnunities and the uncertain statu of an undetermined number of Métis people 

also suggested that the number of harvesters codd eventually increase dnunaticaily. 

Moreover, in the late L970s, the concerning status of some key geese 

populations of the pacific fïyway led the California Waterfowl Association, a 

prominent sport hmting organisation, to travel to Alaska to lobby Aboriginal hunters 

to stop takùig eggs and hunting these species of geese. Under the circumstances, spoa 

hunters on the West Coast hardly felt that the regdatory regime should be weakened to 

make easier the northem harvest of geese during the sensitive spring season. The 

legaiization of a subsistence exception to the closed season was largely seen as 

potentidy detrimental to a s d g  the maximum sustainable yield of waterfowl 

populations. In the worst of cases, it would undermine the sustainability of species; m 



the best of cases, it codd still mean curtailing the annuai qyotas of recreational 

hunters to make room for a greater subsistence harvea And this could hardly be 

considered good news. But to consider sport hunters' opposition only from this angle 

would limit us to only part of the story. To understand the nature of their opposition, 

we must aiso examine the ethical foundations of their categoncal rejection of 

Aboriginal subsistence rights. 

in the Migratory Birds Convention amendment debates, the Ontario Federation 

of Anglen and Hunters (OFAH) was one of the most vocal sport hunting association 

involved on the Canadian side. The association has also been one of the strongest 

opponents of an Aboriginal amendment to the Migratory Bir& Convention and it has 

systematicaily opposed the entrenchment of "special rights" for Aboriginal hunters in 

international and domestic legislation. 

On the issue of legalizing the Aboriginal subsistence harvest in the spring, 

OFAH rejected al1 amendment scenarios that would grant a spring access to 

Aboriginal communities without extending the sarne rights to non-indigenous 

hunters. The association has been among the most insistent in advocatîng for an 

"equai treatment before conservation laws" and condemning any legal regime that 

wodd differentate among hunters "on the basis of race". Moreover, OFAH has 

categoricdy rejected the recognition of an Aborigind treaty right to spring hunting. 

It has even denied the existence of a long-standing tradition of s p ~ g  harvesting by 

many northern Aboriginal peoples, arguing that limited technology made this practice 

unlikely untii modem timeses40' 



In a 1993 article on the subject, Gord Gall- land use specialist for the OFAH, 

wrote that: "The arguments advanced by provincial (and therefore other than Inuit) 

Aboriginal groups that the amendment [legaiking the spring Abonginal harvest] 

should acknowledge a treaty right to spring hunting are categorically rejected by this 

tr  402 federation . Moreover, he questioned the special position of Aboriginal 

communities in relation to hunting rights: 

''Aboriginal peoples in the provinces are opposed, however, to non- 
Aboriginal spring hunting on the bais that spring hunting is an 
exclusive Aboriginal right and on the basis that non-Aboriginal access 
to spnng birds would pose significant conservation problems. This 
federation believes that conservation knows no race, and Aboriginal 
access to spring waterfowl when fall access exists also poses significant 
conservation problems. It should be remembered that pnor to the 
Migraory Birds Convention Act and other wildlife harvesting 
restrictions, ail residents of Ontario had the "right" to harvest at will. It 
was, however, in the interests of conservation and to ensure the 
availability of wildlife resources in perpehiity that this "right" was 
voluntarily re~tricted.'~' 

Gallant's position is problematic at several levels. First, it clearly ignores that, since a 

Supreme Court of Canada's decision of 1990, it had already been clearly established 

that Aboriginal and treaty rights could be curtailed for the purpose of assuring the 

conservation of environmental resources? It also fails to recognise the spccial 

nature of Aboriginal and treaty cights as rîghts pre-existing the establishment of the 

Commonwealth or attn'buted through contractual means by the Crown itself and that 

carry special constitutional stahis. But the OFAH's position does illustrate clearly 

sport hunters' refusal to see Aboriginal peoples afforded any special status in relation 

to wildlife resources as a result of their unique historicai ckcumstances. 



The rejection of any special consideration for Aboriginal subsistence hunters 

was also prevalent in Alaska where the issue of priority subsistence rights has been 

hotly debated with respect to domestic legislation as well as in the context of 

amending the Migratory Birds Convention. For example, at the thne of the adoption 

of a state legislation on subsistence hunting in 1978 as well as of the federal 

subsistence provisions of the AMLCA, opponents of these measures regularly 

accused politicians and state officiais of promothg "a racist law", of establishing 

39 405 "two classes of Alaskans" or of setting "whites against Natives . 

In particular, the idea of a privileged nght to subsistence hunting for a sub- 

group of the population (be they indigenous peoples or even al1 northern rural 

residents) seems to clash with Amencan political culture, emphasising a liberal 

conception of individual equaiity rooted in universality. As the histones of Amencan 

and Canadian Aboriginal policies both demonstrate, the concept of Aboriginal rights 

per se has often been criticised on the basis of equality arguments and objectives of 

assimilation have often prevailed in policy or public opinion over the recognition of a 

special status406 But, in Alaska, the issue seems to have acquired more prominence in 

relation to guarantees of access to natual resources?' M e n  it acquired statehood in 

1958, equaiity of access to public resources by al1 citizens had been arnong the most 

debated issues in constitutionai discussions and the principle that "wherever 

ocamhg in their n a m l  state, fish, wildüfe, and waters are reserved to the people for 

cornmon use" was entrenched in the state constituti~n.~~ This principle has been 

ciearly interpreted to mean equaI access. 



In this context, granting an exclusive or even a priority access to waterfowl to 

subsistence usen seerns to many people as a breach of equïty and violation of 

citizem' rights. While public opinion poUs done in the early 1990s suggested that a 

majority of Alaskans agreed with special measures for rural subsistence users, 

opponents, including sport hunters, have particuiarly vocal in their opposition? As 

an example, in summarising public comments on the introduction of subsistence 

priority provisions in the early 1980s. the Delta Jmction Advisory Cornmittee of 

99 410 Alaska wrote: "People just plain expect equal treatment under the law . 

Speaking about the subsistence issue in 1991, Rupert Andrews, the 

representative of the National Rifle Association for Alaska, explained the sport 

hunters' opposition to priority subsistence rights in these terms: 

The story in Alaska is that everybody else has always won - big oil, big 
money, big environmental groups - and the sportsmen have taken it in 
the pants. [..] Frankly, they're fed up with being treated like second- 
class citizens. We're not agaiost subsistence. We're against a system 
that afIows it for some people and not   th ers.'^" 

The intensity of opposition was such that a group of non-nrral citizens (mostly 

nom Fairbanks and Anchorage) formed an association named Alaskans for Equai 

Fishing and Hunting Rights in the late 1970s to promote a constitutional initiative 

that would essentiaily have prohibited any discrimination in the allocation of fish and 

wildIife on the basis of race, sex, economic status, land ownership, local residency, 

p s t  or current dependence on the resource, or Iack of al te mat ive^?^ 

In sum, both American and Canadian sport huntea' associations objected to the 

Legalization of an Aboriginal subsistence spring hanrest in the northern part of the 



continent. In thek argumentation, hiberal notions of individuai equality occupied a 

central position. While the environmental consequences of legaliang the spring 

subsistence waterfowl harvest were feared (both for the potential decline of bird 

popdations per se and for the resulting reduction in waterfowl quotas attniuted to 

recreational hunters), equity considerations were at les t  as important as ecological 

considerations in the sport hunters' opinion. In fact, in the event that a subsistence 

exception be inserted in the Convention and domestic implementing legislation, most 

recreational hunting organisations argued that a controlled spring harvest should be 

opened to al1 subsistence users regardess of ethnicity. 

Subsistence harvesting and the Aboriginal environmental ethic 

Both to support their c l a h  aga- the necessity of stringeut regulation of 

Aboriginal subsistence harvesting and to weaken their opponents' resistance to the 

recognition of their rights, Aboriginal peoples did not solely rely on rights arguments 

but also stressed their record as responsible stewards of the land. in practice, this 

argument ernerges as a necessary counter-argument to waniings by non-indigenous 

interests that an unrestrained access to waterfowl resources by Aboriginal peoples 

would inevitably lead to abuse of the resource. In opposing this view, most 

Aboriginal peoples argued that Aboriginal hunting practices are guided by a 

distinctive environmental ethic which assures sustainable wiIdlife management 

practices (and consequentiy justifies the absence of state regdations or at least thek 

delegation to Aboriginal communities). 



This line of argument derives from a broader and contentious debate about the 

environmental ethic of First Nations within the field of enWonmenta1 policy. Writing 

about the indigenous viewpoint on conservation, Georges Erasmus, a Dene and 

fonner national chief of the Assembly of Fint Nations, explains the fundamental 

cuihiral difference between Aborigind and non-Aboriginal people in this way: the 

fonner regards wilderness as an integral component of "Mother Earth" with which 

they must live in harmony, while the latter sees it as a recreational, and perhaps 

luxurious aspect of their lives. According to him, Aboriginal peoples have much to 

offer to conservation: "a profound and detailed knowledge of species and ecosysiems, 

ways of s h a ~ g  and managing resources that have stood the test of tirne, and ethics 

9, 413 that teconcile subsistence and CO-existence [of humans and wildemess] . 

According to this view, Aboriginal culture, as a transgenerational transmitter of 

expenentiai and spintuai knowledge about the environment, adequate wildlife 

management practices and hunhg skiIls as welI as responsible environmental 

attitudes, should be seen as a guarantor of responsible environmental stewardship. 

During debates on the amendment of the Migratory Bir& Convention, this viewpoint 

was fkequently expressed by Aborigind peoples. For example, in a consultation 

workshop held in Goose Bay in the early 1990s, the representatives of the Innu nation 

spoke of the Aboriginal environmental ethic adopting this h e  of argument: 

T t  shouid be clear that the Innu practise conservation. It is not necessary 
for Innu people to have conservation ofnces: our culture makes 
conservation an inherent part of our iifé on the land It is simply not 
acceptable for an Innu person to harvest more food then [sic] can be 
consumed at the camp. Any person who did this wodd be disrespectfid 
to the a h 1  spirits, and wouid not have good hunting success in the 



m e .  In addition, they would be subject to censure by the 
~ ~ ~ ~ t y . ~ ~ ~ ~  

The LittIe Red River Cree Nation of Alberta made a similar aainiation about 

Aboriginal practices: ".. we contend that our specific hmting practices are 

ecologically sound and do not pose a threat to c~nservation.'~'~ The Pas Indian 

Resewe representatives, also speakmg on behaif of the Assernbly of Manitoba Chiefs 

at a meeting in Winnipeg, aiso defended Aboriginal hunting practices and wamed 

about regulating Aboriginal subsistence hunting that "legislation should not try to 

elirninate our cuiture"? The representatives of the Grand Council Treaw No.3 

(ANshinabes of the Ojibway Nations of Northwest Ontario and Northeast Manitoba), 

while adrnitting the need for more stringent conservation measures, insisted that 

better conservation measures called for the integration of traditional practices based 

on "spiritual consciousness" and modem resource management techniquesJt7 

Some of these statements illustrate the arnbiguity of the Aboriginal 

environmental ethic fron the perspective of modern ecology. There is no doubt that 

Aboriginal spirituai and traditional beliefs about nature are less anthropocentric than 

modern science and prevalent Western attitudes about the natural world. There is also 

ample evidence to show that many Aboriginal hunting practices are infbsed with 

ethical standards of conduct that are conducive to ecologicaily prudent practices (e.g. 

waste of wildlife is o h  forbidden, rotation of hmting sites or the establishment of 

informa1 seasons can prevent excessive harvesthg of some populations) and that, at 

least in some documented cases, these n o m  have led to effective self-regdation, 

includmg for waterfowl use? However, it is also evident that these d e s  and 



practices are at least p t l y  derived fkom a spiritual understanding of the natmal world 

that has Little to do with the scientSc principles of wildIife e c o 1 0 ~ ~ ~ ' ~  And the extent 

to which al1 Aboriginal hunters are bound to these principles is not clear. 

The spirituai foundation of traditimd Abonginal environmental management 

In examining uidigenous Arnerican beliefs toward the environment, Booth and 

Jacobs identiQ the foI1owing precepts as common to most Abongind culhires: 1) the 

Earth is a conscious, living being who is the source of the spirit of a11 its inhabitants 

and She must be treated accordingly with respect and loving care; 2) indigenous 

peoples consider the natuni1 environment as an integral part of themselves (and vice- 

versa). T'heu peaonal histones and their sense of self are inseparable fiom the 

specific physical places that they inhabit. They rely on an ontology that does not 

clearly distinguish between themselves as beings and the land that they inhabit.; 3) 

the idea of kinship with other living beings (and sometimes inert objects or n a m l  

phenornena) is central. Deriving their spirits fkom a common Mother Earth, animals 

are seen as non-human penons, engaging in relationships with humans, desenring 

respect as reIatives and sometimes even bearing rights.; 4) the world exists as an 

intricate balance of its components and human beings must stnve to live within this 

balance, iucludiug in their relationship with animals. Reciprocity and mutual respect 

are fundamentai elernents for maintaining such bala~ce~~O 

These spirituai precepts explain why we tend to associate Abongind peoples 

with responsible and prudent enWonmental practices. As long as one considers the 

natural enviromnent as a üvhg sacred belli& constitutive of one's self, depletion and 



abuse become synonymous of profanation, sacrilege, disrespect for relatives, and 

even self-mutilation, These precepts shed some light on the spintuai underpinnings of 

Abonginal hunting ethics. Traditionai Aboriginal h m h g  practices will respond to 

the necessity of maintaining an appropriate relationship with the hunted animals as 

non-human persons. 

Most anthropologists writing on the subject have linked directly spiritual beliefs 

and hunting behaviour. In studying the Koyukon people of Alaska, Nelson finds that 

"al1 actions towards nature are mediated by considerations of its consciousness and 

sensitivity. The interchange between humans and environment is based on an 

elaborate code of respect and mordity, without which survival would be 

je~~ardized. '~~ '  According to him, the Koyukon people sense that they !ive in a 

world inhabited by animals who are aware, personified, feeling beings who can be 

offended. As a result, they must be treated with proper respect, partly for fear of 

retaliation. While animals are not offended to be killed for use, there must be no 

waste and the kiiling must be humane. For the same reasons, the Koyukon culture has 

developed a number of taboos regarding the handling of the carcasses and the meat of 

the harvested animais? 

Harvey Feit has extensively documented the htmting culture of the James Bay 

Cree people in Canada and he fin& a similar set of moral precepts derived from 

spirituai beliefs about animais. For example, in exarnining the beliefs of the 

Waswanipi Cree in the early 1970s, he notes that anirnals are thought of as being 

"lüce persons" with independent wüls and who can understand human beings. In the 



Cree worldview, anim.lk wiUiagIy offer themselves to the hmters, sacrincing their 

bodies for the hunter's nourishmeot while theV souls r e m  to their own space to be 

rebom when they desire. In retum for the offering, the hunter has the responsibiiity to 

treat the animal with respect, avoiding in£licting mdue Mering in killing, taking 

appropnate care of the carcass, and avoiding waste and unnecessary harvesting. In the 

event of inappropriate behaviour, the animal spint could decide not to return and even 

to warn other rnembers of its species to avoid the disrespectful hunter. As a resuit, 

unethical practices are thought to result in a decline in the numbers of anirnals 

offerhg themselves to human beings? 

Reviewing evidence on a broader range of subarctic eastern Abonginal 

cornmunities, Martin fmck sirnilar n o m  prevailing in their cultures. The relationship 

between the hunter and hunted is crucial and marked with respect, including noms 

banning the waste of animal parts or refhining hunters corn taking al1 memben of 

flocks or herds. In many cases, the animals are not killed unless their consent is 

secured in the spirihial world (through divination or revelation)? The inningement 

of these n o m  would resuIt both in social disapprovd and in retaliation by the animal 

spirits. 

h a more extensive review of Amencan Aboriginal ecology, Hughes h d  

similar moral hunting codes in existence across a wide range of Abonginai cultures. 

Accordhg to hùn, Aboriginal peoples traditionally consider "hunting to be a spvituai 

encounter between two conscious behgs who stood in reciprocal relatiooship to one 

another, a reIationship that operated through rit~al''?~~ A good hmter is celebrated in 



many cultures as one who kills oniy when the food is needed, leaves gifts for the 

aninids in the forest, and treats them with kindness and patience. In rehim, animais 

help him in the hunt. Among a diversity of rituais designed for appeasing and 

attracting animal spirits or for the purification of the hunter after the hunt, Hughes 

also commody finds behaviod precepts associated with sustainable hunting 

practices. Among those, he mentions the interdiction of waste of animal parts, 

limitations on the nurnber of animals taken at one the ,  or the interdiction of 

harvesting some species in particular seasonsPt6 

These studies demonstrate that the Aboriginal hunting ethics is rooted in a 

particular cosmology (where animals play an important role) and a different 

epistemology (where the matenal world is alive and knowledge is often revealed 

through spiritual processes and transmitted through ancestral narratives) that is 

considerably at odds with the Western scientific view of the world. Hunters engage in 

personal relationships with animal specimen and communities. The statu of this 

relationship and the conscious will and feelings of animais bave a direct causai 

bearing on fluctuations in the availability of animals. 

The point here is not to paint Aboriginal comrnUEilties as deaden cultures 

trapped in a pre-modem era, negating the evolving nature of Aboriginal cultures. The 

objective is rather to show the inhwent complexity of the Aboriginal environmentai 

ethics, a complexity that defies the simplistic depictions of Aboriginal peoples as 

either "natural ecologists" or as "Msophisticated wanton over-expl~iters"~ There is 

no doubt that Aboriginal hunters c m  exercise great skills and possess a vast and 



intimate knowledge of animal behaviotu and its ecological determinants by reIying on 

traditionai Abonginal know1edge4*'; but the structure of their traditional 

environmental ethics and at least part of their knowledge is denved ffom an 

episternology and a cosmology that are inherently foreign to modern ecology and 

Western society. As such, daims about responsible stewardship based on Abonguial 

culture can be difficult to accept for those adhering to a western scientific 

understanding of resource management. 

Traditional Abonginal knowledge and Aboriginal waterfowl management 

It must aiso be noted that the spiritual dimension of the indigenous 

environmentai ethics cannot be confined to a vestige of the pre- and early-Contact 

era. It is clear that the "modernization" of Aboriginal cultures has led them to absorb 

some modem concepts of ecological management. For example, Jostad, McAvoy and 

McDonald have found in their study of the environmentai ethics of Abonginal 

communities in Wisconsin and Montana that Abonginal land managers expressed the 

same environmental beliefs as tribal elders but expressed them using the more 

modem tenninology of resource management!** Some Aboriginal persons have 

acquired scientific training and are iacorporating scientific precepts to their 

traditional knowledge. Many bands have used their administrative and political 

autonomy to develop environmental management plans similar to those produced by 

non-indigenous communities. But, for most people, their beliefs are still rooted in 

spirituaiity or derive ftom a complex mix of scientinc and spiritual knowledge. 



Some authors, most notably Hanrey Feif emphasise the similarity between 

modem concepts of ecology and Aboriginal understanding of human-nature 

relationships. In his view, 

"the stnking feature of [the Cree ethno-ecology] is that while the mode 
of explanation, the causality that anhates the Waswanipi ethno- 
ecosystem model, is very different fiom a scientinc account, the 
structurai relationships descnied are for the most part isomorphic with 
those of a scientific account of the relatiomhips of hunter to animai 
population. Despite the ciifference in world views, the Waswanipi are 
recognizably concemed about what we would cal1 ecological 
relationships, and their views incorporate recognizable ecological 
principies.'As 

in other words, despite radically different views on the causal relations explaining 

changes in wildlife populations, there are striking analogies between Aboriginal 

views of an appropriate human-nature relationship and some of the precepts derived 

fiom the modem science of population ecology. Moreover, it has become comrnon 

over the past years to table on these analogies and the extensive experiential 

knowledge of Uidigenous communities to advocate the integratioo of traditional 

knowledge into modem management and policy processes?O 

But the stnking analogies hardly make scientific resource management and 

Abonginal environmental ethics substitutable systems of howledge and 

management. As Preston, Berkes and George point out, 'îwe have learned that 

disceming Aboriginal conservation practices is more subtle than m g  to discover 

9, 431 current principles of environmental management in an Aboriginal guise . 

in the context of this research, this m a t i o n  rings particulariy true with 

respect to the beliefs of northern Aboriginal peoples regatding waterfowl 



management- The spiritual foundation of the Abonginai environmental ethics, and its 

corresponding Limitations fiom a scientinc viewpouit, is illustrated by statements 

such as this one made by the Indian Association of Alberta on the conservation 

implications of an Abonginal subsistence right: 

"me birds] go where they must go to feed the people of this world. 
That's what we believe. You people must also not be frightened that our 
leadership wodd jeopardise the existence of these Buds. The First 
Nations People know that these Birds corne to our lands at the right 
times at the right places as determined by the Creator, not by man.'"* 

in sum, the birds seemingly respond primarily to d e s  about their role in the 

Aboriginal reiigious world view; anthropogenic factors appear secondary. 

Similar beliefs are vividly illustrated by a recent study of traditional Aboriginal 

knowledge in rural coastal Alaska. Collecting the Abonginal traditional knowledge of 

six Yup'ik communities in north-western Alaska about geese ecology, Fienup- 

Riordan found that the Yup'ik view of geese as non-human persons codd lead to 

striicingly diEerent beliefs about their management than the ones espoused by non- 

indigenous resource In her i n t e ~ e w s  with community members, she 

found that they generally referred to geese as sentient, conscious beings with 

decision-making capacities who respond to personal relationships with the hunters. In 

correspondence with the Aboriginal traditional beliefs reported above, the 

interviewed Yup'üc hunters believed that, if the geese did not like the way that they 

were treated, they would not rehrrn. 

Accordhg to Fienup-Riordan's study, these Yup'ik beliefs ofien translated to 

recognised principles of '%se use", such as the interdiction of waste or the abstention 



Eom taking d l  the eggs of a nest or ai l  the specimens of a flock. But it dso redted 

in beliefs and precepts that are quite at odds with modern scientific management. In 

particular, the research interviews showed that a central tenet of goose hunting for 

Yup'ik people is that the more birds people harvest, the more will retum the 

foIIowing season. Accordhg to the author, "the decline of the geese does not reflect 

overharvesting by Yup'ik hunters. hstead, it is limited harvests that insult the geese, 

99 434 causing them to go elsewhere . 

This central tenet was beld by many interviewees, and not solely by elders, and 

was often clearly seen to be at odds with the way wildiife managers tried to manage 

the geese populations. One interviewee put it this way: " While they are available, we 

should gather without limits. [..] If we follow the niles of the pst ,  the land's source 

of food, the fish, the geese, and birds won? be gone forever [..] If we use the white 

people's d e s ,  the food source won? increase"? Another one, decrying wildife 

managers' insistence on studying wildlife, thought that, 'khen the geese had no one 

t7 436 to keep an eye on thern, there were so many . Another interviewee was of the 

opinion that %ecause [Yup'ik hunters] don? kill a lot of geese Like they did in the 

p s t ,  the numbers have declined. Because white men are keeping a close eye on them 

[..], they are makhg the goose population decrease"?' 

These beliefs are perfectiy consistent with the type of Aboriginal cosmology 

described previously. But this anaiysis of the fiindamental cause of decline in geese 

populations dong the west Coast is aiso in direct contradiction to the hdings of 

Arnerican wildlife managers who attri-bute the trend at least in part to over-harvesting 



by hunters dong the Pacinc flyway. It is equally at odds with the analysis of local 

Yup'ik resource managers that have been traiued in the professional n o m  and 

techniques of resource management. Fienup-Riordan has found some of them to be 

caught between respect for the traditional ways of the5 communities and their fear 

that the traditional precepts would spell disaster for waterfowl resources."* 

Hence, in the rift between science and spirituality seemingly lies an important 

source of disagreement ii contemporary debates about Aboriginal wildiife resource 

rights and management: Abonginal peoples insist that theu time-hoooured practices 

and beliefs embody principles of ecology that have served nature better than scientific 

resource management; but non-indigenous stakeholders find it hard to accept that 

resource management be allowed to rest on anything but the scientific underpinnings 

of professional resource management, especiaily on a spirituality and cosmology that 

they do not share. 

Environmentafkts: Subsiktence und Modem Ecology 

In the subsistence rights debate, this clash in world views becomes evident 

when we examine the opinions of environmentalists concemed with the sustainability 

of waterfowl populations. Historicaily, the North American environmental movement 

has harboured very positive attitudes towards Aboriginal peoples (at least in the 

abstract), Environmental pblosophers and activists have generally regarded 

Aboriginal culture and religion to be models to be emulated by Western culture with 

regards to their attitude towards nature and animals. Their more explicitIy holistic and 

eco-cenûïc world view was thought to embody a much better disposition toward the 



naturd world t'an the one embodied m the Western anthropocentnc ethics of 

progress and utiIitarianism and of the domination of nature inspired by Christian 

morality. Rooted in equd respect for other k g  organisms (and even inert objects or 

climatic phenornena), Aboriginal world views were clearly perceived by 

environmentalists as inspiring an ecosophia - a phiiosophy of nature - that could 

inspire the modern environmental movement. 

In fact, environmentalists showed such approval for Aboriginal environmental 

consciousness that Roderick Nash, in his seminal The Rights of Nature: A Hktory of 

Environmental Ethics, asserts that non-Aboriginal peoples' bbrediscovery of 

indigenous Amencan religious and ethical beliefs became a characteristic of modem 

97 439 environmentalism . In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Aboriginal writers, such as 

the Sioux author Vine Delona, Jr, were widely read for their views on environmental 

ethics. Recoilections of speeches by prominent Aboriginal chiefs, such as Seattle and 

Standing Bear, were favourably quoted and used in environmental advocacy material. 

In speeches and writings, Aboriginal peoples were often descnied as "the fïrst 

97 440 ecologists . In sum, most environmentdists cieariy believed that Abonginal 

peoples were the depositories of some ancestral environmental wisdom and that their 

environmental attitudes and practices were good examples of effective stewardship 

of n a W  resources. 

However, this favourable disposition by envkonrnentalists toward Aboriginal 

peoples has suffered some damage over the last decades. Growing scepticism 

regarchg Aboriginal peopIes' respectful and benevolent attitude toward nature has 



even given way to hostility in some occasions. In exarnining American debates on the 

issue, Schwartz even notes what he considers to be "a noticeable undercurrent of anti- 

Indian sentiment" within the environmental mo~ernent.~' This change of heart by 

part of the environmental movement can be attniuted to a number of factors. 

Firstiy, there has been some debate in the 1970s and 1980s about the accuracy 

of depicting Aboriginal cultures and religions in such favourable environmental 

ternis. Anthropological and ecological studies of Aboriginal peoples' impact on 

nature in the pre- and early contact periods have shown that they had had a significant 

impact on nature and wildlife resources. According to White, such impact, while 

seemingly rernaining within the realm of ecosystem sustainability, had already 

suficiently altered the nahiral environment to preclude talking about wildemess 

(understood as nature unafTected by human use) for huge areas of North Arnerica at 

the time of contact.u2 

Moreover, there is now mbstantial evidence that, in the post-contact period 

Aboriginal hunters actively contrîbuted to the over-exploitation of some wildlife 

species. While there is signincant debate about whether the development of the 

market economy and the fur trade were in fact the key detenninants, it seems certain 

that, for whatever reasons, many Aboriginal communities participated actively in 

such unsustainable endeavours, such as the decimation of beavers and north-western 

whdes populations. In addition, some authors examining Aboriginal hunting 

practices in the 1960s and 1970s simply fomd no evidence of signincant 

conservation practices and they contributed to the emergence of a more critical 



attitude toward Aboriginal environmentai ethics" in retrospect, as White points out, 

most ecologists appeared at k t  to be more interested in what Aboriginal peoples 

thought or in using Abonginai world views to criticize industrial abuses of nature 

rather than in examining their actual environmentai practices" As a result, 

environmentalists' views on Aboriginal peoples' environmental practices were 

founded on a great deal of ignorance and simplistic assertions. 

In any case, with tirne, anthropological studies increasingly demonstrated how 

Aboriginal environmental practices are deeply and primarily rooted in a particular 

spiritual beliefs system. In this context, to cast Aboriginal peoples as conservationists 

may have at best distorted the historical reality and meaning of more complex cultural 

practices by imposing on them Western values and concepts without much 

significance in Aboriginal cultures. At worst, such erroneous characterization may 

have led us to misunderstand the role that Abonpuid peoples played in the 

exploitation of envkonmentai resources. In any case, once the nature of Aboriginal 

environmental ethics is more accurately uncovered, it becomes more difficult for 

ecologists to see Aboriginal peoples as models to emulate in resource management* 

Their world view may inspire modern ecologists at a spintual and philosophical level; 

but it becomes harder to accept their approach to resource management when its 

foundations rest on a spintudity and an epistemology that one does not share? 

Secondly, a number of environmental conflicts have raised doubts about 

Aboriginal communities' contemporary desire to place environmentai protection and 

sustaùiabiIity above development concerns. The average Abonginai commUMty in 



North Amenca d m  hi& rates of unemployment and poverty. Under severe 

pressures for economic and socid development, Abonginal communities often h d  

themselves in a hard position to tum d o m  development projects that may have 

negative enviromnental impacts and, in severai cases, enWonmentalists have found 

themselves on the opposite side of these communities, fighting projects that are seen 

prirnarily by Aboriginal peoples as important sources of employment and royalties? 

Similar encounters resdted when Aboriginal peoples were fond  to engage in 

time-honoured wildlife harvesting activities with great economic and cultural 

importance touching species that environmentai groups wanted protected for 

ecological, aesthetic or political reasons. Environmental campaigns against seal 

hunting in the Canadian Arctic or against the resumption of subsistence whaling in 

northem Canada and along the Amencan west coast certaidy revealed such profound 

instances of cultural misunderstanding and clash of opinions. In the seai controversy, 

southem environmental groups repeatedly accused Aboriginal communities of 

dismisshg relevant ecological information or of putting profit ahead of the 

environment (albeit under the veil of protecting subsistence and cultural needs)?' 

The United States has aiso seen controversial cases where Aboriginal hunters have 

been caught killing endangered species for reiigious needs, sparking rancorous public 

debates with en~ironmentalists.~~ 

Thirdly, several ecologists, like many sport hunters, harbour strong doubts 

about the meaning and legitimacy of subsistence practices in a modern context. in 

particular, %e notion that Indians exercising their unique hunting rights ought to do 



so oaly with 'traditional' weapous seems to be gaining credibüity among 

r* 450 environmentalists . In the U.S., sport hunters and environrnentaiists have argued 

publicly in some cases that Aboriginal harvesting rights should be strictiy iimited to 

hunting and f i s h g  technologies that were avdable to them in the nineteenth century 

(at the time when the treaties were signed)?" In the case of Aboriginal waterfowl 

harvesting, several Canadian and Amencan envhnmentalists thought that the use of 

modem technologies, such as semi-automatic shotguns and snowmobiles, proved that 

these were not ''traditional" subsistence practices. 

These positions are defended in a number of ways. Many environmentalists 

tend to assume that the purpose of Aboriginal subsistence rights is to allow 

Aboriginal comrnunities to preserve Ui a pristine fashion their ancestral ways-of-life. 

When modern technologies are used, Abonginal peoples are no longer preserving 

nich ancestral ways and their claim for special rights loses legitimacy in the eyes of 

these environmentalists. They should then be incorporated into the general regulatory 

regime for wildlife management. In other cases, it is argued that, while the limited 

technologies of ancestral practices worked to restrict the potential impact of 

Abonginal harvesting on common resources, the use of new technologies threatened 

the sustainability of resources. Even if the use of modem technologies could be seen 

as part of the traditional practices, their instrumental effectiveness would necessitate 

the incorporation of Aboriginal users in the regulatory framework. in other words, 

traditionai Aboriginal management may have worked in a low-technology era but it 

cm no longer apply in a modern enviromnent 



Finaily, another related and common argument concentrates on the 

acculturation of contemporary Aboriginal commdties. W l e  traditional Aborïgllial 

management regimes may have worked in previous centuries, the fact remains that 

contemporary Aboriginal commUILities are losing their traditional cultures. Many 

Aboriginal peoples are being assimilated; the traditional social structures a .  

dissolving. Younger generations no longer participate as much in the traditional ways 

and the oral transmission of traditionai knowledge, on whkh the Abonginal 

environmental ethics depend, is not takllig place. Aboriginal cultures, and their 

potential value as a mode1 of environmental management, are being inevitably eroded 

by moderikation. As Douglas Buege put it, "in the face of several hundred years of 

colonialim, how couid we expect people to preserve in pristine fashion their 

traditional ways of life, especially when Euro-Americans have practically pounded 

their econornics, and mords into [sic] these peoples?"?2 in other words, the 

Aboriginal environmentai ethics may have been prevalent at one tirne among 

indigenou hunters but current circumstances preclude relying on it to assure the 

proper contemporary management of wildlife resources. 

In recent years, environmental studies research bas been sensitive to these 

issues of technological and CUItural change in Aboriginal communities. In 

correspondence with some of the environmentalists' concems, several biologists and 

anthropologists studying indigenous environmentai practices have found that the 

ethical context of hunting is indeed ch-g in many communities. Examiniog 

hunting practices in the Moose River region, George, Berkes and Preston noted 

transformations in the culturai tradition of Aboriginal htmting, marked by greater use 



of technology. The authors point out that changing traditions have altered the ethicai 

context of hmting and lead to the harvesting of Iarger quantities of waterfowl? This 

nndmg is consistent with similar studies that have fotmd a sharp increase in 

Aboriginal waterfowl harvests in the post-war periodf4 In another recent study done 

in northern Ontario, Tsuji and Nieboer have also found that traditional management 

practices were fdlïng into disuse and that the traditional precepts of Aboriginal 

wildlife management were not being transmitted to recent generations. According to 

the authors, coupled with the use of more effective gun, meat preservation and 

transportation technologies, these cultural changes put into question Aboriginal 

environmental ethics and knowledge as the foundations of an effective conservation 

regime? 

In s u ,  environmentalists' conternporary attitudes toward Aboriginal peoples 

should be described as "sympathetic scepticism" at best and, in some cases, there is 

clearly hostility and antagonim. Aftw an original period of overwhelming sympathy, 

envkonmentalists now seem less unconditional in their suppoa of Aboriginal 

environmental management. A more accurate understanding of the foundations of 

Aboriginal environmental ethics and the experience of seved confkontations over 

Aboriginal harvesting and development issues over the Iast decades in North America 

have seemingly led environmentalists to reconsider their judgement about Aboriginal 

peoples' environmental performance. 

There is dso a fair bit of prejudicial romanticism involved in the tendency to 

deny the existence and value of traditionai Aboriginal practices when these do not 



confonn tu our pre-conceived image of the indigenous subsistence hunter. 

Nevertheles, the use of modem technologies and the histoncd loss of the traditional 

ways of Life in many communities are seen as having weakened whatever reliable 

community wildlife management system there May have existed historically. As a 

result, while harbouring some sympathy for their histoncal plight and generally 

condemning past injustices, environmentalists are nevertheless increasingly unwilIing 

to accept to recognise Ullfettered Aboriginal rights to natural resources on the basis of 

the histoncal and legal claims to such access. On the issue of subsistence rights, many 

environmentalists are doubtful that Aboriginal ethics would offer any guarantees to 

the sustainable management of natural resources. Hence, as we have seen in the 

previous section, there was generally a clear insisteme on governent regulation of 

the Uidigenous subsistence harvest and a defuiite resistance to the delegation of 

management authocity. 

Sport huntem, subsistence and the Aborfginal environmental ethic 

In both countries, sport hunter's groups also questioned the existence of an 

Abonginal environmental ethic that could serve as a safieguard against abuse. in 

Canada, the Ontano Federation of Angiers and Hunters (OFAH) sirnply clairned that 

there is no convincing evidence of the existence of such Aboriginal conservation 

practices. It denied that "indigenous management systems" served as ~ e ~ r e g d a t i o n  

mechanisms in Aboriginal communities, arguing that such claims have been fdsified 

by histoncal evidence. For example, in subrnissions to the Canadian WiIdlife Service, 

OFAH repeatedy aiIeged that Inuit hmters have IocaiIy extVpated goose populations 

in areas such as Southampton Island It dso argued that some Illisustainable and 



irresponsible practices, such as corraliing moulting ad& and flightless juveniies for 

slaughter, were also part of Aboriginal hunting traditions? Under these 

circumstances, sport hunters argued, any spring subsistence harvest should be 

stringently regulated to prevent abuse. 

Moreover, several sports hunters associations denied the existence of true 

subsistence needs by indigenous peoples. The Waterfowl Habitat Owners Alliance, a 

sports hunting association from Califomia, argued in the early 1980s that 

governments could postpone the resolution of the subsistence issue because, "after 

ail, the spring hunt in Alaska is Iargely for a preference food and for recreation. Its 

basic purpose is not bottom line subsi~tence.'~~' Northem rural residents, it is 

generally argued, have a sufncient access to a rnix of employrnent and income- 

support programs, complemented by wildlife resources during the fa11 and winter, to 

assure their sustenance. in this context, many sport hunters argue, genuine need for 

waterfowl meat in the spring to assure adequate nutrition (that is real "bottom line" 

subsistence) is now a marginal occurrence. 

These difficulties in accepting Abonginal claims for subsistence needs in the 

context of a modem society also reveal an important rift in the understanding of the 

nature of "subsistence" Bghts between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal stakeholders. 

As we have seen, Aboriginal peoples view their traditional hunting practices as 

identity-affhhg practices, inextricable fkom their spiritual Iife and their social 

identity. As a result, subsistence rights are not solely about economic and physical 

preservation; they are also about the cultural SUCVivai of societies under the stress of 



modernization. In contrast, many sport hunters view these claims for a culturai 

definition of subsistence with some suspicion and they tend to favour a more Limited 

conception of subsistence needs, associated with the concept of sustenance. 

According to sport hunters, subsistence rights ought to be mostly about having 

enough food to assure one's ~urvival?~ They are consequently considered as we 

have seen in the previous section, individual rights associated with purely individual 

needs. The cultural aspect of Aboriginal claims is minimised. And, while histoncally 

the 'bue" nature of subsistence would have naturally limited the potential size of this 

harvest (because there are physicd lirnits to what hungry people can eat), the 

interpretation that contemporary Aboriginal peoples are giving to subsistence could 

potentially result in an ever expanding harvest going fa beyond actud food 

requirements. The sheer potential size of the harvest given the use of modern 

equipment and the number of Aboriginal huaters argued in itself for submitting 

subsistence hunters to an adequate set of regtdations. 

Moreover, while sport hunters accepted that indigenous peoples could use for 

traditional h a n c i i d  the non-edible body parts of waterfowl otherwise killed for 

food, many of them rejected the idea that birds could be taken for the primary 

purpose of engaging in cultural practices. in any case, sport hunters rejected the 

option of allowing the commercial sale of waterfowl to aIIow Aboriginal peoples to 

acquire the means of subsistence through a limited participation in the cash economy. 

Mead, they strongly argued for a clear prohiohibition on the commercial use of the 

birds and advocated that stringent cegulations be in place to prevent shipping bùds 



outside the immediate locality of the hunter. F W y ,  since many of them deny the 

existence of an Aboriginal environmental ethics, spoa hunters also argued against 

any delegation of management authority to Aboriginal cornmunities. In al1 cases, they 

argued, the federal or provincial States shodd remain the sole competent authorities 

to manage the waterfowl resource. 

ConcIusion 

This oveMew of the codlicting discourses of Abonginal, sport hunting and 

environmental interests in the debate on the legalization of the mbsistence spring 

harvest reveals that the issue rests clearly at the crossroad of environmental and 

Aboriginal po iitics. Behind disagreements about approaches to environmental 

management and the equitable distriiution of natural resources lies a more 

fundamental difficulty in recognising the essential difference of Aboriginal peoples 

from the majonty society and about iascribing this difference in public law and 

administration regarding wildlife policy. 

In this sense, the subsistence rights contmversy fits comfortably within the 

history of Abonginal policy and politics in North America. It embeds a confrontation 

between liberal conceptions of individual equality and Aboriginal demands for the 

recognition of a difference that ought to bear special rights. Such a conf'rontation 

characterises much of the recent history of Abonginal peoples' stntggles to reclaim 

their autonomy within societies that have attempted to eradicate thek merence 

through assimi1ation poiicies. In Canada, it may have been particularly well 

illustrated by the short history ofthe 1969 White P q e r ,  which attempted to repudiate 



Aboriginal peoples' historicd demands on the basis of the pre-eminence of individual 

rights. In a similar manner, many environinentalists and al1 sport huntea' 

associations opposed subsistence rights on the basis of individual equaiity arguments. 

In the same vein, the nature of Aboriginal claims for direct control over 

waterfowl resources and subsistence harvesting met the same type of opposition nom 

non-indigenous society as broader dmands for self-government have received over 

the past decades. Even sympathetic attitudes toward Aboriginal demands for more 

autonomy and control over their own lives tend to tum into cesistance when non- 

indigenous people redise that more Aboriginal self-detemination may imply 

upholding Aboriginal values that are cooflicting with important Liberai values or 

world views. in the case of waterfowl management, we have seen that Abonginal 

clallns about the need to provide them with greater control over resource management 

or at least to base management p d y  on their own culture have been received with 

scepticism and opposition by non-indigenous stakeholders. Aboriginai environmentai 

ethics were considered inadequate substitutes to state regulation and daims of 

Aboriginai distinctiveness were often simply rejected. in probing the underlying 

reasons for this response, I suggested that it partiy lay in a distrust of indigenous 

environmental ethics and Abonginal management regimes, which would rely 

primarily on traditional Aboriginal notions of human-environment relations foreign to 

modern scientific management principles. 

This chapter broaght to light another dimension of the politics of the indigenous 

subsistence rights controversy. It showed that, in addition to common concems about 



the sustainability of waterfowl populations per se, several environmental groups and 

recreationd hunting associations also shared sorne values and worldviews that led 

them to jointiy oppose a subsistence harvest amendment to the Migratory Birds 

Convention, The transnational coalition of envitonmentalists and recreationd hunters 

that played a key role in the politics of amending the Migratory Birds Convention 

should not be solely conceived as a coalition of interests, concemed about the 

distriiution and availability of resources. It also reflected some deep-seated 

differences in values and in conceptions of rights and justice. 

The last three chapters have explained the nature of the subsistence controversy 

and the basis for the conflicts between some of the groups involved in its politics. The 

last two chapters of the dissertation now tum to the actual events that marked to the 

two consecutive atternpts at entrenching subsistence rights in the Migratory Buds 

Convention between 1975 and 1997. 



Part III 

The Politics of Amending the Migratory Birds Convention 



Chapter 6 

THE FAILURE OF THE 1979 PROTOCOL 

This chapter provides the k t  account of the failed attempt by Canadian and 

U.S. governments to arnend the Migratory Birds Convention in order to recognise the 

right of Aboriginal peoples to hunt waterfowl for subsistence in the spring. In the late 

1970s, after over 50 years of recrimination, the national govemments of both 

countries suddenly atternpted, but failed, to rectify the situation by arnending the 

international convention to meet Aboriginal demands. in this chapter, we investigate 

both the reasons underlying the sudden opening towards Aboriginal peoples and the 

reasons that led to the failure of the 1979 Protocol Arnending the Mimatory Birds 

Convention. 

The chapter's objective is to demonstrate how the ratification of the 1979 

Protocol-has been blocked in the United States by opposition from a coalition of 

environmentai groups, recreational hunters and sub-national state wildlife agencies. 

Al1 feared that the Protocol's implementation., particularly in Canada, would lead to 

sharply increased and uncontroiied kiils by indigenous peoples and endanger the 

sustainability of bird populations. In other words, it is argued that non-state and sub- 

national state acton have played a determinant d e  in stopping this change in 



continental regime and that purely state-cenhic models of regime change could not 

have properly accounted for the facts of the case. 

Furthemore, 1 also argue that the institutionai context of treaty-mahg and 

ratification in the United States and Canada played a key role in structuring the 

politics that led to the demise of the 1979 Protocol. The chapter demonstrates how the 

constitutionai requirement for Senate approval of international treaties in the U.S. 

provided an institutional veto point to Canadian and Amencan non-govermental and 

sub-national state organisations, allowing them to force the negotiation of a parallel 

agreement and then essentiaily kill the Protocol by preventing its approval by the 

Senate. And the transnational coalition succeeded in blocking regime change despite 

the clear preferences for the adoption of the amendment by both national 

governments. 

After exploring the domestic and international factors that led to the American 

and Canadian govemments' agreement to negotiate a formal subsistence exemption 

to the Migratory Bir& Convention, the chapter explores the preferences of policy 

actors and provides an historical anaiysis of the political dynamics that led to the 

demise of the 1979 Rotocol. It concludes with a discussion of the case study's 

implications for our theoretical framework outlined in the first chapters of the 

dissertation. 



The impetus for change 

Mer fifty years of unanswered protests by northem nsidents, it is worth asking 

what led the American and Canadian governments to finaily seek a formai 

subsistence amendment to the Migratory Buds Convention in the mid-1970s. What 

ultimately made the subsistence issue a pnority item for continental environmentai 

diplomacy? The answer Lies in a multiplicity of interdependent factors, including the 

rise of the modem indigenous political movements in both countries and state desires 

to access and exploit northern nahua1 resources. 

Dtweïopntents in the United States 

in the United States, two important developrnents in the Iate 1970s provided a 

new impetus for a modification of the subsistence hunting provisions of the 

continental regime for the conservation of migratory birds. The fkst one was 

domestic and tied to the settlement of indigenous daims in Alaska. The second one 

was international in nature and concerned the interplay among international treaties 

dealing with the conservation of migratory bu& in the United States. 

The fm set of domestic pressures to liberdise the d e s  regarding a sprhg 

subsistence hunt of migratory birds in Alaska emerged as a r m l t  of the adoption of 

the Alaska Indkenous Claims Setdement Act (ANCSA) in 1971. The iegislation 

implemented a negotiated agreement with the indigenous communities of Alaska 

regarding the use of the State's land and nahnal resources. Alaskan Aboriginal 

signatories to the agreement retained a territory representing roughly 12% of the 

State's land (about 44 million acres) as well as other benefits. The transfer of land 



titles was partly aimed at securing a sufnciently large area for ensuring the pursuit of 

indigenous subsistence hunting practices. Section (d)(2)(A) of the ANCSA also 

authorized the Secretary of the Interior to set aside up to 80 million acres of federal 

land in the State for the creation of national parks and ddl i fe  refuges, on which 

controlled subsistence hunting could be permitteci. Niue years later, this clause led to 

the adoption of the 1980 Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act (AMLCA) 

by the Carter Administration, which was partly adopted in fiiLfiIment of the 

commitments made through the Aiaska indigenous Clairns SeMernent ~ c t ?  

In the years following the adoption of ANCSA, a few initiatives were pumied 

to meet indigenous grievances regardhg subsistence hunting. In 1978, shortly pre- 

empting the federal govement, the State of Alaska adopted Iegislation r e q u i ~ g  the 

State's two Boards of Game and Fisheries to adopt regdations pemlltting subsistence 

hunting. The State's legislation targeted people who traditionally depended on 

subsistence hunting to survive and established that, whenever the harvest of fish and 

wildiife had to be curtailed for conservation purposes, subsistence users would be 

granted priority over other wers. The State provisions met with much opposition but 

some people thought that State action might at least forestdl firrther federd 

intervention in the management of Alaskan natural resources. It did not. 

in 1979, in the context of the debates that preceded the development and 

adoption of the broader AMLCA, the House of Representatives adopted a policy 

declaration "assuring the opportunity for Alaskan Natives and others io choose a 

subsistence Iifèstyle"?' Considered particdarly important for the ruraI inhabitants of 



the State, many of whom were still dependent on migratory birds for food during the 

spring and summer when other sources of food are scarcer, the policy was often cited 

by wildlife authonties as an unequivocal statement of policy objectives regarding the 

nibsistence issue by elected representatives. About a year later, the ANILCA itself 

withdrew 100 million acres of federal "national interest land" for the creation of new 

national parks, granting the right to hunt for subsistence in these areas solely to those 

inhabitants who ûaditionally hunted on these lands. It also contained a broader 

section, Title Vm, oficially entrenching the 1979 policy in federal law and 

specifically legislating a pnority, preferential access to wildlife resources for "non- 

wasteful subsistence uses" by m l  inhabitants of the Sate? 

The ANILCA declared that, consistent with sound scientific management 

principles and the conservation of fish and wildlife resources. the use of public lands 

in Alaska should cause "the Ieast adverse impact possible on rural residents who 

depend upon subsistence uses of the resources of such lands" and that the non- 

wastefùl subsistence uses of fish, wildlife and other renewable resources be "the 

priority consumptive use" and "be given preference on the public lands over other 

9,464 consumptive uses . For purposes of federal regdations, the definition of 

"subsistence uses" emphesised nistomary and traditional uses instead of nutritional 

oeed and it included use for food, shelter, clothing, tools, and traasportation. It also 

dowed for barter, sharing and customary trade of the fish and wildlife taken for 

subsistence. 



While they were dearly targeted to m e t  the grievances of Aboriginal users, the 

eligiiility criteria of the new subsistence provisions were not based on ethnicity. 

Access to the subsistence provisions was liuked to a customary and direct dependence 

upon the resource as a mainstay of livelihood, the availability of alternatives, and the 

rurai character of one's residence. Given the difficulty of establishing a management 

system on the h t  two &tena, local residency became the essential critena, nual 

areas being generdly interpreted as those outside the road connected area of 

communities of 7 000 or more residents? As such, the new legislation was 

estimated to exclude about 85% of Alaskans who live in urban centres.a6 

The new subsistence provisions at the state and federal levels were revealed to 

be strongly divisive issues, pitting rural and non-mi, Aboriginal and non- 

Abonginal, conservationists and subsistence users against each others in cornplex 

ways. Throughout the 1 WOs, subsistence hwting had progressively acqukd political 

salience, it reached new heights at the end of the decade with the enactment of these 

laws. But, as mentioned in the previous chapter, subsistence hunting in Alaska had 

been an important point of contention in the State for a long t h e  and resolution of 

the issue appeared to be an important element for the establishment of good 

relationships with the Alaskan Uidigenous cornmunities. In this context, state actors at 

both levels of govemment remained strongly committed to the hiberalkation of the 

subsistence regime in the State. However, for these commitments and their legidative 

embodiments to be workable in practice, the s p ~ g  ban on the migxatory birds 

harvest at the heart of the Migratory Birds Convention had to be elllninated for 

subsistence users. 



The second important development leading to a reversal of American attitude 

about renegotiatiug the Migratory Birds Convention was the conclusion of the 1976 

Convention between the United States of Amerîca and the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Remblics Concemina the C o n s e d o n  of Mirrratory Bkds and their Environment. 

The US.-Soviet treaty contained provisions regarding subsistence hunting by the 

people of Alaska that were much more liberal than the ones contained in the Canada- 

U.S. Migratory Buds Convention. in particular, the U.S. had negotiated a more 

general wording allowing "indigenous inhabitants" of Alaska to take buds for their 

n 467 'htritional and other essential needs . 

At the time of adopting implementing legislation, Congress made it clear that it 

intended the U.S.-Soviet treaty should guide the administration's conduct with regard 

to mbsistence hunting in  lask ka? However, courts in Alaska subsequently d e d  

tbat, since a11 international treaties on migratory birds are implemented in the U.S. 

through the same legislation, Amencan game Iaws were constrained by the tenns of 

the most restrictive treaty. This ruling meant that AIaskans were prohibited nom 

benefiting fiom the more permissive provisions of the U.S.-Soviet treaty until the 

U.S.-Canada Migratory Birds Convention could be arnended to include similar 

provisions. 

As a result of both these legal developments, potitical pressures for art 

amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention began to emerge from nnal Aiaska 

and h m  Congressional members eager to the federal government Live up to its 

earlier engagements. Moreover, the Department of the interior itself fotmd it 



increasingly difficult to implement the more stringent regdations requùed by the 

U.S .-Canada agreement, 

in effect, the new circumstances redted in a reversal of the position of the U.S. 

federal govemrnent, which had opposed amending the Migratory Birds Convention in 

the late 1960s for fear of placing excessive pressures on the resource during the 

reproductive period in the Iate 1970s' the U.S. began to actively seek a meeting with 

the Canadian govenunent to amend the Migratory Birds Convention in order to 

clan& subsistence hunting provisions469 In his letter to the Department of State 

requesting the formal authority to undertake negotiations with Canada, the Assistant 

Secretary for Fish, Wildlife and Parks at the Department of Interior clearIy stated the 

political difficulties faced by his department in enforcing current regulations in 

Alaska (describing the department's position as %tenable"), and the harmonisation 

of its subsistence provisions with the U.S.-Soviet treaty as a solution to these 

difficuities, as the primary reasons for amending the Migratory Birds convention? 

Devehpments in Canada 

In Canada, the mid-1970s also saw the ernergence of additional sources of 

domestic pressure for amending the Migratory Birds Convention. M e r  long and 

arduous negotiations, the sigrhg of the James Bav and Northem Ouebec Ameement 

(JBNQA) on November I l\  1975, marked the beginnings of modern land claims 

settlements with Aboriginal peopks. The dawfttlness of the Aboriginal spring 

harvest, and the associated lïtigation of Aboriginai hunters, being long-standmg 

irritants in Aboriginal-non-Aboriginal relations, Cree negotiators insisted that the 



BNQA addressed this issue. As a result, the agreement commined the federd 

govemment to "endeavour to obtain a modincation or amendment to the Migratory 

Birds Convention" and "to eliminate to the extent possible any conflict with the right 

of the Mgenous people to hamest at ail times of the year dl species of wild fana", 

subject to exceptional restrictions required for conservation purposes~7' As such, the 

JBNQA created a new legal requirement for the federal governent to seek a formal 

amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention that would legalize the Aboriginal 

spring harvest. A legal requirement that would eventually be reidorced by the 

constitutional protection afforded to land clairns agreements by the inclusion of 

section 35 in the Constitution in 1982- 

Moreover, while Canadian enforcement officers had traditionally exercised 

bYolerance" toward s p ~ g  mbsistence hunting by Abonginal hunters (which alIowed 

peaceful coexistence in northern communities), a court d i n g  essentially terminated 

the federal leniency policy in 1977. Pointing out the obvious, the Federai Court 

reminded the federal government that it could not officially advocate the infringement 

of its own international commitrnents and obligations. By forcing a change in policy, 

the court oniy strengthened the case for an amendment of the international 

convention. While the formal iliegaiity of subsistence hunting in the spring and 

summer couid at least be tolerated when it was not enforced, unless an alternative 

was found, the end of the leniency policy would soon accenhiate conflicts between 

the governments and Aboriginal communities. 



In sum, by 1978, a series of poiitical developments and legal changes on both 

sides of the border had opened a window of opportunity which led state actors, at the 

bureaucratic and executive levels, to seek an amendment to the Migratory Birds 

Convention in order to accommodate indigenous subsistence hunters in the northem 

part of the continent. The negotiation of the Protocol of amendment was quick. 

However, as we will see later in this chapter, the Protocol signed by both countrîes 

was never ratified because of the opposition of a coalition of environmentalists, 

recreational hunters and sub-national state interests that Iobbied against if. 

The nature of the 1979 Protocol 

Officiais of the Canadian Wildiife Senrice and of the United States Fish and 

Wildlife Service first met in M y  1978 in order to discuss the possibilities of 

amending the Migratory Birds Convention to liberdise the provisions for subsistence 

hunting in the northem part of the continent? From the outset, both governments 

seemed to have sought an accelerated resolution of the issue. At the July meeting, 

each party agreed to expedite the legd exmination of an amendment scenario and to 

report on its implications by mid-August. In Canada, the Minister of the Environment 

issued instructions that the Convention be amended as soon as Withh a 

period of six months, on January 3om, the 1979 Protocol amendhg the Migratory 

Birds Convention was signed in Ottawa by the Canadian Environment Minister, Len 

Marchand, and the US. Secretary of the Interior, Cecil Andrus. M e r  about sixty 

years of protests and cornplaints by Aboriginal peoples and northem residents, a mere 



six months had been sufncient to reach agreement for amending the 1916 Convention 

to the benefit of subsistence users. 

The 1979 Protocol amending the Migratory Birds Convention is disconcerthg 

in its simplicity and its brevity. The entire text requires only two pages and contains 

two articles. The first article of the Protocol would amend the provisions of the 1916 

Migratory Birds Convention establishing the closed season (article II) in order to 

address the needs of Aboriginal communities for a subsistence harvest during the 

spring and summer. The proposed amendment read as follows: 

"... the High Contracthg Powers may ... authorize by statute, 
regulation, or decsee the taking of migratory birds and the collection of 
their eggs by the indigenous inhabitants of the State of Alaska and the 
Indians and Inuit of Canada for their own nutritional and other essential 
needs (as detecmined by the competent authority of each High 
Contracting Power), during any penod of the year in accordance with 
seasons established by the competent authority of each High Contracting 
Power respectively, so as to provide for the preservation and 

97 474 maintenance of stocks of migratory birds . 
Article 11 simply stated that the amendment protocol was subject to ratification 

and that it would only enter into force on the date of exchange of instruments of 

ratification. 

In a nutshell, had it been ratified, the 1979 Migratory Birds Convention 

amendment would have provided a iimited exemption for subsistence hunting in the 

s p ~ g .  While the exemption would have been provided for ail rurai inhabitants living 

a subsisteme iifestyle in Alaska, it wouid have been exclusiveIy available to 

Aboriginal hunters in northern Canada, excluding Métis, non-status Indians, and non- 

Aboriginal hunters. in both cases, federai wiIdlife authorities wouid have been soleIy 



responsible for setting the criteria of eligiiility, and the conditions of the harvest, 

through administrative powers. Although the wording of the Rotocol would have 

made it possible for the Canadian Wdlife SeMce to allow subsistence hunting 

throughout the country, federal officials had clearly expressed their intention to limit 

the subsistence exemption to some key northern areas!" 

Subsistence hunting and interest group politics in the late 1970s 

While, in the 1970s and early 1980s, the Canadian govemment and the 

Canadian Wildlife Service were seeking an amendment to liberdise the subsistence 

hunting provisions on behalf of Abonginal peoples, they were not committed to an 

dettered access to spring hunting by indigenous hunters. Fintfy, both politicians 

and bureaucrats wanted to limit access to indigenous communities living in the north. 

Aboriginal hunters living in the southem areas of the country were to remain 

excluded fiom the spring harvest. Secondy, even aorthern Abonginal communities 

would have to meet specific critena. They wodd have to demonstrate that they were 

still dependent on a subsistence iifestyle for their essential needs. For the time being 

at Ieast, Métis and non-status Indians would be excluded. 

The American govemment held simiiar preferences. It was seeking to obtain an 

amendment that would provide a s p ~ g  access to migratory birds to those rural 

inhabitants of Alaska still dependent on a subsistence harvest for their nutritional 

needs but wanted otherwise to keep a tight conhol over the taking of migratory 

waterfowl. In this perspective, the subsistence harvest wodd be kept under strict 

control through an administrative determination of what would constitute "nutritional 



and other essential needs" justifying access to the spring harvest. Accordmg to the 

U.S. government, the amendment shouid also be "raciaily neutrai", attrriutiag 

privileges on the basis of needs rather than '"raciai heritage", an element deemed 

essential to deal with Aboriginal-non-Aboriginal tensions in  lask ka:'^ 

Environmental organisations were generally against a subsistence amendment 

but the degree of opposition varied from a complete rejection of a11 f o m  of 

amendment to moderate support for a better defhed, restricted subsistence harvest. 

Amencan recreational hunting associations, which were more poiitically active than 

their Canadian cornterparts throughout this period, essentially shared 

environrnentalists' concems, fearing that a more liberal subsistence harvest would 

negatively impact waterfowl populations on the continent. Underlyhg these concems 

was the basic concem that subsistence hunting in these northem areas would 

adversely affect recreational hunting in the U.S. Some organisations sknply denied 

the existence of a real subsistence huit, claiming that Aboriginal spring hunting was 

merely a matter of preference food and recreatiod'' 

Some non-govemmental organisations, such as the BC Wildlife Federation, 

were in favour of providing a controlled access to spring hunting to Aboriginal 

communities clearly depending on a subsistence harvest for their livelihood? 

However, many of these organisations condemned the wording of the Rotocol for 

being excessively vague, not specifying methods and areas of hanrest, and not 

denning adequately who wodd have access to the subsistence harvest. Among 

prominent American mgankations espousing these views were The Wildlife 



Legislative Ftmd of Anmica, the California Waterfowl Association and the 

Waterfowl Habitat Owners AUiance  alif if or nia)!'^ 

Other organisations, such as the Canadian Wildife Federation and its U.S. 

cornterpart, the National Wildlife Federation, were more reluctant to ailow any form 

of subsistence spring harvest, fearing that even Iimited measures might open a 

Pandora's box and place excessive pressures on waterfowl resources. Amencan 

environmental organisations were especially concemed about the Protocol's effect on 

the size of the Canadian harvest and its consequences for the sustainability of bird 

populations~80 In al1 cases, wildlife federations and recreational hunting associations 

were strongly against any spring harvest for commercial purposes by Aboriginal 

communities and feared that the wording "and other essential needs" would lead to 

widespread commercial use in both countries. 

With the obvious exception of Alaska, U.S. state govemments were generally 

opposed to the 1979 Protocol. Amencan States feared that a larger Canadian take of 

waterfowl resources wouid r e d t  in a diminished stock for hunting in the US. and 

endanger the sustainability of populations on the continent. In Canada, provincial 

govemments expressed a dual concem. F i i  some provincial wiIdlife agencies were 

preoccupied by the resulting impact on resource sustainabiiity if the amendments led 

to a signincaat growth in mortality for migratory birds. But, secondly, severai 

provincial agencies were also concemed about the equity implications of aiiowing 

Aboriginal hunters to hunt for subsistence during the spring while denying greater 

access to other subsistence users and to recreational himters in general. 



As it should be expected, Aboriginal organisations favoured the 1979 Protocol. 

As we have seen in previous chapters, rnost Aborigind comrnunities simply consider 

that application to them of the Mimtorv Birds Convention Act constitutes an 

idiitlgement on their Abonginai and treaty rights. In this perspective, the recognition 

of an unfettered right to hunt throughout the year is perceived as a simple correction 

of an histotical injustice committed in 1916 when their rights were unilaterally 

abrogated by the Migratory Birds Convention. in this context, the more modest 1979 

amendments would have provided at least partial remedy by legaking the spring 

harvest but without an explicit recognition of Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

m i l e  most Aboriginal peoples were supportive of the general objective of the 

1979 Rotocol, we should note that they were almost entirely absent from the 

amendment process.48' As we will see shortly, they were not consulted before the 

amendment negotiations and they were barely visible in the political banle that 

resulted from the 1979 Protocol's signature. While the National Indian Brotherhood 

adopted a f o d  resolution at its 1979 General Assembly to support the amendment, 

it did not engage in signincant lobbying activities to ensure its ratification. Otherwise 

consumed in constitutional negotiations with the federd govemment, Aboriginal 

organisations by and large focused on the recopnition, entrenchment and dennition of 

Aboriginal, inherent and treaty rights within the Canadian constitutionai order. In this 

context, the Migratory Birds Convention was a lesser priority. 



The shaping and demise of the 1979 Protocol 

As indicated above, the negotiation process leadmg to the 1979 Rotocol 

entailed very Little consultation with stakeholders. In fact, while securing the required 

cabinet approval for its negotiating position and drawing fkom the advice of an 

assistant deputy minister at the Justice Department in Canada, the process was almost 

exclusively the purview of high level bureaucrats in the respective federal wildlife 

agencies. Even the xninisters played a marginal role. Provincial and state agencies, 

conservation organisations, recreational hunters' associations and even Aboriginal 

organisations were not consulted in the fomulation of the governments' respective 

positions or the drafting of the Rotocol. 

While Marchand and the Canadian Wildlife Service had decided to by-pass 

stakeholder consultations prior to the signing of the protocol, upon announcing the 

agreement, the muiister stated his intention to consuit with provinces and Aboriginal 

comrnunities for the purpose of setting subsistence hmting regdations under the 

amended Mimtory Birds Convention ~ct482 Despite these reassuring words, most 

provinces immediately expressed concems that the federai govemment had 

negotiated and signed an amendment protocol without their input?' Notwithstanâing 

provincial opposition, the federai executive pushed ahead immediately. On January 

25, 1979, the Canadian cabinet approved the Rotocol and provided authority to the 

Minister of the EnWonment for its ratincation through an exchange of 

instrummts? Five days later, the Protocol was signed in m w a  by representatives 

of both national govenunent. While the formal process was essentiaily complete m 



Canada, the exchange of instruments sealing the intemationai ratification of the 

agreement wodd need to await the Protocol's approval by the U.S. Senate. 

Canadian Erecutive Prerogatves und Amen'cun Legislative Realities 

By mid-1979, the Liberals had been defeated by Joe Clark and the 

Conservatives and Len Marchand had been replaced by John Fraser as Minister of the 

Environment. The change of the party in power did not result in any significant 

changes in the preferences or approach for the Canadian federd executive. Fraser, a 

prominent Member of Parliament fiom British Columbia, also articulated a cautious 

approach to liberalking the spring subsistence harvest. In a meeting with his deputy 

minister and the director general of the Canadian Wildlife SeMce on July 1 1, Fraser 

"made clear that his approach to the question [of amending the Migratory Bir& 

Convention was] based on the advice he [had] received nom Mr. Otway, of the BC 

Wildlife Federation, with whom he [met] fiequently"? The subsistence harvest 

would extend only to those Aboriginal communities Living in the north and 

demonstrating a clear dependency on a traditionai subsistence Iifestyle. 

Fraser's interval at the head of the Department of the Environment wodd 

nevertheless signal the beginning of a iimited opening toward provincial and non- 

govemmentd stakeholders. By mid-1979, both the Canadian Wildiife Federation and 

its Amencan counterpart, the National Wildiife Federation, were dso pubiicly 

expressing strong concems over the wording of the hotocol. Both organisations had 

launched a joint campaign to oppose the Rotocol in the U.S., mainiy by Iobbying 

against Senate approvalP86 



The Canadian Wildlife Federation was a major influence in fostering opposition 

to the Rotocol in both countries and building a coalition of opponents. In partnership 

with the National Wildlife Federation, it actively participated in the lobbying 

campaign against the Protocol in both countries. This active lobbying by the CWF 

vice-president in the United States led a high level Canadia. official to write: 

"He has been a major influence in mobilizing the US. non- 
govemment [sic] opposition to the protocol. [...] he may have been 
making most mileage with two Lines, that the protocol will lead to a 
greatly expanded native kill in Canada which the Canadian 
government will not have the guts to control, and that a million Métis 
will be newly legalized to hunt in the summer. His inflation of the Red 
Menace [sic] may be to keep the militant B.C. and Alberta federations 
in his national fold and him in a job, or for some other reason. [. . .] he 
intends to bnng d o m  the present protocol and, where necessary, 
distort the facts to suit his purpose. I su gest we treat him strictly as an 
opponent on this topic fiom now on.'*' B 

As explained in the preceding chapters, the reasons for opposing the new 

subsistence provisions were in fact multiple and complex. Envkonmentalists and sub- 

national wildlife agencies feared that a spring harvest would threaten the 

sustainability of waterfowl populations. Moreover, there was great scepticism about 

the environmental ethics of Aboriginal hunters and their capacity for self-testra.int. 

The Iack of detail about how the subsistence harvest would be regulated added to the 

general unease. Finally, the creation of a privileged access for Aboriginal hunters was 

also considered incompatible with the equdity of d l  citizens and, consequently, 

confiicted with the classical liberal vaiues espoused by many of the opponents. 

in the hope of winning over the opponents, Fraser urged Canadian Wildlife 

Service officials to meet with wiIdIife federatons in order 70 try to convince them 



rr 488 that their interests were not pushed aside . The attempt was a failure. The main 

national conservation organisations continued to oppose the subsistence changes to 

the Migratory Birds Convention and even i n t e e e d  their lobbying campaign in the 

following years. On March 6,1984 the Canadian WiIdlife Federation, intensifjhg its 

efforts at home, sent a letter to ali provincial ministen responsible for wildlife 

resources advising them that the organisation had taken a strong stance against the 

1979 Protocol and that it favoured a re-negotiation of the Protocol on the basis of 

consultations with the provinces?9 

In the nine months of his mandate, Fraser aIso led the Canadian Wildlife 

Sexvice in a nurnber of discussions with the provinces and the territories. In addition 

to a series of bilateral meetings at the regional directors' level, the protocol was aiso 

discussed at the Eastern and Western Wildlife Advisory Cornmittee meetings in this 

same year?o But the federal-provincial meetings were incapable of wllioing over 

provinces. In fact, things got worse for the Canadian Wildlife Service as western 

provinces began to c l ah  in the latter part of 1979 that the amendment protocol was 

incompatible with the Natural Resources Transfer Aerreements and, as such, probably 

uncon~titutional~~' Yet, in April 1980, John Roberts, the new Minister of the 

~nvironrnent~~~, indicated to his oficials that he wanted to go ahead with the 

implementation of the Rotocol notwithstanding the growing opposition by provincial 

govemrnents and environmental non-governmental 

But his intentions wouid soon be contradicted by the success of Iobbying efforts 

in the US. Soon d e r  Roberts' decision to discard non-governmentd and provhciai 



opposition and to go ahead with the implementation of the Protocol in Canada, the 

Department of the Interior notified the Canadian Wüdlife Semice that "there was no 

possibility of the protocol going to the U.S. Congress that spring due to the lobbying 

97 494 and opposition of the principal interest groups . Amencan and Canadian lobbying 

of the US. Senate had made it very unlikely that the Protocol wouid be approved by 

two-thuds of Arnerican senators, essentially stalling the international ratification of 

the agreement. The inability to p u b  the 1979 Protocol in its original form through the 

US. Senate essentially forced the Canadian goverment to seek to accommodate 

some of its opponents. 

Canadiun Stafemate 

in May 1980, the Protocol was m e r  discussed at the annual meeting of 

Canadian Council of Resources and Environment Ministem, the main federal- 

provincial forum on envuonmental issues. At the meeting, Roberts was agam under 

severe provincial pressures to modify the Rotocol in accordance with provincial 

concems. In the hope of overcoming provincial opposition, Roberts agreed to explore 

the possibility of re-negotiating some aspects of the Protocol with the US. However, 

upon consultations, a senior U.S. Fish and WiIdiXe Service onicid wamed the 

Canadian Wildife SeMce that amending the protocol to satisfy provinces, who 

wanted to extend priviieges to non-Aboriginal hunters on their temtones, might in 

fact make it harder to achieve ratification in the U.S. The politicai problem faced by 

the Senate was the environmental concem that the amendment resdted in a potential 

threat to sustainability by mcreasing the Aboriginal spring hanrest in the no& and 

the fact that declining populations meant a smaller harvest for US. recfeationa.1 



huniers. M e r  considering his options, in September 1980, Roberts decided again to 

push ahead with the implementation of the Protocol, notwithstanding the opposition 

of provinces, temtories and non-govemmental organisations. The federal government 

hoped that, faced with a binding international agreement and the federal 

govemment's authority to implement it unilatemlly at home, the provinces would 

eventualiy cooperate? 

But the federal govemment's resolve seems to have simply M e r  antagonized 

the provinces. In November 1980, the Assistant Deputy Minister of the Canadian 

Wildlife Service attended a meeting of the Western Wildlife Advisory Committee 

where he was subjected to considerable pressure by the provinces to recommend 

dropping the Protocol rather than to proceed with it in its existing form. At the 

Wildlife Ministers' Conference in 198 1, Manitoba's Minister declared that his 

govenunent was ready to take the federai goverment to court to challenge the 

coostitutionality of the proposed change to the Convention. Alberta and 

Saskatchewan sllnilarly voiced their opposition, expressing reservations about the 

lack of consultations that had taken place leading up to the 1979 Pro toc~ l?~~  

In an attempt to break this impasse with the provinces, the Deputy Minister of 

Environment Canada wrote to his provincial and temtonal counterparts in July 198 1. 

The Deputy Minister attached a copy of draft regdations that would be adopted to 

implement the Protocol upon ratification by the u.s?~' The department hoped that 

the regdations would senre as a focal point for provincial and temtonal input and 

that this wouId be sufncient to get thern to support the arnended Convention. But, 



unsatidied with this Iimited approach, the provinces and the temtories deched to 

engage in discussions over hplementation d e s  they couid be associated with the 

negotiation of the achial agreement. Stuck between wildlife federations advocating 

the status quo or a new agreement and the provinces seeking a broader exemption and 

dechhg  to cooperate in implementing the existing amendment, the Canadian 

government was at a deadlock. 

TNng to Address Stakeholders' Demunds 

Contemplating mounting political opposition abroad and at home as well as a 

potential defeat in the Senate, on January 24, 1981, Secretary Watt of the US. 

Department of the interior asked the Senate Foreign Relations Cornmittee to delay 

action on the Protocol until his Department had had an opportunity to deal with the 

growing objections to its ratification* In the previous months, the lobbying 

campaign against the Protocol had intensified and it had become obvious that some 

fom of compromise would be required to secure Senate approval. Two years after 

the signature of the original document, Canadian and Amencan wildlife authorhies 

were stiLi unable to force the agreement through the U.S. Senate veto without 

overcoming opposition by non-govermental organisations and sub-national 

governments. 

In the previous months, the most severe blow had corne nom the International 

Association of Fish and Wiilife Agencies (IANIIA), which, despite its name, is 

essentidy an association of Amencan state wiIdlife agencies fonned to lobby the 

federal administration on the states' behalf in Washington. The American state 



wiidlife agencies were concerned about the impact of the new subsistence harvest 

provisions on the health of waterfowl populations on the continent. In order to M y  

si- their opposition to the Protocol, the IAFWA adopted a resolution expressing 

"its opposition to ratification of the protocol by either the United States or Canada 

until it is clarified which peoples will qualify for subsistence taking of waterfowl and 

their eggs, what this utiiization is estimated to be by species, and how regdations are 

99 500 to be enforced . By withdrawing its support, the Association, which embodied the 

states' opposition for US. senators, added a powerful voice to the lobby against the 

Protocol. 

Facing environmental, recreational hunting and state opposition al1 at onceso', 

the U.S. Department of the hterior began to seek ways to overcome the stalernate. At 

a bilateral meeting on November 23, 1981, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife SeMce 

presented the Canadian delegation with an issue paper outlining four options for the 

ratification of the hotocol, ranging kom attempting to gain Senate approval with an 

unchanged Rotocol to negotiating an additional document that wodd reassure key 

s takeho~ders~~~ Under the 1st  option, both govemments, on the bais of renewed 

consultations with stakeholders, wodd seek to develop an "implementation report" 

setting out the rnanner in which the new subsistence provisions wouid be 

implemented in both countcies. Once an agreement had been reached with key 

stakeholders on the details of implementation, the implementation teport wodd be 

annexed to the 1979 Protocol and considered to constitute an integrai, legdy-binding 

part of the Protocol. Canadian representatives were aiso told that, convinced that 



opposition couid not be overcome otherwise, Arnerican officiais were strongly urping 

the Secretary of the Interior to choose the implementation report alternative.s03 

in order to explore potentid solutions to the impasse and to ensure maximum 

stakehoIder input, the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies 

organized a meeting of ail parties on February IO, 1982 in Washington. In addition to 

Canadian and U.S. federai wildlife agencies, W A  invited the Canadian WiIdlife 

Federation and other non-governmental organisations as well as representatives from 

the US. State Department and of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee to the 

meeting. 

At the meeting, The Wildlife Legislative Fund of America issued a position 

statement firmly urging the abandonment of the 1979 Protocol and asking for the 

negotiation of a new agreementoSM Despite having received reassurances by the CWS 

that this would not be the case, the executive vice-president of the Canadian Wildlife 

Federation, Ken Brynaert, publicly raised the spectre of a million Métis getting access 

to the spring subsistence harvest, obviously irritating the representatives of the 

Canadian Wildlife Service who were present. Most of the other non-governmental 

organisations present, including the National Rifle Association, Ducks Uniimited, the 

NationaI W U U e  Federation, the Waterfowl Habitat Owners Alliance, the WiNildlife 

Management Institute, and the California Waterfowl Association, also expressed their 

disapproval and argued for the re-negotiation of the ~rotoco t ? 

In contrast, in one of its rare interventions, the Alaska Indigenous Federation 

explained that it would oppose any regdation seeking to hoId the spruig harvest at its 



current "illegal" level and that it did not want eiigibility restricted only to those 

inhabitants in need of food for subsistenceJo6 This position statement probably 

tended to reinforce the view of enWonrnental and hunting organisations that a 

consequence of the Protocol would be a potentidy extended, uncontrollable 

Aboriginal s p ~ g  harvest. 

At the IAFWA meeting, non-governmental organisations were also presented 

for the first t h e  with the option of writing an accompanying implementation report 

addressing their main concem. The representative of the US. Senate Foreign 

Relations Cornmittee present made it clear that the Senate rnight tie closely its 

approval of the Rotocol to the content of such an implementation report. 

immediately, several non-govemmental participants expressed doubts over the 

legally-binding nature of such a procedure. In the following months, several of these 

organisations, including the Canadian Wildlife Federation and the Wildlife 

Legislative Fund of America, came out clearly against such an alternative to the 

outnght abandonment of the 1979 ~otocol?~'  In contrast, some US. States, most 

notably Alaska and California, expressed some support for this alternative* 

On the basis of the results of the IAFWA's meeting, the Canadian Wildlife 

Service and the US. Fish and Wildlife Senrice held m e r  discussions unti1 June 

1982. Finaliy, during the summer of 1982, the Canadian govemment reluctantiy 

concIuded that, if Senate approval was to be gained, it had to accept the US. proposal 

to negotiate an implementation report that wodd spelI out the conditions of 

implementation of the new subsistence provisions. Wntmg to an Arnerican officiai to 



explain Canada's position, Blair Seaborn, deputy minister of the Department of the 

Environment, explained that: 

"While ratification of the Rotocol in Canada is not at issue, the delay 
since the Protocol was signed and the kaowledge that rascation in the 
United States is not assured have encouraged opposition to the Protocol 
fiom various sources in Canada. [...] [We] have concluded that we 
should move to have the existùig Protocol ratified along with an 
adequate negotiation report."'** 

ui surn, it is not doubts about the fate of the Protocoi in Canada but the success 

of the coalition lobbying against approval in the United States that forced the hand of 

the Canadian governrnent The availability of the US. Senate's veto point had been 

aptiy used by the coalition to delay ratification and to gain time to build up more 

opposition to it. By alarming Amencan States and convincing IAMirA that the 

Protocol was placing waterfowl populations in jeopardy, environmentalists and 

recreational hunters had created a sufficiently broad and influential coalition of 

opponents to convince American senators to stail the its approval. 

The decision to negotiate an implementation agreement was taken aithough 

both govemments were aware that several non-govermental organisations found this 

alternative unsatisfactory and stili called for the negotiation of a new protocol of 

amendment. It was aiso understood that reaching a consensus among 

environmentalists, Aboriginal organisations, recreational hunters and provincial 

agencies wouid prove extrernely difncuit. Comforted by the support of some key state 

wildife agencies, such as the one for California, state officiais appeared to hope to 

win over some non-govemmental organisations through the negotiation process and, 

any case, to gain enough state support to obtain the Senate's approvai. 



Ine 1979 Pmtocol: Death &y Sudden Anachronism 

The Canadian provinces and temtories were immediately notified of the 

decision to adopt this new approach and a consultation meeting was scheduled for 

October 1 to deal with both procedurai and substantive issues.509 But before the 

meeting codd be held, more fhdamentai deveIoprnents in the realrn of Canadian 

politics would come to derail the process and alter fbndamentally the tmderlying 

conditions for the amendment of the Migratory Birds Convention. In the early years 

of the 1980s, Canadiaas were in the midst of patriating and fuiidamentally amending 

their constitution. in addition to the adoption of a new Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms and a senes of other modifications, the Constitution Act. 1982, also 

provided constitutional protection to Aboriginal and treaty rights. This change would 

come to have great significance for the future of the Migratory Birds Convention and 

the political dynamics underlying its amendment. 

The natural resource management implications of the 1982 constitutional 

refom were not seKevident. Section 35, which recognized and a h e d  Aboriginal 

and treaty rights still existing in 1982, was fonnulated in broad t e m  and p~ciples.  

Details remained to be worked out. For the purpose of denrùng the nature of these 

new entrenched rights, a senes of constitutional conferences on Aboriginal issues had 

been scheduled, the first one to be held in March 1983?1° The timing of the 

constitutional reform and the followhg conferences created problerns for the 

discussions m u n d i n g  the amendment of the Migratory Birds Convention. 

In August 1982, a few months before the start of federd-provincial meetings to 

discuss the impIementation report of the 1979 Rotocol, officiais fkorn the Department 



of Indian and Northem Affairs expressed serious concems that the development of an 

implementation report on the interpretation and application of the subsistence hunting 

amendment pnor to the First Ministem' Constitution Conference on Aboriginal 

Rights in Mach 1983 would prejudice the conference discussions. The separate 

nature of the two processes could be Uiterpreted as a sign that the federal governrnent 

had already made up its mind on a crucial aspect of their rights and was ready to 

move ahead without negotiations. In this perspective, it would leave the govenurient 

vulnerable to severe criticism by Aboriginal communities and ~r~anisations.~" The 

Federal-Provincial Relations Office and several western provincial govemments later 

joined Indian and Northem Anairs in advocating the suspension of all discussions on 

the Protocol until the end of the 1983 conference. To avoid upsetting constitutional 

discussions, the consultations on the implementation report were finally postponed 

until the end of the constitutional conference of March 1983. 

Working to Overcome Obstacles: The Interim Period 

In June of 1983, staff in the Department of Indian and Northem Anairs 

prepared an intemal discussion paper outlining the options facing the Canadian 

cabinet and the ~ e ~ a r t m e n t ? ' ~  in the discussion paper, DLAND officiais reluctantly 

concluded that the negotiation of an implementation report appeared to remah the 

best alternative. However, the paper also stressed that the constitutional recognition 

of Aboriginal and treaty rights in 1982 had possibly turned the spring subsistence 

harvest issue into a constitutional one. Consequentiy, the agreement of provinces and 

Aboriginal organisations might be re-ed on any resuiting agreement with the US. 



In reaiity, since the definition of Aboriginal hmting rights was now a constitutional 

matter, Aboriginal subsistence htmting could not be separated fiom the miin 

constitutional process launched by the 1987 March First Ministers' Conference. In 

this perspective, DIAND took the position that Aboriginal peoples should be part of 

the team cirafting the implementation report and that DIAND should actually become 

the lead agency on the issue of Aboriginal hunting rights. Up to this point, the 

DIAND had been only minimally involved, merely respondhg to Environment 

Canada's initiatives. 

Maybe more importantly, DIAND also expressed stmng concems about the 

Canadian Wildlife SeMce's recommeodation that the new subsistence provisions 

apply only to the territory north of 60" and to the James Bav and Northern Ouebec 

Aereement area. Indian Affairs officiais quickly noted that nothing in the original 

1979 Protocol prevented Environment Canada frorn exteading subsistence hunting 

pnvileges to al1 status Indians and Inuit peoples across Canada. Moreover, they 

emphasised bat, in previous communications arnong the minister of Indian and 

Northern AfEairs and Aboriginal representatives across the country, Aboriginal 

peoples had been led to believe that they would ai i  be consulted in the 

miplementation of the new subsistence provisions?3 To renege on this promise by 

narrowing the applicability of the Protocol to northern areas would make the minister 

and the cabinet look bad and wouid prove to be a politically costiy decision. On both 

political and coclstitutional consideratioas, the "north of 60"" scenario was clearly 

rejected by DIAND officiais?" 



Following the inconclusive result of the March 1983 First Ministers' 

Constitutional Conference, the Canadian W i i f e  Smrice set out to consuit the 

provinces and the temtones on their views regardhg the implementation of the fiiture 

subsistence hunting provisions of the Migratory Birds Convention. M e r  some 

consultations, a ciraft discussion paper, authored by high level American and 

Canadian wildlife officials, was distributed in August 1983 to al1 provincial and 

temtorial wildlife directors, the Department of M a n  and Northem AfYairs, the 

Federal-Provincial Relations Office, the Department of Extemal Affairs, and the U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife ~ervice? 

An interna1 briefmg note written in the mid-1980s is indicative of the Canadian 

Wildlife Senrice's understanding of the distributive and equity issue that had to be 

addressed by the amendment and is worth quoting at Iength: 

'The Department of indian and Northem Affkin and southern Indian 
organizations have the view that al1 Indians and huit throughout 
Canada, even southern indians living an urban lifestyle, should benefit 
under the Protocol as a matter of Aboriginal right. The Canadian 
Wildiife SeMce, the US. Fish and Wildlife Service, al1 provinces and 
territories and conservation and hunter organizations believe that the 
existing waterfowl hunting seasons can accommodate the needs of 
southern indians because birds are then available. The Protocol is 
needed to aiiow Iegal access to northem people for subsistence use of 
birds which are geaerally only available in the spring and s~rnrner. '~ '~ 

The briefing note went on to refer to the July 22, 1983 court decision by Justice 

Guerin that found the 1982 Constitution Act had not rendered the Mieratow Birds 

Convention Act invaiid and that its regdations stül applied to Aboriginal hunters?' 



Maybe more importantly, there is evidence that the Canadian Wddlife Service 

was M y  aware of the political dilemma presented by the demands for recognising 

access to the spring harvest as a matter of Aboriginal rights in the mid4980s. The 

same briefing note concluded with the following summary: 

"If the Protocol was to apply to afl indigenous Canadians as a matter of 
Aboriginal cight, it would be unacceptable to conservation orgStILiZations 
in Canada and the United States and to the United States Senate. 
Without an Amencan agreement, there will be no Rotocol arnending the 
19 16  onv vent ion."^'^ 

This political conundrum would eventually be ended by the 1990 Sparrow decision 

which, for al1 practical purposes, led the federal govenunent to work on the 

assumption of existing constitutional recognition of the right of al1 Aboriginal 

peoples to hunt, including in the sprhg. 

These domestic developments left the Canadian Wildlife Service in a difficult 

political and legal position. The extension of the spring harvest exemption to southem 

indigenous communities (at least those with demonstrable Aboriginal and treaty 

ri@) seemed increasingly required by the domestic constitutional environment. 

However, such an expansion of harvesting opportunities would be seen by most 

people (hcluding within the Canadian Wilâiife Service) as detrimental to 

conservation, would heighten contlicts with non-indigenous users in the provinces, 

and would ody diminish the chances for an American ratification of the 1979 

Protocol. There seemed to be no room to negotiate some changes that help gain the 

approvai of the Convention by the Senate. Facing an impasse, Amencan and 



Canadian national authorities essentiaily lef€ the 1979 Rotocol to die on the agenda 

of the Foreign Relations Cornmittee of the US. Senate. 

Regïme change, institutional vetoes and transnational lobbying 

What are the lessons that we can draw fiom our examination of this 1979 

attempt to amend the Migratory Buds Convention for studying transnational politics 

and regïme change? OveraiI, 1 h d  that the empirical evidence provided by the case 

offers encouraging results for the approach proposed by this dissertation for the 

analysis of international reghes in an era of globalized poiitics and that it confirms 

some of my working hypotheses. 

With respect to my first set of hypotheses regarding the domestic and 

transnational sources of international regime change, the events and analysis 

presented in this chapter constitute supportive evidence. Based on my exploratory 

theoretical ftamework, 1 had hypothesized that transnational coalitions couId be the 

source of international change by creating domestic politicai conditions in key target 

countries that would render such changes necessary for national state actors. 

Altematively, 1 had aiso accounted for the possibility that such shifts in the domestic 

politicai conditions r e n d e ~ g  international regïme change necessary would not be 

associated with transnational relations. Changes in the domestic political 

environments affecting national states' preferences regarding international regimes 

codd have purely domestic causes. 



The events of the 1979 Rotocol case failed to bear out my £ h t  hypothesis. In 

our anaiysis of the case, the irnpetus for international regùne change was largely 

provided by the legal commitsnents gained by northem indigenous peoples through 

thei. negotiation of land claims agreements. The American and Canadian 

governments were driven to negotiate these agreements by theu desire to access and 

freely exploit the North's natural resotuces without the liabilities and political 

instability potentially associated with the legd entitlernents of increasingly militant 

northem indigenous peoples. While the rise of aboriginal militancy in the 1960s 

certainly had international ramifications and was assisted by transnational dynamics, 

in the case of the 1979 Protocol, 1 have found no real evidence of a transnational 

aboriginal movement directly lobbying in favour of changes to the Migratory Birds 

Convention. The motivating factors for regime change did not corne from 

transnational relations. 

However, conversely, the same evidence provides some support for my 

altemative hypothesis concerning the domestic sources of regime change. The 

pressures denved from the legal commitments made in the context of the settlement 

of Alaskan Aboriginal daims and of the James Bay and Northem Quebec Agreement 

were domestic in nature. It wodd have been impossible to fully explicate the impetus 

for negotiating the 1979 Rotocol had our sights been exclusively set on the 

international inter-state dynamics. 

1 must however note that the Iegai conflict that emerged between the provisions 

of the Canada-U.S. Migratory Bkds Convention and the 1976 Soviet-U.S. Migratory 



Birds Convention also provided incentives for the American governent to seek an 

amendment to the North American regime- We wilI recall that, following a court 

decision to this efEect, the U.S. govenunent was prevented from benefiting fiom the 

more liberal provisions of the U.S.-Soviet treaty regarding subsistence huntiag until 

the Canada4J.S. Convention was amended. These pressures coming Som the 

conflicting n o m  of two international regimes constitute a purely international reason 

for change and indeed, as we have seen in chapter one, Oran Young has aheady 

clearly identified such a potentiai source of regime change without relying on a 

framework acknowledging the importance of domestic and ûansnationat politics. 

But despite this point, we can still consider domestic politics to have provided a 

more compeiling reason to seek an amendment in 1979. Firstly, the conflict with the 

Soviet treaty did not affect the Canadian state and cannot be used to explain the clear 

desire of the Canadian govenunent to seek a subsistence amendment with such 

heartiness. Moreover, even in the case of the American government, the confiict with 

the more liberal provisions of the Soviet treaty took on much more importance 

because the Amerkm Congress expressed its desire to see subsistence harvesting 

regdations in Alaska conforni with these provisions instead of those contained in the 

convention with Canada And Congress preferred the terms of the Soviet treaty 

maidy because it saw them as meeting the promises made in the context of its 

domestic negotiations with Alaska's indigenous communities. In mm, domestic 

politics s ~ n g I y  remforced the international pressures for regime change. 



My second set of hypotheses was more focused on the impact of domestic 

constitutional procedures in stnrcturiug the transnational politics associated with 

international regime change. I suggested in chapter one that it wouid be easier for 

transnational coalitions to block international regime change by targeting countries 

with more hgmented domestic institutions or, conversely, that successfblly pushing 

intemational policy change within countries with more fiagmented institutions would 

require broader and more powerful coalitions. in chapter two, after a detailed analysis 

of the constitutional procedures associated with treaty-making in Canada and the 

United States, 1 hypothesized that, in the case of the Migratory Bkds Convention, we 

should expect to see a transnational coalition wanting to oppose regime change to 

focus their efforts on the more fhgmented and permeable American institutions, 

especially given the veto available to the Senate. 

The evidence provided by the defeat of the L 979 Protocol seems to confum this 

hypothesis. Firstly, our analysis shows that transnational lobbying by non-state and 

sub-national actors is an important variable for understanding the evolution of 

international regimes in the context of a giobdized politics. The outcome of the case 

would be impossible to account for by focusing the analysis exclusively on national 

state actoa. The 1979 Protocol was largely defeated by the opposition of a 

transnational coalition of environmentalists, recreationd hunters and sub-national 

wildlife agencies that coilaborated in lobbying against the Rotocol in the US. Both 

national goveniments were in tact clearly in favour of a subsistence hamehg  

amendment to the intemationd convention and they deployed substantial efforts to 

achieve such change. The change was blocked despite their clear support for it. 



Whiie the events ocauring between 1978 and 1980 could effectively have 

confïrmed the ability of national states to isolate themselves fi0111 societal pressures 

and remain nrmly in control of international regime change, the case as a whole 

showed the Muence of non-state actors in a transnational context. Once in action, 

the coordinated opposition of the Canadian Wildlife Federation and the U.S. National 

WiIdlife Federation was particularly important in raising the "dangers" associated 

with an indigenous subsistence harvest in the spnng and in rallying other groups to 

their cause. With the help of recreational hunting associations, such as Ducks 

Unlimited, environmentaiists successfully gained the support of the state wildlife 

agencies and obtained that the LAFWA, a powerful state lobby in Washington, 

officiaiiy oppose the Rotocol. In the end, the opposing transnational coalition 

gathered suffiCient support to threaten the Rotocol's approval by the U.S. Senate. It 

is the credible k a t  of the Senate veto that forced the Amencan governent to 

suspend the ratification process indefinitely and that led a reluctant Canadian 

govemment to attempt to rnodiQ the Rotocoi through an implementation agreement. 

But, the difficuity in negotiating such an agreement and the changing domestic 

political environment in Canada ultimately made it impossible to revive the 1979 

Protocol. For al1 practical purposes, the transnational coalition had defeated 

international regime change. 

The evidence of the case aiso shows that the US. Senate did in fact become the 

focus of opposition for the transnationai coalition. Canadian groups iike the Canadian 

Wrldlife Federation and Ducks Unlimited voiced their opposition at home but they 

also recognized that they couid better influence the ultimate fate of the Protocol by 



seeking the cooperation of other groups in the US. Moreover, in this particular case, 

its widely recognized influence in representing the Amencan states' interests on 

wildlife issues in Washington made the IAFWA an important focus of the coalition's 

efforts to block the subsistence amendment, The traditionaliy close relationship 

between state interests and the U.S. senators appears particuiarly pertinent in this 

regard. By broadening the coalition by getting LAFWA, the recognized representative 

of state agencies in Washington, on board, the coalition of environmentaiists and 

recreational hunters clearly helped raise the likelihood that the Protocol could be 

defeated or stailed indefinitely in the Senate. 

The unrelenthg efforts of the Canadian govemment to stick to the original 

version of the Protocol and to push through the changes despite the considerable 

opposition by environrnentalists, sport hunters and provincial agencies in Canada aiso 

demonstrates that successfully b lochg international regime change is more diflicult 

in Canada. Despite their considerable efforts to stop the change both in Canada and 

the US., the opposing coalition did not mcceed in getting the Canadian govemment 

to back dom. Even official opposition in federal-provincial meetings by provincial 

agencies did not bring the federal govemment to reconsider its position. The 

Caaadian govemment findy agreed to negotiate an implementation agreement 

addressing its opponents' concems oniy when it became obvious that they had 

succeeded in getting the Amencan govemment to suspend indennitely the ratification 

process for fear of being defeated in the Senate. In other words, the same coalition of 

actors was more influentid in the U.S. than Î n  Canada. The relatively more 



hgmented nature of American Congressionai institutions seems to provide a crediiible 

explmation for this ciifference in outcome. 

Overall, these resuits tend to c o b  my hypotheses that the transnational 

politics of regime change would tend to target the more hgmented institutions of the 

American system and that the same coaiition of actors would more easily block 

international regime change through these hgmented institutions than through the 

more cenhalized Canadian political institutions. 

Conctusion 

This chapter showed that the domestic factors played an important role in 

creating the impetus for amending the Migratory Birds Convention in the late 1970s 

and that the domestic institutional frameworks provided by American and Canadian 

institutions with regards to treaty-making played an important role in stnicturing the 

politics associated with the failed amendment process. Bilateral efforts of the national 

States throughout this pex-iod were fnistrated by a coalition of non-state and sub- 

national state actors opposed to an indigenous subsistence exception to the 

international niles to protect migratory birds. While the strength of the interests 

involved was undoubtedly determinant in successfully stopping the ratification of the 

subsistence amendment, the institutionai features of the American constitution with 

regards to the ratification of international treaties constituted an important factor for 

explaining the politics of amendment. For Canadian actors, the Senate's veto offered 

opportunities that did not exist in Canada and, for the transnational coalition opposing 

the change, it made the US. the focus of their efforts. The overall outcome of the 



amendment process and the strategies of actors, including the behaviotrr of the 

Canadian govermnent, couid not be M y  explained without accounting for the 

strategic role of the Senate veto. 

Despite its fatal consequences for the 1979 Protocol, the US. Senate veto does 

not guarantee a permanent safety against undesired regirne change for any 

transnational coalition. In the years following the abandonment of the 1979 Protocol, 

the Canadian and American govements renewed their commitment to an 

international amendment permitting the legalization of the indigenous subsistence 

spring harvest. The result of this process, the 1995 Protocol, was successfuIly ratified 

by both countnes in 1997. How should we account for this direrent outcome? This is 

the subject of our next chapter. 



Chapter 7 

THE SUCCESS OF THE', 1995 PROTOCOL 

In the late L980s, Canadian and Amencan authorities came to ternis with the 

failure of the 1979 Rotocol to amend the Migratory Buds Convention. The 

provisions of this agreement were found to be unacceptable to a coalition of Canadian 

and American interests. The Protocol's relatively open-ended wording allowed sport 

hunters and environrnentalists in both countries to play up fears of an abrupt increase 

in Abonginal harvesting that would prove detrimental to conservation and to the 

hunting oppomuiities of non-Aboriginal hunters. Seeking to overcome the coalition's 

opposition, the national govemments sought to negotiate an implementation 

agreement that would alleviate the main concems of opposing groups. But this 

strategy also proved to be unsuccessfiil. Increasingiy pressed by Canadian interests to 

extend the t e m  of the subsistence provisions to southem Aboriginal communities 

and non-Aboriginal northem hunten, the possibilities of hding an agreeable 

compromise without M e r  aiarming southem Amencan interests eventually 

appeared to be dismal to Canadian authorities. By the late 1980s, the 1979 Protocol 

was left to die on the order papers of U.S. Senate's Foreign Relations Cornmittee. 

However, the late 1980s aiso brought changes in the political and Iegal 

environments, particdarly in Canada, which created incentives for a renewed round 

of efforts to secm an acceptable compromise on the subsistence issue. Aboriginal 

orgauisations, that had been relatively dent  in their support for the 1979 Protocol, 



became much more active in their demands for an international amendment, These 

political pressures were largely driven and supported by a changïng legal landscape 

where the reversal of previous jurisprudence lent considerable support to indigenous 

daims regardhg subsistence harvesting rights. The changes were of such importance 

that civil disobedience was being increasingly advocated by indigenous organisations 

and legal threats to the continuing effectiveness of the Migratory Birds Convention 

itself were becoming credible. Despite taking stock of its previous failure, the 

Canadian Wildlife Service was cognisant of the growing importance of finding a 

long-lasting solution. Also pressed by unfavourable legal decisions at home, the 

American govenunent became similady impatient to find a lasting resolution to the 

Alaska subsistence controversy, even going to the extent of assessing the legality of 

unilateral domestic actions. 

in this context, both national wildlife authorities went to work in the late 1980s 

on another international agreement to amend the Migratory Birds Convention. This 

second attempt led to the successfbl negotiation, approval and ratification of a 1995 

protocol of amendment that recognised the rights of Aboriginal peoples to harvest for 

subsistence in the spring. However, as this chapter will show, for this second attempt, 

Canadian authorities in particular adopted a seüringly different approach at seeking 

an amendment to the international migratory birds reghe. While the negotiatioas of 

the original 1979 Protocol had been characterized by secrecy and expediency, the 

process leading to the 1995 amendment was marked by an extensive effort to include 

indigenous peoples and other stakehoIders in the amendment process fiom the outset 

The Canadian Wildlife Service also orchestrated a fobbyhg strategy targeting U.S. 



opponents to the original agreement and made use of a transnational forum, the 

International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, to convey its message in the 

United States. 

In this chapter, we argue that the more inclusive negotiation process, as well as 

the broader amendment agreement that resulted fkom it, can be attributed p d y  to an 

explicit effort to circumvent the U.S. Senate veto that had killed the fint pmtocol by 

CO-opting and reassuring the members of the transnational coalition of actors that 

&ove the opposition throughout the 1980s. Moreover, we will demonstrate that, in 

successfully overcoming the onginai opposition to an Aboriginal subsistence 

amendment, Canadian and Amencan authorities were significantly assisted by 

changes in domestic institutional conditions, notably changes in Canadian 

constitutional and Aboriginal Iaw. 

As a whole, the analysis of these events suggests that domestic institutional 

variables cm contribute sigaificantiy to enhancing our understanding of the evolution 

of international regimes. The case study also suggests that domestic institutionai 

conditions affect the behaviour and strategies of transnational actors. Moreover, it 

suggests that, in the North American context, the need to secure the approval of the 

US. Senate forced Canadian authorities to widen the terrns of the desired 

international agreement to satisQ non-state opponents with some innuence on this 

American institution. Finaily, it dso shows that the influence of tran~aatioaai 

coalitions in afTecting the domestic politics of treaty ratification can force state acton 

to get hvoIved in the domestic politics of other parties to the agreement 



Domestic Subsistence Policies and Judicial Activism in the 1980s 

The 1980s had a profound impact on North-Arnerican domestic poücies 

regarding the subsistence activities of Abonginal peoples in the North. The decade 

was particularly marked by important court ruliugs on the issue in both Canada and 

the United States. And while the evolution of the jurisprudence seemed to run in 

opposite directions in Canada and the United States, there is no question that judicial 

activism significantly influenced the formulation of domestic policies. In the United 

States, two key court rulings, the Dunkle and McDowell decisions, strengthened the 

position of non-Aboriginal hunters and altered the federal govemrnent's policy of 

accommodation of Aboriginal subsistence needs. in Canada, the recognition of 

Aboriginal peoples' rights in the Constitution Act of 1982, and especially their 

interpretation in the Hett, Arcand, and Sparrow decisions, pro foundy modified the 

Iegal environment pursuant to the federal Aboriginal mbsistence policy. Together, the 

decisions in both countries, but especially in Canada, altered the strategic context for 

negotiating an amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention, providing a renewed 

impetus for change and considerably strengthening the case for the recognition of a 

privileged access to waterfowl resources for indigenous hunters. 

Domestic Developnenis in the United States 

In the United States, even in the aftermath of the fdure of the 1979 Protocol, 

federal authorities chose to pumie a policy of administrative accommodation for the 

sabsistence needs of Aboriginal Alaskans in the 1980s. Whüe shying away Eom the 

formal recognition of any special rights of access to wildlife resources for Aboriginal 

per~otls, both Congress and the Department of the Interior worked to mate a 



regdatory framework in Alaska that would accommodate the particular needs of 

Abonginal Alaskaus. This policy of accommodation is well illusûated by two 

important initiatives during this period: Congressional attempts to bring the State of 

Alaska to put in place a subsistence policy favourable to Aboriginal peoples Iiving a 

subsistence lifestyle and the negotiation of a innovative agreement on goose co- 

management that acknowledged the special needs of the indigenous communities. 

In 1980, pursuing policy objectives dating back to the conclusion of the 

landmark 197 1 settiement with Alaskan Aboriginal cornm~nities~'~, Congres 

enüenched in federal law a requirement for the federal govemment to pmtect 

indigenous subsistence activities in  lask ka?" Recognizing the considerable role 

played by State authonties in land management and seeking to incite them to respect 

federal intentions of accommodating Aboriginal subsistence users, federal legislators 

also proposed to devolve federai responsibilities for wildlife management on federal 

lands to the condition that the State adopt wildlife regdations ensuring the long-tem 

protection of the indigenous subsistence way-of-life?" Given that federal lands 

represent about 60% of the Alaskan temtory, the offer represented a considerable 

promise for the State to achieve better control over its naturai spaces. 

Whiie the State govemment met Congressional expectations by legislating a 

policy of preferential access for rural residents taking wildlife for subsistence 

p inposes~  the policy immediately proved unpopular with a large segment of the 

non-indigenous and urban population. To avoid being seen to provide prefmtial 

treatment on the basis of race, the State legislatue was carefùî to frame the 



subsistence policy in terms of resource dependence and essential needs and, 

evenhially, on a critenon of nual residency?* Notwithstanding these conceptuai 

nuances, many Nasican residents, with sport hunters leading the charge, stmngty 

condemned the policy for attributhg defacto special nghts to Aboriginal hunters." 

When they failed to prevent the adoption of the policy, opponents protested the 

adoption of ensulng regulations at a local level." Then, afker creating a new 

organisation to lead the campaign, named the Aiaskaas for Equal Fishing and 

Hunring Rights, they sought to place an initiative on the State's 1982 ballot that 

would essentially have prohibited any discrimination Ki the allocation of fish and 

wildlife "on the basis of race, sex, economic statu, land ownenhip, local residency, 

past or current dependence on the resource, or lack of alternati~es"?~~ While the 

initiative was defeated, the debates revealed a strong level of support and the federai 

govemment had to htervene in the debate by threatening to take back control over al1 

fîsh and game management on federal lands?" 

Far fiom giving up, sport hmter organizations finally took their case to court. 

CIaiming that provisions of the Alaskan State constitution prohibited discrimination 

among resource users, they cailed upon the Supreme Court of Alaska to strike d o m  

the preferential subsistence policy. in the surprishg and profolmdly consequential 

McDoweU decision, the court found that they were nght. It found that the 

legislation's preferential treatment of Mal subsistence users violated the "common 

use" article of the State constitution, which States that "wherever occurring in their 

naturd state, fish, wildIXe, and waters [bel reserved to the people for conmion use", 



and it invalidated the law. Suddedy, the course of Amencan subsistence policy in 

Alaska had been reversed, indïrectly causing Aiaska to lose control of wildlife 

management over the greater part of its temtory. Since the State was now incapable 

of h g  up to the conditions set by Congress, the federal policy of delegating 

wildlife management over federal lands was e b a t e d .  

The second federal initiative indicative of a policy of accommodation for 

Aboriginal subsistence needs was to meet the same faith. The Yukon-Kuskokwim 

Delta Co-Management Agreement, negotiated in the early 1980s to respond to 

concerns about the decline of several populations of geese migrating to the region, 

was stnick down by the US. Court of Appeal in its 1987 Dunkle decision." The 

Yukon-Kuskokwim agreement was widely regarded as an innovative and progressive 

approach to conservation problems because it rested on a multistakeholder 

negotiation process involving southem sport hunting interests (concerned about the 

decline of geese populations available for hunting in Cdifomia), State and federal 

officiais, and Aboriginal communities depending on the resource. The agreement was 

considered a landmark because it rested on an inclusive multistakeholder dialogue 

and a voluntary agreement by Aboriginal commmities to curtail their hawesting on 

the precondition that the goose management fnunework would recognize their special 

subsistence needs. However, after Alaskan sport hunting interests contested the 

agreement for violating the closed season provisions of the Migratory Birds 

Convention by athibuting subsistence hanresting privileges to Aboriginal hunters, the 

agreement was invalidated by the COUII? 



The DunkZe and McDowell decisiom had a considerable impact on the U.S. 

federal policy on subsistence harvestuig in Alaska. Sixteen years after Congress had 

prornised the protection of their subsistence Mestyle to Aboriginal Alaskans, it still 

faced considerable obstacles to delivering on its promise. With regards to waterfowl 

resources, the U.S.-Canada Migratory Birds Convention still stood in the way. The 

main attempt to move forward on an administrative level despite the restrictive 

provisions of the Convention, the Yukon-Kuskokwim CO-management agreement, 

had been ovemimed by the courts, forecloshg this option. n ie  federal policy of 

conditional devolution of responsibilities to State authorities had remlted in a similar 

failure in the face of sport hunting interests. While ii seems likely that any 

recognition of subsistence privileges during the closed season by the State 

subsistence law would eventuaily have been found incompatible with the Convention 

with respect to waterfowl resources and consequently overtumed as well, sport 

hunting uiterests had found a more effective Iegal instrument in the State constitution 

and rendered the law ineffective across a broader range of wildlife species. 

As a result of these events, the federal govemment was forced to admit a lack of 

significant progress despite having contributcd to an atmosphere of heightened 

conflicts and tensions in the State. This situation created such difficulty and urgency 

for the Amencan governmeut that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service began to 

examine the possibility of udateraI American action and the amendment of 

American conservation Iaws in contravention to the Migratory Birds  onv vent ion?^ 

This move womed Canadian authorities who feared that it would mean a loss of 

mutuai cooperation in continental bird management and the eventud demise of the 



entire continental regime. To coimter Amencan intentions, Canadian authorities 

cleariy opposed Amencan udateraiism through officia1 channels. However, if a 

unilaterd course of action was to be avoided and the cooperative continental regime 

preserved, it was clear that an international amendment of the US.-Canada Migratory 

Birds Convention was still a necessity. This necessity was also underscored by 

domestic developments in Canada 

Developnients in Canada 

In Canada, the pertinent political developments were also driven by judicial 

decisions. Up to the mid4980s, the paramountcy of federal environmental Iegislation 

over Aboriginal and treaty rights had been nrmly established by jurisprudence duing 

the 1960s. In 1964, in the Sikyea decision, the Suprerne Court of Canada had upheld 

the conviction of an Abongllral hunter party to Treaty I l  for the killing of one duck 

out of season."' The decision conhned in no ambiguous terms that, if the particular 

needs of Aboriginal communities aiight have been regrettably disregarded by the 

Migratory Birds Convention, feded regdations implementing the Convention 

nevertheless clearly superseded any nghts that Abonpuid peoples held to hunting on 

their ancestral territones. This interpretation, which illustrates the tenuous nature of 

Abonginai rights in Canada pnor to 1982, was Iater confumed to hold in other 

circumstances by the George (1966) and DanieZs (1968) cases.n2 

Up to the late 1980s, these three cases provided a sotmd legal footing for the 

enforcement activities of the Canadian WilWe Service against iodigenous peoples. 

Despite their wilhgness to Iegalize the subsistence hunting practices of mdigenous 



communities in 1979, federai officiais were under no legal obligations (except with 

respect to the promises made in the modem treaties) to extend Aborigiaal peoples' 

privileges to take waterfowt in the sprittg. In any case, while a considerable Ievel of 

tension and numerous potential contlicts remained in northera communities, the 

failure to amend the Migratory Bir& Convention did not place the waterfowl 

management regime in jeopardy and legal recourse against excessive Aboriginal 

harvesting remained available. 

The decisions rendered in 1989 in R v. Flen by the Manitoba Court of Appeal 

and in R v. Arcand by the Alberta Court of Queen's Bench undertook a considerable 

reversal of this situation?" it is important to note that, in the twenty years separating 

the two series of cases, the legal status of Abonginal peoples in Canada had changed 

considerably. Abonginal peoples had been active and nlatively influentid during the 

period of constitutional renewal of the 1970s and early 1980s. Due to a mix of 

changing attitudes, better political mobilization and important legal decisions, they 

had successfully pushed forward their case for Aboriginal and treaty nghts. More 

importantly in this case, they had successfully brought the federal govemment to 

include in the Constitution Act, 1982, a section recognising and afnrming their 

Aboriginal and treaty rights. The significance of this section 35(1) for wildife 

management in Canada began to be measured by the Hett and Arcand cases. 

Both Hett and Arcand involved Abonginai penons arrested for hunting 

waterfiowl out of season in contravention to the terms of the Migratory Bir& 

Comtmrion Act and, just as in the 1960s' cases, the defendants argued that their 



Aboriginal and treaty rights were violated by the federal legislation. However, in 

these cases, the courts found that Abonginal and treaty rights represented a 

reasonable defence for Aboriginal defendants. By being constitutionalized by section 

35(1), Aboriginal and treaty rights, including hunting rights, took on e more 

funchmenta1 and authontative stature. In Flett, the judge recognised that federal 

regdations regarding migratory birds had been interpreted to supersede treaty rights 

in the past. But, taking into account the significance of section 35(1), the courts could 

no longer conclude to the legaiity of such limitations on the exercise of Aboriginal 

peoples' constitutionai rights. 

The FIetl and Arcand cases immediately modified the political dynamics 

between Abonginal communities and the Canadian Wildlife Service. Soon after these 

court decisions were made, Aboriginal organisations began writhg federal 

authorities, demaading the immediate stop of al1 enforcement activities affecthg 

indigenous peoples. They also called for the withdrawal of al1 charges pending 

agallist indigenous hunters. in response, the Canadian Wildlife Service remained 

cautious. Waiting to see whether the provincial govemments would appeal the 

decisions, federal officiais requested an assessrnent of the situation by the Department 

of Justice. Even if the significance of the decisions was confirmed, the Canadian 

WiNildlife Service reasoned, many individual Aboriginal nations still needed to prove 

the existence of their Abonginal and treaty nghts over specific temtones. Moreover, 

section 35(1) of the constitution covered only the rights in existence in 1982 and legai 

uncertainty remained about the meaning of extinguishment of Abonginai rights. 



Before the federal govemment and mdigenous peopies could M y  take stock of 

the implications of the Flett and Arcand decisions, the Supreme Court of Canada 

rendered another decision that has had a fiindamental and lasting effect on al1 aspects 

of wildlife management with regards to Aboriginal peoples. The 1990 Spurrow 

decision did not directly concem the Migratory Bir& Convention ~ c t . ~ ~ ~  Ronaid 

Sparrow was a member of the Musqueam FVst Nation who, while f ishg on 

ancestral lands, was arrested and charged with fishing with a net that did not rneet the 

required specifications under the Fishedes Act regulations. Sparrow, in his defence, 

argued that federal regulations were violating his Aboriginal rights to fish for 

subsistence and wen consequently inapplicable to him. in one of the most important 

constitutional decisions to date on Aboriginal rights, the Court found that section 

35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982, had constitutionaked the Aboriginal rights of 

Ronaid Sparrow and the Muscpeam nation and that federal regulations could not 

easily constrain the exercise of these rights. In this particular case, Sparrow's 

conviction was ovethirned, 

The significance of the Sparrow decision for Abonginal rights and wildlife 

management far exceeds the details of the case. In addition to confirmïng that section 

35(1) did indeed constitutionalized Aboriginal and treaty rights that had not been 

exthguished before 1982, Sparrow also provided a justifkatory analysis to determine 

whether govemment regdations illegaiiy e g e d  on Aboriginal and treaty rights. 

While the Court m e d  the new cotlstitutional nature of Aboriginal harvesting 

rights, it aiso clearly afnrmed that these rights couid be cirrtailed and controiled by 

govemrnents pursuing " a  vaiid Iegislative objectivet'. Among the "compehg and 



substantial" objectives that the Court fond to be valid, the inclusion of conservation 

and resource management was deerned to be "uncontroversial". 

However, even in the event of the existence of a valid legislative objective. the 

Court, stresshg that the Crown's honour was at stake? argued that governent 

regulation should Uifringe as little as possible on Aboriginal rights. In this context, it 

felt that a relation had to be established between the question of justification and the 

docation of priorities in resource use. More precisely, the Court affirmed explicitly 

that, even when subjected to legitimate consexvation measures, Aboriginal 

subsistence needs must take clear priority over al1 other uses. In the event of a 

necessary curtailment of hwesting activities due to conservation concems, the 

Aboriginal harvest should take precedence over non-indigenous commercial and 

recreational harvesting. These latter users should be granted access to the resource 

only after Aboriginal subsistence needs were satisfied. In sum, in Sparrow, the 

Supreme Court effectively read into the constitution a rule of prîority of access for 

Abonginai subsistence users for Abonginal nations who could demonstrate the 

existence of Aboriginal or treaty rights. 

The Sparrow decision had a profound impact on the politics of the Migratory 

BUds Convention's amendment. It confhned the Iegal reversal begrm by Arcand and 

Flea by afnrming the predorninance of Aboriginal and treaty rights over the 

Migratory Bi& Convention Act. As a result, the Canadian Wildlife Senrice would be 

progressively losing its capacity to regdate indigenous mbsistence harvesting, 

incIuding during the reproductive season, as individual Aboriginal nations proved 



that their specific rights had not been extinguished prior to 1982. While watdowl 

conservation obviously represented a valid legislative objective, the justifkatory 

analysis proposed by the Court now necessitated to prove that the Aboriginal 

subsistence spring harvest by itseif represented a threat to conservation. Given the 

limited scientSc data available on the Aboriginal harvest, such a legal dernotlstration 

could prove to be dificult. In any case, given the new Aboriginal subsistence pnority 

d e ,  the Canadian Wildlife SeMce could hardly continue to outlaw a spring 

subsistence harvest by a relatively s m d  number of Aboriginal hunters while 

allowing the recreational fail harvest to represent the vast majority of birds killed 

every year. 

Following the Spmow füling, Aboriginal representatives were quick to use 

their newly found constitutional leverage to push for a new amendment to the 

Migratory Birds Convention. They not ody stressed the constitutional character of 

their rights but they now aiso threatened that the federd govemment rnight just lose 

the entire Convention, which now coaflicted with recognized constitutional rights. If 

a subsistence amendment proved impossible to negotiate with the U.S., the Canadian 

Wildlife Service would simply not be in a constitutional position to implement its 

closed season provisions within the Canadian temtory. For example, in a June 1991 

statement on the Migratory Birds Convention amendment process, the Cree Regionai 

Authority argued that, if the appropriate amendment could not be obtained as 

promised sixteen years earlier in the James Bay and Noahern Québec Agreement, the 

govenunent of Canada must "invoke its rights under international law to withdraw 

b m  the Migratory Birds Convention or suspend" its application so as to prevent its 



conflict with Aboriginai and treaty r i g h t ~ . ~ '  This argument was repeated by waially 

ali  Abonginal nations throughout the penod leading to the negotiation of the 1995 

pr0toc0l.~~ 

In retrospective, it seems difficult to over-estimate the impact of the 1982 

constitutional amendment, and its 1990 judicial interpretation in Spurrow, on the 

politics of the Migratory Birds Convention amendment. These events both lent 

greater legitirnacy and power to Aboriginal claims and contriiuted significantly to 

radicalize the discourse and stimulate the Iobbying of the Aboriginal movement. 

Moreover, they threatened to severely weaken the Migratory Birds Convention as a 

regulatory instrument to manage continental waterfowl populations. In the absence of 

an international amendment that would both recognise Aboriginal subsistence rights 

and allow for its incorporation into the regulatory system through new management 

measures for subsistence hunting, Canadian authorities ultimately feared that an 

unregulated, unmonitored Aboriginal harvest may prove dehimental to effective 

continentai management. The constitutioaal changes renewed the rngency of 

negotiating a successful international subsistence amendment and significantly 

altered the political dynamics by empowering Aboriginal groups and modifying the 

default conditions to which the continental regime would revert in the event of a 

second failure. 

In sum, domestic legd changes in Canada and the United States in the late 

1980s and early 1990s modined significantly the political environment of the 

Aboriginal subsistence rights controversy. Amencan changes increased pressure on 



both the Amencan, and mdirectiy on the Canadian govement, for seekmg once 

more a successful amendment to the bilateral continental agreement Domestic 

conditions even led American authorities to assess the feasibility of unilateral action. 

But the constitutionai changes in Canada proved to be even more important. A series 

of court decisions on the newly recognised constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples 

effectively altered the distribution of power among govenunents, Aboriginal groups 

and other non-state actoa. They provided greater authority and legitimacy to 

Aboriginal clairns, weakened the position of the federal govermnent, and even raised 

questions about the viability of the continental waterfowl regime in the absence of a 

successful amendment. As we will see in the rest of the chapter, these changes 

eventually had a profound effect on the amendment of the continental regime. 

The Politics of the 1995 Protocol 

While feeling growing pressures to amend the Convention in Canada and fiom 

the U.S., Canadian authorities were also acutely conscious of the failure of the 1979 

Rotocoi and were at least detennined to avoid repeating their mistakes. As one 

prominent official fiom the 1970s conceded during an interview, 'thile not 

consuIting the non-govemmentai organisations was not musual for federal policy- 

making at the tirne, our decision to negotiate an amendment without consulting the 

provinces was a clear mistake, even for the the". in setting out to negotiate a new 

amendment, the Canadian WiIdlife Senrice was carefd to engage the provincial 

agencies in the process. 



The fdure of the First Ministers' Conference on Aboriginal Rights in the late 

1980s left the conservation community without much guidance in formulating a new 

negotiation position on subsistence rights. To h d  such guidance, wildlife officials 

turned to an established intergovemmental body composed of al1 wildlife ministers in 

the country: the Wildlife Ministers' Council. Predictably given previous provincial 

opposition to expansive reading of Aboriginal hunting rights, the Wildlife Ministers' 

Council adopted at its 1988 meeting a policy statement emphasising the equality 

rights of ail Canadians and directing federal oficials to formulate an amendment that 

would ensure "a fair and equai access" to waterfowl to dl northem Canadians (living 

both in the territories and in the northem part of provinces). 

Despite the 1989 FIett and Arcund decisions, the federal-provincial council 

nevertheless reaffinned and clarified this "equitable northern access" preference at its 

1990 meeting. At this meeting, federal and provincial govemments agreed that any 

funue Migratory Birds Convention amendment should expend waterfowl access only 

in the northem areas of the country (unless southem indigenous communities could 

prove the existence of constitutional rights to hunt during the closed season). They 

also agreed that the amendment should be applicable to ail residents without regard to 

their ethnic background and shouid accommodate the exercise of Aboriginal rights 

ody where they were found to exist in law (as opposed to recognising them as a 

matter of policy). 

While this original policy statement by wildlife ministers assured federal 

officials the support of provincial authorities, it aIso forced them to adopt an originaI 



position on subsistence rights that would prove hard to maintain and that would be 

v W y  impossible to sel1 to Aboriginai nations in the aftermath of the Flett, Arcmd 

and Spamw dings. In üght of the feded-provincial agreement, the Canadian 

Wildlife Service's fint amendment proposal focused clearly on improving the 

northern access to waterfowl resources for ail potential users. In Eict, most Abonginal 

peoples, whose particdu concems and histone grievances were still at the basis of 

the entire amendment initiative, would be covered almost indirectly by virtue of 

being northern residents. This original reluctance to embrace Abonginal subsistence 

rights proved a persistent feature of the federal position for the years to corne. In fact, 

even after the Sparrow decision had changed significantly the underlying legal order, 

federai officials still clung to the view that many legal uncertainties remained and that 

individual nations still had to prove their historical rights. Changing this coaservative 

approach to Abonginai nghts took more pressure from Aboriginal organisations as 

well as the fragmentation of the provincial common fiont, which created the 

possibility of change. 

Opening up the policy process 

WhiIe engaging the provinces early in the process was the k t  lesson dram 

from the failure of the 1979 agreement, it was not the oniy one. The determining role 

played by non-state actors in blocking the ratification of the previous protocol by 

getting the U.S. Senate to withhold its approvai was a centrai concem of Canadian 

federal officials. In order to prevent the repetition of these events, the Canadian 

WidIife Service devised a political strategy that contrasts severely with the cIosed 

and expedient process adopted to negotiate the failed agreement. The new strategy 



would seek to enpand sipnincantly the coaütion of actors supportbg the subsistence 

amendment or at least to diminish its influence on the American poiicy process. In 

order to meet these objectives, the Canadian Wildlife Service relied on a two-tracked 

consultation and lobbying effort. 

The h t  tnick focused on American policy actors. Conscious that American 

States had played a determinant role in iafluencing the U.S. Senate, Canadian 

officiais focused on winning their approval. Since the coalition of environmentalists, 

especidly the National Wildlife Federation and Canadian Wildlife Federation, had 

successfully instilled doubts about the sustainabiiity of the Aboriginal subsistence 

amendment, Canadian officials wanted to counter them by presenting more 

effectively their owa case to U.S. wildlife agencies and recreational hunting 

associations. The comentoae of this strategy was the use of the states' lobby 

association that had played a crucial role in defeating the 1979 Protocol: the 

International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies. 

While the IAFWA clearly performs the role of an American state lobby in 

Washington, Canadian wildlife agencies, including the Canadian Wildlife Service, 

hold memberships in the association. This rnembership made of the IAFWA an 

exceptional platforin fkom which to present the case for an Aboriginal subsistence 

amendment. In a move that proved rewarding, the Canadian Wildlife Service got the 

IAFWA to set up a special working cornmittee on the Migratory Birds Convention 

and subsistence harvesting. The working committee wouId be rnandated to gather ai l  

the facts available on the issue and to produce a discussion paper that couid S o m  



the association's position. W e  the working cornmittee included Amencan 

members, was chaired by an Amencan agency director and reported directly to the 

IAFWA Assembly, Gregory Thompson, the Canadian Wildlife Service's director for 

Migratory Birds and Wildlife Conservation, was one of the main contn'buors to the 

discussion paper. As a result, Canadian officiais placed themselves in an exceptional 

position to Muence the association's thinking on subsistence harvesting. 

The second track of the Canadian strategy focused on domestic actors. Again, 

determined to broaden its coalition of supporters to prevent a repetition of the 1979 

experience, federal officials designed an extensive consultation process to gather 

stakeholden' views and to explain its own intentions regarding subsistence 

harvesting. The consultation process was to have two phases: it would start by a 

series of bilaterat meetings with the main non-state stakeholders, which might serve 

to revise the original federal position, and then be followed by a more forma1 

multilaterai consultation process that would tour the country. in the end, the domestic 

consultation process lasted about four years and it involved a large number of local 

and national groups in al1 categories of stakeholder~?'~ Both by virtue of its mere 

existence as well as of its extensive nature and duration, the consultation process 

leadhg to the 1995 agreement offers a sharp contnist with the approach that had been 

taken by the Canadian govemment in 1979. 

In understanding the politics of the Migratory Birds Convention amendment, 

the domestic coosultation process is notable at l e s t  for two reasons. Firstly, the 

process represented the first systematic attempt to consult Aboriginal peoples on the 



issue; but, paradoxically' it ended up both sthulating confi.ontation between 

indigenous organisations and the federal govemment as weU as ultirnately assuring a 

higher degree of Aboriginal input than what had been expected at the outset by 

Canadian authorities. Secondly, there is aIso clear evidence that the consultation 

process modined the content of the subsistence amendment eventually negotiated 

with the United States. The next sections will deal in turn with these developments. 

Btinging Abori@naI Organisations In 
In the fa11 of 1990, having devised their original amendment proposal to reflect 

the guidelines offered by the Wildlife Ministen' Council, federal wildlife onicials set 

out to consult with non-state stakeholders. Aboriginal nations were fint on the 

agenda of bilateral meetings. Given the "equitable northern access" approach 

preferred at the tirne, federal officids anticipated that Aboriginal groups would h d  

the amendment proposa1 unsatisfactory. However, they immediately encountered a 

more hostile response than they had anticipated. 

The Canadian Wildlife Service began their efforts by sponsoring a meeting of 

the Assernbly of First Nations' Migratory Birds Working Group in Ottawa on 5 

December 1990. The objective was to provide Aboriginal peoples' representatives 

with an initial brielkg on the issue as a prelude to establishg a schedde of meetings 

with individuai nations, However, when the Canadian Wildlife Service staffarrived at 

the meeting' they were asked to Ieave by the Aboriginal representatives and to corne 

back in the aftemoon. At the end of the rnornhg, they were then infonned that the 

Assembly of First Nations was unwilling to meet with them to discuss the Migratory 



Birds Convention's amendment? The Assembly of FBst Nations' concems went 

beyond the inadequacy of the "equitable northem access" proposal. WhiIe they did 

oppose this proposal because it negated the recognition of subsistence rights as 

fundamental Aboriginal and treaty rights for d Aboriginal nations, their original 

resistance also focused on the very nature of the consdtation process itself. 

The Assembly of First Nations argued that the consultation process devised by 

the Canadian Wildlife Service did not recognise their special status within the 

Canadian constitutional order and shnply diminished them to the rank of ordinary 

policy stakeholders or interest groups. The organisation insisted that nothing less than 

a series of high-level negotiations Eom "nation to nation" couId adequately address 

their grievances and Iive up to the federal govemment's duties toward Abonginal 

nations. The Assembly of First Nations' position was subsequently confirmed by the 

organisation's General Assembly as well as by other Aboriginal organisations that 

sllnilarly condemned the consultation approach of the Canadian WildIife 

Immediately after the cancelIation of the 5 December 1990 meeting, the 

organisation began to voice its opposition. The same &y, the National Chief, 

Georges Erasmus, mote to the deputy ministers of the departments of Justice and the 

EnWoument to condemn the approach taken for consulting Aboriginal peoples. A 

few days Iater, in an effort to raise awareness on the issue, the Assembly of First 

Nations adopted a resolution at a special chiefs' assembly and published a press 

release attackhg the Canadian WildIife SeMce for faiIing to recognise their Mique 

constitutional stahis, The resolution reiterated its rejection of any form of Aboriginal 



participation that wouid amount to less than direct, 'hation to nation" negotiation 

between First Nations' leadership and the federal govemment. It ako caiIed for the 

provision of adequate resources in order for Aboriginal peoples to prepare for these 

negotiations.s40 In the following months, the organisation dso asked for $600 000 to 

conduct a consultation exercise of its own with member nations. 

Eventually, the Aboriginal organisations' persistent demands for "nation to 

nation" negotiations also exceeded concems for their position in the domestic policy 

process and they included demands for a similar role and status in negotiations with 

the Amencan government."' Abonginai nations wanted to be at the table with the 

Canadian and Amencan govemments, representing directly their own peoples on an 

equal footing with the two national governments. 

The bdamental disagreement over the actuai status of Abonginal peoples and 

how they should be treated throughout the consultation process was never t d y  

resolved. Until the biIateral negotiations started with the American govemrnent in 

1994, Abotiginal organisations continued to cal1 for "nation to nation" statu. 

However, while the Assembly of First Nations boycotted the process for the greater 

part of its duration, many other regionai organisations and individuai nations decided 

to participate both in bilateral and multilaterd coOSUltations. The Grand CounciI of 

the Crees of Québec, for example, repeatediy afnrmed its agreement with the 

Assembly of First Nations' opposition but neverthekss attended bilateral meetings 

and multistakeholder workshops and exchanged a substantial correspondence with 

the C~t11~1dian WIIdIife s e ~ c e " Z  The Assembly of First Nations itself eventually 



participated in informal meetings and one member of its staff participated in the 

multistakeholder process in 1992. 

Despite the apparent inconsistency and frailty of Aboriginal opposition to the 

consultation process, it yielded significant results. Ovedi, Aboriginal peoples 

insistence on their special status brought the federal govemment to augment their 

level of hi&-level input into the negotiation process. Duriag the domestic phase, the 

Canadian Wildlife Service did not fiuidamentally mod@ its consultation strategy but 

Abonginai nations clearly represented the vast majority of participants in both phases 

of the consultations. With regards to the international negotiations process, while the 

demand for 'hation to nation" status was found to be clearly unacceptable and 

inconsistent with international practices, the Canadian governrnent eventually 

decided to create a Native Advisory Cornmittee at the end of 1993 to assist the 

Canadian delegation during the negotiations with the United States. 

The Native Advisory Cornmittee was composed of three respected Aboriginal 

persons chosen by the federal govemment who were siniag in their own name (and 

not as delegates of Aboriginal organisations). It was chaired by lim Bourque, a well- 

respected northem indigenous leader. The committee members periodically discussed 

the nature and evolution of the negotiations with members of the negotiation team. It 

dso served as a liaison between Aboriginal nations and the negotiating team and it 

discussed with federal officiais the required steps to make sure that the amendment 

wodd be supported by îndigenous peoples. In the end, the committee did not win 

manimous praise and some Aboriginal leaders complained about hadequate 



information and consultation. However, there is no doubt that it contniuted to the 

legitimacy of the process and that it serveci to keep indigenou peoples more invohed 

in the amendment process. 

The Aboriginal influence was not limited to procedural issues. Their vocal 

opposition to the "equitable northern access" scenario and their hsistence on the Ml 

recognition of their Aboriginal and treaty rights, both in designing the consultation 

process and in deciding the actuai content of the subsistence amendment, resulted in 

significant gains. Thek relentles defence of their constitutional rights, heIped 

significantly by the evolving jurisprudence, allowed them to influence the substantive 

results of the consultation process and dtimately the content of the international 

agreement. 

Equituble Northern Access und the Sparrow decision 

When it started its consultation with stakeholders in 1990, the Canadian 

Wildlife Service found itseif facing advocates of opposing positions. On the one 

hand, Aboriginal peoples strongly and consistently argued that the Migratory Birds 

Convention arnendments should recognise that they had a yearlong and minimally 

constrained access to waterfowl as a matter of Abonginal and treaty rights. These 

rights were not seen as appropriately shared with 0 t h  Canadians and expending the 

hunting opportunities of non-indigenous hunters was generally considered to be 

incompatible with the recognition of mdigenous rights. On the other hanci, 

enWonmmasts and sport hunters either opposed more harvesting in the spring 

akogether or insisted that greater resource access should be granted on a equal bais 



imspective of ethnic background. In this context, acceding to the demands of one 

group seemed to risk fkther alienating the other. 

The original "equitable northern access" proposal seemed to bear the potential 

for winning the support of non-indigenous users. Under this scenario, any resident of 

the northem temtories and the northem areas of many provinces wouid potentially 

qualm for expanded access to waterfowl resources in the spring. The exact aorthem 

area that would be covered by this new access regime would eventually be defined 

through consultation. As such, the "northem access" proposai seemed compatible 

with the equality rights discourse of most non-indigenous stakeholders while at least 

improving indigenous spring subsistence harvesting in the North where the needs 

were most important. More importantly, it followed precisely the principles identified 

by the federai-provincial council. 

However, as we have seen, Abo@@al reactions were immediately strongly 

negative. In meeting d e r  meeting, and letter after letter, Abonginal nations 

condemned the "equitable noahem access" proposa1 for not clearly recognising 

Aboriginal and treaty rights. From the outset, Aboriginal organisations were relying 

on the Flett and Arcand cases to bolster their position and, by the t h e  the bilateral 

consultations began, the Supreme Court's niling in Spmow served to strengthen and 

radicalize their discourse. Federai officiais were following closely the Arcand and 

Flen cases but refused to see them as definitive decisions. They were still awaiting 

the provinces' decision to appeal to the Supreme Court and continued to stress that 

these decisions were incompatible with previous decades of jiuisprudmce. The 



Spmrow nriing, however, instilled some doubt about the legd and political soun&ess 

of their position on indigrnous hunting rights. 

It search for greater legal clarity, the Canadian Wildlife Service turned for 

advice to the Department cf Justice. The early legal opinions offered by the 

Department of Justice rpcognised the signincant implications of the decision for the 

fûture of wildlife management in Canada; but they were far from categorical. They 

emphasised that there remaiued many unsettled issues about the extuiguishment of 

Aboriginal rights. According to constitutionai experts, there also remained significant 

legd uncertainty about the extent of Aboriginal nghts. Moreover, notwithstanding the 

rationale exposed in the decision for establishing the validity of infigement on 

Aboriginal rights, it rernained that, for many Aboriginal nations, the existence of such 

ancestral rights needed to be demonstrated in court on the basis of their own 

particular historical circumstances. 

The cautious approach by the Justice Department's lawyers provided Iimited 

guidance to the Canadian Wildlife S e ~ c e  in dealing with its Aboriginal subsistence 

policy and the amendment of the Migratory Birds Convention. Their refusal to adopt 

an expansive interpretation of the Sparrow d i n g  left federal wildife officiais in a 

difficult position. The legd ambiguity was unhelpful for finding an appropriate 

irnmediate response to the legai changes. 

Moreover, the absence of c&ty complicated hding a compromise that 

wouid be long-lasfing. in effect, due to the slow but progressive affirmation of 

Aboriginal rights, any adequate amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention wouid 



now need to be crafted in order to ailow the accommodation of fùture Aboriginal 

ri&&, as they would be progressively found to exist in certain areas and as they 

would be progressively dehed by the judicial process. Such an attentive, uicremental 

and case-by-case approach wodd probably be quite unpopdar with the American 

govenunent and non-state actors in both couutries. In particular, they would not 

respond favourably to the greater ambiguity about the scope and nature of Aboriginal 

hunting rights suggested by such an inmemental and diversified approach. Who 

exactly wodd be the beneficiaries of the subsistence harvesting exemption at any 

given tirne? How many people would dtimately fdl under the category of Aboriginal 

rights holders? How would (or could) their activities be regulated? Which territories 

would be covered by Aboriginal spring harvesting rights? Many of these questions 

could not be answered adequately at the tirne of negotiation and the answers would be 

likely to change in the fuhue as new cases would be brought to courts by Aboriginal 

cornrnunities. Since the 1979 Protocol had been largely faulted and opposed because 

of its lack of specificity (which made it easy to lend credence to the worst scenarios), 

the scenario suggested by a narrow reading of Sparrow did not bode well for the 

fbture of the amendment process. 

In addition, such a timid response to Sparow wodd Likely only hie1 Aboriginal 

opposition. Insishg that individual communities prove the existence of their 

Aboriginal rights through the judicid process and awaiting for court decisions to 

modm the federal policy for specinc tenitories implied an adversarial approach and 

costIy legd battles for years to come. If the fitture of waterfbwl management in 

Canada, inc1uding the implementation of the amended Migratory BÎrds Convention, 



rested on a cooperative relationship with Aboriginal peoples, a judicial case-by-case 

approach was hardiy pmmising to contriiute to the creation of such a relationship. In 

sum, while Spmow was interpreted by Abonginal advocates as a clear statement of 

the constitutional rights, for the federal govemment, unwilling to opt for a generous 

reading of the Court's mling, the decisiou was creating greater complexity, 

uacertainty and difficulty. 

In order to better ascertain the changing constitutionai environment concerning 

Aboriginal hunting rights, in late 1990, the Canadian Wildlife Senrice began to 

advocate the use of a Supreme Court reference to end the legal uncertainty. The 

SeMce felt that, if the Supreme Court agreed to clariQ the extent and nature of 

Aboriginal hunting rights under the existing constitution, the federal govenunent 

would work from a more solid legal position and the expectations of the different 

stakeholden wouid become clearer and more in tune with reality. However, the 

Department of Justice was categorical in its rejection of this alternative. Its preferred 

option was the careful selection of a test case resulting fiom normal enforcement 

activities. But, at this stage, the director of the Canadian Wildiife SeMce dismissed 

this option as taking too much time and as being simply "inhuman" for the Aboriginal 

persons involved in such a judicial process. 

Meanwhile, Aboriginal lobbying against the "equitable northem access" 

approach was unreienting. hcorporating the court ruiïngs in their discursive arsenal, 

they kept voicing their opposition publicly, in bilateral meetings and through a 

substantial correspondence with federai ministers. ùi response to wide-spread and 



growing Aboriginal criticism, the minister of the Environment began to reassute 

Aboriginal leaders that the federal govemment wouid not seek an amendment to the 

Migratory Buds Convention without theK expiicit support. The need to change the 

original proposal to tuid a compromise was becoming evident. 

Yieldng to Aboriginal Subsiktence Rights 

Since the "equitable northern access" proposal had been largely inspired by the 

position of the federal-provincial council, it was feared that abandoning it wouid 

create difficulties with the provinces. However, around the same t h e ,  the provincial 

common fiont on the "equitable northem access" began to cnimble as Ontario and 

Manitoba changed their position on Aboriginal subsistence hunting. 

The Ontario govemment was the fmt province to re-examine its commitment 

this scenario. The election of the New Democratic Party signincantly changed the 

provincial attitudes toward negotiations with hdigenous peoples in the province. 

Having toured indigenous communities in the yean preceding their victory, the NDP 

were seemingiy committed to improving their socio-economic conditions. 

Furthemore, in the wake of the 1990 Oka crisis in Quebec, the Ontario goverment 

was determined to avoid a similar event in the province. In both cases, granting more 

autonomy to Aboriginal bands was considered part of the solution. O v e d ,  the 

govemment expressed a commitment to push ahead the self-government agenda and, 

in the area of resource management, the negotiation of co-management agreements 

with indigenous communities became a priority. 



Moreover, Bud Wilchan, the new minister of Naniml Resources and 

Indigenous Mairs, adopted an expansive reading of Spmrow. In idormal meetings, 

he explained that, in his view, it amounted to the recognition of Aboriginal rights to 

harvest al1 wildkife year-round throughout the province, subject only to conservation 

requirements. In this context, Ontario codd no longer support the no- access 

scenario as it did not recognise the rights of Aboriginal peoples living in the southem 

areas of the province.M3 45 meetings with federal officials, the provincial wildlife 

conservation director afnrmed that an acceptable amendment scenario would have to 

ailow spring hunting by ail status Indians in the province. 

Ontario was not the only provincial govemment to change its views on the 

Migratory Bir& Convention's amendment, In early 1991, the province of Manitoba 

also made the decision to embrace a CO-management approach for dealing with 

natural resources management when indigenous peoples were involved. The 

province's interest for CO-management institutions was primarily driven at the t h e  

by conflicts with Abonginal peoples over the allocation of forestry resources. The 

grant of large forest areas to some companies had angered Manitoba First Nations in 

late 1990 and tensions between Aboriginal communities and the provincial 

govenunent heightened as a re~ult?~ 

In response, a senior executive departmental committee of the Manitoba 

Department of N a d  Resources endorsed the use of the CO-management approach 

for managing naturai resources and set to work on guidelines for the development of 

CO-management agreements for most resource areas, including ~ildlife. Moreover, 



under an agreement àgned with The Pas nation, the province had already consented 

to a preferential hunting quota for Aboriginal peoples living on the afEected 

temtories. Wbile migratory birds hunting feii under federal jurisdiction and were oot 

covered by such agreements, the province had made a clear cornmitment to First 

Nations to push for such CO-management and preferential treatment whenever 

possible. Ln the words of a senior provincial official, "the province [now planned] to 

go big on CO-management". Correspondingly, in bilaterd meetings held with the 

federal govemment in early 1991, the province was now advocating that discussions 

regarding arnendments to the Migratory Bir& Convention be premised on the 

extensive delegation of decision-making authority to CO-management institutions 

involving Aboriginal peoples.s4s 

While the endorsement of preferential treatment and co-management 

represented a s-ignificant shift in position, the provincial ministry eventualiy went 

even M e r  by announcing that it wodd not take advantage of any potentid 

opportunities to expand the access of non-indigenou subsistence or recreational 

hunters in the northern areas of the province. According to provincial oficials, the 

tensions to be expected as a result of the atûiiution of greater harvesting privileges to 

non-indigenous hunters in noahern areas would oniy serve to make friture 

negotiations and collaboration with indigenous peoples more difflcuIt. In the interest 

of a more peacefbi relation with Manitoba First Nations, and fewer problems with 

natuml resource management, these concessions to non-indigenous users were then to 

be a~oided?~ 



In sum, a few years after the beginning of bilaterai consultations with 

Aborigùial peoples, the federal government's original position was becoming 

untenable and the federai-provincial original consensus on the northem access 

scenario was fiilhg apart. In March 1992, the Canadian Wildlife SeMce haUy 

came to the opinion that "it is now clear fkom the Sparrow decision, bilateral 

consultations to date and our continuing discussions with the Department of Justice 

that the Wildiife Directors' approach to the Migratory Birds Convention amendrnents 

developed in 1990 is a non-starter". Consequently, the federal govemment decided to 

expand the scope of the amendment sought for Aboriginal peoples. It is worth 

quoting at length the federal official in charge of the amendment process at the time 

who, in writing to Aboriginal organisations, stated the following: 

"1 am pleased to be able to say that the federal govemment's position 
respecting Aboriginal hunting of waterfowl and egging across Canada is 
evolviag in response to various factors, including earlier consultation. 
Where rights are specified and agreed to in claims settlement, there is no 
question. Now, even where there are still some Iegal uncertainties about 
specific rights in the management of migratory birds, the federal 
govenunent intends to act as though Aboriginal and treaty rights to hunt 
migratory birds may exist and may be exercised subect to govemment 4- regdation for conservation and good management."M 

This change of position is sipnincant as it represented a new federal willingness to 

acknowledge Abonginai peoples' special statu in relation to the waterfowl 

management regime without waiting for judicid decisions in each individual case. 

Such a change in position represented a major concession to the repeated dernands of 

Aboriginal nations and a cfear response to the changing domestic legal landscape 

regarding Abonginai constitutionai rights. 



It should be stated that, in granting this concession to indigenous peoples, the 

federal government nevertheless attracted the blame of some provincial govemments. 

The Quebec government, for example, later partiy opposed the federai amendment 

proposal because it took an excessively generous view of the Aboriginal peoples' 

exception. The province argued instead for a Limited right to a spring subsistence 

harvest applicable only to Aboriginal nations who could prove legdly that they held 

such Aboriginal or treaty rights over their ancestral t e m t o r i e ~ . ~ ~  In other words, it 

advocated a case-by-case approach more consistent with the position of the federal 

Department of Justice, which would rest on the design of different spring 

management regimes for each specific nation able to prove the existence of 

unextinguished rights to subsistence harvesting. 

Concessions to Non-lndigenous Users 

Once the decision had been made to concede more generous terms to 

Abonginal peoples, the challenge of curtailing the opposition of non-Abonginal 

hunters and environmentalists clearly re-emerged for the federal government. An 

obvious option for the Canadian Wildlife Sefice could be to gant better spring 

access to non-indigenous hunters in the hope of weakening their opposition and 

isolathg environmentalists in their opposition to the amendment However, such a 

concession would ükely provoke a negative response fkom Abonginal peoples who, 

as we have seen, tend to see their subsistence rights as exclusive and incompati'ble 

. with the amibution of s i d a r  nghts to non-indigenous users. A position that was re- 

iterated during the bilateral consultations held m the early 1990s with regards to both 



non-indigenous subsistence users (living mainly in the Northwest Temtories) and 

recreationd hwiters. 

Regarding non-indigenous subsistence users, Canadian federal authorities had 

entered the consultation process with the intention of granhg spring access to users 

that reside in the areas covered by land claims agreements but who have not been 

named beneficiaries. They felt that, under the guiding principles provided by the 

Wildif'e Ministers' Conference insisting on "fair and equitable" access for al1 

Canadians, non-beneficiaries spruig hunting privileges originally seemed to represent 

a good sol~tion."~ But, as expected, this proposal was not well received by most 

Aboriginal organisations. Many Abonpinal organisations clearly expressed their 

opposition to allowing non-beneficiaries to harvest waterfowl in the spring and many 

stressed what they considered their exclusive right to a yearlong harvedSo 

Moreover, notwithstanding the possible tendency of Aboriginal spokespenons 

to overstate the clarity and extent of treaty rights (as they were defined in 

jurisprudence at the time), Aboriginal cornrnunities were not alone in opposing the 

extension of the s p ~ g  harvest exception to non-indigenous subsistence users who 

would not be beneficiaries of land claims. Some provincial govemments, notably the 

Quebec govemment, were also flatly opposed to amending the Migratory Birds 

Convention to grant new privileges to non-indigenous subsistence users? Since the 

province of Quebec saw the Migratory Bir& Convention amenciments as an 

important step to Live up to the promises of the Jmes  Bay and Norihem Québec 

Agreement, it did not want to see the amendment threaten the concessions made to 



Aborigind peoples covered by the Agreement by unduly expancihg the priviieges of 

other wildlife users residing in the area. 

However, given the guidelines provided in the late 1980s by the Wilcilife 

Ministers' Council, the ouûight prohibition for non-beneficiaries to hunt in these 

temtories, iacluding during the spring, had been considered early in the amendment 

process to be clearly unacceptable by the federal govemment. By the early 1990s, 

considering the opposition of Aboriginal peoples and of some provinces, the 

Canadian Wildlife Senrice chose to rnodify its original position. As a compromise 

solution seeking to recognise both the rights of Abonginal peoples and the needs of 

non-indigenous subsistence users, the federal goveniment proposed that ''the 

amendment should neither make spring hunting by non-beneficiaries [of land claims 

agreements] impossible, nor re@e that they be eligible for spring hunting wherever 

it is ai~owed"?~ uistead, different regional regimes would be negotiated at the 

implementation stage for each land daim area with the relevant indigenous peoples, 

probably through CO-management institutions. Such a framework could hopefully 

accommodate the modest harvest of non-indigenous subsistence users in the North 

while ensuring substantiai indigenous control over access to waterfowl resources on 

their ancestral lands, 

The extension of the opened season for sport hunters in the northern part of the 

provinces was a more difficuit and contentious problem. Originally, the federal 

govemment comidered a spring hunting season for recreationai huutea as an 

essentid part of the equitable approach commanded by the federal-provincd 



consensus. As the Minister of the Environment Sheila Copps argued in a letter to an 

Aboriginal chief voicing his opposition to concessions to recreational hunters, the 

more generous ternis for non-indigenous recreational users were "proposed to 

accommodate fair and equitable access by other Canadians to the hunted waterfowl 

populations''? In political te=, they were also seen as necessary to alleviate 

potential provincial and sport hunters' opposition to an exclusively Abonginal 

amendment, 

From the outset, the idea of a spring season for recreational hunters met a 

strong opposition from Aboriginal nations and some environmentalists. In addition to 

Aboriginal concems about the exclusivity of their rights, the greater number of 

recreational hunters (and corresponding takes) raised serious concems about the 

impact of such changes on the sustainability of bird populations. Some Aboriginal 

peoples and environmental groups were particularly concemed that southem tourists 

(and especially Amencan hunters) may benefit 6om spruig hunting nghts in the 

Canadian North through local outfitters? Moreover, the increasing number of 

southern workers working temporarily in the n a d  resources industries of the 

temtories could mean that the number of local residents dlowed to kill waterfowl in 

the spring would augment to unsustainable levels. 

Federai officiais attempted to reassure opponents by stressing that, despite 

provincial opposition, oniy northem residents (including those living in the northem 

areas of the provinces) would be dowed to harvest b i r d ~ . ~ ~ ~  Eventudly, the Canadian 

Wildlife Senrice even promised that any extended non-Aboriginal season would be 



confbed to the northern provincial areas and would exclude the Northwest 

Territories. However, even these proposds f d e d  to convince opponents. 

In the end, in an attempt to h d  a middle grouod, the Canadian Wildlife Service 

proposed to allow varied seasons for recreational hunters in northem areas. The idea 

was that, while rernaining within the three-and-a-haif months duration limit 

prescnied by the Migratory Birds Convention, federai authorities could now open the 

waterfowi hunting season a few weeks earlier (e.g. August 15) in selected northem 

areas? Relying on provincial and territorial estimates, the Canadian Wildlife 

Senrice argued that these changes would probably resuit in acceptable increases in 

harvesting. Furthemore, in reply to Aboriginal concerns about the exclusivity of their 

hunting rights, the Canadian WiIdlife Service suggested that, in any case, Aboriginal 

nations should not concern thernselves with the allocation of quotas to other users?' 

Despite protests, the federal government decided tu stay the course and make varied 

early seasons for recreational htmters in northem areas part of the Canadian 

negotiation position for the amendment of the Migratory Birds Convention. This 

decision would eventually prove to be untenable. 

The Muf&akekoider Consuftution Process 

in March of 1992, the Canadian govemment undertook the second phase of its 

codta t ion  strategy which provided for a series of workshops to be held across the 

country and which wouId now include recreational hunters and environmentaIists. In 

order to hprove the Iegitirnacy of the process, the Canadian Wildlife SeMce k e d  a 

environmental non-govemmentai organisation, the Canadian Arctic Resources 



Cornmittee (CARC), known for its work and cornmitment to the northem 

environment to manage this phase the codtat ion process~s8 The Canadian Wildlife 

Service feared that, by organipng and directing the workshops itself, it would 

potentidly contribute to polarize stakeholders' positions, be seen as orchestrating a 

complacent consultation process serving its own interests, and generally dïminish the 

effectiveness of the exercise. By contrast, a third party known to be fiequentiy criticai 

of govenunent policy would serve to lepitimize the multistakeholder consultation 

exercise. And, in the words of a senior Canadian Wildlife Service oficial involved in 

the process, the multistakeholder consultation process would ensure that %e 

Canadian Wildlife Service would not be the sole lightening rode for the opposition, 

being alone in defence of subsistence usen". 

The CARC representative who handled the multistakeholder consultations 

remembers that the exercise seemed to have served an important educational purpose. 

At some workshops, some recreationai hunten pointed out that it was the first t h e  

that they had a dialogue with indigenou hmters about their subsistence practices. 

Some misconceptions, such as the wronghl assumption that birds had to be killed to 

collect down, were conected. But mostiy, the state of Abonginai rights in Canada, as 

interpreted by the Supreme Court of Canada in recent decisions, was explained to 

non-Aboriginal participants who, according to the CARC representative responsible 

for the exercise, became more w i h g  to recogrüse the legitimacy of Abonginal 

demands as a resuIt. 



Notwithstanding this cl& of didogue and leamhg, it should be noted 

however that the multisbkeholder process seemed to give a disproportionate attention 

to Aboriginal peoples. The workshops could only be attended "on invitation" and, 

consequently, were not opened to ai l  interested parties. In the end, Aboriginal peoples 

dominated the exercise, at least in number. Among the 120 persons listed as 

workshop participants in the final report, 46 represented Aboriginal organisations 

while only nine represented environmental non-governmental organisations and 

seven represented sport hunting associations? Moreover, while environmentaiists 

and recreational hunters stated positions that were quite critical of the proposed 

Aboriginal subsistence d e s ,  citing such rec-g problems like the lack of 

appropriate regulations and equdity concerns, the recommendations resulting fiom 

the consultation process almost completely ignored their viewpoints. 

In its final report, the Canadian Arctic Resources Cornmittee made the 

following recommendations to the Canadian Wildlife Service: 

The Canadian govemment shouid affirm Abonginal and treaty rights to kill 
migratory birds as needed, whenever and wherever available (including in 
the south), and that such rights confer Aboriginal persons a priority access 
before ai1 other Canadians; 

The purpose of the s p ~ g  harvest shouid be to meet nutritional and other 
essential needs, incIuding cdturaI and social values (including sharing), 
traditionai spiritual beliefs, economic well-being and necessity; 

There should be no non-Aboriginal hunt in the spring in Canada; 

Non-Aborighd people who live a subsistence lifestyie should have access 
to waterfowl in the spring, only when resources are adequate and subject to 
the approvd of local CO-management authorities; 

Aboriginal peoples for the purpose of the spring hunt should include 
Indian, huit, M&is and non-&tus Indians; 



Local comanagement authorhies should be established where they do not 
exkt and shouid include representation from ail stakeholders; 

Population m e y s  and research should include traditional Aboriginal 
knowledge gathered fiom elders and Abonginai hunters, and regdatory 
systems and traditionai Aborigiuai custorns should both be used to foster 
cornpliance for conservation purposes. 

In essence, despite the opposition of rnany enWonmentalists and recreational hunters, 

the Canadian Arctic Resources Committee generally endorsed the federal 

govemment's position, with some notable exceptions. T a b g  a more pro-Aboriginal 

and pro-environmentai stance than the Canadian Wildlife Service, the CARC report 

implicitiy rejected the varied season proposa1 for recreationai hunters. With the 

exception of those iiving a subsistence lifestyle in the North, non-Aboriginal 

individuals were not to benefit fiom more generous harvesting opportmities as a 

result of the Migratory Birds Convention amendrnent?O Moreover, non-statu 

indians were to be Uicluded in the new provisions allowing subsistence harvesting 

duruig the closed season. However, despite the recommendation of the CARC, the 

federal government rnaintained its initiai proposa1 for an earlier season for 

recreational hunters and did not open the door for non-status W a n s  when it moved 

into internationai negotiations with the U.S. 

International Negolialions of the Arnendmenis 

Even if the Canadian government was now confident to have found an 

acceptable compromise on the domestic fiont, Amencan opposition remained an 

important concem for the Canadian Wiidlife Service. As we pointed out earlier in this 

chapter, Canadian officiais were M y  aware of the roie of the U.S. Senate in the 

filllure of the 1979 Protocol. This time around, they were dete-ed to undermine 



the pote~~tial opposition of environmentalists, remational hunters and American 

States in Washington. Given the prominent transnational role played by organisations 

such as the Canadian Wildüfe Federation and Ducks Uniimited Canada in defeating 

the first Protocol, more extensive consultations and a better deal at home was seen as 

the fint step toward international success. But the Canadian Wildlife Service was not 

to limit its efforts to the domestic scene. It aiso consciousIy devised a strategy for 

directly gaining American support for its position. 

In contrast to the approach adopted for the fust Protocol, Canadian officials 

took a much more proactive stance in the 1990s. As mentioned above, the comerstone 

of their international strategy was to work through the international Association of 

Fish and Wildlife Agencies. in the early 1980s, the W A  had been partly swayed 

by the arguments of the Canadian Wildlife Federation, which had argued that the 

state of Aboriginal rights in Canada and the vague wording of the proposed 

amendment would result in an excessive and uncontrollable indigenous s p ~ g  

harvest In 1990, when the Canadian Wildlife SeMce began working again on a 

potential amendment, it sought to prevent any potential misidonnation and 

exaggeration by an in-depth Uiformation campaign of the IAFWA membcrs. 

The senior Canadian official workiug on the amendment at the rime realised 

that the best mean for this educationai exercise was probably to convince the 

association to set up a working cornmittee on the issue and to recruit to it some of its 

prominent members. Coosequentiy, the International Association of Fish and WiidIife 

Agencies created a Migratory Bkds Convention Ad Hoc Cornmittee to look at spring 



subsistence hawesting in the no- part of the continent in the course of 1991. The 

ad hoc committee was chaireci by Roger Hoimes, director of fish and wildlife for the 

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, and it included five other American 

state-level wildlife officials and three provincial wildlife officials from Canada. 

Moreover, a number of advisors and observers were allowed to assist in the 

cornmittee's work, including representatives of the Amencan and Canadian chapters 

of Ducks ~nlimited?' 

While the work of the comrnittee was shared among members and advisors, 

intewiewees agreed that Gregory Thompson, the Canadian officia1 leading the 

Canadian Wildlife Service's efforts for the amendment of the Migratory Bir& 

Convention and an advisor to the committee, provided outstanding leadership in 

making the case for the amendment. At the same time as IAFWA's ad hoc comrnittee 

was launching its work, Thompson also conhibuted signincantly to placing the issue 

on the U.S. environmentai policy agenda by presenting a paper at the North Amencan 

WiIdife and Natural Resources Conference, a high-profile annual gathering of 

wildlife policy-makers and s~ientists?~ Following his presentation, John F. Tumer, 

the director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Senrice, wrote his Canadian counterpart, 

suggesting that it was now time to "aggressively and CO-operatively pursue 

reso1ution" of the s p ~ g  subsistence harvesting problem in Alaska and northern 

Canada. Accordhg to Trimer, Thompson's paper would provide an excellent basis for 

further bilateral discussions by the two countnes? 



From 199 1 to 1993, the Canadian and A&can wildlife authorities essentially 

foIlowed a dual process by working jointiy through the IAFWA ad hoc committee 

and by working in parauel on their own domestic consultation processes. While the 

Canadian Wildife Service went through the two-track consultation process descnied 

earlier, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Senrice worked closely with the Alaska 

Department of Fish and Game on their own extensive consultation exercise. During 

199 1. several information briefings were held and documents distributed to infonn 

the Amencan public of the two countries' intention to negotiate a subsistence 

amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention. Then, in the f i t  months of 1992, the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Sewice published public notices in the Federal Regster 

describing the consultation process and inviting comments nom interested parties? 

In total, five public meetings were held across the lower 48 States and approximately 

30 public meetings were held in Alaska. Finally, partly on the basis of these 

consultations, a draft environmentai assessrnent exploring different amendment 

alternatives was then produced and released in March of 1993 and a second round of 

public comments were received before producing the final versiod6' 

By the time the Amencan conmltation process was completed in early 1994, 

IAFWA's Migratory Birds Convention Ad Hoc Cornmittee also completed its work 

and released a comprehensive final report that supported the negotiation of a 

subsistence spnng harvest amendment to the Migratory Birds Convention. Moreover, 

the comminee explicitiy acknowledged that Canada and the U.S. were facing 

different constitutional fhmeworks and that appropriate amendments to the 

Convention should accommodate these distinctive reaiities. Overaii, the committee 



urged both countries to negotiate amendment wording that wouid be as precise and 

M t e d  as possible, recognising the legitimate needs and rights of Aboriginal and 

subsistence users while ensuring that harvest levels would not sigaincantly increase 

as a result. The ad hoc cornmittee's report was adopted by the -A's executive 

committee in March 1994.566 

As a result of several years of extensive efforts, when they finally approached 

the forma1 international negotiations in late 1994, Canadian and Amencan federal 

authorities were in a cornfortable position. Both countries had undergone 

comprehensive consultation exercises that had allowed them to fine-tune their 

respective positions, involve potential opponents, reduce the level of misinformation 

about indigenous subsistence rights, needs and practices, and hopeîdly Wear d o m  

some of the opposition. Moreover, by working through IAFWA, they had 

successfully obtained the backing of their most Uinuential opponent of the early 

1980s. 

Resting on extensive preparatory work and a close working relationship over 

the previous years, the international negotiations were relatively speedy. Both 

negotiating teams involved non-govemmental actors. The American negotiating team 

involved some indigenous peoples from Alaska as well as representatives f?om 

recreational hunting and environmental organisations. As mentioned eariier, the 

Canadian team reiied on an advisory Aborigind committee for feedback and liaison 

with indigenous comunities at home. The association of these stakeholders in the 

negotiation process, albeit as  observas or in an advisory capacity, M e r  helped to 



deviate the potentiai for opposition during the Congressional approvd and 

ratification process. By keeping them informe& stakeholders were more ükely to 

understand the nature of political possibilities, the vaIidity of other groups' concems 

at the table and to witness the "best efforts" of government negotiators. By officially 

providing a channel for their input, govenunent officids were also underminhg 

potential accusations that some of the prominent stakeholders' interests had been 

disregarded during the amendment pmcess. An argument that had been used by 

environrnentalists and sport hunters to gain Congressional support against the 1979 

Protocol. 

At least two characteristics of the h a I  agreement are revealing of the poIitics 

of the subsistence issue in the mid-1990s. Firstly, both in the penod leading to the 

actual negotiations and the aegotiations themselves. the changing constitutional status 

of Aboriginal rights in Canada played a detexminant role in getting American 

interests io accept a spring Aboriginal subsistence harvest in Canada. Both the 

interviews with the people involved and the review of documents kom the period 

show that the main argument advanced by Canadian and American federal authorhies 

for gaining support for the amendment was that the new Canadian constitution, and 

the associated jurisprudence, made the change a constitutional requkement in 

Canada. Without the new subsistence provisions, the argument went, the whole 

contmentd waterfowl management regime was destined to be Iost either because the 

closed season wouid becorne unconstitutionai and practicaily unenforceable with 

regards to Aboriginal peoples or because Canada wouid have to withdraw 



wholeheartedly fkom the Convention because of the u h  vires status of some of its 

core provisions. 

In essence, the evolution of constitutional law in Canada allowed both Canadian 

and American federal authonties to r e h e  the issue of a subsistence amendment as  

one of improving current wildlife management and regulations. In the face of the 

inevitable Iegalization of the Aboriginal spring harvest in Canada, the alternative was, 

it was repeatedly stated, to adopt a Convention amendment that would regulate and 

monitor the exercise of these mbsistence rights (through CO-management institutions, 

for example) or simply accept to have these harvesthg activities f i l  outside of the 

continental waterfowl conservation regime. in the best case scenario, the latter option 

would represent a weakening of the integrity of the waterfowl regdatory fnunework, 

potentially threatening the sustainability of bird populations; in the worst case 

scenzuio, the entire management regirne would be at stake if the Convention became 

inoperative in Canada or had to be abrogated. 

In the U.S., the constitutional status of Aboriginal rights was also of great 

importance. The argument was at the heart of the Canadian diplornatic strategy to 

lobby American Congressmen and environrnentaiists in Washington fkom the early 

1990s until the time of Senate approval? Canadian constitutional developments also 

played an important role in the analysis and dehierations of the IAFWA7s Ad Hoc 

Comminee on the Migratory Birds convention? To convey the necessity of the 

subsistence amendment, the extreme eventuaiity of Canada's withdrawal fiom the 

Migratory Bkds Convention, even if it might have been ~vers ta ted .~~ was dso ofien 



raised to argue for the amendments. For example, once the finai agreement of 

amendment had been forwarded to the Senate for approval, the US. Fish and Wildlife 

Smrice issued a press release defending the amendments in these terms: 

Were the Migratory Buck Convention not amended, the U.S.-Canada 
treaty would probably have to be abrogated because the Canadian 
constitution guarantees a legal harvest for Canadian Abonpinal people. 
This would effectively end 80 years of cooperation between the 
goveniments of Canada and the United States in managing these 
migratory birds. Without a Convention, management of migratory birds 
in Cana& would revert to the Provinces. Eventually the lack of strong 
cooperative and coherent management at the Federal level could reduce 
bird populations.m 

According to a prominent representative of Ducks Uniimited Canada involved 

in the amendment process, these arguments stressing Aboriginal constitutional rights 

and the potential weakening of the management regime were very effective in 

overcoming the opposition of many recreational hunting organisations and 

environmentalists, especially in the U.S. However, even in Canada, constitutional 

developments, especially the Sparrow decision, served to alleviate the opposition of 

many actors who had forcefully opposed the subsistence amendment in the 1980s. 

Some federd wildlife ofncials and the CARC representative who handed the 

1992 multistakeholder consultation process agreed that these constitutionai changes 

helped change many opponents' attitude toward an Abonginai subsistence harvest 

amendment. As one of the federd official in charge of the process stated during an 

interview, "[recreational] hunters refùsed to see Aboriginds [sic] have a preferential 

treatment But the reaiity is that the constitution gives them a speciai statu and they 

have speciai hunting rights. People just had a hard time accepting that" The 



consultation process partiy served to explain the realities of Abonginal nghts to non- 

Abonginai individuals and the Supreme Court's endorsement of many Aboriginal 

peoples' claims seemed to help legitimize the recognition of Aboriginal subsistence 

rights in the mind of many of them. 

The final text of the 1995 Rotocol reflects this evolution of thinking about 

Aboriginal rights in Canada and it also underscores a key difference with the 

Amencan legal and cultural tradition towards indigenous peoples. While the 1979 

Protocol would have essentially subjected Abonginal access to the spnng harvest to 

the Canadian Wildlife Service discretionary approval (through the setting of 

differentiated seasons), the 1995 Protocol, signed in December 1995 in Washington, 

explicitly recognised year-round access as a matter of constitutional rights, 

conditional only on conservation requirements. Moreover, while the 1985 

implementation paper (detailhg the irnplementation of the 1979 Protocol) had 

proposed to limit spring access to Aboriginal hunters living in designated northem 

areas, the 1995 Rotocol, given its premise in constitutionai rights, permits a year- 

round subsistence harvest for Aboriginal peoples throughout the entire country. 

However, these ternis, dictated by Canadian constitutionai realities, contrast 

significantly with the ternis concerning the Amencan component of the agreement. 

While the 1995 Protocol states that Amencan authorities are Iooking favourably upon 

CO-management idtutions for managing the mbsistence hamest, Amencan 

documents stress repeatedly that the 1995 Rotocol would not gant any preferentid 

access to the resource for any group in the U.S? On the contrary' Amencan 



authorities continuously emphasise that thek wildlife management policies will be 

founded on p ~ c i p l e s  of strict equality among Amencan citizens and access based on 

n e e d n  

A second reveaihg characteristic of the 1995 Protocol is its treatment of the 

demamis of recreationai hunters and environmentalists. Dating back to 1990, 

Canadian wildlife authorities had seen the attriiution of more generous spring 

hunting provisions to recreational hunters in the temtorie and the northem areas of 

the provinces as an important element to respect equity considerations and alleviate 

this constituency's opposition to Aboriginal subsistence rights. These considerations 

had been given significant importance in &hg the Canadian negotiating position. 

Despite Aboriginal peoples' criticism, the unfavourable recommendations contained 

in the h a 1  report of the multistakeholder consultation process, and on-going 

concems in the US. about increased harvesting, the Canadian govemment went into 

the international negotiation process in 1995 demanding the required flexibility to 

Vary the timing of hunting seasons for recreational htmters in northem areas. The fail 

hunting season couid then open in mid-August in aorthem areas. 

However, according to one of Canada's leadhg negotiatoa, the provisions for 

recreational himten met very strong Amencan opposition nom the start. For 

A&can interests, there were two main concerns. First, environmentalists and 

southern recreational hunters feared that these provisions would open the hunt to too 

many new individuds and wouid cepresent a risk to the sustainability of bird 

populations. 7Nhüe Canadian wildlife officiais tried to reassure the A&cans by 



clai-g that the number of people involved wodd be limiteci, details about which 

areas would actudy be covered by the early seasons were few and fond  to be too 

uncertain for American interestS. 

The second concem focused on the impact of these proposed provisions on the 

equity of the international allocation of the annual harvest. American southem 

recreational hunters were very concemed that a greater take by recreational hunters in 

the North would result in smailer quotas for them. On the one hand, the 

accommodation of subsistence hunters was more easily accepted since they were 

reIativeIy few in number, were already illegally hunting in the s p ~ g ,  and their 

claims for greater access rested on essential needs. On the other hand, recreational 

hunters, especially those residing in the northern areas of the provinces as opposed to 

the temtories, were not thought as being as deserving of special consideration. 

Moreover, their potential number was feared to be mfficient as to eventudly force a 

curtailment of harvest quotas for the very large population of southem American 

hunters. 

American federal wildlife officiais were fully conscious of this opposition and 

they feared that the inclusion of varied season provisions for northern recreational 

hunters in Canada in an amendment protocol would eventually threaten its approval 

by the U.S. Senate. These measures, even if they satisfied Canadian recreationai 

hunting interests, would undoubtedly antagonize Amencan recreational hunters and 

environmentalists. As early as 1991, the U.S. Fish and Wiidlife SeMce had identined 



these proposed measures as problematic. In a letter addressed to the Canadian 

Wildlife Senrice, the director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife SeMce pointed out that: 

"For example, the prospect of spring and summer hunting in the prairie 
provinces of Canada will be viewed with alam by hunters and other 
waterfowl interest groups here in this country. This is because the 
prairie provinces are histoncally the most important source of ducks for 
US. hunters and they will ex ect to be adversely &ected by spring and P summer hunting in this area." 

in the intervening years, nothing had led them to expect a different reaction 

fiom their domestic constituency. For exarnple, the 1994 W A  ad hoc cornmittee 

report on the Migratory Birds Convention amenciments had stressed that, while the 

needs of northern residents were legitimate, a de facto redistribution of harvest quotas 

in favour of northern huntea remained the pnmary concem of its memben. It urged 

the Canadian govemment to avoid taking any meanires resulting in a significant 

As a result of this opposition, Canadian officiais were forced to make 

concessions during the bilateral negotiations. In response to American concem, 

measures in favour of the residents of northem provincial areas were dropped and, in 

the end, the possibility of varying the seasons' timing for the residents of the 

Northwest Temtories is the ody provision for recreational hunters that made it into 

the finai text of the amendment p r o t ~ c o l . ~ ~  

While more nam>w provisions for recreational hunters equally served to 

reassure them, environmentiilists were also able to make some distinct, even if 

modest, gains of the* own. In contrast to the 1979 Protocol, the 1995 agreement 



includes an explicit cornmitment to habitat conservation and biodivenity that 

considerably modernises the treaty's focus. Reflecting the shift in concern and 

philosophy of wildüfe management over the previous decades, the 1995 agreement 

States bat  cach government "shaiI use its authority to take appropnate measures to 

preserve and enhance the environment of migratory birds". (art. IV) In particular, 

Wthin its constitutional authority", each govemment commits itself to prevent 

damages to the buds' habitat, including damages from pollution and those caused by 

the introduction of foreign species, and to seek to conserve such habitat through the 

use of CO-operative arrangements. 

Moreover, while the 1979 Protocol focused almost exclusively on the economic 

and utilitarian value of birds, the preamble to the 1995 Protocol espouses a more 

comprehensive vision of the value of nature and recogaises the "nutritional, social, 

culturai, spiritual, ecological, economic, and aesthetic values" of migratory birds. The 

1995 agreement also stipulates a number of fiindamental conservation principles 

agreed to by both countries as underpinnings of the continental management 

framework for migratory birds (art. II). Among these principies, we find the need to 

take an international approach to conservation and the agreement to ensure a variety 

of sustainable use of the resource as well as the protection of habitat necessary for 

conservation- 

These measures are simply elements of "sofl law" - commitments to principles 

without clear regdatory measures that can be enforced - but they nevertheless reveai 

a desk on govenunents' part to si- theu support for some of the 



eavironmentalsts' main demands regardmg continental migratory birds management. 

WhiIe these concessions were easy to make for goveniments in the 1990s. at a t h e  

when habitat conservation had aiready joiaed population management as a major 

focus of wi1dWe authorities for several decades, they also served, in the context of the 

Migratory Birds Convention amenciments negotiations, to reassure environmentalists 

of their commitrnent to sustainability. Such reassunuices, it was believed, would help 

alleviate environmentdists' concenis with the more generous hunting provisions 

granted by the treaty's arnendments. 

At the close of almost six years of work, Canadian and Amencan wildIife 

authorities held a negotiated agreement for arnending the Migratory Birds Convention 

and rectifying its provisions toward indigenous peoples and northern subsistence 

users. The Protocol Between the Govenunent of Canada and the Government of the 

United States of Amerka Amending the 1916 Convention Between the United 

Kin~dorn and the United States of Amenca for the Protection of Mimtorv Birds in 

Canada and the United States was hal ly signed by the responsible ministem, with a 

related exchange of notes, in December 1995. Then, on 2 August 1996, Resident 

Chton transmitted the Rotocol to the U.S. Senate, asking for its "advice and 

consent" to ratification. At the same the ,  he withdrew the staiIed 1979 Protocol from 

the Senate's order papers?6 

Sixteen years after the failed 1979 Rotocof had been transmitted to the Senate, 

Canadian and American wiidlife authorities were undoubtedly in a much better 

position to gain the Iegislative institution's approvai. in contrast to the eady 1980s, 



the opposiug coalition was much weaker. The main opponent of the 1980s. the 

International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, was now formally on board 

Some of the most prominent recreational hunters' associations, most notably the 

Canadian and Amencan chapters of Ducks Unlimited, were also defendhg the 

ameadmeats. HaWig been associated to the process from the outset through their 

participation in the work of the IAFWA ad hoc committee on the issue, they were 

now more closely associated with the results of the process. Moreover, the new 

constitutional realities in Canada also provided new powerful arguments for wildlife 

federal authorities to win over potential Congressional opposition. And the extensive 

consultation processes in both countnes had succeeded in alleviating the opposition 

of many groups. As a representative of a recreational hunters association put it in an 

interview, "Compared to 1979, there wasn't any outcry in 1995. There was more 

maturity and the culture [towards Aboriginal peoples] had changed. But for many 

people who were still unhappy, it was kind of 'approval by default"'. 

NohKithstanding these conditions, the memory of the 1979 Protocol's 

experience still loomed large for Canadian federal wildiife oficials and they were 

detemllned not to let the 1995 Protocol die in the Amencan Senate. Refusing to take 

for granted the Senate's approvai, the Canadian Witdlife Service joined the W A  

and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife SeMce in the development of a lobbying campaign 

focusing on American senators. Unprecedented for the Canadian Wildlife SeMce, 

this extensive international lobbying effort involved a series of individual meetings 

with members of the Senate's Foreign A f E i  Cornmittee as weli as the production of 

promotional materid distriiuted widely to Congressional ofices. The package even 



included a promotional video feattIling Canadian AborïginaI peoples' representatives, 

Canadian WildIife SeMce officiais, as weU as representatives of prominent sport 

hunting associations that had previously opposed a subsistence amendment, including 

Ducks Unlimiteci, endorsing Congressional approval of the Protocol. 

These extensive efforts finatly bore f i t  in November 1997 when the U.S. 

Senate granted its formal approval for the ratification of the 1995 Protocol amending 

the Migratory Birds  onv vent ion.'^ Almost seven years after work began on a new 

protocol, Canadian and Amencan wildlife authorities had hal ly succeeded in 

amending the continental management regime to accommodate the subsistence needs 

of northem Aboriginal peoples. 

Regime change, domestic institutions and transnational relations 

The events associated with the successful adoption of the 1995 Protocol tend to 

support my c l a h  that domestic institutions and transnational relations can be 

important variables to explain international regime change. h my e t  set of 

hypotheses proposed in chapter 1, 1 argued that transnational coalitions of domestic 

actors could successfùlly achieve international regirne change by affecthg the 

domestic politicai environment of key target countries, and thereby making regime 

change necessary or desirable for these national states. Alternatively, I also argued 

that, in other cases, purely domestic factors could also bring about such changes in 

the domestic political environment of these states and lead to international regime 

change. In both cases, these hypotheses focus on sources of international policy 

change that have not been coosidered by current schoiarship on international regimes. 



The evidence presented in this chapter to explain the success of the 1995 

Protocol amending the Migratory Birds Convention fails to support my nnt 

hypothesis, Like in the case of the 1979 Rotocol, I have found no evidence that 

transnational Iobbying by coalitions involving non-state or sub-national state actors 

played any significant role in re-launching international negotiations about amending 

the Convention. For both the Canadian and American states, a major reason for 

desiring the subsistence changes was still the desire to meet the legal comrnitments 

given at the time of the settiement of aorthern land claims with indigenous peoples. 

And the powerful additional motivational factors that emerged only in the 1980s and 

the early 1990s, especially the key constitutional decisions regarding aboriginal rights 

in Canada, were aiso essentially domestic in nature* For these reasons, while the 1995 

case does not support ou .  expectations regarding the role of transnational relations in 

triggering regime change, it does provide support for our second claim that changes 

in the domestic political environment of key states can lead to international regime 

change. 

in the case of the 1995 Protocol, we have seen that Amencan court decisions in 

the McDowell and M e  cases played an important role in hstrating the US. 

govement's efforts to accommodate subsistence hunters in Alaska and that they 

served to increase domestic pressures for making changes to the continental 

finunework for waterfowl management. But, more importaatly, the Flen, Arcand and 

Sparrow decisions in Canada played a determinant role in triggering this second 

effort at international regime change. These decisions were the indirect result of 

ptrreIy domestic poiiticai dynamics arising out of the patriation of the constitution in 



1982 and the subsequent evolution of constitutional jurisprudence. But thek impact 

on the continental regime for migratory birds was very important in severai respects. 

Firstly, the changing jurisprudence on Abonguial constitutional rights played 

an important mobilizing function for indigenous organisations. While indigenous 

peoples had claimed the predominance of their fundamental rights over the migratory 

birds regdations for decades, the case showed how important the Flett, Arcand and 

S p m w  decisions were in accentuating their pressures on the Canadian government 

for a change in waterfowl conservation policy. This eEect of constitutional changes 

on the militancy of political movements has also been observed in other cases? 

Moreover, the Spamow decision provided greater legitimacy to Abonginal peoples' 

histoncal demands, clearly boosthg the vaiidity and urgency of theu daims for 

govenunental actors, by granting these daims the partial support of the Supreme 

Court of Canada. 

The second important effect of the Sparrow miing was to effectively alter the 

defauit conditions associated with the bilaterai Migratory Birds Convention 

negotiations with the American govemment During the 1980s. the failure of the 1979 

Protoc01 was maidy associated with a r e m  to the stanis quo. The legd capacity of 

the Canadian govemment to control Uidigenous harvesting would not be dimiaished. 

Despite a poor historïcai record of enfiorcement regarding indigenous hunters, the 

Mimtow Birds Convention Act stili clearly supeneded indigenous nghts and the 

potential for enforcement in the event of population concems rmained intact. 

However, after the Spamow decision, the potentiai for Losing the Migratory Bu& 



Convention as an effective regdatory framework was clearly signifiant. American 

and Cauadian authorities faced the prospect of being Ieft without a management 

framework for effectively managing indigenous harvesting throughout the year. 

Moreover, indigenous groups were clearly aware of this situation, expticitly 

threatening the loss of the Migratory Birds Convention and civil disobedience by 

indigenous hunters throughout the country. Internai memoranda from the U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service show that American authonties saw the evolution of Canadian 

jurisprudence as an important and credible menace to continental waterfowl 

management. In this respect, Canadian constitutional changes did not only affect the 

preferences and behaviour of the Canadian government. It also provided a significant 

incentive to the American govemment for renewing its search for an amendment to 

the international regirne. 

Overall, it seems clear that domestic factors played a very important role in 

driving the process of international regime change in the case of the Migratory Birds 

Convention. It would be impossibIe to fully account fior the reasons underlying the 

amenciments finally made in 1997 to the continental regirne for waterfowl 

management without including these factors in our theoreticd framework for 

understanding regime change. 

The evidence presented in this chapter dso tends to confirm my second set of 

hypotheses. In chapters one and two, 1 argued that, gÏven the coiZStitutionaI 

procedures prevalent in Canada and in the United States, the more hgrnented nature 

of Amencan uistitutions wouid make the US., and the United States' Senate, the 



Iikely target of transnational coalitions opposing regimc change. Consequentiy, the 

transnational politics associated with the regime change would focus on the US. 

rather than on Canada. In addition, 1 argued that, given the more hgmented nature of 

US. institutions, success in pushing international poiicy change through these 

institutions wouid require a broader and more powemil coalition of actoa. 

This chapter showed that, with regard to the 1995 Protocol of amendment to the 

Migratory Birds Convention, the presence of the US. Senate veto forced both 

national States to win the support of a broader range of non-state and sub-national 

state actors than they had sought in their first attempt at continental policy change in 

1979. As 1 have shown, the much more extensive processes of bilaterai and 

multipartite consultations were indicative of a clear desire by national wildlife 

officiais to win over opposing stakeholders and avoid a repetition of the 1979 failure. 

The need to undermine the coalition of actors who had succeeded in stalling the 

approval of the amendment the first time led Canadian authorities to seek to win 

many of them over through both concessions and persuasion. Moreover, the 1995 

case showed an unprecedented effort to lobby directly American stakeholders in 

order to alleviate their opposition to the amendment, The work of persuasion 

accomplished through the IAFWA working committee, the inclusion of non-state 

actors on the international negotiation team, as well as the direct Lobby of Congress, 

aii iadicate a strategy of international poiicy change responding directly to the impact 

that the lobbying of the transnational coalition had in the 1970s and eariy 1980s. 



The 1995 Protocol also comtitutes a clear expansion of the political settlement 

that had been crafted by Canadian and American bureaucrats in the 1979 Protocol. 

The 1995 Rotocol is clearly broader in scope and is reflective of a political 

agreement that addresses the needs and demands of a broader coalition of 

stakeholders. Environmentalists benefit fiom more progressive laquage on the 

values and principles uuderlying the amended Convention. Aboriginal peoples in 

Canada are granted access to a spring harvest throughout the country (as opposed to 

an access ümited to northem Aboriginal subsistence users) as a matter of rights (as a 

opposed to as a matter of privilege dependent on administrative discretion). They also 

benefit from a formai cornmitment to assure their participation in migratory birds 

management through CO-management institutions and to the use of haditional 

Aboriginal knowledge in management decisions. Finaily, non-uidigenous subsistence 

huntea and even recreational hunters in the Northwest Territories clearly won 

concessions. In sum, the 1995 Pmtocol was negotiated to meet the demands of a 

broader set of stakeholders than in 1979 and to alleviate potential opposition to the 

subsistence amendment. 

These differences between the 1979 and 1995 cases are particdarly signincant 

for understanding the dynamics of international regime change for Canada While 

Canadia. state actors had been capable of hposing the 1979 agreement at home, 

even in the face of signincant opposition, the capacity of the transnational coalition of 

actors opposing the 1979 Protocol to block its approval in the United States forced 

Canadian authorities to re-evduate its strategy for policy change. It is largely the 

necessity to win the U.S. Senate approval that forced Canada to engage in more 



extensive stakeholder corrsultations in the 1990s and to expand the terms of the 

amendment, In this regard, it is worth noting that, while the principai obstacle to 

amendment approval was in the US., it is Canadian authorities who uttimately had to 

expand the most the terms of the subsistence amendment to win the (even passive) 

support of some key groups and constituencies and consequently weaken the 

transnational coalition opposîng the change. This seemingiy paradoxical situation is 

suggestive of the new conditions for international govemance created by the 

expansion of transnational relations and it militates clearly for a better understanding 

of the role of domestic institutions in shaping the dynamics and results of 

international regime change. 

Overall, I conclude that the 1995 case generally supports my second set of 

hypotheses. As in 1979, the transnational politics associated with regime change 

focused on the U.S. and were particularly affected by the necessity to overcome the 

potential veto of the American Senate. However, in contrast to the 1979 case, the 

Canadian state actors were now more extensively involved in this transnational 

politics and they played a key role in comtering the opposition of the transnational 

coalition of envkonmentalists, recreationd hunten and wildife state agencies 

originaiïy opposed to an indigenous subsistence amendment. Furthemore, in order to 

senue the approval of the Rotocol, the Canadian state acton did not ody lobby 

Amencan politicians and state agencies but it aiso chose to gmnt significant 

concessions to different stakeholders previously opposed to the amendment in the 

hope of galliing their support In other words, to succeed where they had failed in 

1979, Le. successfulIy pushing the amendment through Amencan constitutional 



procedures, they had to broaden the group of actors favoinabIe to the Protocol in both 

countries. 

FinalIy, 1 mut  point to an apparent shortcomuig of my theoretical h e w o r k  

that is suggested by the events of the 1995 case. We have seen that the Spawow 

decision clearly played a major role in the politics of amending the Migratory Birds 

Convention. As i argued above, the decision helped to heighten the need and urgency 

for regime change by threatening to render ineffective the existing continental 

waterfowl management regime. But in fact, the 1982 constitutional refom, and the 

subsequent jurisprudence related to section 35, also had an important impact on the 

strategies of state and non-state actors during the amendment process. By threatening 

the effectiveness of the Convention, it both affected the bilateral negotiations and 

weakened the resistance of subsistence rights opponents. 

Once the Canadian Wildlife Service decided that the acknowledgement of 

Aboriginal subsistence rights was inevitable and that building a management regime 

more inclusive of Aboriginal communities seemed a better management and politicai 

strategy, its representatives also shrewdly seized this new argument to make their 

case in the US. Repeatedy, the threat of losing the Migratory Birds Convention as an 

effective cornerstone of the North American waterfowl management regime because 

of emerging conûicts with the Canadian constitution was used by Canadian 

authocities promothg a the subsistence amendment in the US. This argument was 

presented in meetings with American stakeholders and it was repeatedly made during 

W A  meetings. It was also emphasised in the documents of the IAFWA, the 



Canadian and the Amencan governments deahg with the Migratory Birds 

Convention, It is clear that contemplating the possibility of loosing the entire 

management regime helped subsistence rights opponents fhd new m e s  in a 

negotiated amendment for subsistence users. 

This factor highlights a potential short-coming of my original theoretical 

framework for understanding international regime change. The original framework 

emphasised exclusively the broad institutional coastraints associated with treaty- 

making in national constitutions, most notably the divergent roles of the U.S. 

Congress and the Canadian Parliament. in light of the findings, it aow seems 

waffanted to also acknowledge the potential impact of other domestic institutionai 

features in stnicniring the politics associated with continental govemance. In 

phcular, the role of courts as an access point to the political process and the 

importance of specific constitutionai rights constraining the realm of possible 

agreements appear to be important institutional factors that cm affect the evolution of 

international regiines. 1 return bnefly to this point in the general concIusion of the 

dissertation. 

Conclusion 

This chapter examined the events that led to the successfûi negotiation and 

ratification of the 1995 Protocol amenhg the Migratory Bu& Convention. It 

showed that some key domestic developments, namely a series of court decisions in 

Canada and the United States, provided renewed momenhtm for the modification of 

the continental regime for managing migratory birds. It dso showed that domestic 



constitutional procedures and mstitutions played an important role in stnicturing the 

politics associated with regime change. As in the case of the 1979 Protocol, the 

necessity to overcome the potential veto of the American Senate focused much of the 

political activities surrounding the amendment on the U.S. However, in coatnist to 

the events of the 1979 case, Canadian state actors were also very active in influencing 

the outcorne in the pmcess in the United States, lobbying senators but more 

irnportantly winning over Amencan wildlife state agencies and recreational hunters. 

Moreover, 1 have argued that the same necessity to weaken the transnational coalition 

that had defeated the 1979 Protocol also led Canadian authorities to expand the terms 

of the 1995 Rotocol by granting concessions to some opponents. Overall, the chapter 

demomtrated the importance of domestic institutions and transnational coalitions for 

fully understanding international regime change. 



CONCLUSION 

In the field of environmental poiicy, international regimes have progressively 

taken more importance over the last decades. The deterioration of the global 

commons, the salience of transboundary pollution problems and the dinicult 

international management of shared migratory resources, coupled with greater 

concerns for sustainability, have led to the multiplication of the number of 

international agreements addressing international environmental issues. As a result, 

policy and international relations scholars have also paid more attention to the 

formation and dynamics of these regimes. And for good reasons: making sense of 

national and international environmental politics will increasuigly require a better 

understanding of how these international regimes corne to exist, how they impact 

environmental management and how they change over tirne. 

Amongst past and cunent efforts to understand international regimes, the study 

of regime change has been one of the least explored areas of research. As Oran 

Young recently argued, it is essential that regime theonsts soon develop and pursue 

an agenda of research on this important problern. This dissertation constitutes an 

early effort to investigate the dynamics of regime change in the context of an 

increasingly giobalized politics. The theoretical h e w o r k  proposed has drawn 

attention to the infïuence of transnational coalitions of non-state and sub-national 

state actors and of domestic constitutional procedures for understanding international 

regime change. Up to now, these factors have been under-investigated in the writings 

dealing with this question. 



As I have argued in chapter one, the origins of international regime theory in 

the discipline of international relations have led it to under-estimate to the potential 

role of non-state and sub-national state actors. Explmations of regime formation and 

preliminary examinations of the sources of change have reproduced a convenient 

ontological division between the reairn of domestic and international politics and they 

have reIied excessively on a concept of national States as exclusive and unitary actors 

in regime politics. While this convenient way of looking at the politics of regimes 

may have been justifiable in the past (although this is also certainly cpestionable), I 

have argued that an increasingly giobalized world rendea it increasingly 

unproductive for analytical pqoses. hcreasingly, domestic non-state actors have the 

means and willingness to cross national boundaries and engage in transnational 

political behaviour in the hope of gaining greater innuence on the international 

decisions that will affect their lives. Such a development necessitates that theoretical 

models aimed at understanding international regirne change account for the 

possibility that domestic non-state actors will play a non-trivial role in initiating and 

innuencing such changes. 

The exploratory fhmework that 1 presented in this dissertation proposed to 

conceive of the globalized politics of international regime change as deploying itself 

within a series of more tmifïed political spaces where national boundaries bear less 

signincance. It proposed in particular to idenw non-state and sub-national state 

actors as r d  politicai forces in regime change and to recognize the non-trivial 

influence of the domestic institutional environment of relevant counfries. To do so, I 

relied on the concept of transnational coalitions and on a detaiied consideration of the 



constitutional treaty-making procedures of Canada and the United States (provided in 

chapter two) to ident* two sets of exploratory hypotheses that wouid be relevant for 

the study of bilateral regimes between the two countries. 

The h t  set of hypotheses focused on the domestic sources of international 

regime change. The h t  hypothesis postulated that transnational coalitious of non- 

state and sub-national state actors could bring about international regime change by 

creating domestic political conditions in key target countries that wouid render such 

changes desirable for national states. Successful transnational strategies of this kind 

could be achieved in a number of ways, ranging from appeals to dornestic political 

opinion to more direct impacts on state decision-makea. However, 1 also argued that 

we should rnake room for the possibility that the changes in domestic political 

conditions leading to international regime change have no relationship to 

transnational political behaviour. in sum, my second hypothesis about the sources of 

regime change - one that is not related to a globdized politics - is that purely 

domestic changes may affect the desirability or effectiveness of international regimes 

for national states and lead to international regime change. 

The second set of hypotheses that 1 proposed in chapter one, and then refined in 

chapter two, tries to account for the role of domestic institutions in structuring the 

transnational politics of international regime change. I hypothesized that, because of 

the importance of institutional veto points in the treaty-making process, transnational 

coaiitions seeking changes wouid need to be broader and more powerful to succeed in 

target corntries that have more f'ragmented domestic institutions. The same logic led 



me to propose a related second hypothesis. Conversely, the same transnational 

coalitions seeking to block international regime change should be more successfd in 

target countries with more bgmented institutions. This latter hypothesis also has 

some implications for the general dynamics of transnational politics regarding 

international regime change. if we expect it to be easier to block undesired changes 

by targeting counüies with more hgrnented and permeable institutions, then we 

should expect that, when such opposing coalitions exist, they will focus their 

activities on the country with the more fiagmented institutions. In other words, the 

countries with the more hgmented institutions would become the pnvileged site of 

sûuggle against international regime change. 

This second set of hypotheses remains too general for an application to a 

specific case study. For this reason, I dedicated the second chapter of the dissertation 

to an in-depth examination of the constitutional procedures of Canada and the United 

States regarding the negotiation and irnplementation of international treaties. This 

examination revealed that, at les t  regarding treaties ratified before 193 1, American 

institutions were more bgmented than Canadian institutions. On this basis, 1 argued 

that, in the case of bilaterai regimes involving Canada and the United States, we 

should anticipate the transnational poiitics of regime change to focus on the United 

States, and especially the Amencan Senate. Moreover, 1 argued that, to be successful 

in achievhg change, the American institutions would require the formation of a 

broader and more powerfûi coalition of actors in support of change than would the 

Canadian institutions. Conversely, a same coalition of non-state and sub-national 



state actors should have p a t e r  success in preventing change through the more 

hgmented institutions of the United States than wodd be the case in Canada. 

Amending the Migratory Birds Convention 

Using this exploratory theoretical h e w o r k ,  the dissertation then provided an 

in-depth analysis of the politics that characterized the two consecutive attempts to 

arnend the Canada-US. Migratory Birds Convention between 1978 and 1997. Here, 1 

pursued a duai objective. 1 wanted to provide a first empirical test of the hypotheses 

derived from my theoretical Wework for analyzing international regime change. 

But 1 also sought to provide an original account of these attempts to deal with the 

northern subsistence rights controversy as it related to waterfowl harvesting. In other 

words, 1 intended to contribute to our existing knowledge of North Amencan 

environmental and indigenous policies by explaining part of the political history of 

this important controversy. 

At the heart of the subsistence controversy is the failure to accomt for the needs 

and the rights of indigenous peoples, especially in the North, to harvest waterfowl 

during the spring and summer seasons. Early in the last century, Canadian and 

Amencan authorities disregarded the special conditions of northem Aboriginal 

peoples in Canada and AIaska in their quest for obtaining a landmark international 

agreement to protect the declining populations of migratory birds in North Amenca 

As 1 argued in chapter three, t's unjustifiable deciàon most likely resulted nom 

political expediency and h m  the negligible political weight of northern 



coustituencies at the t h e  more thm h m  prejudice or genuine oversight. But it 

nevertheless created an important injustice and a poiicy problem difficult to resolve. 

Once the Migratory Birds Convention had become the comerstone of migratory 

birds protection and waterfowl management on the continent, chmghg its provisions 

bore the potentiai of displeasing innuentid constituencies. As 1 showed in chapters 

four and five, granting special harvesting nghts to indigenous subsistence hunters 

proved to be imrnensely unpopular with many environmentalists and recreational 

huaten on both sides of the Canada-US. border. The daims of indigenous peoples 

were solid They rested on exceptional and fundamental needs for culture, nutrition, 

social integration and spirituality. Moreover, with t he ,  indigenous claims were also 

f i d y  rooted in calls for justice and ancestral rights. But notwithstanding the 

forcefuiness and Iegitimacy of these claims, the fear that greater harvesting of 

waterfowl species during their reproductive seasoa would threaten the sustainability 

of bird populations was enough to raise strong opposition. 

FuelIed by additional concems about the wihgness and capacity of 

governments to appropriately regulate indigenous harvesting, recreational hunters and 

enWonmentalists found themselves in agreement about the undesirability of 

amending the Convention. For recreational hunters in particuiar, thteats to the 

sustainability of waterfowl populations codd eady be envisaged to transIate into 

reduced hunting quotas. However, as 1 showed in chapter five, these concems over 

the size and d i s t r i ion  of the waterfbwl resources were also accompanied by 

fundamental Merences in values which served to strengthen the opposition to the 



demands of indigenous peoples. Distnist about Aboriginal huflting ethics and 

traditional knowledge as a partial substitute to scientinc management and a 

conception of justice in a liberai society seen as incompatiile with speciai group 

rights also Iargely contniuted to bring some environmentalists and recreationd 

hunters to oppose any indigenous subsistence amendment to the continental 

w aterfow 1 management regime. 

The political consequence of the clash of interests and values described in 

chapters four and five is that, when the Canadian and Amencan govemments moved 

in the late 1970s to amend the Migratory Buds Convention in favour of indigenous 

subsistence hunters, they encountered opposition fiom environmentalists and 

recreational hunters on both sides of the border. To establish whether these non-state 

actors played a signifïcant role in the Convention amendment process, a 

contextualized anaiysis of the events between 1978 and 1997 was wananted. 

Consequently, in chapters six and seven, I provided such a detailed examination of 

these events. in these chapters, I both provided an explmation of the consecutive 

failure and then success of the international efforts to arnend the continental 

migratory birds management regime and thereby offered a nrst empirical application 

of my framework for analyshg international regime change. 

With one important exception, the case of the Migratory Birds Convention 

amendment provided considerable support to my hypotheses. The exception regards 

the role of transnational relations as a source of international regime change. My 

analysis of the political conditions that led the Canadian and Amencm govemments 



to suddenly 

in the mid 

actors was 

attempt to amend the Convention in 1978 and then to renew their efforts 

1980s reveded no evidence that the transnational politics of non-state 

an important motivational factor. However, the analysis supported my 

second hypothesis about purely dornestic factors leading to international regime 

change. In the case of the Migratory Birds Convention, the settiement of important 

land claims with northem indigenous commuities in Alaska and Canada seems to 

have been the major factor contniuting to the decision of American and Canadian 

authonties to amend the Convention in favour of northem subsistence hwiters. And 

the promises and legal commitments by national govemments to seek such changes 

were essentially granted in an effort to buy indigenous approval of the industrial 

development of northem nahual resources. 

Furthemore, I showed in chapter seven that a series of court decisions in 

Canada and the United States, namely the Flett, Arcand, Sparrow, Dunue and 

McDowell decisions, were the more important factors that led to a renewal of the 

amendment process and dtimately to the negotiation of the 1995 Protocol. The 

Canadian decisions in particular did not oniy change the domestic political conditions 

in Canada, increasing the pressures for international regime change. They also 

contributed significantly in increasing the pressures for an amendment in the United 

States and provided a powerful argument for the Protocol's ratification. 

The only exception to these domestic factors couid be found in the pressures 

created in the United States by a court decision preventing Aiaskan rurai inhabitants 

h m  benefiting fiom the more Lieral subsistence harvesting regdations granted by a 



conservation treaty signeci with the Soviet Union because of the stncter Canada4J.S. 

Convention. However, as I argued in chapter six, while the conflict between these 

two international regimes represent an international source of regime change, it was 

secondary and its signincance was greatly enhanced by the fact that the U.S. 

Congress detennined that implementiug the Soviet-US. treaty provisions would be a 

way to meet the promises it had made to the Alaskan indigenous peoples in domestic 

agreements. 

While transnational relations have not played a role in triggering regime change 

in the case of the Migratory Bir& Convention amendments, the case neverthetess 

clearly showed that transnational coalitions of non-state actors can have significant 

influence over the outcome of international regime change. in our case, the coalition 

of environmentalists, recreational hunters and eventually sub-national state agencies 

opposing the subsistence amendment played a mcial rote in the outcome of the 

amendment process and influenced the overall political dynarnics of regime change. 

In fact, the case study also provided considerable support for my second set of 

hypotheses conceming the influence of domestic institutions. As I had hypothesized, 

the transnational coalition opposing the subsistence amendment was more successful 

in its efforts by focusing on the more hgmented American institutions. In 1979, 

while environmentalists, sport hunters and provincial wildlife agencies were unable 

to bring the Canadian govemment to change its position on the issue, the efforts of 

the coalition were much more successful in the United States. As chapter six has 

shown, the transnational coaiitiods carnpaign, including its niccess in gaining the 



support of the IAFWA and state wildüfe agencies, was sdliciently successful to 

credibly threaten the friture of the Protocol in the U.S. Senate. In fact, it is only when 

the Amencan govemment was forced to suspend the ratification process because it 

felt that it wouid loose in the Senate that the Canadian govemment agreed to 

reconsider the terms of the amendment and negotiate an implementation report. And, 

in the end, the incapacity to secure the U.S. Senate's approval is essentially what 

pennanently stopped the 1979 Protocol. 

The evidence of the 1995 Protocol case also largely coafirmed my second set 

of hypotheses. In chapter seven, 1 showed that, for fear that the transnational coalition 

that had defeated the 1979 Protocol would repeat its accomplishment, Canadian 

wildlife authorities adopted an entirely different approach to seeking international 

regime change. In particular, it undertook a major process of consultation abroad and 

at home in an effort to weaken the coalition of non-state and sub-national state actors 

that still opposed the subsistence amendment. At home, Canadian state actors 

consulted, persuaded and eventually granted concessions to stakeholders who had 

traditionally been hostile to the mbsistence amendment in an effort to narrow the 

coalition of actors that couid oppose a second amendment proposal in both countries. 

Abroad, in cooperation with the American govemment, it decided to work 

through the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies to win over some 

of the key players that had killed the 1979 agreement by deviating the concems of 

sub-national state wildlife oEcials. Similady, by directly associating the recreationd 

hunting group Ducks Unlimited to the extensive study produced to inform the 



iAFWA's decision-rnaking process, Canadian and Amencan authorities &O sought 

to narrow the set of actoa who couid credibly oppose a new protocol of amendment. 

Finally, they even engaged in a Iobbying campaign targeting Amencan senaton. 

These extensive efforts, especiaily by the Canadian goverment, tend to 

confirm that the more f'ragmented Amencan institutions do not necessitate 

transnational coalitions to be as broad and powemil to prevent regime change. While 

the Cauadian governrnent, facing fewer veto points and hence having more control 

over the fate of its decisions regarding international regime change, wouId have been 

perfiectly able to push through the subsistence amendment in 1979, it was 

nevertheless forced in 1995 to seek the approval of a greater number of stakeholders 

than its own institutional context would have required in order to ensure the approval 

of the amendment in the Arnencan Senate. To put it differently, Canadian and 

Arnerican authorities had to work hard at undermining the coalition of opponents that 

had kilIed the 1979 Protocol in order to ensure that the coalition would not be 

suficiently broad and powefil to prevent ratification again in 1995. 

The case study supports my c l ah  that our understanding of international 

regîme change would benefit nom taking into account the role of domestic 

conditions, transnational coalitions of non-state and sub-national state actors, and 

domestic institutions. The politics of amending the Migratory Birds Convention, 

including the contrasting fates of the 1979 and the 1995 protocols, could not have 

been effectively explained without considering for these factors. 



Notes on a fature research agenda 

In addition to these positive results, the case of the Migratory Birds Convention 

suggests a number of insights about the relation between domestic and international 

politics that codd constitute promising avenues for M e r  research. Firstly, the 

influence of court decisions in the politics of amendhg the Convention, and the 

exceptional importance of the Sparrow decision in particular, underscores the 

importance that judicial institutions and specific constitutional n o m  unrelated to 

treaty-making can play in the politics of regime change. The ability of domestic 

opponents to access judicial institutions and to play on substantive constitutional 

provisions regarding the issue at the heart of the international regime made a 

significant difference. For exarnple, the Amerkart hunters' success in using the courts 

to hinder national and state efforts to liberalise indigenous subsistence harvesting 

without amending the Convention and the abiIity of Canadian indigenous peoples to 

use section 35 of the Constitution Act. 1982 to change Canadian jurisprudence 

regarding their subsistence nghts clearly influenced the evolution of the continental 

regime regarding waterfowl management. 

This obsewation seems to militate for the inclusion of the courts and 

constitutional d e s  related to the substantive regime issue (as opposed to the broader 

d e s  structuring the treaty-making process) in our h e w o r k  of malysis. Under my 

fint set of hypotheses, these factors were subsumed under the broader category of 

'khanging domestic poIiticai conditions" that codd bring about international regime 

change. However, our understanding of regime change may be advanced by 

investigating in more detail the institutional characteristics that make such domestic 



changes possible. Would regimes whose key member countries have more accessible 

judicial systems and more active courts be more prone to fiequent changes as a 

result? Will countries with more accessible judiciai systems be more eequent targets 

for transnational coalitions? Will transnational coalitions be cornparatively more 

successfid in advocating regime change in these countries? 

This avenue of research underscores a more general limitation of the framework 

and analysis presented in this dissertation. Despite acknowledging the more complex 

nature of domestic institutional conditions affecting poiitics and policy-making in the 

first section of chapter two, the dissertation then reverted to a more narrow locus on 

the macro-institutionaI ciifferences represented by constitutional procedures regarding 

treaty-making. While this approach seerns reasonable in a first effort, it obviously 

overIooks the potentid importance of other institutional differences. For exampIe, do 

the institutional specificities associated with legisiative committee structures make a 

difference? For example, in the case of the Migratory Birds amendment, the 1979 

Protocol never made it out of the Senate Cornmittee on Foreign Relations. For al1 

practical purposes, the transnational coalition seeking to block the Protocol probably 

ody had to influence the members of this committee to threaten withholding its 

approval. Wodd less powerfûl cornmittees and different parliarnentary niles made a 

difference in the outcorne? Wow shouid we account for these more minor institutional 

factors? In sum, a productive avenue for further research might be to attempt to 

account better for the tnie complexity of domestic institutions. 



SecondIy, the behaviow of Canadian state actors in our case mises other 

interesthg questions about the strategic cornpetencies of state actors in contemporary 

international bargaining. The repeated decisions of the Canadian government to push 

ahead with the 1979 Protocol despite opposition by domestic non-state and sub- 

national state actors suggest a mindset of state actors that is out-of-synch with 

existing transnational realities. Canadian state acton did not appear to Mly 

understand the potentiai effectiveness of transnational action, repeatedly under- 

estirnating the impact of the transnational coalition in the U.S. and seemingly relying 

on traditional claims of sovereignty to downplay the importance of non-state and sub- 

national state opposition abroad. According to a high-level Canadian bureaucrat at the 

the ,  the Canadian Wildiife Sewice simply assurned that many environmentalists and 

most sport huntea would be opposed to any arnendrnent allowing for an Aboriginal 

subsistence harvest durllig the s p ~ g .  As a consequence, a decision was made to 

avoid consulting them. "Our feeling was that 'the least they hew,  the better it 

wBS>,. 579 

As it twned out, this decision was an important strategic error. Maybe working 

on the basis of their own experience in a less hgmented domestic institutional 

environment where state decisions can more easily be ratined in the face of 

opposition, they failed to foresee how domestic and foreign opponents could use the 

more fiagmented Amencan institutions to block the Rotocol. Such miscalcuiations 

raise interesting questions about the ability of national state actors to adapt to a world 

of declining sovereignty and about the role of policy Ieaming m the adaptation of 

politicai actors to the new world brought Înto existence by gIobalisation processes. 



However, their radically Merent approach in the case of the 1995 Protocol also 

raises the real possibility of social leaming in international policy-making and 

ilIustrates the ability of national state actors to adapt to a world of declining 

sovereignty . 

If the history of the Migratory Bùds Convention amendment provided evidence 

of social leaming by policy-makers, it suggests the possibility of fiuther comparative 

and historicai research on this topic. What is the role of social leaming in the 

adaptation of political actoa to the new world brought about by globalisation 

processes? Would past or subsequent bilateral negotiations for supranational wildlife 

govemance reveaI the sarne strategic errors by Canadian state acton? Would similar 

strategic miscalculations be common in other fields of supranational govemance? Did 

Canadian environmental policy-makers leam fiom the history of the Migratory Birds 

Convention in negotiating the recent changes in the continental regime managing the 

pacific salmon resources? 

The same line of reasoning would suggest the necessity to investigate M e r  

the involvement of state actors in domestic politics of their regime partners. I showed 

that, in the case of the Migratory Birds Convention amendment, Canadian state actors 

got more directly involved through transnatiotlai action in the domestic politics of 

regime change in the United States in order to ensure their success. If we 

acknowledge the importance of transnational coditions of non-state and sub-national 

state actors in the politics of regime change, it is only normal that we shoufd expect 

nationai state actors to respond by getting increasingiy involved in the domestic 



politics of their regime partners when desired changes are threatened by these 

coalitions. Wouid a seties of case snidies confinn this trend? 

Finally, we must acknowledge the obvious limitation of the dissertation as a 

single exploratory case study. If my framework, and the hypotheses derived fiom it, 

is to be accepted as more solid contribution to our understanding of international 

regime change, it will be necessary to apply it to a broader array of empirical cases. 

The evolution of North Amencan bilateral environmental regimes would be a good 

place to start. For example, the pacific salmon or au qudity (smog and acid rain) 

agreements would make good case studies. The framework of the dissertation could 

also be easily applied to other areas of bilateral relations, such as border controls or 

cornmon defence. Moreover, while a close examination of their specific institutions 

would be necessary, the fiamework could aiso be used to analyse the evolution of 

bilateral regimes involving other countcies. A more challenging avenue of research 

will be to expand my framework for understanding the influence of transnational 

politics and domestic institutions to cases of multilateral regimes. In this dissertation, 

my task has been greatly simplified by my focus on Canada and the United States. 

But what are the impIicatioas for the study of changes of the more cornplex 

multilateral regimes dealing with the ozone layer or climate change? 

While the challenges represented by this research agenda are important, such a 

more systematic attempt at thinking about the importance of domestic factors and 

traasaational relations in the evolution of international regimes provide us with a 

better understanding of govemance in a tirne of globalized pobtics. 



ENDNOTES 

1 In the dissertation, 1 use the ternis "Aboriginal" and "Uidigenous" interchangeably to 
refer to those cornmunities, peopIes or nations that have an historicai continuity with 
pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that developed on their territories and still 
consider themselves as being distinct h m  other comrnunities now prevailing in those 
territones. Aboriginal or indigenous peoples are considered cultural entities (as opposed 
to primarily "racial" groupings) deriving h m  the original comrntmities living in North 
Amenca For an extensive discussion of the cultural basis of aboriginal nationhood, see 
Canada (1996) Final Report of the Royal Commission on Abori'nd Peoples, Ottawa, 
Canada Communications Group Publishing. 

2 As we will see in chapter 3, the Migratory Birds Convention rests on three main 
regulatoy provisions. First, the Convention Unposes a total ban on killing migratory 
insectivorous and other non-game birds. Secondly, the Convention prohibits the taking 
of game birds, essentidly waterfowl species, from March 10 to September 1 in order to 
protect thmi during their reproductive season. Finally, to alleviate excessive harvesting 
and protect game bird populations, the Convention also limits the Iength of the annual 
opened season to a maximum of three-and-a-half months. By instating this continental 
regulatory regime, the Convention conûibuted significantly to the curtailment of the 
over-harvesting that had seriously threatened the nistainability of migratory bùd species 
migrating between the two countries early in the twentieth cennuy. 

The distinction between game, non-game and insectivorous species of birds is not 
straightforward. For example, Aboriginal peoples eat some species that are not typicaily 
considered game birds by non-Aboriginal recreational hunters. For the purpose of the 
continental regulatory regime, the Convention specifies which species are covered by its 
provisions and under what category the different species fall. The overwhelming 
majority of species classified as game birds are waterfowl species. The listing of 
individual species in the Convention led to some pressures to update its provisions to 
reflect advances in avian taxonomy. Some important non-game birds, such as many 
raptors, were also left out of the Convention for unknown reasons. 

3 For an earlier review and a notable conceptuai exploration of this literatm, see Oran R 
Young (1989) Intemationd Coo~eration: BuiIding Regimes for NaturaI Resources and 
the Environment, Corne11 University Press. More up-to-date reviews can be found in 
Oran R Young (1994) International Govemance: Protecîina the Envimnment in a 
Statelcss Society, Icatha, Comell University Press, especially chapter 1; and in Olav S. 
Stokke (1997) "Regimes as Govemance Systems" in ûran R Young, ed., Global 
Govemance: Drawine insinhts nom the Environmentai benence,  Cambridge, The 
MIT Press, 27-63, 

4 The recognition of the importance of international institutions in international politics 
and policy-making maks possible the anaiysis of internationai politics as a middle point 
between politics as state mteractions in im international state of nature and as politics 
mediated by the centralized authority of mtemationd organizations. Far fbm reflecting 
a state of chaos, the existence of anarchy in many areas of mtemationai policy reflects 
the existence of a normative and de-based environment that constrallis and replates 



the mteractions of state and non-state poky actors, even in the absence of central 
organisation 

Disnissing govemance in the context of regime theory, Oran Young argues that "at the 
most geneml level govenance involves the establishment and operation of social 
institutions - in other words, sets of d e s ,  decision-making procedures, and 
programmatic activities that serve to d e h e  social practices and to guide the interactions 
of those participatiag in these practices". in this perspective, govenance is essentially 
rules-based and there seerns to be no possibility for govemance without regimes (with 
the exception of an improbable world govemment). See O. Young (1997) "Rights, 
Rules, and Resources in World AnaW in Oran R Young, ed., Global Govemance: 
Drawing Insi~hts h m  the Environmental ~x~erience, Cambridge, The MIT Press, 4. 

For List and Rittberger, the spread of international regimes reflects a change in the 
nature of international society and in the strategies of national states. National states are 
slowly abandoning their prodominant reliance on self-held strategies for the management 
of interdependence in favour of govemance strategies. Only by relying on a new 
understanding of govemance, i.e. through the acceptance of n o m  and niles that limit 
their autonomy, can national states assure their resilience and deveiopment in an 
incnasingly ecologically, economically and semity-wise interdependent world In sum, 
the multiplication of regimes can be conceived as a state rrsponse to growing 
international complexity and interdependence. See Martin List and Voker Rittberger 
(1992) "Regime theory and international environmental management" in Andrew 
Hurrell and Benedict Kingsbury, eds., The International PoEitics of the Environment, 
Oxford, Clarendon Press, 108- 109. 

O. Young (1999) Govemance in World Affairs, Ithaca, Cornell Universisr Ress, 5. This 
definition is similar to other prominent definitions found in the literature. For a slightly 
different definition, see Gai1 Osherenko and Oran R. Young (1993) 'The Formation of 
International Regimes: Hypotheses and Cases" in Oran R Young and Gai1 Osherenko, 
eds., Polar Politics: Creatin~ International Environmental Rerrimes, Icatha, Comell 
University Press. A mon often quoted definition is probably Stephen Krasner's, who 
defuies regimes "as sets of implicit or explkit p~ciples,  n o m ,  d e s ,  and decision- 
making procedures around which actors' expectations converge in a given m a  of 
international relations". See S. Krasner (1983) "Structural causes and regime 
consequences: regimes as intervming variables", in S. b e r ,  ed., International 
Re~imes, lthaca and London, Cornell University Press, 2. 

For an extensive description of rnany environmental regimes, see Lynton Caldwell, 
IntemationaI Environmental Policv: From the Twentieth to the Twentv-First Centurv, 
third edition, Durham, Duke University Ress, t 996, especiaily chapters 8 and 9. 

Conceptualising regimes as social institutions altows anaiysts to fùlly account for the 
importance of n o m  that have not been codified and formalised through the negotiation 
of an international treaty but which are nevertheiess important in stntcturing the 
behaviour of state actors m intemationai society. Similady to unwritten constitutional 
conventions in the realm of domestic governance, such as elements of e s t e r i a i  
responsibility in parliamentary systems, miwritîen n o m  cm also develop in the context 
of international regimes which gain the compkmce of states. Often tlllwritten n o m  can 
deveiop in the context of more formai regimes to supplement the negotiated arrangement 
or to c1arifL aspects of the f o d  regime that hinder its operationalisation. In definitive, 
regimes cm vary greatty in theu de- of fomality and d l  often be composed of a 



mix of written and unwritten conventions. One should note that, despite this point, a vast 
majority of studies of regimes focus mody on negotiated treaties. See Oran R Young 
(1989) Intexnational Coo~eration: Buildirie ReEEimes for Naturai Resources and the 
Environment, Icatha, Corne11 University Press, 24. 

Accordhg to Krasner, it is "the iafusion of behaviour with principles and n o m  that 
distlliguishes rej$me-govemed activity in the international system fiom more 
conventional activity, guided urclusively by namw calculations of interest". S. D. 
Krasner (1983) "Structural causes and regime consequences: regimes as intervening 
variabks", in S. D. Krasner, ed., International Regimes, Ithaca and London, Corne11 
University Press, 3. On the distinction between the two concepts, see Martin List and 
Volker Rittbager (1 992) "Regmie theory and international environmental management" 
in Andrew Hurrell and Benedict Kingsbury, eds., The international Politics of the 
Environment, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 90. 

Such an approach is very wide-spread in the literature and is adopted by many authors 
discussed throughout the chapter. A strong statement of an interest-based approach cm 
be found in Arthur Stein (1983) "Coordination and collaboration: regimes in an anarchic 
world" in S. D. Krasner, International Reeimes, Icatha and London, Cornell University 
Press, 1 15-140. 

Such a view of the formation of regimes has been criticized on two accounts: it conveys 
a view of the evolution of institutions as a result of purposehl rational choice by actors 
that is problematic for many sociologists of the new instihitionalism and it suggests a 
degree of functionality that can be disturbing to many othen. In response, many authors 
point out that the fact that states purposefùlly enter into bargaining to create regimes to 
solve collective action problems does not mean that the messy result of such bargaining 
works to adequately solve these problems or achially reflect the conscious choice of any 
individual actor. Moreover, Young points out that in some cases, which he calls 
"spontaneous regimes", treaties are signed that simply formalises social practices that 
had evolved through an informal and uncoordinated process of interaction which does 
not necessarily reflect the exercise of conscious choice. In some of these cases, treaties 
are never drafted or signed and the prevalent regime is solely constituted of established 
and recognised but non-written conventions. 

For evidence that @me scholars hold this view, see Oran R Young (1983) "Regime 
dynamics: the rise and fa11 of international regimes" in S. D. Krasner, International 
Regimes, Ithaca and London, Corne11 University Press, 104-105; Oran R. Young (1 994) 
International Govemance: Protectine the environment in a stateless sociev, Ithaca and 
London, Corneil University Press, 91-95; and Donald J. Puchala and Raymond F. 
Hopkins (1983) "International ngimes: tessons h m  inductive anaiysis" in SB. 
Krasner, ed., International Reairnes, Icatha, Cornell University Press, 66-67. 

Susan Shange (1983) "Cave! Hic dragones: A Critique of Regime Anafysis", in SD. 
Krasner, ed, Intemationai Rewes, Icatha, Comell University Press, 337-354. This 
criticism of regime theory as being naively understahg the essential role of state power 
in international relations is a common criticism f o d a t e d  by realists and structural 
mlists who tend to see institutions a s  men epiphenomena 

Other, more moderate, structural mlists adhere to the utilita.an approach for some 
cases but continue to stress that, in other cases, states seek to maximize benefît 
differentials among them in a zero-nmi game that excludes a utfitarian approach to 
regime formation. See the discussion in Stephen D. Knisner (1983) C'Sûuctural causes 



and regime coasecpences: regimes as intervening vanvanables", in Stephen D. Krasner, ed, 
Intemationd Reeimes, Ithaca and London, ComeU University Press, 7-8. 

For a discussion of this hypothesis, see Duncan Saidai (1985) "The limits of hegemonic 
stability theory", International Orpanisation, no.39.579-614; Robert O. Keohane (1980) 
The theory of hegemonic stability and changes in international economic regimes, 
1967-77" in Ole R HOM et ai., Chmees in the Intemational Svstem, Boulder, 
Westview; and Robert O, Keohane (1984) M e r  Henemonv: Coo~eration and Discord in 
the World Political Economv. Princeton, Princeton University Press. 1 should note that 
these authors are generaily regarded as critics of hegemonic stability theory. For the 
work of an exponent of the hypothesis, see Robert Gilpin (1987) The Politicai Econom~ 
of International Relations, Princeton, Rinceton University Ress. 

There a~ variants of this hypothesis While some othen emphasise the coercive power 
of hegemonic states to impose self-serving regimes on other states without reganls to 
their preferences, other authors espouse a more benip view of domination and stress the 
fact that hegemonic states essentiaily bear the costs of establishing and enforcing the 
regime wbich tnily are public goods. The hêgemôn does not act altniistically, as it may 
hope to establish a regime that will serve its interests in the long-run or to derive some 
other benefits (prestige, future influence, etc.), but it does not necessarily exploit other 
mernbers either. For this morr qualified version, see Charles P. Kindleberger (1981) 
"Dominance and leadership in the international economy') International Studies 
ûuarterl~, 110.25, 242-254; and Charles P. Kindleberger (1986) "International public 
goods without international govemment", American Economic Review, no.76, 1 - 1 3. 

See Oran R. Young (1994) International Govemance: Protecting the Environment in a 
Stateless Societv, ithaca, Comell Univeaity Press. 

Owen Greene (1996) "Environmentai regimes: effectivmess and irnplementation 
review" in John VogIer and Mark F. Imber, The environment and international relations, 
London, Routledge, 198. For an example of a case, see Anne Fikkan, Gail Osherenko, 
and Alexander Arikainen (1993) "Polar Bears: The Importance of Simplicity" in Oran R. 
Young and Gail Osherenko, eds., Polar Poiitics: Creating International Environmental 
Reeimes, katha, Cornell University Ress, 96-15 1. With the exception of the ozone 
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101 See E. Inunergut, Hedth Politics: Interests and institutions in Western Europe, 
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Politics: Histoncal Enstitutionahn and Com~arative Analvsis, New York, Cambridge 
University Press, 1992, 188-2 16. 

103 See K. Thelen and S. Steinmo, "Historical institutionaiism in comparative politics", in S. 
Steinmo et al., Structural Politics: Histoncal Institutionalism and ~omoarative Analvsis, 
New York, Cambridge University Press, 1992.7-9 

104 L. W ildhaber, Treatv-Making Power and Constitution, Shtttgart, Helbing and 
Litchtenham, 1971,9. 

105 Even more interesting is the fact that, under the Continental Congress, the Senate had the 
sole responsibility for conduchg foreign relations and negotiating treaties. In fact, at the 
beginning of the Constitutional Convention, it was expected tbat the Senate alone would 
continue to have this respomibility. The President was c o n f e d  a role only towards the 
end of the Convention's debate and whether to let the House of Representatives play a 
role or maintain Senate exclusivity was the more contentious issue, not whether the 
Executive should share this responsibility with the Iegislative branch. See Arthur Bestor, 
"Respective Roles of Senate and President in the Making and Abrogation of Treaties - 
The Original Intent of the Framm of the Constitution Historically Exarnined", 
Washmaton Law Review, 55: 1,1979,73-132. 

106 While this provision recpires without a doubt the consent of the Senate for the approvd 
of treaties, it should be pomted out immediately that the President alone is allowed to 
negotiate with other nations. This issue was decided Ui US. Supreme Court, United 
States v. Curtîss-Wright Export Corp., no.299,1936. 

107 Reportedly, the better disposition of the Senate to act in an expedient, secretive and 
even-tempered marner, because it is a smaIIer institution than the House of 
Representatives and was composed at the time of state appointed members thought to be 
more knowledgeable and experienced, was an important argument for excluding the 
House h m  the making of international treaties. Moreover, the senaton, holding six 
yean tnms Listead of the short two yean for representatives, wouid be better positioned 
to look at foreign poiicy h m  a longer tenn perspective. AU of these features wouid 



allow the second chamber to lead e f f i l y  the nation in its relations with foreign 
c0uQtries. 

The case in favour of the Senate and agak t  involvement of the House because of the 
respective characteristics of these legislative chambers is pnsented, for example, by 
Hamilton in the essay no.75 of The Fededists. As we will see in the next section, 
Senate involvement in treaty-making should aiso be understood as  a compensation 
against the participation of the States themselves in the foreign aEairs of the nation. 

108 L. Wildhaber, Treatv-Making Power and Constitution, Stuttgart, Helbing and 
Litchtenham, 197 1, 60. We shouid note that the "appointed Senate as executive body" 
argument shows that the Frames did not intend to democraîize treaty-making but rather 
sought to ensure State involvement in the conduct of foreign policy and thereby protect 
regional minonty interests. 

109 In 1789, hsident Washington went personally to the Senate in order to discuss the 
desirability of making treaties with Abonginal peoples. The Senate, instead of 
deliberating and acting as an executive body, undertook to study and debate the matter 
as a legislative chamber and proposed to refer the issue to a rommittee. Disconcerted by 
this approach, Washington reportedly swore that he would never return to the Senate for 
advice. See L. Wildhaber, Treap-Making Power and Constitution, Stuttgart, Helbing 
and Litchtenham, 1971,6 1. 

110 Due to the rather technical nature of some of these issue, a point of clarification on 
terminology may be usehl for the reader. Despite popular t a k  of "Senate ratification", 
ratification is solely an executive act in international law. Ratification expresses formally 
that the States now consider themselves bound by the ternis of the international 
agreement and it usually occurs through the exchange of letters or instruments of 
ratification among the relevant parties. Whether intemal constitutional law requins the 
approval of the treaty by the cabinet or a legislative chamber befon the exchange of 
instruments of ratification can lawhilly take place is another matter. In the context of this 
study, in keeping with the terminology of international law, I will use "approval" to 
designate the expression of consent by the US. Senate. 

1 1 1 L. Wildhaber, Treatv-Makinrr Power and Constitution, Stuttgart, Helbing and 
Litchtenham, 197 l,63. 

112 L. Wildhaber, Treatv-Making Power and Constitutîon, Stuttgart, Helbing and 
Litchtenham, 1971,64. 

113 L. Wildhaber, TreapMakin~r Power and Constitution, Stuttgart, Helbing and 
Litchtenham, 197 1,78. 

114 See DI. Fleming, T h e  Role of the Senate in Treaty-Making: A Survey of Four 
Decades", Amencan Political Science Review, 28, 1934,583-598; and Q. Wright, "The 
United States and international Agmments", American Journal of International Law, 
38, 1944,350-354 We shouid also note that, h m  a comparative perspective, no other 
country has had a legislature vote down so many international treaties. L. Wildhaber, 
Treav-Makinp: Power and Constitution, Stuttgart, Helbing and Litchtenham, 1971,66. 

115 For the sake of clarity, 1 wish to pomt out that congressionai-executive agmments are 
considered here to be solely intemationai agreements conciuded by the executive and 
that rrquire the ex-post approval of Congres before ratification. As such, they do not 
include purely presidentid agreements concluded by the President under iu own 



independent powers as Head-of-State (e.g. military decisions, settlement of private 
claims, or modus vivendi agreements) 1 also exclude agreements concluded by the 
President in the context of a h e w o r k  legislation adopted by Congress ex ante, within 
the realm of its legislative competence. These agreements are of another nature as they 
can be undone internationally and domestically sirnply by legislative change, 

116 The congressional-executive agreement was born out of growing dissatisfaction with the 
isolationist stance of a good proportion of American senators which was perceived as 
detrimental to an effective U.S. foreign policy in the aftermath of both world wars as 
well as during the New Ded era. While building on a more timid innovation of the 
1930s (Le. to have the b i d e n t  conclude trade agreements within the parameters of an 
ex ante approvaI offered by a double Congressional majority), the real congressional- 
executive agreement was born in the mid-1940s. Still haunted by the Senate's rejection 
of the Treaty of Versailles at the end of the First World War, by the mid-1940s, many 
Americans were actively seeking a new treaty process that would not be prejudicial to 
the more active foreign policy requùed in the aftennath of the Second World War. The 
Senate, still composed of many isolationists, was then clearly perceived as a potential 
impediment to an effective foreign policy. As one important commentator put it at the 
the: "Every goverurnent in the world doubts the ability of the United States to help 
organize the coming victory, because al1 know that the Constitution of the United States 
c o n t e  a fatal defect. They know that, so far as constructive effort ta buiid a better 
wodd goes, our government is permanently deadlocked within itself by a division of the 
power to make and execute foreign policy between the President and the Senate. They 
mut  calculate that the constructive plans of the executive are always at the mercy of a 
self-assertive minority in the Senate." (D. F, Fleming, The United States and the Worid 
Court, 1945, 156.) 

It is in this context of a new emerging international order that politicians, legal scholars 
and newspaper editorialists began advocating the use of a rnajority of both 
Congressional chambers as an alternative to the traditional Senate veto for the approval 
of internationai agreements. For example, in less than a year, The Washington Post 
pubiished seven editorials calling for an end to Senate rnonopoly over treaty approval. 
The New York Times repeatedly expressed the same editorial opinion. In 1943,54% of 
poiled Amencans were in favour of adopting a new double majority rule while only 25% 
favoured the traditional Senate supermajority. The following year, polls showed 60% in 
favour of a double majority while support for the traditional rule had declined to 19%. 
(See other data in Bruce Ackerman and David Golove, 1s NAFTA Constitutional?, 
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1995,62-64.) 

With substantial support in public opinion, and after the defeat of many isolationist 
senators in the 1944 eiection, members of Congress began discussing seriously a 
constitutional amendment that would have stripped away the Senate's exclusive 
legislative prerogative with respect to treaty-rnakmg. While the Residency never 
fomaIIy endorsed the amendment, it Mcreasingly asserted its opinion that the majority 
of both chambers of Congress was now an acceptable procedure for treaty approval. 
Mer a transitional period durMg which the Senate joined the Home of Representatives 
in approving agreements while warning that its actions should not be construed as a 
surrender of its constitutional prerogatives, the warnings progressively ceased: the 
congressional-executive agreement was now part of the living constitution. 



For an outstanding book-length account of this constitutional evolution, providing great 
insights into both the legd and political dynamics at play, see Bruce Ackaman and 
David Golove, 1s NAFTA Constitutional?, Cambridge, Harvard University Ress, 1995. 

117 It seems hard to imagine how the Senate wouid agree to lose its exclusive prerogative 
with respect to treaty-making and, in e f f i  it never did explicitly. Even while joining 
the House of Representatives in approvhg specific congressiond-executive agreements, 
the Senate warned that it was not abandoning its prrrogative over international 
agreements and that any d i m e n t  of its constitutional powers was unacceptable. 
However, over time, the new practice set in. Advocates of the congressional-executive 
agreements point out that, even if the Constitution does not explicitly provide for them, 
an expansive reading of it does not preclude them They also emphasise the more 
democratic nature of the double majority d e  over the two-thud vote of a single 
chamber and argue that the original concept of the Senate as an executive council 
representing state interests has lost much of its crediibility over the years. 

1 18 See Article 1, section 10, clauses I and 3. 

1 19 Article VI, section 2. 

L20 Federal supremacy is the case in India, Austria and probably Australalia 

12 1 Thomas Jefferson, for instance, argued against it at the Convention and other statesmen 
present supported his views. JefTerson espowd the view that extensive federal tmty  
implementation powers were antithetical to the spirit of federalism and would be 
inconsistent with other aspects of the Constitution. The Resident and the Senate, he 
argued, should not be able to do by treaty what the Constitution prohibited the entire 
federal state to do otherwise. Federalism required the protection of State jurisdictions. 

But in 1787, Jefferson's views were those of a rninority. The years pnceding the 
Convention had illustrated the potentially disastrous effat of a lack of State cooperation 
in the conduct ofthe nation's international affairs. Several States were failing to live up 
to the t e m  of the Treaty of Peace that ended the RevoIutionary War with EngIand by 
making it difficult for Bntish crpditon to recover their loans within their territory It has 
even been argued that this failure by some States to respect the federal cornmitment to 
the Bntish govemment was in fact one of the main problems that led to the convening of 
the 1787 Convention and that, without the introduction of the supremacy clause, the 
f e d d  govemment could not have effeaively ended the war. Accordingly, soon after 
the adoption of the new constitution, one of the f i  applications of the treaty 
implementation power was the invalidation of a V i i a n  law vioIating the Peace 
Treaty. But the arguments in favour of the supremacy clause went beyond political 
expediency. Advocates of the new union mostly expressed concems about the future 
danger of aa ineffective foreign policy if the nation was not permitted to speak fhrn  one, 
cohesive voice and if the nation's allies and memies could be assurrd that the country's 
promises would be kept. Moreover, they pointed out that the requirement for Senate 
advice and consent constituted a suffiCient and important avenue for assuring that State 
interests were taken mto account in the conduct of mtemational relations. There seems to 
be extensive evidence that the Framers were intendmg to entrench the senatotial veto for 
the purpose of pmtechg regional minority mt-. No doubt that this argument carried 
eveu greater strength during the pied when senators were still appointed by the State 
govanments rhemsehres. In the end, the combination of the supremacy clause and the 
Senate "advice and consent" provision a p p d  to provide a more e f f i v e  compromise 
to ensure the protection of State mterest and the conciuct of an effkctive fareign policy. 



While forced to remain sensitive to State interests by the Senate veto, the feded 
govemment could still offer a more unified and cohesive voice in international affairs 
than if it had had to negotiate implementation with every State. 

For a brief discussion and other ceferences, see J. Friesen, "The distniution of treaty- 
implementing powers in constitutional federations: 'Choughts on the Amencan and 
Canadian mode1sV*, Columbia Law Review, vol, 94, 1419-1424. For a discussion of the 
Senate's active role in protecting State interests in relation to treaty-making, see John B. 
Whitton and J. Edward Fowler, "Bricker Amendment - Fallacies and Dangers", 
Arnerican Journal of International Law, no. 48,36-37. 

Most of these judicial attempts nlied on arguments about the Tenth Amendment (Le. the 
residual cIause). Since the Constitution allows Congress to act solely in accordance to its 
limited and delegated powers, and grants eve-ing else to the States, should it be 
allowed to make IegisIation implementing treaties even when these treaties deal with 
subject matters hplicitly reserved to the States? From the very beginning, the answer 
appeared to be affirmative. Advocates of the federal supremacy clause argued that, if the 
Framers had specifically granted treaty powers to Congress, mely they did not intend to 
leave it incapable to live up to its international commitments. Monover, since treaty 
powers were explicitly granted to Congress by the constitution, whatever fell within 
these powen was not reserved to the States under the residual claw. This view was 
soon given Iegal credence as, in a senes of early cases, the U.S. Supreme Court 
consistently upheld the supremacy of treaties or federal treaty implementation legislation 
over conflicting State laws. 

For a list of these early cases, see footnote 40 in J. Friesen, "The distribution of treaty- 
implementing powers in constitutional federations: Thoughts on the American and 
Canadian rnodeIs", Columbia Law Review, vol. 94, 1 994, 14 19- 1420. 

U.S. Supreme Court, Missouri v. HoIland, no. 252, 1920. 

S. Friesen, 'The distribution of treaty-implementing powers in constitutionai federations: 
Thoughts on the American and Canadian rnodels", Columbia Law Review, vol. 94, 
1994,1421. 

We should note however that this doctrine has become less important over the years as a 
result of the expansion of the commerce clause by other constitutionaI decisions. The 
expansive powers read into the commerce clause by the Supreme Court bas provided the 
federal govemment with a more effective tool to legislate on maners which were 
previously thought to fall with the realm of Statejitrisdiction, making the recourse to the 
treaty supremacy clause unuecessary in many cases. 

U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Resolution no.1, 83rd Congress, 1st session, 
1953. There were several versions of the amendment subrnitted and discussed fkom 1951 
to 1954. This version was the first one to be favourably considered by the Judiciary 
Cornmittee. Other parts of the recommended amendment included that self-executing 
maties should not become the supreme Iaw of the land without n q u i g  implementing 
legislation and that Congressional-executive agreements shodd not be used in lieu of 
treaties. A l e s  emensive amendment was also voted upon by the Senate floor in 1954 
and was defeated by oniy one vote short of the two-thirds rnajority requhzd for adoption, 
See L. Wildhaber, Treatv-Makina Power and Constitution, Stuttgart, Heibing and 
Litchtenham, 197 1,88-89. 



127 The amendment championed by Senator Bncker was in fact drafted by a committee of 
the American Bar Association and actively advocated by its Mers .  See Vermont Hatch 
et ai., "The Treaty Power and the Constitution: The Case for Amendment", Journal of 
the Arnerican Bar Association, 40, 1954,207-208, 

128 Bruce Ackerman and David Golove, 1s NAFTA Constitutional?, Cambridge, Harvard 
University b s ,  1995, 98; Brunson Macchesney et ai., The  Treaty Power and the 
Constitution: The Case Against Amendment", Journal of the American Bar Association, 
40,1954,204, 

129 It has been argued that, even if defeated, the Bricker amendment nevertheless 
contriiuted to the timid approach of the Eisenhower administration toward the covenants 
on human rights and the political ri&& of women. See L. Wildhaber, Treatv-Makine, 
Power and Constitution, Stuttgart, Helbing and Litchtenham, 197 1,336. 

L30 See I. Fnesen, ''The distriiution of treaty-implementing powen in constitutional 
federations: Thoughts on the American and Canadian models", Columbia Law Review, 
vol. 94, 1994, 1425-1427, 

131 Vermont Hatch et al., "The Treaty Power and the Constitution: The Case for 
Amendment", Journal of the Amencan Bar Association, vol. 40, 1954, 256-257; and 
Joseph L. Call, ''Should the Constitution Be Arnended to Limit the Treaty-Making 
Power?", Southem California Law Review, vo1.26, 1953,368-37 1, 

132 John B. Whitton and J. Edward Fowler, "Bncker Amendment - FalIacies and Dangers", 
American Journal of intemational Law, vo1.48, 1954, 23-38; and J. Friesen, 'The 
distriiution of treaty-implementing powers in constitutional federations: Thoughts on 
the American and Canadian modeIs", Columbia Law Review, vol. 94, 1994, 1427. 

133 For indications that it intended to continue doing so for quite some time, see the 
comments in R J. Delisle, "Treaty-Making Power in Canada", in Ontario Advisory 
Committee on Confederation, Backp~ound Papen and Reports, Toronto, The Queen's 
Printer of Ontario, 1967, 122. 

134 See R. MacGregor Dawson, The Develooment of the Dominion Status. 1900-1936, 
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1937. 

135 For example, in 1895, the Colonid Office issued a policy statement that would forbid 
any direct contact between colonial and foreign govemments for the purposes of making 
treaties. Participation by the colonies would take the form of a second or subordinate 
plenîpotnitiary, at the discretion of the British govemment The policy appear to have 
been a failure since the role of the British Ambassador continue to decline in cornparison 
to Canadian delegates in the negotiations that took place in the years that followed. See 
R J. Delisle, 'Treaty-Making Power in Canada", in Ontario Advisory Cornmittee on 
Confederation, Backaround Pa~ers and RePorts, Toronto, The Queen's Printer of 
Ontario, 1967, 127, 

136 The end of the preferential tariff for Bntish colonies by London in 1846-1849 created 
significant presures to leave the dominions mon Ieeway in seeking aitemative trade 
arrangements by deahg directly with foreign powm. As a consequace, in the t85Os, 
British colonies in North Arnenca were aiready demanding more conml over the 
commerciai dealuigs of their temtones. As a result of intense pressure, in 1865, the 
Colonial Office set up what amomted to an interprovincial coancii on trade to advise 
British diplomats negotiating commercial ûeaties regarding the colonies. The following 



year, on the recommendation of the council, Alexander Galt and three other Canadian 
delegates were sent to Washington to discuss directly the possibility of a commercial 
agreement with the members of the Ways and Means Committee of the US. House of 
Representatives. Finallly, in 1871, John A. Macdonald became the first Canadian 
representative to be appointed as a plenipotentiary of the British Crown to negotiate the 
Treaty of Washington. Although Macdonald did not attend al1 meetings, he became the 
fkt Canadian to CO-sign a treaty with the British minister. 

On the stnngth of this precedent, starting in the 18709, representatives of the Canadian 
govenunent began to be included in British delegations negotiating imperial treaties with 
foreign counbies, when these agreements would impact Canada. ûver the years, 
authority progressively shifted h m  the British to the Canadian representatives serving 
as plenipotentiaries of the Empue in these treaty negotiations and the Canadian 
government came to exert effective control over commercial treaties, which were 
evmtually entirely negotiated by Canadian delegates and required ratification by both 
British and Canadian executives to be internationaiiy binding. 

See R J. Delisle, 'Treaty-Making Power in Canada", in Ontario Advisory Committee on 
Codederation, Backeround Pauers and Reports, Toronto, The Queen's Rinter of 
Ontano, 1967,1 15-148, 

137 When the Fim World War erupted in 1914, the Canadian executive had succeeded in 
progressively wrestling authority from the British executive for the conduct of 
international commercial relations. However, the country was still lacking the autonomy 
required to negotiate more political (as opposed to commercial) agreements with other 
nations. incidentally, when Great Britain went to war, Canada found herself legally at 
war without having been consuIted. 

However, the war effort of the British colonies were accompanied by graiter demands 
for recognition of their international status within the Empire and, in the early part of the 
war, Sir Robert Borden played an important role in articularing these aspirations for 
Canada In 19 17, in xcognising the validity of these aspirations, the British government 
Uivited the representatives of the dominions' govemments to take part in a meeting of 
the Imperial War Cabinet where they discwed the generai conduct of the war. 
Benefiting h m  the momenturn, Borden and Jan Christiaan Smuts of South Africa 
obtained the adoption of a molution at the Imperia1 Conference, which took place the 
same year, that committed the British govemment to holding nmiIar "permanent 
c~IlSUItatioos'~ in the development of the imperial foreign policy after the war. Such a 
common imperial policy was attempted in the years following the end of the war. 
However, in Iight of the inabitity ta keep a cornman fiont, it was abandoned m failme in 
the early 1920s. 

But, when the war ended, the British colonies were able to obtain a more autonomous 
s t a tu  in an important constitutional innovation, the British dominions, including 
Canada, signed separately the 1919 Treaty of Versailles, which established peace with 
Gemany, while the British government signeci the agreement on behalf of the Empire. 
The mty was then ratified by each country before the British Crown ratified it on 
behaif of the whole Empire. This development was a clear symbol of newty-fotmd 
autonomy. The same year, Borden also led a separate delegation to the Paris Peace 
Coderence, where the Covenant of the Leagae of Nation was negotiated and w h m  it 
was decided that the British dominions would hold separate rnemberships m the fuhirp 
Cound. Thse steps were undoubtediy signincant in the British dominions' slow 



evolution towards international independence but they also illustrated the dininilty of 
reconciling their desire for autonomy w i i  their loydty to the Empire. The double 
ratification of the Treaty of Versailles as well as the obvious paradox between 
maintainhg a common imperid policy and sepamte membership in the Council of the 
League of Nations suggested that the dominions stood at a critical t h e  in their historical 
development. 

See R MacGregor Dawson, The Govemment of Canada, futh edition, revised by 
Norman Ward, Toronto, University of Toronto h s s ,  1970, 48-49; Craig Brown, ed., 
Histoire eénérale du Canada, Mondd, Boréal, 1990, 502-503; and A. Gotlieb, 
Canadian Treatv-Making, Toronto, Butterworths, i968,8. 

in 1920, the Canadian govement gained the right to appoint its own ambassador to 
Washington as part of the British delegation to the United States. in 1927, the Canadian 
government appointed its fust ambassador to the United States who was not part of a 
British mission. A. Gotlieb, Canadian Treatv-Making, Toronto, Butternrorths, 1968.9. 

In 1923, the Halibut Fisheries Treaty with the United States was signed by Ernest 
Lapointe, a Canadian minister serving as plenipotentiary, without being accompanied by 
the signature of a British counterpart. This agreement constituted the first case of an 
international treaty signed solely by a Canadian representative. See R R. Wilson, 
"Canada-United States Treaty Relations and international Law", in D. R Deneer, 
Canada-United States Treatv Relations, 1963, 12-13. The British government had 
demanded to their ambassador to co-sign the treaty but ntreated after the Canadian 
government objected to the CO-signature. 

The Statute of Westminster simply constituted the legal translation and affiation of 
the political decision taken at the Imperia1 Conference five yean earlier. The Statute of 
Westminster a m e d  that the dominions were "autonomous comrnunities within the 
British Empire, equal in status, in no way subordinate one to another in any aspect of 
their domestic or extemal affairs, though united by a comrnon allegiance to the C m ,  
and freeiy associated as members of the British Commonwealth of Nations". 

Particularly important arnong these preceding political developments was the Balfour 
Declaration. The Balfour Declaration at the hperial Conference of 1926 fim endorsed 
equality of status among the members of the Commonwealth as a gaietal principle 
applying to the negotiation, signature and ratification of ail bilateral treaties by British 
dominions. It was a politicai watershed in the evolution of the colonies and it established 
international autonomy for d l  practical purpose.. We shouId note bowever that, under 
the 1926 and 193 1 formula, treaties were stiII concluded in Heads-of-State fonn, Le. as 
agreements between the heads-of-state of contracting parties as opposed to agreements 
between govemments. As such, they still had to be fomally ratified by the British 
Cmwn, even if under the sole advice of the Canadian Privy Corncil. However, in the 
years that followed, the British monarch would ratifL treaties concluded by its 
dominions using separate instruments of ratification, each specifjhg that the monarch 
was acting solely m respect of the relevant dominion and not with respect to the entire 
Commonwealth. It wodd take the new Letters Patent of 1947 issued to the Govemor 
GeneraI of Canada to officiaiIy transfér the authority to rat@ Canadian treaties without 
going to London. 

Supreme Court of Canada, Reference re Ownership of Offshore Minerai Rights, 65 
D.L.R., t 968,353, 



In 1947, a final transfer of authority fkom London to Ottawa took place. WhiIe the 
Statute of Westminster had authorized Canada to conduct its foreign affairs in an 
independent fshïon, the Governor G e n d  still lacked the formai authority to represent 
the British Crown in some rnatters, including the signature and ratification of 
international treatties. Coasequently, whiIe the Queen now acted solely on the advice of 
the Canadian Privy Council in these mattea, the Canadian governent still had to resort 
to London. On October 1, 1947, the British Crown issued new Letters Patent to the 
Govemor Generd. While the new Letters Patent did not -ce the prerogatives of the 
British Crown, it delegated new powers to the Govemor Gened of Canada, includuig 
the power to sign and ratify treaties as well as issuing Letters of Credence for Canadian 
ambassadors. In effect, the Canadian govemment was now at liberty to choose whether it 
would submit its advice to the Queen or to the Govemor General for actions relating to 
international treaties. See EL MacGregor Dawson, The Govenunent of Canada, fifth 
edition, revised by Norman Ward, Toronto, University of Toronto Ress, 1970, 148-149. 

interestingly enough, this new power by the Governor General of Canada has never been 
used because, as we will see in the next section, Canada has stopped concluding treaties 
in Head-of-State fom since 1944. Nowadays, dl treaties are agreements among 
governments and their ratification no longer requires an act by the personal 
representative of the Crown. A. Gotlieb, Canadian Treatv-Making, Toronto, 
Butterworths, 1968,3940. 

143 Crown prerogatives differ fiom the other broad category of power;, statutory powea, 
which are derived fiom the statutes approved by Parliament. See R MacGregor Dawson, 
The Govemment of Canada, fifth edition, revised by Noman Ward, Toronto, University 
of Toronto Press, 1970, 144-150. For a more classic statement on the source of these 
powea, set A. V. Dicey, The Law of the Constitution, 8th edition, London, 420. In fa@ 
the prerogatives of the Canadian executive in the field of foreign affàirs are more 
extensive than treaty-making and include the power to declare war and peace as well as 
to establish or termina diplornatic relations. A. Gotlieb, Canadian Treatv-Making, 
Toronto, Butterworths, 1968,4. 

L44 Aimost ail of these prerogatives are obviously exercised on the advice and on the 
responsibility of ministers However, there also remain some elements of independent 
authority exercised by the Govemor General. Among these, we End, for exampte, the 
right to appoint the Prime Minister and, although mon contmversial, the right to refuse 
to gant the dissolution of Parliament. See the discussion in J.R. Mallory, nie Structure 
of Canadian Govemment, revised edition, Toronto, Gage Publishimg, I984,48-62. 

145 However, one should note that these powers are nowadays exercised by the Govemor 
General in Council, on the advice of the cabinet. Given that the legitirnacy and the 
exercise of power by the cabinet depends on its continued support by the House of 
Commow, Parliament theo~ticaüy retains the possibiiity to sanction the govemment if 
the treaty power is not used to its satisfaction. As such, parliamentary control over the 
use of the ûeaty power is exncised through the continued aiticism of the opposition, the 
subtier lobbying of govemment backbenchers, and the more uniikely (given the nom of 
mjority govenunent), but still available tool, of a vote of confidence. 

146 House of Gommons, Sessional Patlers, Speciai Session, no.41 @,l9 L9, II. 

147 in 1924, Mr. Ponsonby, then Under-Secretary of State for Foreign Mairs, introduced in 
England the new constitutional praetice of tabling, for d i s d o n ,  dl treaties in both 
Houses of Paiiament and to wait 21 days before ratifjring them m order to dIow for 



debate. While the practice was subsequentIy abandoned by the new govemment, it was 
re-introciuced m 1929 and has become the nom. One should note however that 
Ponsonby's d e  does not entail parliamentmy appmvd but solely concerns the tabling 
and discussion of treaties in Pariiament. See L. Wildhaber, Treatv-Makinn Power and 
Constitution, Stuttgart, Helbing and Litchtenham, 197 1,29. 

148 Parliament of Canada, House of Commons Debates, ~01~2,1928,1974. 

149 Parliament of Canada, House of Commons Debates, vo1.5, June 21,1926,4758. 

150 A. Gotlieb, Canadian Treatv-Making, Toronto, Butterworths, 1968, 16-17. 

151 R MacGregor Dawson, The Government of Canada, fi& edition, revised by Norman 
Ward, Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1970,205. Emphasis added. 

152 in its submission to the United Nations in 1952, in the context of its work on the 
codification of the law of treaties, the Canadian govemment stated that: ''the= is no law 
imposing any obligation on the Government of Canada for approval pnor to ratifkation. 
International obligations are entered into in many instances without reference to 
Parliament. The negotiation and concIusion of a treaty or other international agreement 
is an executive act." See United Nations, "Law and Practices concerning the Conclusion 
of Treaties", UN. Lenislative Senes, St/Leg/Series Bho.3, 1953.24. 

53  For example, in the Labour Conventions Case, Lord Atkin of the Rivy Council pointed 
out that: ''Within the British Empire, there is a wellatablished rule that the making of a 
treaty is an executive act, while the performance of its obligations, if they entail 
aiteration of the existing domestic Iaw, requires legislative action. [..] but it cannot be 
disputed that the mation of the obligations undertaken in treaties and the assent to theu 
fom and quality are the hction of the executive alone." A.-G. for Canada v A.-G. for 
Ontario, A.C. 326,1937,347-348. 

154 In fact, according to some authors, the law of treaties goes M e r .  a state can be 
considmd to be bound by its international commitments even when those commitments 
were made by officiais who were not constitutionally entitled to make them. For them, 
the international competence of the agent does not need to be coextensive with her 
domestic competence; otherwise, the security of international transactions may be 
compromised. For the supporters of this view, a landmark case involves the Norwegian 
occupation of Eastern Greenland in the early L930s. When Denmark protested, the 
Nomepian govemment responded that the Danish Foreign Minister had given oral 
assurance that Denmark would not make any dificuIties in the senlement of the 
temtorial question. The Danish govemment ceplied that the Foreign Minister was not 
constitutionally entitled to give nich assurances and that only the CotmciI of Ministers 
could have bound the country on a matter of such speciai importance. in its [andmark 
decision, the Permanent Court of International Justice decided in 1933 that the reply by 
the Foreign Minister, given to the diplornatic representative of another country, to a 
guestion fdliag within its province, was binding ripou Norway, notwithstanding the 
intemal constitutionality of his decision. On the potential separation between 
international and coastitutionai law on this point, see the discussion in L. Wildhaber, 
Treatv-Making Power and Constitution, Stuttgart, Helbmg and Litchtenham, 197 1, 15- 
21. 

f55 in the 1egai Iiterature, these informai agreements are aiso o h  designated as 
"agreements in simplified formn. 



156 A. Gotlieb, Canadian Treatv-Making, Toronto, Buttemorths, 1968,40. 

157 A. Gotiieb, Canadian Treaty-Making, Toronto, Buttmorths, 1968,4244 

IS8 A. Gotlieb, Canadian Treaty-Making, Toronto, Butterworths, 1968, 18. 

159 A. Gotlieb, Canadian Treatv-Making, Toronto, Butterworths, 1968,57. 

160 Bora Laskin, "Che Provinces and International Agreements" in Ontario Advisory 
Committee on Confederation, Backmound Pa~ers and Reports, Toronto, The Queen's 
Printer of Ontario, 1967, 103. 

161 See the rationale exposed in the Labour Conventions Case, by the Supreme Court of 
Canada in A.-G. for Canada v A.-G, for Ontario, S.C.R. 461, 535; and by the Privy 
Council in its appeal decision in A.-G. for Canada v A,-G. for Ontario, A.C. 326,1937. 

162 The province of Québec bas historically claimed the right to negotiate and sign 
international agreements on its own, withii the d m  of its constitutional cornpetence. 
The 1960s were particularly contentious in this regard when Mr. Guérin-Lajoie, Minister 
of Éducation in the Québec government, signed a senes of cooperation agreements with 
France. Upon signature of these agreements, the Canadian government promptly 
exchanged a note with the French Ambassy, endoaing the agreements. n ie  situation 
heated up in the late 1960s when the Québec govenunent was invited alone to an 
international education meeting held in Gabon. In marking its diçapproval, the Canadian 
government subsequentiy severed its diplornatic ties with the Afncan country, On this 
abject, see L. Sabourin, "Politique étrangère et État du Québec", International Journal, 
XXX, 1965, 352-353; Paul Martin, Federalisrn and International Relations, Ottawa, 
Queen's Printer, 1968; and Mitchell Sharp, Federalism and International Conferences on 
Education, Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1968. 

163 See Howard A. Leeson, "Foreign Relations and Québec", 5 14-5 15. 

164 See R .i. Delisle, '"ïnaty-Making Power in Canada", in Ontario Advisory Cornmittee on 
Confederation, Backgsound Paners and Re~orts, Toronto, The Queen's Printer of 
Ontario, 1967, 1 19- 12 1 ; and H. Lauterpacht, Renort of the International Law 
Commission on the Law of Treaties, UN. Document, AEN, 4-63, 1953, 139. We 
should note that the exclusive nature of federal treaty-making powers do not prevent 
provinces h m  pursuing an active international policy through other means. in practice, 
provinces can negotiate formal treaties as long as these agreements receive the formal 
approval of the federaI governent More importantly, provinces can conclude 
administrative agreements which are essentially treated as private contracts by 
international law and there are now a plethora of d k c t  provincial cornmerciai and 
cultural qresentation abroad 

165 A.-G. of British-Columbia v. A&. of Canada, Appeal Case 203, 1924. 

166 For a brief discussion of the case, see Frederick P. Varcoe, The Distribution of 
Legislative Power in Canada, Toronto, The Carswell Company, 1954,159460. 

167 In the 1932 Aerontmtics decision, the Judicial Committee of the Pnvy Council first 
codirmed that, with respect to imperid treaties, federal powers were not Iimited by the 
constitutional division of powers. This 19 19 convention on the regdation of akm& and 
ai.  îransportation had been siped in the context of the 1919 Paris Peace Conference and 
it had been raàfied in 1922 by the British Cmwn on behaif of the Empire. As such, it 
constituted cleady an Empire treaty m the sense of section 132 of the Constitution Act, 



1867. CoasequentIy, the Prhy Corncil upheld the validity of the federal statute - 
implementing the convention in Canada. in re Regulation and Confrol of deronauria, 
Appeai Case 54,1932. 

in re Regulation and Control of Radio Conununication, Appeal Case 304,1932. 

See Gil Rémiliard, Le faéralisme canadien. tome 1: La loi constitutioneIle de 1867, 
Montréal, Québec/Aménque, 1983,458. 

Fredenck P. Varcoe, The Distriiution of Legislative Power in Canada, Toronto, The 
Carswell Company, 1954, L6 1-162. 

Diverging interpretations of the rationale behind the Radio decision seem to remain. 
Varcoe, MacDonald and Leeson, for example, state that the Rivy Council essentially 
found that the residual powers covered the treaty implernentation power itsetf. In the 
decision in the Labour Conventions case, Lord Atkin clearly states that the rationaie 
behind the Radio decision was that radio communications (and not treaty 
implementation), as a head of power, was found to be covered by the residual power. 
See Frederick P. Varcoe, The Distribution of Lenislative Power in Canada, Toronto, The 
Carsweli Company, 1954, 161-162; Howard A. Leeson, "Foreign Relations and 
Québec", 51 1-512; and Vincent C. MacDonald, "Canada's Power to Perform Treaty 
Obligations", Canadian Bar Review, XI, 1933,667-668. 

The three conventions, negotiated in the context of the institutions established by the 
Treaty of Versailles, dealt with such topics as the eight hour work day and minimum 
wages and they were signed by the federat govemment in 19 19,192 1 and L928. 

A.-G. for Canada v A.-G. for Ontario, Appeal Case 326, t937,328. 

A.-G. for Canada v A.-G. for Ontario, Appeal Case 326, 1937,352. 

While supported by the more stringent advocates of the federal principle (and 
particularly by the defenders of Quebec's autonorny), the Lubour Conventions decision 
has been solidly condemned by most Canadian Iegal commentators. See, for example, 
H.F. Angus, "The Canadian Constitution and the United Nations Charter", Canadian 
Journal of Economics and Political Science, W:2, 1946, 127-135; 3. Eayrs, "Canadian 
Federalisrn and the U. No'*, Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, XVI:2, 
1950, 172-182; and F. H. Soward, "Extemal Affairs and Canadian Federdism", in 
A.R.M. Lower et d., eds., Evolvins Canadian Federdism, Durham, Duke University 
Press, 1958, 146-150. 

Interestingly enough, it seems that the Lordships who made the decision themeIves 
came to express some regrets. Eighteen yean after the decision, Lord Wright stated his 
dissent h m  the principle laid down at the the  and, a year later, Chief Justice Kenvin 
stated, in his decision in the case Francis v. The Queen that it may be necessary to re- 
examine the judgemeut of the Rivy Council in the Labour Conventions case. See Bora 
Laskin, 'The Rovinces and international Agreements" in Ontario Advisory Commïttee 
on Confederatiou, Backmund Pa~ers and Raorts, Toronto, The Queen's Printer of 
Ontario, 1967, II 1. 

in protectïng provincial autonomy, many wciters believe that the Judiciai Committee 
severely impairrd Canada's international policy. Some authors have argued that the 
federal govemment has subsequently shied away h m  intemationai treaties Iying outside 
its areas of jurisdiaion or that, because of provincial opposition, it has failed to ratiQ 
cmcial international treaties, such as a series of dedarations on women and human 



nghts. However, there is no consensus on this point. For example, Gotiieb argues that, 
despite the constitutional limitations, the Canadian governent has maintained an 
honourable record regarding international treaties. See A. Gotiieb, Canadian Treatv- 
Making, Toronto, Butterwortbs, 1968,82-83. 

177 In practice. the main consequence of the Labour Conventions decision rnight be the 
greater involvement of provincial govements in the negotiation of international 
treaties. in the hope of avoiding difndties in the hplementation of international 
obligations at home, the federal government has increasingly been forced to seek 
provincial approval b e k  treaty ratification and hence to concede provincial 
governments greater infiuence over the negotiation of these internationai agreements. As 
a result, despite its stronger legai position with respect to treaty-making, its weak 
position ngarding treaty implementation has forced the federal govemment to relinquish 
some of its control in the negotiation phase as well. The overall result is a more 
ffagmented institutional fiamework than we might have expected given Canada's 
parliamentary system. 

178 The reader will have noted that I have chosen to consider legislative cornminees as an 
integral part of the chamber veto instead of treating them as a lower-level, separate veto. 
This choice is questionable since the agenda power of committee chairpersans could be 
used to prevent an appmval vote on the floor. Moreover, an unfavourable Rpon to the 
floor could aiso curtail the chances that a treaty wiIl be approved by the fioor. On the 
other hand, floor majorities are not without procedura1 controls over the work of 
committees and, despite the fact that experience underscores the autonomy and power of 
congressional cornmittes, several scholars question the need to treat them as entirely 
separate from the floor. This debate is an important, and seemingly unrrsolved, one in 
American legislative studies and political economy. For a critical discussion of the 
treatment of committees as completely autonomous entities from floor majorhies and 
party caucuses, see G. W. Cox and M. D. McCubbins, Leeislative Leviathan: Par& 
Government in the House, Berkeley, University of California Press, 1993; and R. D. 
Kiewet and M. D. McCubbins, The Lo~ic  of Delegation, Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, 199 1. 

179 We consider here only the period in which the Canadian govemment exereised 
significant autonomy in the conduct of its foreign policy. When treaties were still 
directiy negotiated and catified by the Bntish govemment, the Bntish cabinet itself 
could be considered a veto point and would have been (and was) the object of pressure 
and influence by Canadian actors. 

180 From a transnational politics perspective, it is possiiIe to draw some conclusions about 
the general diffidty of policy change by considering the continental political space as a 
unified space of politicai activity. Since the ratification of treaties reguires that these 
agreements be ddy processed thugh both institutional Weworks, the institutional 
configuration faced by -te and non-state actors in both coutries can be seen as the 
d t  of the merger of both national institutionai configurations. It could then be 
hypothesized that the greater the overall nimiber of veto points, the more difficalt and 
unlikely the success of poticy change. In this pmpective, for international treaties and 
congrwsionai-executive agreements falling within the of federal jurisdiction in 
Canada, state and non--te acton m both corntries are either f a h g  a three vetoes 
configuration (the Canadian cabinet, the Amerhm Presidency, and a two-third majority 
of the U.S. Senate) or a four vetoes configuration (the Canadian cabinet, the Amencan 



Presidency, a majarity of the House of Representatives, and a rnajority of the U.S. 
Senate). When the issue requires the legislative participation of provincial governments 
for effective Mplementation, the number of veto points couId be significantiy increased 
depending on the specifïc conditions. in any case, at least one significant veto point will 
be added to the ovedl  institutional configuration. 

The Eumpean Convention Conceming the Conservation of Birds Usefui to Agriculture, 
signed in Paris in 1902, could be thought as a forbearer to the Migratory Birds 
Convention. However, there is no evidence that it was presented as a precedent during 
the debates on the negotiations and approval of the Migratory Birds Convention. In fact, 
it seems that the argument about the value of birds to the fami economy was f i  raised 
only in 19 12 in the U.S. to help push the idea of a convention on migratory birds. Ch the 
European convention, see L. K. Caldwell (1996) Internationai Environmental Policv, 
third edition, Durham, Duke University -, 38-39. On the f h t  Iink between 
agriculture and the protection of birds in the Migratory Birds Convention debate, see K 
Dorsey (1998) The Dawn of Conservation Di~lomacv: US.-Canadian Wildlife 
Protection Tnaties in the Promessive Era, Seattle, University of Washington Ress, 183- 
184. 

While this is its official title, in Canada, the convention is generaily referred to as the 
Migratory Birds Convention. In the United States, the convention is generally referred to 
as the Migratory Bird Treaty. Respective domestic statutes implementing the convention 
are consistent with national practices. In Canada, the Mimatorv Bir& Convention Act is 
the implementing legislation; in the United States, the Mimtorv Bird Treaty Act is the 
relevant domestic legislation. Throughout the dissertation, I use "Migratory Birds 
Convention" to refer to the original convention. 

History has show that an important omission h m  the scope of the Migratory Birds 
Convention concems raptors rnigrating across the two countries. 

Birds migrate foIlowing an annual cycle, spending the nimmer in the North and corning 
back south for theu wintering grounds. They can travel very long distances; some 
species can spend their winters in Mexico and South America and bave1 back to sub- 
arctic regions for the m e r .  The migration routes are generally regrouped among five 
broad corndors called flyways, although significant numbers of birds cross several 
flyways. Waterfowl species, comprising mainly ducks and geese, are largely shared by 
Canada and the United States. Roughly speaking, about 80% of the waterfowl 
population reproduce in Canada during the spring season before rehirning south of the 
border at the end of the summer, whm 80% of the mortaIity due to hunting occurs. Very 
often m&pting females are impregnated early in their m*gration. As a result, the s p ~ g  
harvest is often synonyrnous of k i b g  females before they can raise their broods. 
Mtematively, fernales who lose their mate early in the migration often do not pair up 
with another male for the season. Consequently, s p ~ g  shooting can exact a particularly 
heavy toll on waterfowl populations. 

Scoters are dark-colored diving ducks of the genera Oidemia and Melanitta, living in 
northern costal areas. They are also caIled coots. 

For a review of some studies examining the importance of the subsistence harvests, see 
U.S. Fish and Wiidlife Service (1994) Manaainn Miaratonr Bird Subsistence Huntina in 
Alaska - Dratt Environmental Assessrnent, Washington, Department of the Interior. See 
also M. W. Wagner (1988) Domestic hunting and fihina bv Manitoba Indians: 



Magnitude. com~osition and blications for manayement, Winnipeg, Treaty and 
Abonginal Rights Resemch Centre of Manitoba. 

See C. H. Scott (1987) "The socio-economic signincance of waterfowl among Canada's 
Abonginal Cree: Indigenous use and local management", ICBP Technical Publication, 
no. 6,49-62; R C. Condon, P. Collings, and G. Wenzel (1995) "The best part of Me: 
Subsistence hunting, ethnicity, and economic adaptation among young adult huit 
males", Arctic, 48: 1,3 1-46, 

See Letter fiom Hon. G. F. Mackenzie, Gold Commissioner, Yukon Tenitory, to J. B. 
Harkin, Commissioner, Dominion Parks Branch, Department of Intenor, dated 24 JuIy 
1919; and letter h m  Govemor of Alaska to G- F- Mackenzie, Gold Commissioner, 
Yukon Temtory, dated 27 June 19 19. (Yukon Files, YRG 1, series 3, vol. 2, file 1 N a )  

For an interesthg account of the enforcement conditions pnvalent in Missouri in the 
early years of the Migratory Birds Convention, see L. Merovka (1984) "A Federal Game 
Warden" in A. S. Hawkins et al., eds-, Flvwavs: Pioneerinrr Waterfowl Management in 
North Amerka, Washington, Department of Interior, 27-34. 

For example, see the Letter nom A.S. Williams, Departmental Solicitor, Department of 
Indian Affairs, to J. B. Harkin, Commissioner, Canadian National Parks, dated 17 
November 1921, regartmg the application of the Mimtorv Birds Convention Act to 
Aboriginal Peoples. In National Archives of Canada, Canadian Wildlife Service files 
(RG 109, vol. 1 15, Part 5). 

The Audubon Society was an immediate success. In 1888, it already counted 50 000 
members, most of them influentid people, and an intluential magazine. But as the 
growth proved too rapid to manage, George Grinnel actually closed the organisation in 
1889. The organisation was then resurrected in the form of a Massachusetts chapter in 
1896 and it expanded nom there. It became a national organisation in 1905. See Je F. 
Reiger (1986) Arnerican S~ortsmen and the ûrieins of Conservation, rev. ed., Norman, 
University of Oklahoma hws, 66-72. 

K. Doaey (1998) The Dawn of Conservation Diplomacv: U.S.-Canadian Wildlife 
Protection Treaties in the Promessive Era, Seattle, University of Washington Press, 174 
182. 

See J. Foster (1998) Workinp; for WiIdiife: The Begimine of Preservation in Canada, 
Toronto, University of Toronto Press. Despite the absence of the large naturalist 
organisations, we should point out that Canadians were also joining local naniralist 
organisations, such as the Ottawa Field-Nanualists' Club (founded 1879) or the Thomas 
Mcilwraith Field Nahiralists' Club (founded L863), or even American organisations, 
such as the Audubon Society. 

It should be noted that these authors do not represent a consistent and monolithic body 
of thought. On the contrary, whle al1 quite uifluentid, they represent different 
philosophical appmaches to the management of the natrwl world. Muir was a naniralist 
advocating the preservation of n a d  spaces and wildlie for their aesthetic and spiritual 
vdue as weII as for their contrribution to broader ecologkai systems. Pinchot was 
resolutely ditarian and advocated the wise use and scientific management of n a W  
resources so as to ensure a sustained yield LeopoId, whose influence on the early 
conservation movement is probably uupalleled, privileged a "land ethic" which infises 
resource management decisions with a respectfki attitude towards the beauty and 
mte- of the biotic coIIMUIUtv tmderstood as an ecomstemic whole. There is no doubt 



that these authors inspired people differently. With regards to the fight for the protection 
of birds, many preservationists relied on more aesthetic priaciples for their engagement 
while many sportsmen advocated commation on the basis of a mix of wise use precepts 
and ethical standards characterizhg waste as inconsistent with a gentleman's proper 
reverential attitude towards nature. Despite these tensions and differences, in this 
chapter, 1 refer to all those favouring more stringent bird protection as conservationists. 

K. Dorsey (1998) The Dawn of Consenration Di~lornacu: US.-Canadian WiIdlife 
Protection Treaties in the Promesive Eta, Seattle, University of Washington Press, 197. 

J. Foster (1998) Working for Wildlife: The Befziming of Preservation in Canada, 
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1 O. 

The term is tom S. Udall (1963) The Ouiet Crisis, New York, Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston. 

The last passenger pigeon died in a Cincinnati zoo in 19 14. 

F, Graham (1971) Man's Dominion: The stow of conservation in America, New York, 
219,223. 

On the feathers trade, see R W. Doughty (1975) Feather Fashïon and Bkd Preservation: 
A studv in nature ~rotection, Berkeley, University of California Press. See also K. 
Dorsey (1998) The Dawn of Conservation Didomaq: U.S.-Canadian Wildlife 
Protection Treaties in the P r o m i v e  Era, Seattle, University of Washington Press, 171- 
173, 118-179. 

J. Foster (1998) Workine for Wildlife: The Beginnine of Preservation in Canada, 
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 124. 

The importance associated to spring shooting was not only cultural. In Missouri, a 
hotbed of opposition, private clubs were very often dependent on lands that were only 
inundated during this part of the year. 

For an example of this perception of the problem, see the speech by Honoré Mercier, 
Minister of Colonisation, Mines and Fisheries for the Province of Quebec, given to the 
National Conference of the AGPPA in New York on 1 May 19 17. (National Archives of 
Canada, Canadian W iIdIife Service files (RG log), vol. 1 14, WL.U. IO, Part 1). 

See K. Dorsey (1998) The Dawn of Conservation Didomacy: U.S.-Canadian WiIdlife 
Protection Treaties in the Propressive Era, Seattle, University of Washington Press, 179- 
180. 

The Lacev Act recpired the appropriate labeling of the packages carryiag bird parts and 
made it illegai to ship birds to, or fiom, states w h e ~  their t a h g  was illegal, Since 
severai states stiil lacked protective legisIation, the law was of a lîmited scope. 

See K. Dorsey (1998) The Dawn of Conservation Didomacv: U.S.-Canadian Wildlife 
Protection Treaties in the Progressive Era, Seattle, University of Washington Press, 199. 

Conservationists nsed this argument abundantly to promote the bi1L Some ornithologists 
estimated the atlflud damage done to f m e r s  to $800 milIion (a questionable nuniber 
given the inherent dif£îculty of arriving at a diable estirnate). McLean taJked of the 
"insect tax" and argued that this wasted money codd be spent on education. During the 
debates on the adoption of the Mimatory B a  Treatv Law, the legislation implementing 
the Migiatorv Birds Convention. au imDortant a r m e n t  was even that ~rotectma the 
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birds would hprove the war effort by boosting agriculhiral production! See K. Dorsey 
(1998) The Dawn of Conservation Diplomacy: US.-Canadian Wiidlife Protection 
Treatis in the hpmssive Era, Seattle, University of Washington Press, 186-187 and 
chapter 8. 

208 See K. Dorsey ( t 998) The Dawn of Conservation Didomacv: US.-Canadian WiIdife 
Rotection Treaties in the Promesive Era, Seattle, University of Washington Press, 199. 
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